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1.1 Introduction
Bacteria are of great importance and play pivotal roles in global ecosystems but also
locally sustain life in peaceful cohabitation with, for instance, humans. When the
symbiotic balance is disrupted some bacteria present challenges. A striking example of
bacteria being a hazard is by causing infections and making us ill. In most cases the
human immune system deals with bacterial infections but some bacterial infections
would have been a death sentence were it not for the discovery of antibiotics. Antibiotic
treatment of common bacterial infections has been successfully saving lives for
decades. However, the use of antibiotics directly correlates with the development of
resistance and treatments are rapidly becoming ineffective due to the emergence of
bacteria that are unaffected by the drugs (1).
The European Commission’s “action plan against the rising of health threats from
antimicrobial resistance” estimates that 33.000 people die annually because of
infections with antibiotic resistant bacteria in the EU alone (2). Globally, this number
could reach as high as 700.000 deaths with an roughly estimated mortality rate of 10
million per year by 2050 (3, 4). The rise of resistant bacteria in the absence of the
development of new antibiotics will result in a massive increase of infection-related
deaths. The associated healthcare costs will increase by € 1,5 billion each year for
antimicrobial resistance in the EU due to an increase of expenses per patient. Projected
losses in economic output by increased mortality, prolonged illness and reduced labor
efficiency are likely to double these cost increases (3). The foreseeable human and
economic losses call for intervening action. However, new antibiotics that: 1) are
bactericidal; 2) have a low propensity for resistance development; and 3) are non-toxic
to the host, are rarely discovered.
Combatting pathogens and developing new classes of antibiotics requires in depth
knowledge on how bacteria regulate proliferation and communicate with their
environment. Possible antibiotics targeting bacterial cell division could be very potent
as the responsible proteins are essential and broadly conserved among bacteria.
Therefore, the molecular interactions that allow bacteria to function, grow and divide
need to be elucidated in order to be exploited to stimulate bacterial death or
quiescence.
Many of the proteins involved in bacterial cell division localize to and act upon the cell
surface. Two broad classes of bacterial cell surfaces exist based on its composition,
Gram- positive and Gram-negative (Figure 1). Gram-positive bacteria, such as Bacillus
subtilis, maintain a cytoplasmic inner membrane with a thick cell wall on the outside.
Gram-negative bacteria, such as Escherichia coli, have a cytoplasmic membrane and an
10

outer membrane. The space between these two membranes is called the periplasm and
contains a relatively thin cell wall. The cell surfaces of all bacteria contain many proteins
involved in cell division and in cell wall synthesis that may serve as new antibiotic
targets.
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b
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Cellwall
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Periplasm
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Cellwall

IM

IM

Cyto

Cyto

Figure 1 – Schematic overview of Gram-positive (a) and –negative (b) cell envelopes to
indicate the difference in cell wall and membranes. OM = Outer membrane, IM = Inner
membrane, Cyto = cytoplasm.

Bacterial growth and division
Bacterial cell division describes the growth and splitting of a single cell bacterium into
two daughter cells. The resulting daughter cells require a full complement of the
mother cell’s cellular components including a complete chromosome to be able to
function as individual cells (Figure 2). Underneath the observable mechanical part of
bacterial cell division lies a complex molecular interplay of interactions that tightly
controls all of its aspects, including the prevention of bisection of a not yet fully
segregated nucleoid (5, 6).
The protein complex that orchestrates division is called the divisome. The proteins that
comprise the divisomal complex show both dependent and redundant associations and
interactions with each other (Section 3). E. coli cells grow in length and “make enough
room” for the doubling of the cellular components before division. The molecular
mechanisms of length growth, or elongation, are facilitated by a protein complex called
the elongasome (Section 4). The divisome and elongasome are directed by the bacterial
cytoskeletal proteins FtsZ and MreB, respectively (7). Together with other proteins, FtsZ
and MreB synchronize division and growth with the synthesis of the bacterial cell wall.

11
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New born cell

Elongation
Chrom. replication
Invagination
Chrom. segregation
Formation of new poles
2 new sister cells
Figure 2 – The cell cycle of E. coli.

The peptidoglycan layer
The bacterial cell wall is the major determinant of bacterial cell shape. Cell wall
synthesis in rod-shaped bacteria such as E. coli requires septal (at the division site) and
lateral modes of growth regulated by the divisome and elongasome, respectively (5).
Bacteria with other morphologies such as cocci (spheres) or ovo-cocci (lemon-shaped)
often do not have a specific elongasome (8).
The cell wall (also called the peptidoglycan (PG) layer or sacculus) is one very large sugar
and protein containing mesh-like molecule that encapsulates the cell. It allows bacterial
cells to withstand changing conditions, such as mechanical and osmotic pressure
imposed by their surroundings (9). The PG layer is built from many identical subunits
for which precursors are synthesized in the cytoplasm and transported to the periplasm
where they are inserted into the sacculus. The bacterial cell wall is under constant
reconstruction by proteins that break down and modify it to allow cells to expand
during growth and division but at the same time maintain stability for the cell to prevent
lysis. This is mainly done by penicillin binding proteins (PBPs) which connect the sugar
and peptide parts of PG precursors into the growing PG layer (9). Some PG modifying
proteins can connect both sugars and peptides whereas others only connect the former
or only the latter. Other PBPs modify the existing PG layer to allow insertion of new
precursors during growth or to repair damaged peptidoglycan (Section 2). Synthesis
and maintenance of the PG layer is tightly controlled and synchronized with division
(the divisome) and growth (the elongasome) to prevent lysis.
Despite a rapidly progressing scientific field, fundamental knowledge on how exactly
these processes function in bacterial cells is still insufficient. The experimental toolbox
12

of microbiologists would benefit from novel techniques that identify molecular
interactions in their envelope that bacteria use to grow and divide. Responding to these
needs, a tool was developed to detect molecular interactions that drive bacterial cell
division and PG synthesis of Escherichia coli, allowing researchers to understand their
mechanics and develop screening techniques for novel antibiotic targets. This chapter
describes the current state of research in unravelling the molecular mechanisms behind
bacterial cell division and cell elongation in E. coli and discusses them as possible targets
for antibiotic development.

1.2 The Peptidoglycan layer
The bacterial cell wall is composed of a meshwork of peptidoglycan (PG) subunits, called
the PG layer or sacculus. The PG layer is an important structure in almost all bacteria
giving cells their shape and the ability to withstand mechanical and osmotic pressure
(8, 10, 11). It must be rigid as well as flexible, undergoing constant synthesis and
hydrolysis to facilitate growth and division. PG maintenance is regulated by a set of
proteins of which the penicillin binding proteins (PBP)s are the most well-known. The
mesh-like structure of the PG layer is composed of sugar chains interconnected by
peptide side bridges. PG sugar chains are composed of alternating residues of Nacetylglucosamine (GlcNAc) and N-acetylmuramic acid (MurNAc) linked as ß-1,4 bonds
by transglycosylation. MurNac contains a pentapeptide composed of: L-Alanine (L-Ala),
diaminopimelic acid (DAP), D-Glutamine (D-Glu) and two D-Alanines (D-Ala)’s (Figure
3). In E. coli, MurNac residues are connected by their pentapeptide chains that crosslink
during transpeptidation reactions between the third amino acid (DAP) and the fourth
D-Ala of the other unit at the cost of one of the fifth terminal D-Ala. Variation exist
within and among bacterial species in terms of their pentapeptide amino acid
composition and the crosslinking transpeptidation reaction (12, 13). For instance, E. coli
contains a set of transpeptidases (TPases) not directly related to PBPs (L,D-TPases) that
produce DAP-DAP crosslinks that can help it escape certain antibiotic treatments
(discussed later). Another example of variation is the Gram-positive bacterium
Staphylococcus aureus that does not contain DAP in its pentapeptides and
transpeptidates between the L-Lys of one, and D-Ala of the other
MurNac/pentapeptide using an interbridge of five Glycine amino acid residues (14). The
synthesis and hydrolysis of the PG layer is regulated by additional proteins. Unbalanced
PG transglycosylation or transpeptidation activity results in cell lysis due to continued
PG hydrolase activity (10, 12). The concentration of PBPs is thus strictly regulated on
both temporal and spatial levels, by transcription and likely also by proteolytic
13
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degradation (6). This section will introduce PG synthesis and maintenance as well as the
key enzymes involved.

Outside

Periplasm

OM

GlcNac

PG

MurNac

IM

L-Ala
D-Glu
DAP
D-Ala

Cyto

Figure 3 – The cell envelope of E. coli. On the left an overview of a cell showing the
different envelope layers. These are schematically shown in the middle panel. Within
the periplasm resides the peptidoglycan layer, which is shown zoomed in at the right.
OM = Outer membrane, PG = peptidoglycan, IM = Inner membrane, Cyto = cytoplasm.

Synthesis of PG precursors
The peptidoglycan layer is built from precursor molecules that are step-wise assembled
in the cytoplasm, transported across the inner membrane before they can be added.
The final PG precursor is the lipid linked intermediate undecaprenyl-P-P-MurNAcpentapeptide-GlcNAc (Lipid II), which is transported to the periplasm. The
undecaprenyl-P-P is displaced as MurNAc-pentapeptide-GlcNAc is inserted into the
sacculus by the combined efforts of PBPs and transport proteins. This section will refer
to this as “Lipid II or PG precursor insertion into the PG layer”. Figure 3 shows a
schematic overview of the PG structure within the Gram-negative cell.
The synthesis of PG precursors occurs as a series of biochemical reactions that begins
in the cytoplasm (Table 1). The first molecule to enter the pathway of PG precursor
synthesis is fructose-6-P. GlmS restructures it to glucosamine-6-P using L-glutamine as
a source of nitrogen (15). Glucosamine-6-P is converted to glucosamine-1-P by GlmM
(16). Sequential acetyltransferase and uridyltransferase reactions by GlmU convert
glucosamine-1-P into UDP-GlcNac (17). Enolpyruvyl from phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) is
directly added to UDP-GlcNac to from UDP-GlcNac-enolpyruvate, which is subsequently
converted to UDP-MurNac by MurA and MurB (18). MurC catalyses the addition of LAlanine to form UDP-MurNac-L-Ala but is also capable of adding structurally related
molecules to UDP-MurNac at lower efficiency (19). MurD then adds a D-Glutamic acid
to the L-Alanine stem followed by the addition of DAP by MurE forming UDP-MurNacL-Ala-D-Glu-DAP (20). The di-peptide D-Ala-D-Ala is added to the peptide stem by MurF
(18). Interestingly, in vancomycin resistant species D-Ala-D-Ser or D-Ala-D-Lac are
added instead of D-Ala-D-Ala (21). The integral membrane protein MraY catalyses the
14

addition of undecaprenyl-phosphate, producing the lipid-linked PG precursor UDPMurNAcpentapeptide-P-P-undecaprenol (Lipid I) (22). The peripheral membrane
protein MurG facilitates the exchange of UDP with UDP-GlcNac, resulting in Lipid II, the
main PG building block that is transported across the inner membrane (16).
Table 1 – Enzymes involved in the synthesis of the PG precursor Lipid-II in E. coli
Enzyme

Localization

Molecule

Addition

GlmS

Cytoplasm

Fructose-6-P

L-Gln

GlmM

Cytoplasm

Glucosamine-6-P

-

GlmU

Cytoplasm

Glucosamine-1-P

Acetyl-CoA

GlmU

Cytoplasm

N-acetylglucosamine-1-P

UTP

MurA

Cytoplasm

UDP-GlcNac-enolpyruvate

PEP

MurB

Cytoplasm

UDP-MurNac

NADHP

MurC

Cytoplasm

UDP-MurNac-L-Ala

L-Ala

MurD

Cytoplasm

UDP-MurNac-dipeptide

D-Glu

MurE

Cytoplasm

UDP-MurNac-tripeptide

DAP

MurF

Cytoplasm

UDP-MurNac-pentapeptide

D-Ala-D-Ala

MraY

Inner-Membrane

Lipid I

Undecaprenyl-P

MurG

Inner-Membrane

Lipid II

UDP-GlcNac

FtsW/MurJ/RodA

Inner-Membrane

-

Transport,
Transglycosylation

Transport of PG precursors across the inner membrane
Lipid II needs to be translocated across the inner membrane before it can be
subsequently processed. On the periplasmic side of the inner membrane the GlcNacMurNac-peptapeptide is built into the PG layer while the undecaprenyl-pyrophosphate
remains associated with the membrane and should be recycled to the cytoplasm as
undecaprenyl-phosphate (23). Lipid II is estimated to be present in relatively low
amounts compared to the individual units in the PG-layer. Therefore, a highly efficient
transport (and recycling) system is required to transport (flip) it to the periplasmic side
of the inner-membrane (24, 25).
Although the consensus among experts is that Lipid II is transported across the inner
membrane by a flipping mechanism, the actually responsible enzyme or complex has
been subject of controversy. For cell division-related Lipid II flipping two main
candidates existed, FtsW and MurJ that both had their own set of pro- and contra
arguments for being the main flipase. To complicate matters, much of the work that
suggested either as flipase excluded the other.
15
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FtsW was initially identified as putative Lipid II flipase because membrane vesicles
containing FtsW showed transport of fluorescent Lipid II, whereas controls such as
MraY and transporters like SecYEG did not (26, 27). Additionally, ftsW is part of a gene
cluster containing PG precursor synthesis genes and the division associated PG
synthesis enzyme PBP3 (28). Lastly, FtsW structurally highly resembles RodA, another
suggested Lipid II flipase essential for rod shaped bacteria (29). Although this data
suggested a functional relation, it is not direct evidence of Lipid II flipping.
MurJ was identified as a potential Lipid II flipase by a bioinformatics approach meeting
the following preconditions: 1) It was an inner membrane protein; 2) which was
conserved among PG containing Gram-negative bacteria; 3) It was absent from bacteria
lacking PG; and 4) It was essential for E. coli unless additional proteins with the same
function were present (30). Of note is that FtsW was also a strong candidate according
to the same parameters. Experimental work indeed uncovered an essential role for
MurJ for cell growth and PG synthesis (31). Depletion of MurJ resulted in lysis
concomitantly with accumulation of PG Lipid II synthesis intermediates in the cytoplasm
suggesting transport failure (32). Interestingly, the deletion of multiple MurJ analogues
in Bacillus subtillis suggested that MurJ is not essential in this case (33). However, a
MurJ redundancy protein (Amj) was discovered that showed synthetic lethality (34).
Additionally, it was shown that when E. coli MurJ was inhibited, Lipid II was not
transported to the periplasm while precursors piled up in the cytoplasm, whereas
depletion of FtsW did not result in the same effects (31). Finally, it was shown that MurJ
has a stronger affinity for Lipid II than FtsW and that the MurJ-Lipid II interaction can
be affected by mutagenesis and antibiotic treatment (35).
Both FtsW and MurJ clearly influence the flipping of Lipid II across the inner membrane
but recently the results favour the later as the actual flipase prompting also the need
for a better understanding of FtsW. Indeed, FtsW has been shown to be part of the cell
division and peptidoglycan synthesis machinery, interacting with many of the key
players such as PBP1b, PBP3 FtsQ, FtsL and FtsN (36–38). Only very recently the
enzymatic activity of FtsW was established in synthesizing the PG layer, but only in
concert with its cognate class B PBP (39) (described later). MurJ on the other hand could
not be shown to have any direct interactions with cell division or PG synthesis proteins.
Although interestingly, its midcell localization is dependent on an intact divisome,
availability of Lipid II and active FtsW and PBP3 whereas an inactive MurJ mutant does
not change this localization pattern (40). The hypothesis that FtsW is required for MurJmediated Lipid II translocation and then, on the periplasmic side of the inner
membrane, is contributing to the addition the precursors to the PG layer suggest a high
level of regulation and control during and after translocation.
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PG synthesis
After Lipid II is made available at the periplasmic side of the inner membrane it is
inserted into the PG layer. This must be strictly regulated to maintain an intact PG mesh
and prevent lysis. Insertion of PG precursors into the sacculus occurs by
glycosyltransferase (GT, connecting the sugar chains) and transpeptidase (TP,
connecting the peptide chains) reactions that are mainly performed by penicillin
binding proteins (PBP)s (Figure 4) (9, 10). Existing PG bonds need to be “disconnected”
by peptidoglycan autolysins capable of hydrolysing both amine and glycoside bonds to
allow insertion of new material (12). The proteins that synthesize or maintain the PG
layer are ambiguously named and not all of them are called PBP. Historically PBPs were
categorized by molecular size, high molecular mass (HMM) and low molecular mass
(LMM). HMMs consist of an N-terminal cytoplasmic tail, a single transmembrane
domain, and two main periplasmic domains. They are further classed as A or B
depending on their enzymatic activities. There are many proteins with essential but illdefined roles in cell wall biogenesis during growth, division and sporulation but
generally it is more useful to categorize these proteins according to their enzymatic
activities (Table 2).

&
GTase

&

TPase

Figure 4 – Schematic overview of GTase and TPase reactions.
Table 2 – PBPs of E. coli and gene names (9).
Class A
gene
Class B
gene
PBP1a
mrcA
PBP2
mrdA
PBP1b
mrcB
PBP3
ftsI
PBP1c
pbpC
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Class C
PBP4
PBP4b
PBP5
PBP6a
PBP7
AmpH

gene
dacB
yefw
dacA
dacC
pbpG
ampH

1

Glycosyltransferases and Transpeptidases
Class A PBPs (aPBPs) have a GTase domain at the N-terminal side within the periplasm
and a C-terminal TPase domain. Class B PBPs (bPBPs) have an “N-terminal” pedestal
domain without a known enzymatic function and only have the C-terminal TPase
domain. The aPBPs of E. coli, PBP1a, PBP1b and PBP1c are structurally highly similar but
have their own specific functionalities. PBP1a and PBP1b function mainly during
elongation and division, respectively but also complement each other’s function if
needed (10). PBP1c seems to be dispensable, arguably because only its GTase activity
(but no TPase) could be established and it interacts with a different variety of PG
substrates (41). Similarly, mono-functional glycosyltransferases of different shapes and
sizes exist. For instance, the membrane bound mono functional GTase MtgA is
associated to divisomal PG synthesis where it can transglycosylate PG sugar chains at a
different pH optimum from the otherwise preferred GTase PBP1b (42, 43). Recently, a
group of proteins called SEDS (shape, elongation, division and sporulation) have been
shown to exert GTase activity. FtsW and RodA are SEDS proteins and indeed expressed
GTase activity further complicating proper classification of PG modifying proteins (39,
44).
Both aPBPs and bPBPs have a C-terminal penicillin-binding domain capable of TPase
activity. PBP2 and PBP3 are bPBPs involved in elongation and division, respectively.
Although PBP2 can be found at the divisome site, it moves away before cell separation
and functions laterally (45). PBP3 is the major TPase during cell division and forms a PG
synthesis core with FtsW and PBP1b (46). In fact, SEDS-bPBPs synthesis complexes seem
to be responsible for focussed modes of PG synthesis (39, 47, 48). Recently, also LDTranspeptidase linked PG has become subject of investigation. Performed by LDTPases, DAP-DAP crosslinks are formed instead of the DAP-D-Ala crosslinks by DDTPases (13). Although LD-TPases produce only a small percentage of the peptide
crosslinks in the PG layer they can become essential during β-lactam treatment. This is
due to the different enzymatic cleft compared to DD-TPases that contains a cysteine
instead of serine active site that is therefore not targeted by most β-lactam antibiotics
(49). LD-TPases are further discussed in chapters 3 and 4.

PG hydrolysis and maintenance
Class C PBPs (cPBPs) are of low molecular weight and fulfil hydrolytic functions like D,Dcarboxypeptidase (DD-CPase) and D,D-endopeptidase (DD-EPase) reactions,
respectively cleaving either the last amino acid from the pentapeptide or the bonds
between peptapeptides themselves (Figure 5). PG hydrolysis is an important process in
recycling since roughly 60 % of the PG layer is being broken down and reused during
one generation in E. coli (50). Around a third of the PG pentapeptides are crosslinked
of which more than 90 % by DD-TPases (12, 51). The covalently closed PG layer
18

surrounds the entire cell and to make modifications, the peptide crosslinks and glycan
links need to be severed. DD-EPases and Lytic transglycosylases perform this function
my cleaving the DAP-D-Ala bond of the peptide crosslinks and glycan chains,
respectively (Figure 5).

a

X
X

DD-EPase

b
X
X

X

X

DD-CPase

Amidase

LTase

X
X
X

Figure 5 – PG hydrolysis in E. coli. (a) Schematic overview of DD-EPase, DD-CPase
Amidase and LTase activities on the PG layer. (b) Hydrolase activity “opens up” the PG
for insertion of new PG chains or produces new glycans where old have been removed.
Adapted from Singh et al 2015 (52).

Endopeptidases
The periplasmic PBP4, PBP7 and AmpH exert DD-EPase activity and are loosely
associated with membranes depending on their interactions but are not inserted (53,
54). Interestingly, all of the PBP DD-EPases have also been shown to be capable of DDCPase activity and their activity may depend on available substrate and environmental
conditions. Recently, both PBP4 and PBP7 were suggested to function in concert with,
and interact with elongasome associated proteins LpoA and PBP1a through proteomics
and surface plasmon resonance experiments (54). A full overview of PBP4 and PBP7
function is not complete yet as in vivo localization by immunolabeling experiments
show a strong preference of PBP4 for the septum making elongasome functionality less
likely (Tanneke den Blaauwen personal communication). Since PBP4 only loosely
associates with the membrane through electrostatic interactions (53) some
19
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visualization methods may disrupt the association and a direct way of PBP4 localization
in vivo must be sought. Although AmpH binds a variety of penicillins, and has a similar
structure to β-lactamases, it does not (or very little) exert β-lactamase activity (55).
Instead it is a DD-EPase that also expresses a weak DD-CPase activity in vitro (56). The
deletion of AmpH does not result in a changes in morphology, but synthetic phenotypes
were observed for multiple deletions with PBPs (57).
Another group of E. coli DD-EPases do not bind penicillin and are therefore not called
PBPs, but Meps (Murein endopeptidases). The free floating periplasmic protein MepA
is capable of cleaving DAP-D-Ala as well as DAP-DAP bonds. Inactivation or
overproduction of MepA does not seem to result in a phenotype but does alter PG
composition (58, 59). MepH, MepM and MepS are redundant in DD-EPase activity
although they do not seem related. A triple deletion strain was only viable if one of the
genes was expressed from a plasmid. Furthermore, it was shown that the redundant
functionality of MepH, MepM and MepS is required for insertion of new material to the
PG layer (60). MepS is highly abundant during logarithmic growth but not during the
stationary phase when it is proteolytically degraded by the OM lipoprotein NlpI and the
protease prc showing regulation of PG modifying enzymes by controlling protein levels
(52, 54).

Carboxypeptidases
Carboxypeptidases cleave off the terminal D-Ala from the MurNac pentapeptide chain.
It is thought that this protects the PG from unneeded crosslinking (61). A detailed
description of DD-CPase enzymatic activity is presented in chapter 4. E. coli’s main DDCPases PBP5, PBP6a, PBP6b were thought to have a role in regulating cell diameter and
septum formation (62). PBP5 has been shown to help orient septal FtsZ-ring formation
because in its absence skewed division sites were observed (63). Yet, the deletion of
dacA (encoding PBP5) does not cause apparent visual phenotypes (57). Single deletions
of cPBPs do not result in observable phenotypes. However, when multiple cPBP
deletions are combined, changes in morphology are observed suggesting overlapping
functionality (57). Deletion of cPBPs in combination with deletions of genes encoding
proteins with different PG hydrolytic or synthetic activities can be severe. These
observations can lead to a better understanding of their function in the cell. For
instance, single mutants of AmpH, PBP5 or PBP1a have minor phenotypic changes but
deleting all three results in aberrant morphology (64). Redundancy in functionality is
also observed for DD-CPase activity where single or double deletions of the genes for
PBP5, PBP6a or PBP6b do not phenotypically differ from wild type cells but the triple
deletion grows slower with serious morphology defects (63) (Chapter 4). PBP5, PBP6a
and PBP6b have a highly similar structure and seem to be able to perform DD-CPase
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activity but PBP6b is mainly active at low pH while PBP5 is active at most pHs (65–67).
For PBP6a mostly inhibitory functionalities were observed and recently it has been
shown to be essential for PG maintenance under OM-stress conditions (68). The
differences in DD-CPase activity and function are discussed in chapters 3 and 4.
Whereas DD-CPases cleave off the terminal D-Ala resulting in a tetrapeptide stem
(Figure 5), LD-carboxypeptidases can cleave off the other D-Ala to leave a tripeptide
stem. The most studied LD-CPase, LdcA, resides in the cytosol and therefore does not
directly act upon the PG layer but rather in recycling of PG to re-enter the biosynthesis
pathway of Lipid II (69). E. coli does not have a distinct periplasmic LD-CPase, although
the OM endopeptidase MepS was shown to also exert a weak LD-CPase activity (60).
Curiously, Gram-positive bacteria have the extracellular LdcB, which creates tripeptide
stems in the PG layer (70).

Amidases
PG amidases cleave the amine N-acetylmuramoyl-L-alanine bond between the first DAla and MurNac (Figure 4). Seemingly in contrast to most Gram-positive bacteria, Gramnegative bacteria form new cell poles while already constricting the envelope. PG that
is formed at the middle of the cell needs to be cleaved leaving two new poles that are
capable of supporting all PG layer functions. The concomitant nature of Gram-negative
constriction, PG hydrolysis, PG synthesis and PG hydrolysis again requires a tight
organization. Heidrich et al, recognized that if deletion of lytic transglycosylases or all
DD-EPases did not result in an elongated phenotype at least other proteins must be
required for the separation of the new poles, the amidases (71).
E. coli contains several amidases in the periplasm, the free floating AmiA, AmiB and
AmiC and the OM-tethered AmiD. The zinc-dependent AmiA requires at least a
tetrasacharide chain as substrate to be active and therefore newly translocated Lipid II
is protected from cleavage (72). Amidases are activated by LytM domain factors that
can be of other, interacting proteins. AmiA and AmiB are activated by the IM-associated
LytM containing divisome component EnvC (73, 74). AmiB recruitment to the division
site is dependent on PBP3 and FtsN and therefore most likely functions only during
septation and constriction. Perhaps this is the reason for its localization to be
independent of EnvC that itself only localizes and is controlled by divisome components
FtsE and FtsX (75). AmiC is activated by OM-associated, LytM containing, NlpD and is
dependent on FtsN localization (76, 77). The AmiAB-EnvC and AmiC-NlpD amidase
systems are considered redundant but the latter was recently found to be coupled with
the machinery that promotes OM invagination (78). AmiD is capable of cleaving intact
PG but requires a minimum of trisacharides as a template. Yet, it is not properly
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established whether AmiD functions in PG turnover. For instance, its kinetic activity is
inhibited by its own substrate suggesting feedback and possibly a retardant
functionality (79). The active site of AmiD resembles that of another curious amidase,
AmpD, which localizes to the cytoplasm and cleaves tripeptides from sugar chains that
can then re-enter biosynthesis pathways (79).
While AmiA, AmiC and AmiD are transported to the periplasm by TAT transport, AmiB
is transported by the Sec translocon. AmiB or AmiC overexpression leads to lysis and
susceptibility to osmotic shock (71, 80). Single deletions of AmiA or AmiC cause chaining
phenotypes but ∆amiB resembles wild type cells (71). The chaining phenotype
exacerbates additional deletions of lytic transglygosylases. This, again, suggests an
interplay of amidases and proteins capable of cleaving sugar chains of the PG layer that
is formed at the septum.

Lytic transglycosylases
Maintenance of the sacculus requires the controlled lysis of the bonds between the
GlcNac-MurNac sugar chains within the PG layer. This reaction is performed by Lytic
transglycosylases (LT), which can cleave these bonds in a non-hydrolytic manner (Figure
5) (81). LT-mediated lysis of PG sugar chains can be exo- or endolytic, respectively
meaning cleaving the sugar chains from a terminal end or within the chain. Eight LTs
have been identified in E. coli: the outer membrane bound MltA, MltB, MltC, MltD, MltE
and MltF; Inner membrane bound MltG and the periplasmic Slt70 (82–86). All LTs are
capable of exolytic activity but MltB-G and Slt70 also catalyse endolytic reactions (83,
85, 87).
Less is known about the LT specificity for distinct processes of the cell and as for the,
DD-Cpases, functionalities are highly redundant (88). MltA is mainly associated with
divisomal PG maintenance. The creation of a triple mutant lacking MltA, MltB and Slt70
did not result in aberrant cell morphology underscoring redundancy (89). Interestingly,
overexpression of LTs can results in severe phenotypes (90). Overexpression of MltA
did not result in morphology changes at 37 °C but when grown at 30 °C (Topt for MltA),
the cells become spherical (89). Overproduction of MltD or MltE results in phenotypic
aberrations, lysis and changed overall PG composition (43, 90, 91). MltB is associated
with PG recycling of the shorter sugar chains that other LTs cannot turn over (84). MltC
is a lipoprotein that can process long strands of PG chains but only when neighbouring
chains have been primed by other hydrolases (92). MltG is the only inner membrane LT
and has been shown to interact with the divisomal aPBP, PBP1b. This interaction, and
the observation that a deletion of mltG resulted in longer glycan chains led to the
hypothesis that MltG is responsible for terminating PG polymerization during division
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(85). Slt70 is the major LT in E. coli and interacts with PBP3 and PBP7/8 in vitro (93, 94).
This combination of interactions suggests that Slt70 may function in cleaving
improperly crosslinked PG in a repairing complex. Evidence for this was found in
experiments where the crosslinking activity of PBP2 was disrupted by mecillinam and
∆slt70 cells showed a more affected morphology and different PG composition (95).
The large amount of PG hydrolases with seemingly the same enzymatic functionality
underscores the importance of the reaction. Although this redundancy is insufficiently
understood, it is generally accepted that all enzymes have their own optimal
functionality conditions expanding the diversity of environments E. coli can survive,
grow and divide in.

PG recycling
The impressive amount of hydrolases that function in maintaining the PG layer must
leave a substantial amount of intermediate PG products. A part of the product ends up
outside the cell but it would be efficient if bacteria could reuse these products. The
inner membrane permease AmpG facilitates this by being able to transport GlcNac and
MurNac and their combinations with tri- tetra or pentapeptide stems from the
periplasm to the cytosol (96, 97). After translocation to the cytoplasm the PG products
are further digested for instance by the amidase AmpD to re-enter biosynthesis
pathways like the formation of new Lipid II (79). Figure 6 shows an overview of the PG
synthesis and recycling cycle. Because of its central position in PG recycling, AmpG is
important in the sensing of PG stress by β-lactamases. The deletion of ampG indeed
results in an increased susceptibility to β-lactam antibiotics (98).
Insertion of Lipid II into the sacculus releases the diphosphated carrier lipid
undecaprenyl pyrophosphate, which can be recycled as well. On the periplasmic side of
the inner membrane it is dephosphorylated by BacA and PgpB before it can be
translocated by an unknown translocase (23, 99, 100). It is known that Lipid II (and
turnover) is rate-limiting and recycling of it and its carrier must occur but direct coregulation with PG synthesis remains to be fully established (101). Recently it was
shown that dephosphorylases affect the activity of aPBP PBP1b since their deletions
result in a synthetically affected phenotype. Therefore, it was argued that this may be
the coupling of carrier lipid recycling and PG synthesis. Indeed, interactions between
PBP1b and dephosphorylases were observed and directly stimulated
glycosyltransferase activity whereas their diphosporylated substrate inhibited PBP1b
activity (102).
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Figure 6 – The cycle of PG synthesis and recycling that is all going on simultaneously. GT
= Transglycosylase, TP = Transpeptidase, EP = Endopeptidase, CP = Carboxypeptidase,
LT = Lytic transglycosylase, L-II = Lipid II, OM = outer membrane, PG = peptidoglycan,
IM = inner membrane.
Table 3 – Characteristics of PG modifying proteins in E. coli.

PBP1a

mol
weight*
91

Topology

Localization

Ref

Lateral, Septal

Enzymatic
activity
GT, DD-TP

Transmembrane

PBP1b

91

Transmembrane

Septal, Lateral

GT, DD-TP

(103)

PBP1c

85

Transmembrane

Septal, Lateral

GT

(41)

FtsW

46

Transmembrane 10x

Septal

GT

(39)

RodA

40

Transmembrane 10x

Lateral

GT

(44)

MtgA

27

Septal

GT

(42, 43)

PBP2

66

Bitopic cytoplasmic
membrane
Transmembrane

Lateral

DD-TP

(104)

PBP3

64

Transmembrane

Septal

DD-TP

PBP4

49

Free floating

PBP4b

48

PBP5

42

Amphiphatic helix

PBP6a

40

PBP6b

41

(103)

DD-EP, DD-CP

(105)

DD-CP

(64)

Septal, Lateral

DD-CP

(106)

Amphiphatic helix

Septal, Lateral

DD-CP

(107)

Amphiphatic helix

Septal, Lateral

DD-CP

(108)

32/29

DD-EP, DD-CP

(67, 93)

AmpH

42

DD-CP, DD-EP

(56)

AmiA

31

Amidase

(76)

PBP7/8

Septal

24

AmiB

48

Septal

Amidase

AmiC

46

Septal

Amidase

AmiD

31

Septal

Amidase

AmpD

21

Cytoplasm

Amidase

MepA

30

Free peri

DD-EP, LD-EP

(110)

MepH

30

Free peri

DD-EP

(60)

MepM

49

IM

DD-EP

(60)

MepS

21

OM

DD-EP, LD-CP

(60)

(109)

* in kDa, the molecular weights indicated in red are calculated from the main amino
acid sequence. The mature protein weight will be lower when a cleavable signal
sequence is present. GT = transglycosylase, DD-TP = DD-Transpeptidase, DD-EP = DDEndopeptidase, DD-CP = DD-carboxypeptidase.

Antibiotics that target the PG-layer
The processes of synthesis, maintenance and recycling the PG layer are good targets for
antibiotics as is illustrated by the success of ß-lactams. The extensive and sometimes
unnecessary use of antibiotics has caused the rise of resistant bacteria that are now
commonly found in clinics (1). β-lactam resistance is of great concern and alternative
antibiotics are desperately needed. Other essential processes could be targeted but
disturbing the cell wall remains attractive and its synthesis and maintenance still
presents putative new targets to be specifically inhibited. Total prevention of any of the
processes involving PG turnover would be sufficient. For instance, Lipid II biosynthesis
or translocation could be prevented when its insertion into the PG layer could be
targeted by specifically inhibiting TPases and GTases. Additionally, the hydrolases may
be targeted to also prevent proper division and growth. This section briefly discusses
the cell wall as antibiotic target.

Inhibiting the biosynthesis of Lipid II
In theory every step in lipid II synthesis (Table 1) could be a potential target for
antibiotics. However, it must be considered that these compounds will like be used in a
host with similar targets. For instance, the transition of fructose-6-P to glucosamide-6P by GlmS occurs in mammals by the enzyme GFAT. Glms and GFAT show great
similarity in activity, structure and sequence and GlmS is therefore not a good antibiotic
target (111, 112). The same applies to the subsequent reactions catalysed by GlmU and
GlmM. Although eukaryotes synthesize the same products by different pathways with
different cofactors, the target sites are still too similar for antibiotics to specifically bind
(18). The reactions catalysed by MurA-F, MraY and MurG are potentially better targets
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because they are essential, highly conserved and have no eukaryotic homologues (113,
114). Consequently, these enzymes are the subject of antibiotic screenings with
promising hits. One antibiotic that is already used in the clinic, fosfomycin, specifically
targets MurA (115, 116). Several structurally diverse molecules were found to target
MurABCDEF but high concentrations were needed to supress any enzymatic activity or
they did not show in vivo activity against E. coli. One class of molecules, naphthyl
tetronic acids, showed promising inhibiting results and are potent inhibitors of Mur
proteins. The most potent derivative, 5i, showed in vitro activity against MurABCDE
with a dissociation constant for MurB of 49 nM and in MIC values against E. coli and S.
aureus below 2 g.ml-1 (117). Curiously, no additional research on this compound has
been published since 2007. An overview of compounds inhibiting Mur enzymes is
shown in table 4.
Table 4 – Overview of inhibitory concentrations of several Mur inhibitors. Secondary
targets are shown between parentheses. The inhibitory concentrations given for E. coli
and S. aureus are determined in different strains and could be different in related
species.
Target
MurA
MurAB
MurB
MurB(AC)
MurC
MurB (ACDE)
MurC(A)
MurD
MurE
MurF
MurG

Name
Fosfomycin
Compound 13a
Several compounds
Compound 1
Compound 4
Compound 5i
Feglymycin
Compound 26
Compound 3
Compound 16
Ramoplanin

Method
MIC
IC50
IC50
MIC
IC50
MIC
MIC80
IC50
MIC
IC50
MIC

E. coli
< 8 µg.ml-1+
200 µM
7-28 µM
>128 µg.ml-1
49 nM
2 µg.ml-1
< 64 µg.ml-1
28 µM
>200 µg.ml-1
NA

S. aureus
< 32 µg.ml-1+
200 µM
NA
1-2 µg.ml-1
NA
1-2 µg.ml-1
2-4 µg.ml-1
NA
NA
22 nM*
2 ug.ml-1

Ref
(118)
(119)
(120)
(121)
(122)
(117)
(123)
(124)
(125)
(126)
(127)

*MurF inhibitor result is for Streptococcus pneumoniae. +Epidemiological cut-offs
European committee on antimicrobial susceptibility testing. NA = Not Available.
The inner membrane associated MraY is an attractive antibiotic target since it can be
accessed from the cytoplasm as well as the periplasm. It is readily inhibited by
nucleoside antibiotics like mureidomycin A, tunicamycin and liposidomycin B but
variable potency is reported among strains likely because different MraY variants exist
(128, 129). An interesting natural MraY inhibitor is protein E, encoded by the
bacteriophage Microviridae X174 that acts as a non-competitive inhibitor of the
undecaprenyl as well as the sugar substrates for MraY (130–132).
High throughput screening discovered competitive inhibitors of MurG that prevent
docking of UDP-GlcNAc to its binding pocket. Several potent compounds were
identified with IC50 values as low as 1 µM (133, 134). However, these compounds also
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targeted other proteins suggesting a too broad mode of action and the binding site a
poor target (135). The screening of specific MraY or MurG inhibitors is often difficult
because of the similarities in substrate and their complex interactions (136). For
example, the formation of Lipid II is a measure for MurG activity but an inhibiting
compound could just as well bind Lipid I UDP-GlcNac or bind Lipid II itself making
determining exact specificity of compounds challenging. For instance, ramoplanin was
described as targeting MurG as well as Lipid II and glycosyltransferases (137–139).
Lipid II itself is a logical target for antibiotics. Not only would PG building blocks become
unavailable to support the PG layer but also (rate limiting) undecaprenyl turnover is
blocked (140). Human cells do not contain Lipid II making it a relatively safe target,
which is already known to be bound by several classes of antibiotics (141). The most
well-known Lipid II inhibitors are glycopeptides like vancomycin, that specifically bind
to the Acyl-D-Ala-D-Ala terminus of lipid II in a stable manner sterically preventing its
incorporation in the PG layer by TPase reactions (142). Lipopeptides like ramoplanin,
work in a Ca2+ dependent manner but the precise mode of action differs between
compounds and is still being investigated (143).
Lantibiotics are antibiotics produced by bacteria that synthesize inactive precursors
ribosomally and post-translationally processes them to become active (144). Most
lantibiotics are not very active against Gram-negative species because they cannot pass
the outer membrane. There are lantibiotics with a straight chain structure (type A) or
with a globular structure (type B). Type A lantibiotics recognise Lipid II by its phosphates
and MurNac groups and bind to it, causing the formation of a pore into the membrane
resulting in cell lysis (145, 146). Nisin is a well-known type A lantibiotic and widely used
throughout the food industry as a preservative. It does not discriminate between Lipid
I or II but realistically never encounters the cytoplasmic Lipid I (146). Type B lantibiotics
do not form pores in the membrane but still exert antibiotic activity by competing with
PBPs for the GlcNac moiety of Lipid II (147).

Inhibitors of PG synthesis
ß-lactam antibiotics directly target cell wall synthesis by interfering with PBPs. ß-lactam
antibiotics are divided into several groups based on their chemical composition and
mode of synthesis but share a ß-lactam ring as a structural component. The ß-lactam
structure highly resembles that of D-Ala-D-Ala on Lipid II, and stably binds PBPs (Figure
7). This results in the inhibition of TPase, EPase and CPase reactions while unaffected
cell wall processes continue. Consequently, the PG layer becomes less and less
crosslinked and the cell ultimately lyses.
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Figure 7 – Overview of the structural similarity between ß-lactam antibiotics and D-AlaD-Ala. The bonds and atoms depicted in red in the penicillin structure are overlapping
with D-Ala-D-Ala.
Some ß-lactams, such as amoxicillin, bind the TP pockets of most PBPs but PBP specific
ß-lactam antibiotics have been known for some time now. For instance, Ampicillin and
ceftazidime preferentially bind the TP pocket of PBP1 and PBP3 but not PBP2 while
mecillinam preferentially binds to the TP pocket of PBP2 (148). PBP specificity for
certain ß-lactams is useful in research but could also become relevant in the clinic.
Although the specific structure of the binding pocket and substrate flexibility of PBPs
remains unclear, ß-lactams continue to be the most used antibiotics in the clinic.
Resistance to ß-lactam antibiotics occurs by their hydrolytic degradation or by the
expression of alternative PBPs. Striking examples of this are extended-spectrum beta
lactamases (ESBL) in Gram-negative bacteria and the resistant PBP2a in methicillin
resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA). No new penicillin derivatives have been
developed for clinical use over the past decades (149).
Inhibiting the ß-lactamases that confer ß-lactam resistance increases the potency and
usability of ß-lactams. ß-lactamase inhibitors are often similar in structure to ß-lactams
but do not exert antimicrobial activity themselves. ß-lactamase inhibitors have their
own specificity profiles and not necessarily all are targeted, which may be of clinical or
scientific use (150, 151). For instance, cyclic peptides and cyclic boronates have been
specifically developed to target ß-lactamases but were found also to interfere with the
DD-CPase PBP5. These inhibitors are described and tested in chapter 4.
Whereas there is a wealth of antibiotics that inhibit TPase reactions, not many
compounds are known to inhibit the essential GTase reactions of aPBPs or SEDS.
Screening for them has been difficult since the known GTases are difficult to isolate in
a functional soluble form (152). The natural compound Moenomycin A, targets in the
GTase site where the growing PG chain binds (152, 153). It is very potent against Grampositive bacteria but not against Gram-negatives, presumably due to poor penetration
of the outer membrane. Synthetic GTase inhibitors were developed based on the
structures of moenomycin A and Lipid II and revealed a great variety in vivo activity
suggesting structural and functional GTase diversity between strains (152, 154).
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Although new screening assays are developed no promising GTase inhibitors like
moenomycin A were found yet (153).

1.3 The divisome and septal cell wall synthesis
In bacterial cell division, after a period of length growth the mother cell constricts and
splits into two identical daughter cells and the cell cycle continues. Division proteins
localize precisely in the middle of the cell at the right time to orchestrate division in an
enzyme complex called the divisome. The divisome is a large (at least 1MDa) complex
comprising proteins from all layers of the cell envelope and the cytoplasm (6, 155). It
contains scaffolding proteins that allow the assembly of PG synthesis and hydrolytic
proteins as well as proteins that regulate DNA translocation, chromosome segregation
and membrane invagination (Figure 8) (6). Functioning as an integrated machine, the
divisome registers all involved cellular processes and acts to prevent aberrant cell
division that could otherwise lead to improperly formed daughter cells or lysis.
Assembly of the divisome is broadly divided in the early and the late phase depending
on when in the cell cycle proteins arrive at midcell (156, 157). During the early phase of
assembly, a proto ring forms precisely at midcell that functions as a scaffold for other
divisomal proteins. As the cell cycle progresses, late phase divisomal proteins arrive at
midcell and the highly orchestrated process of PG synthesis and hydrolysis starts while
the cell constricts. Many of the divisomal proteins have been shown to interact with
each other and their dependencies are becoming better understood (158, 159). This
section discusses the molecular processes of cell division in E. coli and the responsible
proteins.
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Figure 8 – Schematic assembly of the divisome, speculatively color-coded for
functionality. Fts and amidase proteins are named by their last letter, Tol-proteins are
named t plus their last letter. The proteins are not drawn according to their respective
size or numbers present in the cell. See the text for information on protein interactions.
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The early divisome
FtsZ, the proto-ring and treadmilling
Cell division starts with the formation of a discontinuous ring structure precisely at
midcell. This proto-ring is composed of the tubulin homolog FtsZ that is highly
conserved among prokaryotes, chloroplasts and mitochondria (Figure 9) (160, 161).
FtsZ associates with the inner membrane but does not attach by itself and instead is
tethered to it through other divisome proteins FtsA and ZipA (162). The C-terminal
domain of FtsZ forms an unstructured amino acid sequence, which ends in a number of
conserved residues (C-terminal tail, CTT) that are essential for this interaction and the
recruitment of downstream division proteins (163–165). FtsZ monomers assemble into
protofilaments in a GTP dependent manner whereas only dimers form in its GDP bound
form (166). Two interacting FtsZ molecules from one enzymatic pocket capable of Mg2+
dependent GTP hydrolysis (167, 168). FtsZ polymerization is dependent on GTP binding
but not on its hydrolysis, which results in the dissociation of the FtsZ interaction (169,
170). GDP-bound FtsZ units can either exchange their nucleotide for GTP or disassemble
from the filament (171). Several proteins have been described to inhibit the GTPase
activity of FtsZ (or rather stabilize FtsZ polymers) and add another layer of regulation.
The proto-ring forms precisely at midcell under the influence of Min oscillation and
nucleoid occlusion (described below).
Upon GTP hydrolysis, a change of conformation and stability of the proto-filaments
occurs suggesting a dynamic structure (172). It was shown that in Gram-negative as well
as Gram-positive bacteria FtsZ proto-filaments travel along the cell circumference at
midcell in a treadmilling manner apparently organizing focussed PG synthesis (173,
174). However, treadmilling and PG synthesis in E. coli did not affect the rate of septum
closure by PG synthesis as was observed for B. subtillis suggesting differences between
Gram-negative and -positive regulatory mechanisms (173, 174). Treadmilling is intrinsic
to FtsZ and it continues to do so without its associated membrane tethering proteins
(172, 175). It used to be believed that FtsZ transformed the chemical energy of GTP
hydrolysis in the mechanical force that was needed for constriction. Indeed, it was
shown that FtsZ could exert a constricting force on artificial membranes although full in
vivo complexity was not shown (176). Yet, increasing evidence suggested PG synthesis
may be a more attractive candidate for constriction force generation (177, 178). FtsZ
moves away from midcell before compartmentalization finishes (179, 180). Some
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bacteria do not require FtsZ to constrict and divide, or FtsZ can be deleted under
laboratory conditions. Furthermore, disruption of FtsZ did not change envelope
constriction in E. coli while blocking the rate of cell wall synthesis by PBP3 did (177,
178).
When FtsZ treadmilling is specifically inhibited in Staphylococcus aureus, PG synthesis
continues after a point of no return is reached. This suggested that after a beginning is
made in constriction, the septum position is determined and treadmilling (or FtsZ
constricting force) is not required anymore (181). Indeed, in Streptococcus pneumoniae
FtsZ dynamics were shown to organize and distribute septal PG synthesis but not to
control its rate (182). Whether this is the case for bacteria that form the new cell pole
in close concert with invagination, like E. coli is not yet known. Söderstrom et al already
observed the spatial and temporal separation of PG synthesis and cell division
complexes in E. coli suggesting similar regulation at a smaller scale (183). In any case,
the FtsZ proto-ring forms a scaffold for other proteins that synchronize division with
several other cell processes.

Figure 9 – The first published fluorescence microscopy photographs of the FtsZ protoring ring in E. coli taken from two angles. The E. coli strain is expressing an FtsZ-GFP
fusion protein. Pictures adapted from Ma et al (184) Copyright (1996) National
Academy of Sciences.

FtsA and ZipA, membrane tethers and more
FtsA is a structural homolog of eukaryotic actin and contains an amphipathic helix
capable of interacting with the membrane. It is an important component of the
divisome, that directly interacts with early-, as well as late divisome proteins. FtsZ only
interacts with membrane associated FtsA. The interaction site between FtsZ and FtsA is
highly conserved and requires the CTT of FtsZ and several specific charged residues in
subdomain 2b of FtsA (185). Another FtsA domain was shown to recruit the divisome
proteins PBP3 and FtsN to the division site (186, 187). This gives the impression that
FtsA, more than FtsZ, forms a hub for divisome proteins and may serve as the
cytoplasmic switch for starting constriction. Although it is an early divisome protein, it
interacts with the last divisome protein FtsN before septation is initiated. Mutations in
FtsA can bypass this interaction and subsequently shorten the cell cycle (188–191). FtsA
dimerizes but requires the interaction with FtsZ to be able to self-interact in a stable
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manner (185, 192). Curiously, the domain involved in FtsA self-interaction is the same
(2b) as for FtsZ binding (193, 194). Therefore, the ratio of FtsZ to FtsA in the cell seems
to be important for cell division and was determined to be around 5:1 in E. coli and
remains constant throughout the cell cycle (195–197). This was independently
validated by ribosomal profiling with a ratio of about 7:1 for cell growing under rich or
poor medium conditions (198). Indeed, the self-interaction state of FtsA bound to FtsZ
seems to be important for cell division control and is therefore itself regulated.
The membrane protein ZipA binds with its C-terminal domain to the CTT of FtsZ, which
is the same interaction domain as for FtsA (199, 200). ZipA binds to FtsZ with high
affinity and enhances the stability of protofilaments independently of FtsA, by
preventing proteolytic degradation of FtsZ (201–203). It may bind to FtsZ either as a
monomer or dimer but dimerization can also occur after binding to further stabilize
protofilaments (204, 205). The Z-ring can assemble in the absence of either FtsA or ZipA
but recruitment of downstream proteins such as FtsK, FtsE and FtsX does not occur
unless both are assembled at the division site (206–208). The lack of ZipA can be
complemented by mutant FtsA or by FtsN overexpression.
This led to the paradigm that FtsA was to be of more importance than ZipA, even more
so because ZipA is less conserved in bacteria and has not been shown to directly interact
with downstream division proteins (6, 158). All FtsA bypass mutations were observed
to decrease FtsA’s ability to self-interact possibly facilitating more or better binding of
downstream division proteins like FtsN at the site of FtsA self-interaction. Pichoff et al
proposed a model in which ZipA and FtsA compete for FtsZ binding and if ZipA is
present, FtsA self-assembles and is not able to recruit downstream division proteins
(162). Thus, if FtsA is impaired in its ability to self-assemble more late divisome proteins
are recruited and division is sped up.
Recently more pronounced roles of ZipA were described. First, FtsA and ZipA were
shown to directly interact in vivo suggesting they could regulate each other directly
(209). Where monomeric FtsA interacts with cell division proteins and FtsN that then
stimulate PG synthesis, ZipA was shown to directly interact with PG synthases PBP3,
PBP1a and PBP1b. Where FtsN mostly stimulates GTase and TPase activity of PBP1b,
ZipA stimulates PBP1a and PBP1b GTase activity but mainly PBP1a (210). ZipA (and FtsA)
overexpression indeed stabilized the otherwise thermosensitive FtsZ84 mutant (188,
204). Reconciling the importance of FtsA and ZipA led to the hypothesis that FtsA-FtsN
and ZipA may have an essential and partly redundant function activating preseptal PG
synthesis by PBP1a and PBP1b where one activating complex becomes essential if the
other is missing. Once preseptal PG synthesis has started, other division proteins may
regulate PG synthesis during septation in combination with PBP3 (210).
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Z-associated proteins
FtsZ protofilaments recruit several other division proteins with accessory but nonessential functions, collectively known as the Z-associated proteins (Zap)s. Zaps do not
necessarily share a common primary sequence but perform similar roles in structuring
the FtsZ protofilaments in the proto-ring. ZapABCD localize to the divisome during early
proto-ring formation. Another Zap, ZapE, is a late localizing division protein but will be
mentioned here anyway (211). Zaps were first investigated in terms of stabilization of
FtsZ filaments and effects on cell morphology. The deletion of Zaps results in elongated
cells, suggesting problematic division in some (but not all) of the fast growing cells (212–
214). After the first descriptions of Zap influence on FtsZ and cell morphology, a larger
question can be investigated: which cellular processes do Zaps link to cell division?
ZapA is well conserved and enhances / stabilizes the bundling of FtsZ protofilaments
(215, 216). This “enhancement” is sometimes mistaken for direct effects on FtsZ GTP
hydrolase activity but may be an indirect effect or an experimental artefact (5). ZapB
conservation is restricted to γ-proteobacteria and self-assembles into antiparallel
coiled-coil dimers in vitro (217). ZapA and ZapB are part of the machinery that
synchronizes the timing of cell division with chromosome segregation. ZapA binds to
FtsZ filaments and recruits ZapB, which interacts with the chromosome associated
protein MatP effectively coupling chromosome segregation and cell division (218, 219).
The interactions between FtsZ-ZapA-ZapB-MatP are investigated in chapter 7.
ZapC, like ZapA, seems to reduce the GTPase activity of FtsZ and thereby stabilizes the
protofilaments of the proto-ring, promoting their lateral association in vitro (220, 221).
ZapC does not bind to the FtsZ CTT like FtsA and ZipA, suggesting it regulates Z-ring
formation differently (222). The stabilizing effects of ZapC on FtsZ protofilaments are
underscored by ZapC’s susceptibility to direct degradation by the proteases ClpXP and
ClpAP (223). ClpXP is known to degrade FtsZ filaments modulating the equilibrium
between free and polymerized FtsZ (224). The dynamic interplay of ZapC and FtsZ with
ClpXP may provide an additional level of Z-ring regulation.
ZapD promotes FtsZ bundling in vitro and requires FtsZ but no other known divisome
proteins to localize to midcell (225). Like many FtsZ associated proteins, ZapD interacts
with the CTT of FtsZ possibly competing with other proteins (226). Structural studies
suggest that a dimer of ZapD may stabilize two adjacent FtsZ molecules in a filament
(227). Interestingly, the gene for ZapD (yacF) was independently found to be involved
in the cell-morphology of the nasopharynchal pathogen Neisseria meningitides. The
loss of yacF accompanied a morphological change from rod to coccus, a changed PG
structure and loss in the ability of these species to grow by elongation (228). ZapD is
not essential in E. coli and deletion of yacF did not result in round cells but if it has a
linking function perhaps it allows subsequent alterations to the elongasomal complex.
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ZapE is the latest discovered Zap and less is known about it. Instead of the other Zaps,
it localizes late to the divisome and destabilizes FtsZ filaments in an ATP-dependent
manner (211). Its deletion or overexpression did not result in elongation of the cells
under regular aerobic conditions. Phenotypes for ZapE were only observed at anoxic
conditions or high temperatures suggesting a niche condition for which ZapE is required
(211).

The FtsEX complex and peptidoglycan hydrolysis
FtsE and FtsX are highly conserved among Gram-positive and -negative bacteria and are
encoded by one operon suggesting they function in the same process (229–231). FtsE
and FtsX form a complex that resembles an ATP Binding Cassette (ABC) transporter of
which dimerized FtsE is the nucleotide binding domain and FtsX the trans-membrane
domain (232). FtsE is recruited to the cell division site independently of FtsX, FtsA or
ZipA and interacts with FtsZ but not through its CTT, and ergo, does not have to
compete for this interaction hot-spot CTT (233). Yet, the presence of FtsEX can by
bypassed by FtsA mutants (191). FtsEX prevents FtsA dimerization and thereby speeds
up divisome maturation and septal PG synthesis in an ATPase dependent manner (234).
Mutations in FtsE or FtsX result in defects but not in filamentous cells although the
adverse effects are not observed for cells cultured at high osmolality (230, 235).
The FtsEX complex also functions in activating the hydrolases of septal PG during
septation (75). FtsX recruits EnvC, a septal division protein that contains a LytM domain
capable of stimulating the hydrolase activity of AmiA and AmiB. Interestingly, a fully
formed FtsEX complex incapable of ATPase activity still recruits EnvC but septation will
not start (75). The separation of hydrolase recruitment from their activators is proposed
to be part of a fail-safe mechanism that prevents a burst of PG hydrolysis before septal
PG synthesis has started (74). The FtsEX complex is furthermore required for the
recruitment of FtsK to the division site.

FtsK – DNA transport and structural functions
FtsK is a large (147 kDa) polytopic membrane protein that localizes to the septal ring to
regulate chromosome separation by translocating DNA between the forming daughter
cells. FtsK requires FtsA and ZipA for midcell localization but not later division proteins
FtsBLQ or PBP3 (207, 236). FtsK is an essential protein and its depletion causes cells to
become filamentous indicating that division is blocked. Its N-terminal part is an integral
transmembrane domain followed by a linker, and α and ß domains that comprise an
ATP dependent molecular motor responsible for translocation of DNA that is recognized
by the C-terminal γ domain (237).
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Only the integral membrane domain of FtsK is required for cell division, suggesting that
the DNA translocation machinery itself is not directly essential for division and ftsK may
be evolutionary merged from two genes (238). For instance, B. subtilis contains the
protein SftA that only resembles the α, ß and γ domains of FtsK. This organism may
require more regulation of DNA translocation to separate between cell division and
spore formation (239).
At midcell, FtsK assembles a hexamer that forms an ATP-driven motor capable of DNA
translocation as well as activating the chromosome-dimer unlinking proteins XerC and
XerD (240–242). The C-terminal γ domains recognize a specific 8 nucleotide DNA motif
called FtsK orienting polar sequences (KOPS) that control DNA separation by orienting
FtsK translocase activity (243). KOPS motifs are confined to a 400 kb region around the
dif site that resides within the ter region of the chromosomes, where deconcatenation
takes place by XerCD (244). XerC and XerD are site-specific recombinases that recognize
the dif site and cause the separation of the chromosome dimer into two monomers
(242, 245–247). FtsK dependant XerCD/dif recombination is suggested to depend on
constriction of the septum to ensure timely chromosome separation (248). FtsK serves
a role in chromosome segregation in addition to the FtsZ-ZapAB-MatP ter linking
mechanism (Chapter 7).
The C-terminal domain of FtsK seems dispensable for cell viability but improper DNA
segregation does occur at a frequency of ~ 15 % (249). This suggests that the DNA
transporting functions of FtsK serves to assist or enhance segregation of concatenated
chromosomes (5). On the other side, the membrane spanning segments of FtsK are not
required for efficient chromosome resolution. In a wild-type situation FtsK is required
for recruitment of downstream division FtsL, FtsQ and (indirectly) PBP3 (189, 236).

The late divisome
The FtsBLQ complex – inhibiting septal PG synthesis
FtsB, FtsL and FtsQ (FtsBLQ) are bitopic membrane proteins that form a complex
involved in recruiting downstream division proteins like FtsW, PBP3 and FtsN but also
directly regulate septal PG synthesis (250). The complex requires FtsA, ZipA and FtsK to
localize at midcell although it is still able to assemble independently at the lateral sides
of the cell (207, 251, 252). FtsQ can stably localize to the division site independently of
FtsL or FtsB, which interact but require FtsQ to form the full complex at midcell (253–
257). Due to the localization dependency on cytoplasmic proteins and being the
requirement for periplasmic proteins to localize, FtsBLQ are considered to signal the
division state between the two compartments.
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The stoichiometry of FtsBLQ has been unclear for a long time. FtsQ and FtsL were
determined to be lowly abundant in cells (22-40 units per average cell) but ribosomal
profiling resulted in higher estimation of 150-200 units per average cell in minimal
medium (198, 258, 259). The data do, however, seem to confirm that FtsBLQ is present
in about equal numbers indirectly supporting equal stoichiometries of 1 or 2. Structural
data suggest a 2:2 conformation for FtsBL and a 2:2:2 conformation for FtsBLQ (256,
260, 261). This could be an important finding considering PBPs often form functional
dimers. The N-terminal cytoplasmic domains of FtsB, FtsL and FtsQ are needed for their
midcell localization whereas the transmembrane (TM) domains and periplasmic Ctermini are important for their complex formation, interaction and recruitment of
downstream proteins (262–264). The TM domains of FtsBL form a tetramer of two
dimers that may be disturbed by mutations without causing delocalization (255, 256).
The C-terminal domain of FtsQ interacts with FtsBL as well as other division proteins
(257).
FtsBLQ is not just a “hub” complex that structurally combines cytoplasmic and
periplasmic division proteins. Recently it was shown to directly inhibit PG synthases,
likely until additional factors start septation (250). The FtsBLQ complex directly
interacts with FtsW and PBP1b and both complexes allow the binding of PBP3,
underscoring a combined need for SEDS GTases and PBP TPases (37, 46, 47, 158). FtsN
was not found to interact with FtsBLQ, and must thus independently interact with the
FtsW-PBP3-PBP1b PG synthesis complex. Whereas FtsN (and LpoB) stimulate PBP1b
GTase activity, FtsBLQ repress it. FtsBLQ also inhibited TPase activity of PBP3 and
therefore, by proxy, FtsW GTase activity. The addition of FtsN overcomes these
inhibitory effects suggesting that FtsBLQ and FtsN/LpoB are antagonists for PBP1b
GTase activity. The inhibitory effects on PBP1b GTase activity were determined to be
FtsBL specific and to be reversible by mutations. This provides an explanation for the
FtsL and FtsB mutants that bypass FtsN, e.g. repressing as well as inducing factors on
PG synthesis are disrupted in these cells (250, 265). The TPase inhibitory effects on PBP3
were determined to be FtsQ specific and this may explain why the TPase activity of
PBP1b was not found to be inhibited and could allow more diverse functionality.
The finding that FtsQ and FtsN do not directly interact is conflicting with data suggesting
that FtsQ directly interacts with FtsN by bacterial two hybrid methods (158, 262, 266).
It is likely that this method may have resulted in false positives since the FtsQLB-PBP1bFtsN may still bring FtsN in close enough proximity for a reaction to take place.
Cytoplasmic FRET assays showed no energy transfer, although no FRET does not have
to mean that there is no interaction (159). The study by Boes et al indeed found a
marginal amount of FtsN bound to FtsBLQ so more in vivo clarity may be required.
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The work describing the direct inhibiting functions of FtsBLQ on PG synthesis in vitro
underscores their potential as antibiotic targets and is waiting to be further investigated
in vivo. With our periplasmic FRET assay we have established the direct interaction
between PBP1b and its activator LpoB in vivo (Chapter 2). In fact, the improved
periplasmic FRET assay (Chapter 6) shows the direct interaction between FtsBL in vivo,
as well as their disruption by mutations. The new insights in divisome component
functionality and an assay to screen for their interactions in vivo comes at a convenient
timing and should be combined.

FtsW-PBP3-PBP1b – PG synthesis complex
Biosynthesis and maintenance of the PG layer is a major antibiotic target and
considerable progress has been made in characterizing the proteins responsible. The
levels of regulation and control E. coli governs are complex making experiments
determining in vivo interactions, substrate specificity and functionality difficult.
Examples of this are the FtsW-MurJ Lipid II flipping controversy, the finding that FtsW
and RodA are, in fact, GTases, and the discovery of PG synthesis inhibitory functionality
of FtsBLQ (25, 39, 250, 267). These recent findings are prompting the field to update
existing models for PG synthesis and its coordination with the cell cycle.
Once available to the periplasm, Lipid II is inserted into the PG layer by GTase and TPase
reactions of PBPs and SEDS. The septal proteins responsible are, in order of recruitment
dependency, FtsW, PBP3 and PBP1b (268, 269). FtsW and PBP3 are a GTase and TPase,
respectively and PBP1b is capable of both reactions making the progress of septal PG
synthesis seem redundant. However, FtsW and PBP3 are essential and thus must be
required either for their enzymatic or structural function. PBP1b is semi redundant and
can be complemented by PBP1a (270–273). The previous section described the
inhibitory effects of the FtsBLQ complex on PBP1b and PBP3 activity and here
subsequent activity and regulation are discussed.
FtsW is a 10 TM structural divisome component and its GTase functions only in concert
with its cognate TPase bPBP (PBP3) and divalent cations (excluding Zn2+) (39, 274). The
periplasmic loop between TM helices 7 and 8 are important for PBP3 (but not PBP1b)
recruitment and interaction (46, 275). The loop between helices 9 and 10 is essential
for the activation of FtsW GTase functionality stimulated by the TM of bPBPs in a
species dependent manner e.g. FtsW is only activated by the TM of a bPBP from a
related species (39). Interestingly, TPase activity is not activated by this interaction
suggesting that GTase activity is only allowed when a suitable TPase is present to
crosslink the growing glycan chain (39). The cation requirement for FtsW GTase activity
is noteworthy since aPBPs and MGTs do not share this dependency and PBP3 has been
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implicated to modulate Mn2+ stress. Under ∆hflX and excessive Mn2+ stress situations,
cells become filamentous and ftsI (encoding PBP3) expression is reduced by 50 %
suggesting problems with septum formation (276). HflX is a GTPase involved in rescuing
stalled ribosomes under stress conditions (277) and part of the same transcriptional
unit as the hydrolase AmiB. Although the work is incomplete since no other PG
modifying proteins were tested, this response could indicate that PBP3 is actively
modulating the GTasse activity of FtsW to cope under certain stress conditions.
PBP3 is a TPase that localizes almost exclusively to the site of septation and is essential
for cell division (278, 279). It is composed of a short cytoplasmic domain, a TM domain,
and two periplasmic domains of which the C-terminal is capable of TPase activity,
whereas the other is not tied to enzymatic activity. PBP3 directly interacts with the
periplasmic loop between TM helix 9 and 10 of FtsW and with PBP1b (38, 280, 281).
PBP3 and PBP1b form functional homodimers conveniently matched with the
suggested 2:2:2 stoichiometry of their FtsBLQ regulators (38, 260, 282).
PBP1b is an aPBP and has a short cytoplasmic, a TM and two periplasmic domains of
which the C-terminal is a TPase and the N-terminal (closest to the IM) is a GTase (283).
Additionally, it has a non-catalytic domain called UB2H, which is required for regulation
and synchronizing PG synthesis with membrane invagination (284, 285). Before FtsW
was discovered to be a GTase, PBP1b was considered to be the main GTase during cell
division. Like many PBPs it functions as a dimer and was shown to also be capable of
DD-CPase activity in vitro (286). PBP1b GTase as well as TPase activity is activated by
the OM lipoprotein LpoB (272, 273, 287). The activities of PBP1b are heavily regulated
and synchronized with the cytoplasmic cell division machinery, other PG synthesizing
proteins and the Tol-Pal complex that is responsible for membrane invagination.
Although all three proteins of FtsW-PBP3-PBP1b complex have cytoplasmic and
periplasmic domains, it seems likely that FtsW is the hub since localization of the others
depends on it (36, 275, 288). It interacts with many division and PG synthesis proteins.
Two-hybrid assays have shown FtsW to interact with sub complex inhibiting FtsQ, FtsL,
but also with FtsN that could lift this inhibition (37, 158).
Despite being semi-redundant, PBP1b overexpression causes lysis suggesting the need
for balanced expression and activity (289). PBP1b is able to form a trimeric complex
with the lytic transglycosylase MltA through the OM scaffolding protein MipA and
interacts with endolytic LTases MltB and Slt70 in vitro (290, 291). This could suggest
that the LTs prime the PG for GTase addition by PBP1b but may also contain rogue
GTase activity. More PG synthesising PBPs (PBP3) have been shown to interact with
LTasess in vitro but experimental work never saw follow-up. FtsW inhibits PBP1b GTase
and TPase functionality in a dose dependent manner but the presence of PBP3 fully
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restores it. Interestingly, FtsW also reduces the GTase and TPase activity of PBP1b that
was activated by LpoB and PBP3 overcomes this in a TPase assay but GTase restoration
was not tested (46). This is interesting since LpoB is known to stimulate also the GTase
activity of PBP1b and raises the question whether PBP3 would have the expected
alleviating effect on repression by FtsW during GTase assays (273, 287).
As described above, FtsBL inhibits PPB1b GTase activity and FtsQ inhibits PBP3 TPase
activity (250). It is not known whether a lack of PBP3 activity disrupts the inhibiting
functions of FtsW. This would be interesting to assay since FtsW localization to the
division site is dependent on FtsQ and therefore may be the start of preseptal PG
synthesis. FtsW may have yet unknown influence on the repressing functions of FtsBLQ
allowing coactivity with PBP3 while PBP1b inhibition is maintained until full septation is
started. Indeed, the regulation is linked through the FtsZ tethers FtsA and ZipA. ZipA
would stimulate PBP1b activity while the interaction of FtsA and FtsN lift the inhibitory
function of FtsBLQ setting off septation at full enzymatic activity.

FtsN – Activation of septation
FtsN is considered to be the gatekeeper protein setting off constriction and septal PG
synthesis to complete cell division, because its localization coincides with visible
constriction (186). It stimulates PG synthesis by PBP1b, likely by promoting
dimerization, which form is more active (288, 292). FtsN is required for the recruitment
of AmiB, AmiC and the AmiC activator NlpD (but not the AmiB activator EnvC) as well
as the Tol-Pal complex during fission (74, 293). It is conserved in enteric and related
bacteria (294). Therefore, it is interesting that FtsN overexpression can bypass broadly
conserved divisome and PG synthesis proteins but does not affect the divisome’s
maturation time (156, 189, 238, 295).
FtsN is composed of a cytoplasmic domain, a TM domain and a large periplasmic
domain that is subdivided in a 3 helix containing membrane proximal domain, a long
~120 aa linker and a PG binding sporulation-related repeat (SPOR) domain. The Nterminal cytoplasmic domain is important for the interaction with early divisome
protein FtsA and the SPOR domain has functionality in localizing FtsN to sites where PG
synthesis is supposed to take place during cell division (296, 297). Yet, only a 19-35
amino acid sequence from the helix domain is essential if expressed sufficiently (265,
297).
The non-essentiality of the cytoplasmic and SPOR domains is noteworthy, since it is
thought to signal readiness for constriction of the divisome by binding FtsA and localizes
FtsN to the site of cell division. FtsA and FtsBLQ were proposed to function with FtsN to
keep septal PG synthesis in an “off state” until the full molecular machinery has
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assembled. Indeed mutations in FtsQLB or FtsA can bypass FtsN essentiality (265). Yet
the proposed interaction between the FtsBLQ complex and FtsN observed by two
hybrid methods was not observed by co-purification suggesting that the interactions
are related to PG synthesizing activities of for instance FtsW and PBP3 (250). Recently,
an alternative model for at least pre-septal PG synthesis has been presented where ZipA
(a competitor for FtsA binding) directly stimulates PG synthesis of both PBP1a and
PBP1b (210). It is interesting to note that ZipA, like FtsN, is also not very conserved
among bacterial species.
FtsN seems to independently act on PBP1b activity since the other regulation bodies of
ZipA and FtsBLQ were not found to interact with it (210, 250). All things considered,
FtsN is still be believed to be the last protein to trigger septal PG synthesis (through
PBP1b activation) and constriction prompted by the cytoplasmic and periplasmic states
of the divisome (297–299). However, the full story of downstream and upstream
interactions and activity requirements remains to be fully elucidated in vivo.

Coordination of PG synthesis and membrane invagination
PBP1b activity is regulated in an interesting way to synchronize PG synthesis with
membrane invagination by the Tol-Pal complex during septation. The inward
movement of the IM is coupled with the constriction of the Z-ring and PG synthesis
(293). Invagination of the OM is actively facilitated by the Tol-Pal complex to maintain
integrity of the envelope. The complex consists of at least five proteins residing in the
IM, OM and the periplasm of Gram-negative bacteria. TolA, TolQ and TolR are
interacting IM proteins, TolB resides in the periplasm and associates with the OM
lipoprotein Pal. TolA can interact with Pal when its C-terminal domain is extended
through TolQR interactions, powered by the proton motive force (300, 301). Pal
interacts with PG and TolA and TolB, which are thought to compete for the same
interacting site. Upon interacting with Pal, TolA changes back conformation (inward)
and pulls Pal with it to cause invagination of the OM, disassociates and the process
repeats.
The Tol-Pal complex localizes at midcell only in the presence of FtsN suggesting the
linked activation at the onset of septation (293). Tol-Pal synchronization with the cell
cycle and PG synthesis occurs through CpoB (Coordinator of PG synthesis and OM
constriction, associated with PBP1b). CpoB (ybgF) is part of the Tol-Pal operon and
exists as a free-floating periplasmic trimer that, upon interaction with TolA separates
into monomers (302). This led to the hypothesis that CpoB may modulate the Tol-Pal
complex but a direct link with constriction or PG synthesis remained unobserved since
its deletion did not result in a phenotype (285). However, phenotypic screening
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revealed a similar fitness score with PBP1b suggesting involvement in similar processes
(303). A double deletion of ybgF and yraM (LpoA) resulted in a synthetic phenotype
with decreased growth rate, OM blebbing and periplasmic leakage suggesting problems
with the Tol-Pal complex. Since PBP1b becomes essential in LpoA or PBP1a deletion
strains, the link between PBP1b and Tol-Pal membrane invagination was established
(285). CpoB localizes to midcell independently of TolA and forms a complex with PBP1b,
LpoB and TolA. TolA but not CpoB was found to enhance PBP1b GTase activity whereas
both did not affect TPase activity. CpoB induces a conformational change in PBP1b to
modulate its TPase activity and TolA may prevent this (285, 304). The interactions of
PBP1b, LpoB, TolA, and CpoB promote and regulate physical and spatial coordination
of PG synthesis, constriction and membrane invagination as part of the cell cycle.
Experiments assaying the in vivo multimerization of CpoB are described in chapter 2.

Mechanisms of mid-cell localization
Bacterial cell division is an essential cellular process that must efficiently synchronize
with chromosome replication and segregation between newly formed daughter cells.
The responsible proteins must interact in a spatially and temporally accurate manner
to facilitate this. To constrict and separate specifically in the middle of cell, E. coli
employs several mechanisms to direct where cytokinetic proteins should assemble.

Min oscillation directs FtsZ to midcell
Bacteria with a propensity to divide asymmetrically have been observed to form small
round cells without nucleoids called minicells (305). The cause was identified to be a
mutation in the min genes and these cells divide regularly into one mini cell and one
larger DNA containing cell. Therefore, it was thought that min genes function in
preventing polar divisions (306). A link with FtsZ was found as its overexpression
reduced the formation of minicells in min mutants but stimulated them in WT cells
(307). The min mutants are found on an operon with three genes minC, minD and minE,
and each single deletion results in minicells. Fluorescent fusions revealed a striking
oscillating pattern of Min protein localization between the poles of E. coli. Whereas
MinD and MinE affect each other’s oscillation patterns, MinC oscillation is dependent
on MinD (308, 309). Min oscillation does not require positional markers as it occurs in
round, rod-shaped and filamenting cells and even across in vitro reconstituted
membranes (306, 310). Min oscillation orients itself by sensing and selecting symmetry
and cell shape as was observed in artificially sculpted cells (311).
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The interactions of the Min proteins with each other, the membrane and the divisome
drive their oscillation (Figure 10). MinD dimerization has been well established and
shown in vitro, and in vivo by two hybrid and FRET methods (312–314). MinD attaches
as a dimer to the cytoplasmic side of the IM with its C-terminal membrane targeting
sequence (312, 315). The MinD dimer expresses ATPase activity, which is stimulated by
MinE in the vicinity of phospholipids. (316). Upon MinE stimulated MinD dimer ATPase
activity, the complex becomes monomeric and disassociates from the membrane along
with its possible passenger MinC. MinE is a small protein that dimerizes through its Cterminal domain and its N-terminal domain is required for MinD ATPase activity
stimulation (306, 317, 318). MinE dimers may remain associated to the membrane to
disrupt adjacent membrane bound MinDC complexes (319). The reason for this may be
the conformational change MinE undergoes upon MinD binding, revealing its
membrane targeting sequence (320).
MinC prevents FtsZ polymerization in vitro but not its GTPase activity (308). It contains
an N-terminal domain, that antagonizes FtsZ polymerization and a C-terminal domain
that is required for dimerization and interacting with MinD. Like MinDE, it also functions
as a dimer. MinC directly interacts with FtsZ and mutating its N-terminal domain
reduces this interaction in vitro (306). The C-terminal tail of FtsZ is essential for MinC
interaction and its deletion is not sensitive to min oscillation anymore (321). The FtsZ
polymerization preventing activity by MinC mainly occurs while it interacts with MinD,
presumably due to the membrane recruitment (316).
MinD, MinE and (as a passenger) MinC oscillate back and forth between the cell poles
by a cycle of assembly, membrane association and release. The min system oscillates
with a periodicity of approximately 40 s from pole to pole with MinE chasing MinDC
complexes from the membrane (at 20 °C) (306, 309). As a consequence, an FtsZ
polymerization preventing gradient of MinC forms mainly in the cell poles and much
less at midcell (Figure 10). MinDC complexes remain membrane-inserted for longer
periods at a cell pole allowing MinC to locally prevent FtsZ polymerization. Min systems
are highly conserved and have been observed in archaea, Gram-negative and -positive
bacteria as well as chloroplasts but can differ in composition, localization patterns and
interaction dynamics. Interestingly, FtsZ and other early cell division proteins have been
shown to counter-oscillate with the Min system, suggesting an extended regulatory
functionality during the cell cycle (322).

Nucleoid occlusion directs FtsZ to midcell
Another way of directing of cell division to midcell was suggested through the
observation that the FtsZ-ring assembles at positions unoccupied by the chromosomes.
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This resulted in the hypothesis of nucleoid occlusion (NO) where the chromosome
contains a localized strong inhibition zone of cell division to prevent its own bisection
before segregation (Figure 10) (323). SlmA was found to be synthetically lethal with Min
deletion showing disrupted division sites in the cell (324). It binds specific DNA
sequences distributed over the chromosome, mostly in the vicinity of the ori and away
from the ter domains. These regions are known as SlmA binding sequences (SBS) and
SlmA interacts with them as a dimer of dimers (325, 326). SlmA directly interacts with
the extended C-terminal tail of FtsZ, especially oligomerized FtsZ (327–329). The SlmAFtsZ interaction strongly disrupts normal FtsZ polymerization when SlmA is associated
with SBSs, without affecting FtsZ GTPase activity (324, 330, 331). The unique
distribution away from the ter site of SBS combined with the enhanced SlmA disruption
of FtsZ filaments make nucleoid occlusion another system that only allows FtsZ
polymerization at midcell. As the replication machinery reaches the ter site located at
midcell, SlmA concentrations will be the lowest around mid-cell and FtsZ polymerization
is not prevented (332).
Deletion of SlmA results in cell division that can take place over unsegregated
chromosomes, cutting them apart at the wrong position. Overproduction of SlmA
sequesters FtsZ to the nucleoid resulting in filamentous cells since division is effectively
prevented while elongation continues (324). The Gram-positive rod-shaped bacterium
B. subtilis employs a similar method of NO through the Noc protein, which interestingly,
does not show homology with SlmA (332). Disabling both NO and Min oscillation in cells
does not always results in synthetically lethal effects. In fact, some naturally occurring
bacteria without obvious analogues of NO or Min oscillation have been discovered that
display cell division between segregated chromosomes suggesting alternative
mechanisms of directing cell division to midcell (333). Indeed, in E. coli a double deletion
strain could be grown in minimal medium and FtsZ still localizes preferentially to the
middle of the cell indicating other positioning cues (214).

Other mechanisms of spatiotemporal control
As described in the previous paragraph, FtsZ localizes to the midcell and subsequently
polymerizes into protofilaments forming the treadmilling Z-ring. This is achieved by
negative regulatory systems like Min oscillation and nucleoid occlusion that prevent
FtsZ polymerization. An example of wild-type bacteria lacking these systems is
Streptomyces spp., which do not have min proteins or functional homologs of SlmA. In
this species FtsZ actively localizes to the mid-cell by association with SsgB proteins but
the mechanisms of SsgB localization is not known (333). Another example of positive
FtsZ recruitment is MapZ in Streptococcus pneumonia, which localizes as a ring to future
division sites before FtsZ does. MapZ deletion strains show increased chromosomal
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pinching suggesting it is involved in protecting the chromosomes from premature
bisection (334). In E. coli no such mechanisms have been discovered yet.
As mentioned, E. coli slmA and min deletion strains can still form FtsZ proto-rings at
midcell provided they are grown in minimal medium (214). Under these conditions,
multiple fork replication does not occur and every cell has at most two chromosomes
before dividing. Therefore, a cell division machinery synchronized with chromosome
segregation may be responsible. Evidence for this lies in the ter region being decorated
with the MatP protein that interacts with the FtsZ proto-ring through ZapB and ZapA
(217). Although a full positive direction of cell division to has yet to be discovered, the
combined function of MatP, ZapB, ZapA and FtsK is imaginable to orchestrate it and is
further discussed in chapter 7.

Figure 10 - Schematic overview the mechanisms of mid-cell localization. (a) Min
oscillation in E. coli. (b) Nucleoid occlusion. (c) Overview of zones inhibited by nucleoid
occlusion and Min oscillation and the zone of Z ring formation by the relative absence
of MinC and SlmA. *indicates possible fine-tuning of the Z-ring formation zone. The minoscillation part of this figure was adapted from Lutkenhaus 2007 (306) and is used with
permission of Annual Reviews.
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Unification of the divisome and PG synthesis as a function of the
cell cycle
Treadmilling and PG synthesis are separated in the Gram-positive bacterium S. aureus.
Although FtsZ treadmilling is required for determining the septal position, once PG
synthesis has started, it continues independently of FtsZ (181). Gram-negative bacteria
build their new cell poles in an integrated manner. However, high resolution and time
lapse microscopy revealed differences between the early and late divisome proteins
have been observed during constriction where the late (PG synthesis) follows the early
divisome (183). This leads to the question whether cell division and PG synthesis in E.
coli are coupled in the same manner as Gram-positives but acting in smaller steps to
facilitate constriction of the full envelope.
Gram-negative and –positive bacteria have large similarities in their cell division
machineries, but also differences. They all require the enzymatic reactions that
synthesize, maintain and break down their PG layers. This section described regulatory
systems that keep these processes in check and most bacteria share, for instance,
homologues of FtsA or FtsQBL complex and respective positive and negative regulators
of PG synthesis. These proteins could therefore be seen as highly attractive targets for
antibiotic development. However, research investigating this depends on shifting
paradigms exemplified by the recent discoveries that FtsBLQ inhibit the major divisomal
PBPs and that these PBPs are redundantly regulated by at least two early divisome
proteins (46, 210, 250). These results also refute previous paradigms on divisomal
protein dependencies for localization, interaction and activities (158, 288). Ideally new
models must be tested by in vitro and in vivo work and recognition should be given
towards developing the right experimental tools. All in all, bacterial cell division will
continue to be an active field of research for a long time and ideas will continue to
change.

1.4 Lateral cell wall synthesis, the elongasome
Regulation of cell shape is a challenge for organisms across all biological phyla. In almost
all bacteria cell shape is determined by their peptidoglycan organization (335, 336). The
rod shape is one of the simplest non-spherical shapes and growth results mainly from
synthesis along the length of the cell, while the endcaps remain unchanged (61, 337).
However, rod-shaped cells still put in a substantial amount of effort and regulation to
maintain morphology through PG synthesis. Rod-shaped bacteria require, in addition
to divisomal PG synthesis, the ability to insert PG into the lateral cell wall to maintain
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shape and diameter. The main coordinator of lateral PG synthesis and regulator of cell
width is the actin homologue MreB (338–340). MreB polymerizes into short or longer
filaments along the lateral cell and direct localized PG synthesis. MreB or MreB-like
proteins are present in most rod-shaped bacteria and absent in most cocci (341, 342).
Yet, artificially expressing MreB in round cells does not simply make them rods and
more layers of functionality or regulation are required (343). The function and
regulation of MreB in combination with lateral cell wall synthesis in E. coli are discussed
in this section.

OM
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Figure 11 – Schematic overview of the elongasome

MreB and the elongasome
MreB is essential for the spatiotemporal regulation of lateral PG insertion and the rodshaped morphogenesis (344). It polymerizes into filaments that move along the cell’s
circumference in an ATP dependent manner (345). Its N-terminus forms an amphipathic
helix responsible for membrane association and its C-terminus is thought to interact
with other proteins close to the membrane (345, 346). Cells depleted of MreB become
spherical suggesting that elongation is stalled eventually leading to lysis and its
overexpression interferes with cell division without affecting chromosome segregation
(347, 348). No suppressor mutants have been found that allow a deletion of mreB in E.
coli, it is possible in strains that overexpress of PBP3 and PBP1b (349, 350). MreB
mutations can result in viable cells with altered morphologies, such as thinner or wider
diameters, bending and even branching phenotypes (337, 351–353). These size
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mutations mostly do not alter growth rate and steady state growth can be achieved
with different cell shapes underscoring the function of MreB in cell shape maintenance
(349).
MreB localization dynamics in vivo have been a controversial subject due to the
diffraction limited resolution of conventional fluorescence microscopes and the
inability to make functional probes (342). Even super resolution microscopy also did not
result in conclusive evidence of MreB localization. Later it was found that C- or Nterminal tagging with fluorescent proteins did not result in functional fusions creating
artefacts. Eventually a functional MreB sandwich fusion (FP inserted in one of the
internal MreB loops) was created (354). An updated and generally accepted localization
model of MreB is in patch-like foci that independently move along the cells
circumference at sites of negative membrane curvature (355). Yet, a general helical
pattern could be envisioned since immunolabeling (with polyclonal antibodies) of wildtype MreB did show helices (356). The movement of MreB is dependent on PG synthesis
but not its own polymerization suggesting its role as a cell shape regulator through
spatiotemporal control of lateral PG synthesis (355, 357, 358).

Elongasomal interactions and PG synthesis
MreB attaches to the membrane in the cytoplasm whereas PG synthesis happens in the
periplasm and therefore cross-talk needs to occur for a putative elongasomal complex
to function. MreB is part of the same operon as mreC and mreD and depleting either
results in rounded cells suggesting similarities in function. Two-hybrid methods showed
MreB interaction with MreC but not MreD and MreC interacted with both other Mre’s
suggesting an interacting a complex with MreC as a linker. (347, 359). MreC was
predicted to be a dimeric bitopic transmembrane protein with cytoplasmic and
periplasmic domains (360). MreD is an integral membrane protein with N-and C-termini
in the cytoplasm (347). Other proteins that resulted in the spherical cells upon
depletion are RodZ, RodA and PBP2 and were found to be part of the interacting
elongasomal complex (361–363).
MreC seems responsible for the localization of- and interacts with PBP2 allowing it to
function and hyperactive PBP2 mutants were shown restore cell shape defects (364–
366). The genes for PBP2 (TPase) and RodA (GTase) reside on the same operon and the
proteins directly interact suggesting a combined function in elongasomal PG synthesis
(367, 368). Elongasomal GTase activity comes either from PBP1a or RodA, and either
deletion results in a dramatic decrease of PG insertion. Interestingly both PBP1a-PBP2
and RodA-PBP2 interactions have been shown and may both be independently capable
of elongasomal PG synthesis (47, 367–369). E. coli MreB filaments only move along the
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cell if RodA can perform its GTase activity, demonstrating that the glycan chain
polymerizing RodA protein, but not bifunctional PBP1a, drives MreB movement (47).
This suggest that the default elongasomal mode of PG synthesis occurs through RodAPBP2 and that PBP1a may assist if required, possibly with its cognate OM activator
LpoA.
MreB strongly interacts with RodA and RodZ and the latter mediates the indirect
interaction between MreB and a PBP2 suggesting an elongasomal complex composed
of MreB-RodAZ-PBP2 (367, 370). RodZ is a highly conserved bitopic inner membrane
protein that co-localizes with MreB independently of other proteins (354, 371, 372).
Two hybrid methods showed the interactions of RodZ with MreC and MreB, the latter
interaction was validated by in vivo by FRET (354, 367). The RodZ-MreB interaction was
later shown to move together along the cell sensing membrane curvature, changing
conformations accordingly to keep the lateral cell wall straight by modulating local PG
synthesis (370, 373–375).
If curvature is sensed and straightened by the elongasome, then what happens during
division and invagination of the membrane? Multiplex fluorescence microscopy
showed that MreB split into two equivalent structures separated by FtsZ during cell
division (376). This could lead to the idea that PG synthesis directed by the divisome
and elongasome behave independently. However, they rather collaborate since
colocalization and direct interactions of divisomal and elongasomal components have
been established for the main regulators FtsZ-MreB and PG crosslinkers PBP2-PBP3
(377, 378). Recently it was shown that RodZ localizes to midcell, interacting with FtsZ
as well as MreB. Without RodZ cell division was delayed suggesting a regulatory
function between divisomal and elongasomal modes of growth (379). However, exactly
how this happens is still unknown.
Lateral PG synthesis is regulated by the elongasome and requires the linked supply of
Lipid II. MurA-F, MraY and MurG co-localize laterally with MreB and lose this localization
pattern only when MreBCD are absent. The terminal PG-precursor synthesizing protein
MurG associates with the elongasome requiring MreCD to localize (380). RodA used to
be considered as the elongasomal Lipid II flippase, mainly due to its homology to FtsW
and its elongasomal absense. However, it is more likely that elongasomal lipid II flipping
is also done by MurJ since it also localizes laterally possibly dependent on active RodA
(40).
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Elongasome inhibitors
The elongasomal mode of cell wall synthesis is important for the survival of rod-shaped
bacteria. Its inhibition would result in spherical cells that would eventually lyse. Specific
β-lactam antibiotics could be used to inhibit PBPs that are associated with elongation.
For instance, mecillinam mainly targets PBP2 while almost not binding other PBPs. Cells
treated with mecillinam become spherical underscoring the PBP2 specificity for
elongation (148, 381). Some β-lactams strongly target PBP1a but have a broader
spectrum that also targets divisomal PBPs (148). Considering that β-lactams mainly bind
the peptide binding pockets of PBPs, this may again hint towards a broader functionality
PBP1a than mainly in the elongasome, e.g. PBP2 is the main TPase with RodA as the
GTase for the elongasome.
The only described GTase inhibitor, moenomycin, targets primarily aPBPs and GTase
activity as was shown using moenomycin concentrations that inhibit aPBPs suggesting
that the residual GTase activity was provided by other proteins like RodA (382). A
Bacillus subtilis strain lacking all its aPBPs was resistant to moenomycin treatment
showing that the responsible GTase is not directly targeted. RodA activity was found to
be stimulated by moenomycin treatment as well as by the stress response related to
cells missing all aPBPs further suggesting RodA must be the functional GTase in this
strain (44). A potential antibiotic inhibitor of RodA GTase activity was found, which was
active against the aPBP deletion strain but not against WT. Susceptible cells stopped
growing and lysed upon treatment with the compound and overexpressing RodA
protected from this. The divisome specific GTase, FtsW, was not found in the screenings
and did not rescue the cells making it plausible the compound could be RodA specific
(44). Interestingly, the compound was described (without data) to inhibit growth of
Staphylococcus aureus for which RodA is non-essential. Mono-functional
glycosyltransferases were not taken into account in the work. Although non-essential
in S. aureus, they may have been inhibited by the compound.
The previous paragraph described inhibitors and putative inhibitors of proteins directly
involved in elongasomal cell wall synthesis. Disruption of the structural proteins that
drive the elongasome would logically give similar results. The small molecule S-(3.4dichlorbenzyl)isotiourea (A22) was discovered to be an elongasome inhibitor because
treated E. coli cells could not maintain their natural rod-shape and became spherical
(383). A22 binds to nucleotide-binding pocket of MreB with high affinity competing with
ATP, preventing polymerization. A22-bound MreB resembles the MreB-ADP state,
which may briefly polymerize but quickly depolymerizes (384). Although MreB
filaments depolymerize quickly in cells treated with A22, cell shape changes take longer
to become apparent. Longer incubation times lead to lysis of the cells, which otherwise
grow back to rods if A22 is removed from the medium. A long time to become
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bactericidal is not a desirable strait for an antibiotic and could increase chances for
resistance. Indeed, a single point mutation in mreB is sufficient to render it resistant to
A22 (385). Taken together, this seems to make the clinical use of A22 as MreB inhibitor
unlikely. The compound is, however, an excellent tool to investigate the elongasome
and lateral cell wall synthesis.

1.5 Investigating the protein-interactions of
bacterial cell division and growth
The field of molecular microbiology has come a long way in determining the
mechanisms by which bacteria grow, divide and maintain their shape (386). Even
though these processes can be described separately, they are all synchronized as a
function of the cell cycle requiring immense regulation. Cell division, growth and cell
wall maintenance are performed and regulated by the interactions of their individual
components. To discover which protein interactions govern cellular growth and division
several methods are employed (387). This section discusses three of these methods
that all rely on the proximity (within interacting distance) of two proteins. What differs
is the manner and context in which these interactions are detected (Figure 12). Twohybrid assays, rely on reconstitution of enzymatic activity, chemical crosslinking on
isolating and analysing attached protein complexes and Förster resonance energy
transfer on changes in fluorescence. All methods have their intrinsic strong and weak
points.
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Figure 12 – Bacterial two-hybrid (BACTH), Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) and
Chemical crosslinking (X-linking) methods to detect bacterial protein-protein
interactions. Non-interacting proteins (top) do not allow reconstitution of enzymatic
activity, show donor only fluorescence and are not covalently linked. Interacting
proteins (bottom) allow enzymatic activity that can be measured, result in acceptor
fluorescence and covalent bonds. For X-linking, red shows specific crosslinking and
green random crosslinking. The cartoon of the proteins and molecules is not drawn to
scale.

Bacterial two hybrid
Bacterial adenylate cyclase two hybrid (BACTH) is a method to study protein-protein
interactions through the reconstitution of adenylate cyclase (cya) activity in E. coli (388,
389). Cya is a toxin from Bordetella pertussis that forms cyclic adenosine
3’5’monophosphate (cAMP) from ATP. B. pertussis cya activates by binding calmodulin,
which is only found in eukaryotes. Calmodulin activated cya thus alters eukaryotic hosts
cells by raising cAMP levels. B. pertussis cya contains a 400 aa catalytic domain
composed of an 18 kDa (T18) calmodulin binding site and a 25 kDa (T25) catalytic site
domain. Single T18 and T25 fragments have been shown to interact upon calmodulin
binding restoring cAMP production by cya activity when they are in close proximity.
BACTH exploits this proximity dependence for activation and by fusing two strongly
interacting proteins to T18 and T25, respectively, cya activity is restored as well e.g. the
interacting proteins take the role of calmodulin. The other way around, reconstituted
cya activity can be used to find out whether two proteins are interacting. When done
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in ∆cya E. coli, produced cAMP binds the catabolite activator protein (CAP) to activate
the promotor regions of lactose and maltose operons. The products of these operons
can be detected by several assays in E. coli. Qualitative detection of positive interactions
can be obtained by steaking on agar plates containing X-gal (blue colonies) or
MacConkey plates containing only lactose or maltose as a carbon source (red colonies).
A quantitative approach is to measure β-galactosidase activity of cultures grown in 96wells plates.
BACTH is a great method to easily screen for interacting proteins. It can be used to study
interactions of cytoplasmic, and membrane proteins, and even from proteins from
other organisms, as long as the cya activity can be reconstituted, cAMP is produced and
exerted its genetic effects. This is the reason why the method is not suitable for the
detection of periplasmic protein interactions. As for other methods, BACTH can be
negatively impacted by differences in expression levels of the fusions compared to
normal conditions or non-functional fusions. Especially when researching E. coli protein
interactions, there is a chance of detecting indirect interactions such as the indirect
FtsQ-FtsN “interaction”(158, 250). A large drawback of BACTH is the dependence on
measuring indirect effects that are subject to regulation by the cells. For instance, the
proteins of interest may themselves impact catabolite repression and the regulation
metabolic pathways such as the lactose operon. Additionally, variety between cultures
can result in deviating results with E. coli that has been shown to have cryptic adenylate
cyclase activity outside of cya (390). Therefore, multiple replicates and controls should
be used as is true for most assays. Considering the positive and negative aspects of
BACTH, its ease of use warrants quick screenings for positive interactions.

Chemical crosslinking of protein interactions
Detecting protein-protein interactions is best done as these interactions are happening
in vivo. Many protein-interactions are transient and chemically stabilizing interactions
can be achieved by crosslinking. Chemical-crosslinking covalently links two proteins or
parts of proteins by a chemical reaction of cross-linkable elements such as (specific)
amines, carboxyl groups, acidic groups or sulfhydryl groups (391). Cross linkers consist
of two spaced reactive groups, which can be the same or different from each other. The
specificity of the crosslink is dependent on the cross linker, which can be really broad
(glutaraldehyde) or amino acid specific such as the Lysine-specific BAMG (392).
Crosslinks within the same protein are called intra-molecular crosslinks and yield
information about its structure and folding. Crosslinks between two proteins are intermolecular crosslinks and give information about interactions (also between two copies
of the same protein).
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Crosslinking can be done in vitro by adding the cross linker to purified proteins or
extracted protein extracts. Alternatively, crosslinking can be achieved in vivo by adding
the crosslinking agent directly to growing cultures. Usually all proteins will be fixed the
moment it reacts with the cross-linker but some flexibility exists with inducible versions,
for instance, by UV (see below). Depending on the experiment, different cross-linkers
should be selected based on their spacer length, specificity and solubility. The trick is
fishing out the interactions of interest, which can be achieved by tagging the protein
with a means to isolate them like his or biotin tags. When enriched samples are
generated, subsequent analysis can be done such as western blotting if a specific
interaction is suspected or mass-spectrometry if interacting partners are not known
yet. To determine the unknown interaction partners, the reads will be compared to a
database.
Chemical crosslinking can be used to map the regions that are important for specific
protein interactions. Digesting the cross-linked proteins will result in small fragments
that can be separately analyzed and the sites of interaction located. For such
experiments specific cross-linker can be used that do not promiscuously react with sites
all over the proteins surface. In chapter 7 the lysin-specific cross-linker BAMG was used
to determine proximal regions of FtsZ and ZapA that were subsequently mutagenized
for in vivo complementation assays, effectively mapping the important residues for this
interaction. The non-specificity in terms of proteins selection of chemical crosslinking
makes it a powerful method because it is able to relatively unbiased catch interacting
proteins in wild-type cultures. However, at the same time this can be a drawback as
subsequent validation of the interactions requires much experimental work and
analysis. Additionally, it may be difficult to observe interactions of less prevalent
proteins, which need to be overexpressed.
In vivo chemical crosslinking can be made more specific by the genetic introduction of
unnatural amino acids in the protein of interest. One such amino acid, p-benzoyl-Lphenylalanine (Bpa) is a UV-activatable crosslinker. Crosslinking with Bpa requires
incorporating it into the protein of interest through the amber codon (TAG, stop) that
can be genetically added by site directed mutagenesis. This will result either in a
truncated version of the protein or a Bpa incorporated full version. The method relies
on expressing a mutant tRNA that recognizes the amber codon and inserts Bpa, which
has to be added to the growing culture (393). Bpa incorporated version of the protein
need to be tested for functionality by complementation experiments. When functional,
Bpa incorporation experiments can be conducted and crosslinking induced by UVirradiation. Activated Bpa will crosslink to a proximate amino acid over a range of 3 to
4 angstrom. After crosslinking the same subsequent enrichment interaction screening
can be performed as mentioned above. Bpa crosslinking is only semi random and
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therefore provides more specificity to the proteins under investigation and reduces
complexity compared to the random crosslinking experiments.
A strong suit for the method is the short range at which interactions can be detected.
But since crosslinks are covalent, no specific information can be obtained about the
interaction dynamics in time and space or in conformation changes. For a sensitive
method that can detect transient or dynamically conformational flexible protein
interactions in vivo, Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) can be attempted.

Förster resonance energy transfer
FRET is the transfer of fluorescence energy from a donor- to an acceptor fluorophore.
This phenomenon only occurs when the fluorophores are sufficiently (<10 nm) close to
each other. Typically, this is also the range at which protein-protein interactions occur
and FRET can be used for their detection by fusing fluorescent proteins to interacting
proteins of interest. This is ideal since fluorescent proteins are genetically encoded and
can be detected in living cells without the need for biochemical assays or subsequent
treatments. Therefore, FRET can be used in vivo and to show interaction dynamics of
protein complexes. A benefit of FRET is that the fluorescence of the tags can be used to
detect protein-interactions as well as their localization in living cells. As for the other
methods in this section, FRET requires tagged proteins of interest which may yield them
non-functional and complementation experiments should always be performed.
FRET also relies on biophysical characteristics of the donor and acceptor fluorescent
protein. The emission spectrum of the donor FP should overlap significantly with the
excitation spectrum of the acceptor FP. Additionally, the orientation of the FPs also
matters and therefore negative FRET results cannot be used to conclude that the
proteins of interest are not interacting. There are several techniques to detect FRET
based on either fluorescence intensities or fluorescence lifetime. Intensity-based FRET
is the unexpected detection of increased acceptor fluorescence and decreased donor
fluorescence. This can be detected either by microscopy or by spectroscopy. Lifetime
based FRET experiments detect the average time a donor FP stays in the excited state
before falling back to ground state. When FRET occurs, there is an additional relaxation
pathway (through the acceptor) and therefore the average lifetime decreases. Both
spectral-based FRET and lifetime-based FRET are described in chapter 2. This chapter
will also deal with challenges to use the FRET under specific conditions requiring the
use of specific FPs and the engineering of a new FP in chapter 6. Examples of the use of
FRET to detect relevant protein-protein interactions in E. coli are described in chapters
2,3,4,6 and 7.
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Parts of this chapter were originally published in Meiresonne et al (2017-2018) (394,
395)
“Activity-Related Conformational Changes in D,D-Carboxypeptidases Revealed by in
vivo Periplasmic Förster Resonance Energy Transfer Assay in Escherichia coli” mBio 8
(5): e01089-17
&
“Detection of Protein Interactions in the Cytoplasm and Periplasm of Escherichia coli by
Förster Resonance Energy Transfer” Bio-protocol 8 (2): e2697
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2.1 Introduction
Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) using fluorescent proteins is a highly
specific genetic method to detect protein-protein interactions in vivo. For FRET
detection of protein interactions in living cells a donor fluorescent protein (FP) is fused
to a protein of interest and an acceptor FP is fused to a protein that is supposed to
interact with the first protein. When the emission spectrum of the donor FP overlaps
sufficiently with the excitation spectrum of the acceptor FP, the proteins of interest are
approximately within 10 nm of each other and the chromophores are oriented
properly, transfer of energy from donor to acceptor can occur and fluorescence emitted
from the acceptor can be measured (396). Well known FRET pairs used to study
biological protein-protein interactions are CFP-YFP and mKO-mCherry (159, 397–400).
Whereas a wealth of FP color variants have been described that can be used in
cytoplasmic environments, only few FPs to date are able to fold, mature and fluoresce
in the oxidative environment of the periplasm (77, 401–404). Notably, of these
functional FPs, sfGFP and mCherry (mCh), can be used as a FRET pair. While developing
a periplasmic assay with this FRET pair, we noticed that translocation of sfGFP to the
periplasm resulted in cytotoxic effects and fluorescence signals were lost over time
making it sub-optimal for in vivo FRET assays. To circumvent this problem, we screened
for an alternative donor FP to replace sfGFP. We reported for the first time that
mNeonGreen (mNG) is able to fold and mature in the periplasm. mNG is the engineered
monomeric version of lanYFP isolated from Branchiostoma lanceolatum and is thus not
directly related to classic GFPs or RFPs. mNG has a relatively low sequence homology
to the stabilizing backbone of the classic FPs (405) and its superior spectral properties
make it a better FRET donor to mCh compared to sfGFP (Table 1).
We used the mNG-mCh FRET pair to develop the first available periplasmic FRET assay.
As a proof of concept mCh was fused to mNG and expressed in the periplasm. This
tandem fusion consistently gives an energy transfer rate of ~16 % making it an excellent
positive control. The spectral based periplasmic FRET method was validated by
Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Microscopy (FLIM). Loss of activity can be a sign of
inhibited protein interactions (367). To facilitate screening for antibiotics that affect
protein interactions directly by interfering with the interaction or indirectly by inhibiting
the activity of the proteins, we converted the cuvette–based periplasmic FRET assay
into a 96-well plate reader format.
This chapter introduces fluorescent proteins and their biophysical characteristics
(Section 2.2) and their ability to fluoresce in the periplasm of E. coli (Section 2.3).
Several conditions that could impair the use of FPs in the periplasmic environment were
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tested for mCh and mNG. Under the most optimal conditions, the periplasmic
FRETassay was established, validated by another technique, and scaled up to a 96-wells
plate reader format (Section 2.4).

2.2 Fluorescent proteins
Fluorescent proteins (FPs) arrange some of their amino acids to allow the formation of
a chromophore capable of emitting fluorescence light upon excitation with light of a
shorter wavelength. FPs are an important tool for bio-medical research as they can be
genetically encoded in frame with a gene for a protein of interest. The resulting FPtagged protein can be observed by fluorescence microscopy to study its localization
dynamics in the cell.
The first discovered FP “Green fluorescent protein” (GFP) was isolated from the jellyfish
Aequorea victoria, and blue or red shifted variants were discovered by random and site
directed mutagenesis leading to Blue- and Yellow Fluorescent proteins (BFP & YFP),
respectively. Later, red fluorescent proteins (RFPs) were isolated from the corals
Discosoma spp. and were also mutagenized leading to blue- and red shifted yellow to
far red variants, the mFruits (406). Today, FPs have been isolated from more organisms
including fungi and the vertebrate lancelet fish Branchiostoma lanceolatum.
The classical structure of all these FPs is an 11-stranded ß-barrel surrounding an internal
α-helix of which 3 amino acids can arrange and mature into a chromophore (Figure
1ab). Maturation of GFP derived proteins requires a folded protein, in which the
chromophore forming amino acids undergo torsional rearrangement that allows the
covalent formation of an imidazolidinone ring after which oxidation of tyrosine 66 (GFP)
produces an active chromophore (Figure 1c). Maturation of RFPs is less straightforward
and not fully elucidated. RFP chromophores have the same structure as GFP-like
chromophores but with an additional N-acyl imine group (C=N-C=O). Traditional Red
chromophores first go through a blue intermediate state by cyclization and ring
formation, undergo a second oxidation step and, depending on the FP variant, another
cyclization step (407).
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Figure 1 – General FP structure and chromophores. (a) The crystal structure of
Aequorea victoria based FPs (PMID 3ZTF(408)) on the right the beta sheets are left out
to show the cavity for the chromophore. (b) Example of different chromophores. CFP,
GFP and YFP are Aequorea victoria based and mOrange and RFP are Discosoma spp.
based. (c) The molecular rearrangements of the eGFP chromophore during maturation.

The field of FP development is broad and rapidly progressing to design new, or improve
current FPs. Initial efforts were aimed at fully covering the visible spectrum with FPs,
which has been arguably achieved. Later focus shifted more on increasing the
brightness of the FPs by changing their biophysical properties, like Extinction Coefficient
(EC) and Quantum Yield (QY). Roughly, the EC is a measure of how much excitation light
an FP can absorb and the QY is a measure how much of this energy is emitted as
fluorescence. Multiplying the EC by the QY is a way of quantifying the molecular
brightness of FPs.
Ideal FPs are soluble and monomeric to prevent FP-driven aggregation of fusions. Yet,
most natural FPs are dimers or tetramers making them less suitable for tagging proteins
of interest because they can interfere with the interaction or localization or dynamics
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of the fusion protein. Monomericity of FPs could be achieved by disrupting the
hydrophobic or hydrophilic interfaces that are possible between the ß-sheets of the
barrels of tetramer or dimer subunits (Figure 2) (409, 410). Monomerization of a
previously di- or tetrameric FP by mutagenization leads to a decrease in brightness of
at least 2 to 4 times but the resulting FP could also have changed spectroscopic
properties. Therefore, changing monomerization or any other FP property usually
undergoes many iterations followed by rigorous validation (Chapter 6). Monomericity
(or the lack of aggregation propensity) can be tested in vitro with isolated protein but
also more relevantly in vivo by OSER-assays or native-PAGE (411).

Figure 2 – The tetrameric structure of lanYFP (PMID 5LTQ (412)). (a) The tetramer
lanYFP is an amalgamation of 4 identical monomers i-iv indicated in different colors. (b)
Example of the A-B (top) and the A-C (bottom) interfaces in lanYFP the grey annotated
residues are responsible for the interactions.
Another important property for selecting FPs is their ability to withstand environmental
conditions such as the oxidative state or pH. The dissociation constant (pKa), or acid
stability, describes the pH at which FPs are quenched in brightness by 50%. For instance,
the chromophore of GFP is sensitive to pH and its fluorescence will decrease below
values of 6.0 but increase above 10.0. In some cases the absorption / emission spectra
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shift in a predictable manner and this property can be used to probe the pH of different
biological environments in vivo (413–417). Section 2.3.2 shows the response of mNG
and mCh to chemical fixation and Section 2.3.4 describes their ability to function in
acidic, neutral or alkaline conditions.
FPs bleach upon over excitation, reversibly or irreversibly losing their capability to emit
fluorescence. Each cycle that a fluorophore is excited, it has a chance to react with
proximal molecules. This is dependent on the molecular environment and some FPs are
more resistant to bleaching than others, and differences exist even between closely
related FPs like the mFruits (418). Photo bleaching resistant FPs are especially desired
for experiments requiring long exposure times or high illumination intensities of the
same field of view like for Structured Illumination Microscopy.
The many different biophysical properties are important considerations for choosing
the optimal FP for experiments. The choice heavily depends on the experimental
procedure it has to follow and under which environmental conditions. The periplasm of
E. coli is notoriously inhospitable for FPs and not many have been described to function
in this oxidative environment. The following paragraph discusses the use of and
considerations for FPs in the periplasm.
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emission and excitation in nm, Extinction coefficient in 10 m cm , Lifetime in ns. * OSER aggregation shown as the percentage of
cells showing Endoplasmatic Reticulum aggregation structures. These values are taken from a direct comparison by Cranfill et al (423)
except for the bold OSER values which come from Bindels et al (422).
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Table 1 – Fluorescence properties of reported monomeric FPs used throughout this thesis

2.3 Fluorescent proteins in the periplasm
FPs have been indispensable for molecular research of cytoplasmic proteins in bacteria.
The periplasmic space of Gram-negative species, however, remains a challenge for FPfusions to fluoresce from. FPs are not normally transported to the periplasm and when
they are artificially transported, they often do not fluoresce. Whereas a wealth of FP
color variants have been described that can be used in the cytoplasmic environment,
only few FPs to date are able to fold, mature and fluoresce in the oxidative environment
of the periplasm (77, 401–404). This is a serious omission in researchers’ toolbox as
roughly 30 % of the proteins in the cell are associated with and reside in the periplasm
(198).
Notably, of the periplasmically functional FPs, sfGFP and mCherry (mCh), can be used
as a FRET pair. In this section, we show that another FP, mNeonGreen (mNG), is able to
fold and mature in the periplasm. This FP is the engineered monomeric version of
lanYFP isolated from Branchiostoma lanceolatum and is thus not directly related to
classic GFPs or RFPs. mNG has a relatively low sequence homology to the stabilizing
backbone of the classic FPs (405) and its superior spectral properties make it a better
FRET donor to mCh compared to sfGFP (Table 1). The initial suitability testing of
periplasmic mNG and mCh for the development of a periplasmic FRET assay is
described.

Expression of periplasmic FP-fusions results in cytotoxicity
Periplasmic proteins are synthesized in the cytoplasm and inserted in or translocated
across the cytoplasmic membrane by the SecYEG translocon (Figure 3) (424) or the Twin
Arginine Transport (TAT) system (425). The TAT system transports fully folded proteins
while the folding of proteins that are translocated to the periplasm by the Sec
machinery is assisted by chaperones (426). When they are targeted to the outer
membrane, the proteins are inserted by the BAM protein complex (427). However, the
expression of exogenous proteins in the periplasm can be perilous and often leads to
poorly understood toxicity issues (428, 429).
The TAT system was excluded from our efforts bringing FP-fusion proteins to the
periplasm as the fully folded fusions (especially with penicillin binding proteins) will
interact with their substrate that is synthesized in the cytoplasm and therefore become
inaccessible to the TAT system (62). Additionally, if FPs fold and mature in the cytoplasm
already they contribute to the fluorescence at a location that is not normally occupied
by their fusion protein. Especially for FRET experiments this would lead to false negative
results.
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Figure 3 – Schematic overview of the periplasmic space and co-translational expression
of FPs to it. FP fusions were expressed in the periplasm and attached to the periplasmic
side of the inner membrane (IM) through PBP5 (encoded by dacA). The DsbA signal
sequence is a substrate for the signal recognition particle (SRP) that directs cotranslational transport through the SecYEG translocase of the N-terminal fused gene
product translated in the cytoplasm. The FP-fusion is translocated to the periplasm and
the signal sequence is cleaved off. Here the FP is exposed to periplasmic conditions
under which it needs to efficiently fold its ß-barrel and subsequently mature its
chromophore to become fluorescent. FPs that are unable to fluoresce in the periplasm
thus have problems with either folding or chromophore maturation.

To study functional interactions with FP fusion proteins, endogenous expression levels
should be mimicked to avoid inducing toxicity and artefacts. However, sufficient
expression of the FP-fusion is needed to achieve the highest possible fluorescence
signal-to-noise ratio while over-expression should be avoided because it can lead to
interactions that occur by random encounters (bystander FRET(396)) instead of
functional interactions. To find optimal induction conditions, expression of periplasmic
FP-fusion proteins was induced from plasmid by varying concentrations of IPTG during
growth in a plate reader. Fusion proteins were selected to localize to the periplasmic
side of the inner- or outer membrane though PBP5 and OmpA, respectively, or freely
distribute through only the DsbA signal sequence (Figure 3). Cells grown in rich medium
at 37 °C that expressed FPs in the cytoplasm grew like wild type cells harboring the
empty plasmids i.e. not expressing a FP-fusion. In contrast, periplasmic expression of
sfGFP, mNG, and to a lesser extend mCh from the same plasmid background resulted
in delayed or impeded growth upon IPTG induction (Figure 4a). Aberrantly growing
cultures that did recover showed a normal but delayed growth pattern over time, but
had lost endpoint fluorescence suggesting selection had occurred against the
periplasmic FP fusions (Figure 4b). The translocation of especially sfGFP and mNG fusion
proteins to the periplasm was toxic to the cells. Curiously, for periplasmic sfGFP, the
endpoint fluorescence was stronger at higher concentrations of IPTG compared to
periplasmic mNG or mCh. This was most likely due to extracellular sfGFP (Discussed in
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chapter 6). mNG-mCh was chosen as FRET pair because of the superior spectroscopic
properties of mNG compared to sfGFP (Described in section 2.4). Since FP-PBP5
expression was well tolerated at IPTG induction concentrations < 16 µM, a controlled
flask culture experiment was performed with the periplasmic fusions with 15 µM. When
the optical density of the growing cultures was kept below 0.3 (OD600) in rich medium
at 37 °C and expression of periplasmic FPs was induced no growth or reduced
fluorescence were observed (Figure 5).

Figure 4 - Expressing exogenous periplasmic constructs can be toxic to cells and trigger
selection against their expression. (a) Representative growth curves of LMC500 cells in
TY at 37 °C expressing cytoplasmic or periplasmic fusions of mCh, mNG and sfGFP from
plasmid induced with different concentrations of IPTG. Strong induction of periplasmic
FP fusions results in growth delay or arrest before continuation of regular growth (b)
Delayed and arrested growth samples show no or lower endpoint fluorescence
correlated with the higher IPTG concentrations.
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Figure 5 - Periplasmic expression of FPs in cells grown in rich medium at moderate
induction with 15 µM IPTG does not result in cytotoxicity when OD600 values are kept
under 0.3. (a) No effects on growth were observed for LMC500 expressing cytoplasmic
or different periplasmically localizing fusions to mCh, mNG or sfGFP. The strains were
grown logarithmically in rich medium and induced with 15 µM IPTG (arrow). (b)
Fluorescence microscopy after ~5 mass doublings revealed WT phenotypes and showed
the expected localization in the cytoplasm or the periplasm depending which fusion was
used. The scale bar represents 2 µm.
FRET assays are performed with cells grown in glucose minimal medium (Gb1) at 28 °C
for which the growth rate is slower and autofluorescence is less of an issue than for
cells grown in rich medium (159). Under these conditions, no toxicity was observed
below 64 µM IPTG induction indicating that the lower growth rate and temperature
prevented the previously observed toxicity considerably (Figure 6a) and allowed good
endpoint fluorescence levels (Figure 6b). Alternatively, the temperature alone may be
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part of the toxicity since FPs natively exist in organisms that live at temperatures lower
than 37 °C. All periplasmic FRET experiments were performed with cells grown at 28 °C
to semi-steady state in Gb1 flask cultures that were induced moderately with 15-20 µM
IPTG for which no toxicity issues were observed (Figure 6c).

Figure 6 - Toxicity of periplasmic expression is avoided in slow growing cells ate lower
temperatures. (a) Plate reader growth curves of LMC500 grown in Gb1 at 28 °C
expressing cytoplasmic or periplasmic fluorescent proteins from plasmid induced with
0-256 µM IPTG from the time point shown by the arrows. Growth is not adversely
affected by the concentration of IPTG that induce cytoplasmic FP expression while the
growth of cells expressing periplasmic OmpA-FP is impeded at the highest
concentrations. (b) Normalized endpoint fluorescence shows a correlation with IPTG
induction concentration and FP expression for the cytoplasmic FPs expressing cells
whereas the intensity for periplasmic expressed FPs is highest for induced cells at
intermediate IPTG concentrations. (c) Flask culture growth curves of LMC500 cells
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grown to steady state in Gb1 at 28 °C expressing periplasmic FP-fusions. At day 4 the
cultures were induced with 15 µM IPTG, which did not alter the growth rate.
Periplasmic mNG, sfGFP and mCh were expressed as fusions to OmpA, the DsbA signal
sequence or PBP5, cytosolic expression of mNG and mCh was diffuse and EV are cells
not expressing FPs.
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Fixation of FPs
Live-cell imaging of experiments is generally preferred but if subsequent processing is
needed cultures can be fixed with crosslinking agents such as aldehydes. Fixation can,
however, affect samples and fluorescent proteins have been described to lose
fluorescent intensity as a consequence (430, 431). The FRET experiments described in
this chapter require batch cultures and significant analysis making fixation unavoidable.
Therefore, the direct effects of our fixation method and possible recovery was tested.
Periplasmic sfGFP, mNG or mCherry were expressed overnight as OmpA-FP (Figure 3)
from plasmid with 10 µM IPTG in DH5α cells growing in TY at 37 °C. The next morning
the cells were diluted in PBS to an OD600 value of 1.0. A time-based fluorescence was
measured at 517 nm emission while exciting at 504 nm for mNG and sfGFP and 610 nm
emission while exciting at 590 nm for mCherry through 6 nm slits for 300 s. The
fluorescence signals remained stable upon excitation indicating that the light source did
not have strong photobleaching effects on the fluorophores. After 50 s, FAGA fixative
was added to the cells and changes in fluorescence emission were monitored. This
revealed a large decrease of fluorescence for mNG and sfGFP (Figure 7a). The signal of
sfGFP and mNG decreased to ~15 % of their original signal. Interestingly, sfGFP signals
drop below that point but slowly recover and stabilize at 15 % while mNG initially is less
affected but decreases to 15 %. This could indicate photochromicity for sfGFP and
photobleaching for mNG. mCherry behaves more like mNG with a gradual decrease of
fluorescence but loses much less signal by stabilizing at ~75 %.
The experiment using induced overnight cultures showed an unexpectedly strong signal
for sfGFP where mNG signals were expected to be much higher. The same experiment
was done in a controlled manner. Periplasmic mNG of sfGFP were expressed in DH5α
grown exponentially in TY at 37 °C by 15 µM IPTG induction. The cells were diluted in
PBS to an OD600 value of 1.0, and fluorescence was measured over time while fixing with
FAGA after 50 s. The superior brightness related properties of mNG did show in this
controlled experiment with stronger signals. mNG and sfGFP reacted similar as with the
overnight cultures but this time sfGFP recovered to ~30 % of its original fluorescence
and mNG signals again decreased to ~15 %. Although it seems that sfGFP retains more
of its initial fluorescence it should be mentioned that these experiments did not wash
away the fixative afterwards. For growth in rich or poor medium cells are usually
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washed 3 times with PBS before imaging or spectral measurements. In practice, fixed
and washed cells are usable or fluorescence detection.

Figure 7 – Fluorescence quenching of FPs expressed in the periplasm by
formaldehyde/glutaraldehyde fixative (a) Fixation of overnight culture. (b) Fixation of
cells grown in a controlled experiment.

Periplasmic and cytoplasmic mNeonGreen and mCherry spectra
match
The periplasmic compartment is an oxidative environment where folding and
maturation of most FPs is impaired (402, 432). In addition, fluorescence excitation and
emission spectra can be dependent on the environment in which the FP resides (433).
To verify that environmental differences between the cytoplasm and the periplasm did
not affect the fluorescence emission of mNG and mCh, we compared their fluorescence
spectra. Cells were grown at semi-steady state in Gb1 at 28 °C and periplasmic or
cytosolic mNG or mCh were expressed for at least 2 TD. The spectra were measured
and the background spectra of cells without a fluorophore were subtracted (Figure 8a).
The peak normalized spectra of FPs expressed in the periplasm and cytoplasm
overlapped completely (Figure 8b). The average ratios of the spectra were one and
zero, respectively, as is expected for identical fluorescence spectra (Figure 8cd). As the
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emission becomes weaker, the average ratios deviate more and the differences become
smaller. Together, this suggests that the periplasmic and cytoplasmic emission spectra
of mNG and mCh are identical and their spectral characteristics can be used to calculate
cytoplasmic as well as periplasmic FRET efficiencies (405, 406). The spectra of inner and
outer membrane localized mNG were also confirmed to be identical showing that these
localizations do not alter fluorescent spectra.

Figure 8 - Periplasmic fluorescence emission spectra of mCh (left) and mNG (middle)
are nearly identical to their cytoplasmic counterparts. Periplasmic mNG signals
measured from OM or IM fusions are also nearly identical (right). (a) Raw fluorescence
emission spectra of cytosolic or periplasmic IM/OM associated mCh (purple) and mNG
(green) measured in cells grown for ~35 mass doublings in Gb1 at 28 °C and induced for
two mass doublings. (b) The normalized emission spectra reveal almost identical curves.
Cytoplasmic and periplasmic expression were induced with 50 and 20 µM IPTG,
respectively. (c) Average ratio of the normalized cytoplasmic over periplasmic emission
spectra from multiple experiments in multiple strains (LMC500, BW25113, MG1655,
CS12-7). For mCh n = 10 and for mNG n = 11, error bars represent the standard
deviation. The average ratio of the normalized periplasmic OM over IM emission
spectra emission spectra show a similar trend. (d) The differences in normalized
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intensity are a direct result of the lower signal as the emission wavelength moves away
from the optimum. The normalized emission differences thus become smaller.

pH effects on mCherry and mNG spectrum
FP excitation and emission spectra can be extremely dependent on the environment
they reside in (433). The excitation and emission spectra of some FPs can even be used
to determine the pH value of their compartment (415–417). Small differences in pH can
thus have large consequences when using FPs spectra for FRET calculations. LMC500
harboring periplasmic mCh or mNG on plasmid as fusion to OmpA were grown at steady
state in Gb1 at 28 °C and expression was induced with 15 µM IPTG for at least 2 TD. The
cells were fixed with FAGA and split into three groups. Each group was washed 3-times
with PBS set at pH values of 5.0, 7.0 or 9.1 with hydrochrloric acid or sodium hydroxide.
The fluorescence spectra of mCh or mNG were then measured.
The resulting spectra for periplasmic mCh are very similar showing about the same
fluorescence intensities over the whole emission spectrum. The fluorescence intensity
of periplasmic mNG at pH 5.0 was lower than the others but had the same normalized
spectrum as mNG at pH 7.2. At pH 9.1 mNG gave a similar fluorescence emission
optimum but also showed a stronger emission at 550 nm not corresponding to the
normalized spectra measured at other pHs (Figure 9).
Recently mNG was crystalized and analyzed at pH 4.5 versus pH 8.0 revealing a blue
shifted excitation spectrum. Under the acidic conditions the mNG is present in a more
protonated form with a blue shifted excitation optimum at 403 nm. At pH 8.0 the mNG
chromophore is more deprotonated and shows the originally reported excitation
maximum of 506 nm (412). Fluorescence emission of mNG thus is highly affected by pH
and the washing of all samples should be done thoroughly with the same batch of PBS
pH 7.2 to prevent mismeasurements.
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Figure 9 - Raw and normalized emission spectra of periplasmically expressed mCh and
mNG fusions washed and resuspended in PBS at pH values of 5.0, 7.2 and 9.1. mCh
emission is not affected by the tested pH values but mNG intensities are lower at acidic
pH and broader at basic pH.

2.4 Periplasmic FRET
Validation of the mNeonGreen-mCherry FRET pair
Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) has been shown to be a useful method to
determine functional in vivo protein-protein interactions in the E. coli cytoplasm (159,
367, 378, 399, 400). FRET requires proximity in the nm range, spectral overlap of the
donor and acceptor fluorophores at a favorable orientation. FPs previously reported to
fold and mature in the periplasm are sfGFP-variants and mCh and we have added mNG
to this list. Both sfGFP and mNG may be used as a donor FP for the mCh acceptor as
their emission spectra have an appreciable spectral overlap with mCh’s excitation
spectrum (Figure 10). Since neither truly outperformed the other in terms of
periplasmic stability mNG was chosen because of its superior spectroscopic properties
(Table 1). The 40 % higher extinction coefficient and the 23 % higher quantum yield of
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mNG lead to a higher brightness of the donor and the larger Förster radius (R0) with
mCh (5.5 nm), which favors its use over sfGFP (R0 with mCh = 5.2 nm) for periplasmic
FRET. These R0 values were calculated with the fluorescence spectra shown in figure 10,
the spectroscopic properties of table 1 and a refractive index of 1.4 for cellular
environments.

Figure 10 - Spectral overlap of mCh excitation spectrum and the emission spectrum of
sfGFP (left) and mNG (middle) and the expected FRET efficiency as a function of
chromophore distance for both FP-combinations (right).
A minimal (spectral-based) FRET experiment requires cells expressing empty plasmids,
to determine background autofluorescence and cells expressing mNG or mCh in
addition to an accompanying empty plasmid to measure their respective reference
spectra (Figure 11a). In addition, positive and negative controls should be added to each
experiment to assess the quality of the measurement and the amount of bystander
FRET. We constructed a diffusely localizing cytoplasmic tandem and an OM attached
periplasmic tandem of mNG-mCh as positive controls. A technical negative control for
periplasmic FRET is the combination of an IM bound FP and OM bound FP that are
supposed to not interact and thus give no FRET signal. Additional negative controls to
determine the amount of bystander FRET consisted of non-interacting protein pairs
that are present in the same compartment.
After growth, induced FP expression and fixation of the cells, the samples were diluted
to an OD450 value of 1.00 and fluorescence spectra were measured. mCh was excited at
590 nm and its emission was measured from 605 to 700 nm (Figure 11b). The measured
spectrum was unmixed into a background and an mCh contribution to determine the
absolute amount of mCh in the sample using the reference spectra (Figure 11c).
Subsequently, the sample was excited at 504 nm, which excites mNG close to its
absorption maximum and cross-excites mCh for 15 % and the emission was recorded
from 512 to 700 nm (Figure 11b). Knowing the amount of mCh present in the sample
and the expected amount of signal derived from the cross-excitation of mCh, the
sample spectrum excited at 504 nm can be unmixed in a background spectrum, a mNG
spectrum, and a direct excited mCh spectrum using the reference spectra (Figure 11bc).
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Any additional mCh signal can then be attributed to FRET between the mNG donor and
the mCh acceptor (Figure 11d).
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Figure 11 - Principle of the periplasmic FRET assay. (a) Samples measured to calculate
periplasmic FRET. (b) Donor and acceptor channel emission spectra of references for
background, mCh or mNG are needed to calculate their contribution to the FRET within
a sample. (c) Unmixing of a FRET sample showing the measured spectrum as black dots
and the calculated spectrum as a solid red line. The measured spectrum for the acceptor
is composed of background fluorescence and the amount of mCh present in the sample
excited at 590 nm. The measured spectrum for the donor contains background, mNG,
mCh fluorescence and sensitized emission, which is the extra mCh fluorescence that
the unmixing algorithm cannot attribute to direct excitation of mCh. (d) The low
residual difference between the measured and calculated spectrum is a measure of the
quality of unmixing.
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Using our mNG-mCh unmixing algorithm based on mKO-mCh FRET unmixing (159, 394,
395) we calculated acceptor FRET efficiencies (EfA) of cytoplasmic and periplasmic
mNG-mCh tandem fusions using cytoplasmic and periplasmic references. Both mNGmCh tandems are capable of efficient FRET with EfA values of 17.9 ± 3.0% and 15.9 ±
1.7%, respectively. Strikingly, the calculated FRET efficiencies are the same independent
of whether the cytoplasmic or the periplasmic references were used (Figure 12). This
further supports the finding that the spectral properties of mNG and mCh are unaltered
in the periplasm. The higher FRET efficiency of the cytoplasmic tandem in comparison
to the periplasmic tandem, suggests that the tandems may not be totally identical. This
could be due to a partial misfolding of the periplasmic mNG-mCh tandem, which would
result in small differences in the mNG to mCh signal ratio. An alternative explanation
might be differences in crowding conditions that could lead to a bias in the angle
between the donor and acceptor pair affecting FRET efficiency (396).

Figure 12 - Periplasmic and cytoplasmic mNeonGreen and mCherry reference spectra
are interchangeable. Unmixing the fluorescence spectrum of the periplasmic or
cytoplasmic tandem using only periplasmic or only cytoplasmic references results in the
same EfA values. ns = non-significant as calculated by unpaired t-tests.
The technical negative controls with the donor and acceptor FPs attached to the OM
and IM gave EfA values of 0.3 ± 0.2 % while the bystander FRET control for the IM or OM
gave EfA values of 0.7 ± 0.1 % and 0.3 ± 0.1 %, respectively (Table 2). These results show
that our FRET assay with the mNG-mCh FP-pair can be used to detect periplasmic
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protein-protein interactions with EfA values above 1.0 % for IM-OM interactions, 1.0 %
for IM-IM interactions and 0.6 % for OM-OM interactions (µ + 3σ). Generally, EfA values
above 1.5 % are considered to be real interactions as the higher standard deviation of
controls IM-IM2 or OM-OM1 add much to the threshold (Figure 13). For a reliable FRET
experiment, crowding (bystander FRET) controls for the compartment of the interacting
proteins is an absolute requirement preferably with one of the assayed interaction
partners. For an overview of the unmixings see Supplementary Material Figure S6.
Together, these results show that the periplasmic assay using the mNG-mCh FRET-pair
can be used for the detection of protein-protein interactions in vivo with range of 1.5
and 16 % energy transfer.

Figure 13 - Positive and negative controls for periplasmic FRET. Subcellular localization
of the mNG-mCh positive and negative controls in shown in the schematic overview of
the periplasm (left). The corresponding FRET values found in the experiments are
plotted on the right, the error bars represent the SEM. The periplasmic positive control
tandem was fused to OmpA177. The IM-OM technical negative control was between
OmpA177-FP and FP-PBP5, the IM-IM negative control between FP-PBP5 and FtsN-FP
and the OM-OM negative control between OmpA177-FP and TolC-FP. For clarity only one
combination of each group is shown in the overview.

Periplasmic FRET by Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Microscopy
To further validate our spectral-based periplasmic FRET assay, we used Fluorescence
Lifetime Imaging Microscopy (FLIM) with Time Correlated Single-Photon Counting
(TCSPC). FLIM measures the average lifetime of a population of radiative and nonradiative decaying donor FPs (434). The average lifetime of a donor FP decreases when
FRET occurs because it loses energy to the acceptor i.e. the chance to detect longer
lived excited FPs that fluoresce decreases (Figure 14). In the absence of FRET, there is
no additional relaxation pathway for the excited FP and the average lifetime of the
donor FP will be the same as if no acceptor was present.
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Figure 14 – Principle of FLIM by TCSPC. (a) Shown in the Jablonski diagram, the
excitation (blue) of the donor FP transfers the electronic state of its chromophore to
the excited state (s1). From here it can relax into the ground state (s0) non radiatively
( , black), radiatively ( , green) as fluorescence and by FRET (
, red). The time
this cycle takes is the fluorescence lifetime of the molecule ( ). (b) If more relaxation
pathways are available, in the case of FRET the average will decrease. (c) TCSPC
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microscopy uses a pulsed laser to excite the donor FP and measures the time when it
detects fluorescent emission. (d) The detected lifetimes (green dots) are plotted and
fitted in a decay curve (black line). If there is FRET, the average decay curve becomes
shorter (red line) than the donor only curve.
mNG has a bi-exponential fluorescence lifetime decay pattern with an average lifetime
of 2.7 nanoseconds (ns) with a dominant lifetime of 3.1 ns for the purified protein (405).
Samples of bacterial cells previously used for spectral-based FRET, were spotted on a 1
% agarose pad and imaged using the FLIM microscope. The OM associated periplasmic
mNG had an average lifetime (τamp) of 2.71 ± 0.03 ns composed of a dominant
component of 3.01 ± 0.01 and a second component of 1.76 ± 0.12 ns, which is similar
to what has been observed in eukaryotic cells (Table 2) (405).
When the mCh acceptor is photobleached, by scanning with a high intensity 561 nm
laser, it is unable to accept energy from the mNG donor. Therefore, upon total
bleaching of the mCh acceptor molecule in the upper half of a field of view (Figure 15ae), the donor fluorescence lifetime in FRET samples should be restored to the donoronly lifetime. This makes FLIM a good technique to measure or confirm periplasmic
FRET as it requires only one sample slide that has its own internal control. The average
fluorescence lifetimes of the periplasmic mNG reference from the unbleached region
were not significantly affected by the acceptor photobleaching protocol with average
τamp values of 2.73 ± 0.02 ns vs. 2.74 ns ± 0.03, respectively with near-identical
fluorescence decay curves (Figure 15f-h). The periplasmic tandem showed an increase
of the donor fluorescence lifetime upon bleaching, from τamp values of 2.22 ± 0.04 ns to
2.64 ± 0.06 ns indicating that the fluorescent proteins in the cells within the unbleached
region were transferring energy by fluorescence resonance. The fluorescence lifetimes
of the technical negative control group using periplasmic, but physically separated,
mNG and mCh molecules that were unaffected by photobleaching with τamp = 2.62 ±
0.03 ns and 2.63 ± 0.03 ns for unbleached and bleached regions, respectively.
Calculating the FRET efficiency of the periplasmic tandem and the negative control
using the formula “FRET efficiency = 1 - (τamp unbleached/ τamp bleached)” (431) results
in FRET percentages of 15.8% ± 1.3% % and 0.6% ± 1.0, respectively. These efficiencies
are the same as observed with spectral based FRET, validating both techniques for
measuring periplasmic protein interactions (Table 2).
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Figure 15 - Principle of FLIM acceptor photobleaching and periplasmic FRET by
fluorescence lifetime measurements. (a) Transmission image of immobilized cells. The
top half of fields of view with cells was illuminated with a high-power laser at 561 nm
to bleach all acceptor molecules. (b) The mCherry signal was dramatically reduced in
the bleached region of cells expressing OmpA-mCh. (c) The reference donor mNG
molecules expressed as OmpA-mNG are not affected by the acceptor photo bleaching
and do not lose fluorescence intensity. (d) The periplasmic OmpA-mNG-mCh tandem
shows absence of acceptor fluorescence in the bleached region. (e) The IM-OM
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negative control also shows absence of acceptor fluorescence in the bleached region.
(f) Nearly identical fluorescence decay curves of periplasmic mNG from the bleached
and the unbleached region of the microscopes field of view. The left black axis and the
right red axis for the bleached and unbleached mNG decay curves respectively are
differently scaled to show their identical pattern while not obscuring each other. (g)
Residuals of periplasmic mNG fluorescence lifetimes from the bleached and unbleached
fitted decay curves do not reveal a great amount of variation and suggest a good quality
of measurement. (h) The normalized fluorescence lifetime decay curves of the
periplasmic mNG samples clearly show the steeper angle of decay for the unbleached
periplasmic tandem as opposed to the bleached one which was like the mNG donor
only decay curve. The mNG only or the IM-OM negative control show similar decay
curves for the bleached and unbleached region. (i) The calculated average lifetimes
show no differences between the bleached and unbleached regions for the mNG only
or IM-OM reference and control samples but the tandem does.
Table 2 - Fluorescence lifetimes of periplasmic mNG and FLIM-FRET values
τamp Full field
prebleach (ns)
± SD
n
Periplasmic NG 2.72 0.03
7
Periplasmic
2.22 0.03
4
tandem
IM/OM
2.62 0.04
2
PBP5-PBP5*
2.47 0.03
4

τamp Unbleached
ROI (ns)
± SD n
2.73 0.02 2
2.22 0.04 5

τamp Bleached ROI
(ns)
± SD n
2.74 0.03 2
2.64 0.06 4

FRET
(%)
± SD
0.6 0.2
15.8 1.3

n
2
4

2.62
2.49

2.63
2.59

0.6
3.6

3
4

0.03
0.01

3
4

0.03
0.01

3
4

1.0
0.4

ROI, region of interest; τ, fluorescence lifetime. *PBP5-PBP5 FRET experiments are
described in chapter 3.

Scalability of periplasmic FRET.
To work towards an assay suitable for higher throughput screening purposes, the
periplasmic FRET assay was scaled up to a 96-wells plate reader assay. Samples that
were used in a regular FRET experiment were dispensed in a 96-wells plate and
fluorescence spectra were measured using a fluorescence plate reader. Using a
modified unmixing algorithm (394, 395), the EfA values from the fixed samples in the
plate reader could be calculated and gave similar results to those measured in single
cuvettes with the benefit of a quick and less-biased measurement (Table 3). This shows
that the periplasmic FRET assay can be used at higher throughput with a fluorescence
plate reader.
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Table 3 - EfA values from plate reader experiments
mNG-mCh FRET
Periplasmic tandem
IM-OM
IM-IM

Fixed
EfA (%)
15.2
-0.4
0.3

± SD
1.1
0.3
0.1

Live
n
9
5
3

EfA (%)
19.1
-0.3
ND

± SD
0.5
0.6

n
5
4

ND = Not determined
Subsequently, the periplasmic FRET assay procedure was completely performed in vivo
by growing and inducing cultures in the plate reader and measuring fluorescence
spectra directly from the living cells. Generally, the end OD450 values were within 10 %
of each group and the average spectra intensities did not differ more than ~15 % from
each other. For an overview of the plate reader FRET experiment and unmixing see
figure 16. The measured EfA for the technical negative control was -0.3 % and the
positive control tandem 19.1 %. Although this falls in the same range as the EfA values
measured for fixed cells, it could also indicate more intact mNG donor like the situation
of the fixed cytoplasmic tandem. The in vivo plate reader FRET method seems to work
nevertheless and may be a powerful tool for already established interactions in
combinations with potential inhibitors. Under controlled conditions the rates of energy
could then be measured before and after addition of inhibitors in the same wells.
The resulting EfA values of fixed cells measured with the plate reader method were
similar to those single sample FRET and FLIM-FRET methods (Figure 17). This fully
establishes the mNG-mCh as the first FRET pair to be used in the periplasm of E. coli.
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Figure 16 - Full in vivo plate reader FRET experiment. (a) Growth curves of CS12-7
(∆dacA) cells grown in Gb1 at 28 °C show only small differences in doubling time for the
periplasmic tandem. OD450 values of all well-cultures were within ~10% of each other
before measuring fluorescent spectra. The arrow indicates the time point at which
induction of the constructs with 20 µM IPTG was started by 1:1 dilution. (b) Average
normalized fluorescence spectra of periplasmic references with standard deviation
error bars showing differences of maximal ~15 % intensity (n=4). (c) Good quality
unmixing of the acceptor channel on the left and of the donor channel on the right of
the average periplasmic tandem sample with average references suggests reliable
calculations of sensitized emission. (d) Difference between the measured spectrum and
the calculated spectrum with maximum unmixing differences of 56 and 72
photoncounts, respectively.
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Figure 17 - Comparison of the FRET efficiency measured of fixed cells by different
methods. Fluorometer and plate reader FRET efficiencies are based on spectral based
techniques and FLIM-FRET efficiencies by fluorescence lifetime. The positive control
periplasmic tandem and the technical negative control give the same results regardless
of the used measurement.

2.5 Measuring periplasmic protein-protein
interactions
The periplasmic FRET assay was established and validated so it can be employed to
detect and measure biological protein-protein interactions. To demonstrate the
usefulness of the method, biochemically proven or suggested protein interactions
between periplasmic proteins should be measured. That is; interactions between inner
membrane (IM) proteins, outer membrane (OM) proteins, between inner- and outer
membrane proteins and freely diffusing periplasmic proteins (Figure 18). This section
describes several of these interactions.
IM embedded or associated penicillin binding proteins have been shown to form dimers
in vivo by FRET in the cytosol (369, 378). Several PBPs do not have cytosolic domains to
be fused to an FP. DD-CPases, for instance, are transported fully to the periplasm and
then tethered to the IM with a C-terminal helix. The main DD-CPase PBP5 was shown
to form dimers in vivo by crosslinking experiments (435). The recently found essentiality
of PBP5 for ampicillin resistant growth (436) makes DD-CPases relevant candidates to
confirm and detect periplasmic FRET with IM-IM interactions. The dimerization of DDCPases PBP5, PBP6a and PBP6b are described in chapter 3.
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Figure 18 – Localization of periplasmic protein interactions interesting to measure with
the periplasmic FRET assay. IM = inner membrane, OM = outer membrane. The FRET
interactions of the carboxypeptidases are described in chapter 3.

Oligomerisation of the outer membrane protein TolC
The periplasmic space between the IM and OM is estimated to be between 10 and 50
nm thick (437–439) and communication between the layers of the envelope is essential.
Alongside free floating proteins that shuttle signals between the IM and OM there are
also protein complexes that completely traverse the periplasm like the pore forming
efflux pumps. A relatively well-known component of multi-drug efflux pumps is the
trimeric OM-associated protein TolC. The TolC complex interacts with several IM
complexes and once efflux channels are formed resistance against extreme conditions
or antibiotic treatment arises because some antibiotics are transported out of the cell.
TolC is essential for these pumps (440) and disrupting it may be useful for improving
treatment options. Therefore, assaying its interactions in vivo could be beneficial in the
validation of specificity and efficacy of efflux pump inhibitors. C- and N-terminal TolC
fusions were made with mNG and mCh to serve as FRET pair. Both types of TolC fusions
showed a similar localization pattern of polar and midcell absence (Figure 19a). The Cterminal TolC fusions were proven to be functional in EtBr extrusion assays but the Nterminal versions have not been tested (Personal communication Pranav Puri). The
similar localization of the N-terminal fusions suggests no loss in functionality but should
be confirmed by extrusion experiments. From the trimeric crystal structure of TolC,
which reveals its N-C oligomerisation orientation it can be argued that for the Cterminal TolC FRET pair the FPs are further apart than for the N-terminal TolC FRET pair,
leading to a reduced possibility of high energy transfer (Figure 19b).
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A FRET experiment was performed as described in the material and methods assaying
C-C and N-C TolC FRET in a ∆tolC strain where expression was induced with 15 µM IPTG.
The C-C TolC interaction resulted in EfA values of 1.1 ± 0.4 % and the C-N in 1.3 ± 0.2 %.
These values are rather low and even below our cutoff of 1.5 % but are significantly
higher than their relevant negative controls of TolC with the OM protein OmpA with
EfA values as low as 0.2 ± 0.1 % (Figure 19c). However, OmpA is evenly distributed
across the OM and TolC is absent from the poles making the negative control not ideal
to asses crowding in the OM. Additionally, the expected difference in C-C and C-N
terminal TolC FRET values was not observed. It may be that C- and N-terminal fusions
are incompatible to join in one TolC trimer. This only allows situations where FP-TolC
and TolC-FP form trimers with WT TolC making the distance approximately the same as
C-C resulting in similar FRET values. However, the experiments were done in ∆tolC
strains making this option impossible.
One hypothesis is that because TolC is being assembled in the OM via the BAM complex
there may be a set pathway for TolC monomers upon translocation over the IM that
would result in functional trimeric TolC complexes in the OM that would all carry the
same FP. The observed TolC FRET may thus be between clusters of single FP TolC
trimers. This could explain the low but similar EfA values found for both conformations.
Future research should first confirm complementation of the new TolC fusions and, if
so, proper high resolution microscopy could confirm the localization and formation of
separate TolC clusters.
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Figure 19 – Considerations for a TolC-TolC FRET experiment. (a) BW25113 ∆tolC cells
grown for FRET in Gb1 at 28 °C expressing either C-terminal or N-terminal TolC fusions
to mCh or mNG. The localization of C- or N-terminal TolC fusions is similar. The scale
bar equals 2 µm. (b) The TolC crystal structure (PMID 1ek9 (441)) shows the C-termini
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laying further away from each other while the C- and N-termini sit close together. This
would suggest that the C-N TolC FRET pair has a higher chance of efficient energy
transfers. (c) Observed EfA values for TolC-TolC FRET are significantly higher than the
controls. The error bars represent the standard deviation and significance was
calculated using t-tests. The OM-OM 1 and 2 negative controls were TolC-mCh or mChTolC with OmpA-mNG respectively.

Interaction between the IM and OM proteins - PBP1b and LpoB
Efflux pumps and channels span the periplasm but there are also other situations where
communication between the IM and OM is required. For instance, the Tol-Pal complex
that achieves the proper invagination of the OM by the interaction of IM TolA, via TolB
with OM bound Pal during septation (442). The invagination of the dividing cell must be
closely regulated and balanced by the associated PG synthesizing and hydrolyzing
complex to prevent lysis. This complex is linked with PG synthesis through the IM aPBP,
PBP1b, the OM activator LpoB and the free floating regulator CpoB (272, 273, 285). The
N-terminus of LpoB spans the periplasm and the C-terminal domain stimulates PBP1b
PG synthesis (287). The interaction of LpoB with PBP1b has been established in vivo by
crosslinking (273) and further mapped to the UB2H of PBP1b by surface plasmon
resonance (287). PBP1b or LpoB alone are not essential themselves because in deletion
strains PBP1a and LpoA can take over functionality (285, 443). Cells that are defective
in both aPBPs are not viable without complementing factors.
The disruption of the PBP1b-LpoB interaction complex is certainly targetable for
antibiotics even if not directly lethal. In fact, small protein inhibitors are already under
development. C-Terminal PBP1b-mCh and LpoB-mNG fusion plasmids were created to
determine their interaction using our periplasmic FRET assay (Figure 20a). The
functionality of PBP1b-mCh was first established in an mcrATS ∆mrcB strain. E. coli
requires the functionality of at least PBP1a or PBP1b to survive and we used this in a
complementation assay (443). By raising the culturing temperature to 42 °C the cells
will produce non-functional PBP1a and would thus require active PBP1b to survive.
Strain EJ801 has temperature sensitive mrcA (coding for PBP1a) and lacks the mrcB
gene (coding for PBP1b) in its genome so cells would normally die upon shifting the
temperature to 42 °C unless the PBP1b-FP fusions are active and able to complement
WT function.
The PBP1b complementation assay shows that upon shifting the temperature to 42 °C
the cells with the periplasmic PBP1b-mCh fusion continue to grow like the known
complementing fusion mKO-PBP1b that has the FP on the cytosolic side. (Figure 20b).
This proved that the PBP1b-mCh fusion is functional as it can survive the mcrATS ∆mrcB
strain at 42 °C and it was thus used in a periplasmic FRET experiment to assay the
interaction with LpoB-mNG. A FRET experiment was performed with PBP1b-mCh and
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LpoB-mNG in an LpoB deletion strain with 15 µM IPTG induction as described in the
materials and methods section. The average EfA value of 2.3 ± 0.6 % for the PBP1bLpoB interaction was much higher than the previously assayed IM-OM control between
OmpA and PBP5 (Figures 13 & 20c). Two different (and more relevant) negative controls
were tested and also gave very low EfA values. These, less often used, negative IM-OM
controls LpoB-mNG with mCh-PBP5 or FtsN-mCh gave low EfA values 0.6 ± 0.2 and 0.4
± 0.3 %. These results confirm the in vivo LpoB-PBP1B interaction allowing for the
screening of conditions or treatments that disrupt it.

Figure 20 – Overview of the experiments leading to PBP1b-LpoB FRET experiments. (a)
Example of Top-10 cells expressing PBP1b-mCh and LpoB-mNG by induction with 10 µM
IPTG while growing in TY at 37 °C. The PBP1b-mCh and LpoB-mNG images were taken
through the BX and Nikon microscopes, respectively in different experiments. The scale
bar represents 2 µm. (b) A mcrATS ∆mrcB strain harboring PBP1b-mCh, mKO-PBP1b or
an empty vector on plasmid were grown in rich medium at the permissive temperature
of 30 °C, expression was induced and the cells were diluted and continued to culture at
the non-permissive temperature of 42 °C. PBP1b-mCh and mKO-PBP1b were able to
complement the empty vector stopped growing. (c) PBP1b and LpoB interact, shown in
vivo by FRET. The rates of PBP1b-LpoB energy transfer are significantly higher than the
negative controls. The error bars represent the standard deviation and significance was
calculated with unpaired t-tests.
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Interactions of free-floating periplasmic proteins
The previous paragraphs described the use of the mNG-mCh FRET pair to detect
periplasmic protein interactions using controls and proteins attached to the IM or OM
of cells but not for “free floating” soluble proteins. Many signaling pathways are
facilitated by free floating proteins that traverse the periplasmic space to confer
information from the OM to the IM side or vice versa (444). Additionally, the periplasm
contains many chaperones that help protein folding and protect conformation during
stress conditions (426). Many of the free-floating periplasmic proteins function as
oligomers. The chaperone SkpA is a trimeric chaperone encapsulating and sequestering
OM proteins to prevent their aggregation and misfolding (445, 446). SkpA is a prevalent
periplasmic protein (198) and may thus be a good protein to determine its
oligomerization or interacting with (artificially) misfolded OMPs.
Another candidate was “Coordinator of PG synthesis and OM constriction, associated
with PBP1b” CpoB. CpoB links PG synthesis to invagination of the envelope during
septation and is free floating. It is relatively abundant (198) in the cell and conveniently
has conditions that could serve as additional controls. When functioning as a part of the
Tol-Pal complex, it can exist in tri- or monomeric states. When interacting with TolA,
the CpoB trimer dissociates into monomers (302). We attempted to exploit this by
doing the CpoB FRET experiment in ∆tolA because in the former strain CpoB should only
form trimers. A ∆tolB strain would be the perfect control since it has the same
phenotype as ∆tolA without having effects on the TolA-CpoB interaction (302).
However, the Tol-Pal strains presented additional difficulties because the disruption of
this system made their periplasm leaky towards the outer environment. High
throughput screening of deletion strains during compound treatment showed lower
fitness scores for Tol-Pal deletion strains treated with ampicillin but less so with
chloramphenicol, periplasmic and cytoplasmic targets, respectively (303). Therefore,
we did MIC testing of WT and ∆tolA with ampicillin and chloramphenicol. This revealed
a more than 5 times increased susceptibility to ampicillin for Tol-Pal strains but not for
chloramphenicol (Table 4). The ampicillin MICs for cells grown in Gb1 at 28 °C was about
ten times lower. This had implications for the amount of selection marker to use and it
was decided to use 25 µg.ml-1 ampicillin and 12.5 µg.ml-1 chloramphenicol for plasmid
maintenance which are still safely above the MICs of the WT strain but would be less
burdensome on ∆tolAB strains. FRET experiments with cells growing in Gb1 at 28 °C
were feasible using these conditions. Strains where invagination of the OM is not
properly coordinated shows an elongated “sausage-like” phenotype with unfinished
division septa. We hypothesize that at these intersections there is a free exchange of
soluble molecules between the periplasm and the outside environment. Although not
further pursued, CpoB-FP was found in the medium after filtrating steady state growing
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∆tolA cells that express it. This posed a problem for the way CpoB FRET experiments
were performed (described below)
Table 4 – MICs of BW25113 and isogenic deletion strains of tolA, tolB and pal with
ampicillin or chloramphenicol.
MIC in TY @
37°C
BW25113
∆tolA
∆tolB
∆pal

Ampicillin
(µg.ml-1)
16
3
2
2

Chloramphenicol
(µg.ml-1)
3
3
ND
ND

Ampicillin Gb1 @ 28 °C
(µg.ml-1)
1.5
0.375
ND
ND

ND = not determined
Next, the functionality of CpoB-FP fusions was tested in a complementation assay. The
lack of CpoB (encoded by ybgF) only gives a strong phenotype in a double deletion strain
with LpoA (encoded by yraM). The ∆ybgf ∆yraM strain grows significantly slower than
wild-type, or individual deletion strains with mass doubling times in rich medium
growth of 31 and ~21 min, respectively (Figure 21a). The ∆ybgf ∆yraM strain was
transformed with CpoB-mCh, CpoB-sfGFP or both together with compatible EV
plasmids. The resulting cells were grown in the plate reader in TY at 37 °C with various
concentrations of IPTG. Of the resulting growth curves the TD was calculated and
plotted (Figure 21b) showing that all strains that expressed at least one CpoB-FP from
plasmid had TD’s very similar to wild-type cells at all concentrations of IPTG while the
∆ybgf ∆yraM TD was much higher and only showed IPTG effects. From this we
concluded that CpoB-FP fusion must be functional and chose to induce with 15 µM.
Yet, doing experiments with CpoB-FP was still challenging because different localization
patterns were observed, from fully periplasmic halos to midcell only and spot like
patterns in between. It was suspected that the free floating CpoB-FP would be
susceptible to the experimental procedures. Cells expressing CpoB-mNG were grown
and imaged after subsequent culturing, centrifugation, washing with medium and
washing with PBS (Figure 21c). This revealed that after washing with PBS the
fluorescent signals delocalized strongly suggesting that changes in osmolarity are the
cause of this. Usual FRET experiments where cells would be fixed and washed with PBS
would not be advisable. Indeed, treating cells using FAGA with its high osmolarity,
shifted fluorescent signals to the poles before specially fixing the cells (Figure 21d).
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Figure 21 – Overview of CpoB experiments. (a) Growth curves of the ∆ybgf ∆yraM
strains. (b) complementation of the ∆ybgf ∆yraM strain by CpoB expression from
plasmid. (c) CpoB-FP is susceptible to delocalization. CpoB-mNG expressed from
plasmid in cells growing in TY at 37 °C was imaged after progressing treatment steps. If
samples are taken directly from TY, after centrifugation or washing with TY periplasmic
localization of fluorescence was maintained. After washing with PBS this localization
shifted largely to the cell poles. The scale bar represents 2 µm. (d) CpoB-FP expressed
in cells grown in rich medium and fixed also shocks to the poles.
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To overcome the CpoB localization issues, a live FRET experiment was attempted based
on the predictability of steady state growing cultures. The cultures were grown and the
last dilution was made to achieve a 20-minute delay between the cultures. This ensured
the samples were grown and treated in the same manner while having time to measure
the resulting samples (Figure 22a). In practice this worked relatively well and the
cultures could be induced, harvested, washed with medium and measured albeit being
a challenging exercise (Figure 22b). The live experiments were done in BW25113 ∆ybgF
to increase the chances of observing FRET without the additional challenges of the
∆tolAB phenotype and OM leakiness. The CpoB FRET cultures were induced with 20 µM
IPTG.
The live FRET experiment resulted in EfA values for the positive tandem and negative
IM-OM of 18.6 and -2.1 %, respectively. The rate of energy transfer of the tandem in
living cells was within the expected range for fixed and living cells. Indeed, the same
cells fixed resulted in an EfA value of 18.5 %. The IM-OM control was on average lower
than usually observed but was only measured in living samples. The self-interaction of
CpoB resulted in striking differences in living or fixed samples (Figure 22c). The CpoB
FRET cultures unmixed to similar EfA values of 7.5 and 7.7 %. Interestingly, the same
groups were measured in fixed cells and gave dissimilar EfA values of -1.2 and -5.9 %.
This may reflect FP specific reactions to the fixation procedure since CpoB1 and CpoB2
indicate a switch of the CpoB-FP fusion on plasmid backbone (slight difference in copy
number).
The used CpoB FRET cultures were imaged after growing in TY as starter culture, alive
in Gb1 and after fixation revealing gross differences in fluorescence and localization
(Figure 22d). It is tempting to conclude that the live FRET assay quantified the CpoB
interaction and therefore measured the first interaction of free-floating soluble
proteins in the periplasm. Although it is very plausible that it showed the CpoB
interaction by FRET, the circumstances did not favor its absolute quantification.
The difficulties with CpoB fluorescence signals in both intensity and localization should
be better addressed to give more certainty. For instance, a full living plate reader FRET
experiment would provide sufficient samples for a statistical assessment of the FRET
values (Section 2.4.3). Alternatively, FLIM could be used to detect the interaction
between CpoB molecules while at the same time observing its fluorescence localization
(Section 2.4.2). The plate reader set-up would have the drawback of CpoB-FP escaping
the cells and adding to the intensity causing miscalculations of the FRET efficiency.
FLIM, on the other hand, may result in delocalization of the CpoB-FP since the cells
would be taken out of the medium and spotted on agarose resulting in a potential
shock. Both techniques could verify each other as the results should yield similar rates
of energy transfer.
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Figure 22 – CpoB FRET of living cultures. (a) Overview of the intended approach for the
growth and handing of CpoB FRET cultures. (b) Actual growth data of such an
experiment. (c) The resulting EfA values of living and fixed cells showing a large
difference for the free-floating CpoB interaction result. The error bars represent the
standard deviation. (d) Fluorescence microscopy of the CpoB interaction cultures
growing in TY, Gb1 or as fixed Gb1 cells.

2.6 Conclusion & Discussion
Protein-protein interactions are at the heart of the biological functionality of cells.
Determining essential bacterial protein-protein interactions is an important endeavor
as it can reveal the in vivo interaction of potential antibiotic targets that are needed in
the arms-race against antibiotic resistance. More detailed knowledge about bacterial
protein-protein interaction networks can also help to further exploit the many
beneficial traits of bacteria. Protein-protein interactions are often assayed
biochemically in vitro or by hijacking signal transduction pathways like two hybrid
systems. However, these techniques need to be done in specific strains, depend on
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secondary signaling and subsequent detection assays (388, 389). This can lead to false
positive or false negative results and some techniques measure the protein-protein
interactions outside of their biological context. The often used bacterial adenylate
cyclase two hybrid (BACTH) assay in the periplasm is not possible as the interacting
domains need to be transported and face the same problems in folding and forming an
active complex as FPs, then there has to be substrate and, if cAMP is formed, it needs
to travel back to the cytoplasm to stimulate the lactose or maltose operons that are
also under other regulatory influences. Therefore, to this date, it has not been possible
to detect in vivo periplasmic protein-protein interactions by bacterial two hybrid.
Using FRET detection is a more direct approach as it is not burdened by secondary signal
transduction pathways. A truly in vivo FRET based assay can be deployed in the
periplasm as FP fusions to periplasmic proteins could be transported and function in
this compartment. A major drawback was that the oxidizing environment of the
periplasm is not favorable for FP folding and maturation and the use of popular FRET
pairs like CFP-YFP was not possible. We sought FPs that are able to resist the periplasmic
conditions and fold and mature in the periplasm and found strong candidates in sfGFP
and mCherry. These FPs could theoretically be used as donor and acceptor pair with a
relatively low Förster’s radius of 5.2 nm. Unfortunately, we observed that the
periplasmic sfGFP fusions resulted in toxic effects on cell growth and fluorescence
strongly decreases by fixation. Therefore, we looked for an alternative donor FP for
mCh and found mNG. Although mNG also showed toxic effects upon periplasmic
expression and was affected by fixation, we favored its use over sfGFP because of its
superior spectral properties with a higher Förster’s radius of 5.5 nm (Table 1).
With the mNG-mCh pair, the first periplasmic FRET assay was developed. A tandem
fusion of mNG-mCh served as a positive control and consistently gave EfA values of ~16
%. The negative controls consisting of IM-IM, OM-OM or IM-OM associated FP fusions
gave EfA values of 0.3 to 1.1 %. These EfA values leave a general arbitrary cutoff of 1.5
% above which measured FRET values are considered to represent a true interaction
providing a broad detection range for periplasmic protein-protein interactions.
However, the minimum cutoff for periplasmic FRET should rather be established in
individual experiments with the negative controls corresponding with the localization
of the protein of interest at similar expression levels. This could lead to a more realistic
detection cutoff as shown in the FRET experiment between OM-OM proteins and IMOM proteins (Figures 19 and 20).
The periplasmic FRET assay was established by spectral based measurements that were
unmixed to yield the sensitized emission spectrum. A different technique for detecting
FRET is fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) and this was used to validate
the assay. Using FLIM the average fluorescence lifetimes of the periplasmic mNG donor
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were confirmed and subsequently their decrease under FRET conditions fused to the
mCh acceptor. The FRET efficiencies calculated based on decreased fluorescence
lifetime were similar to the FRET efficiencies found for same positive and negative
control samples with the spectral based set-up. Two separate methods confirmed use
of the mNG-mCh FRET pair for detecting periplasmic protein interactions using controls,
paving the way for establishing biological periplasmic protein-protein interactions.
Using the spectral-based FRET method interactions between IM proteins, OM proteins,
IM and OM proteins and free-floating periplasmic proteins could be established (IM
interactions are described in chapter 3).
Quantitative FRET assays as described in this chapter are usually low-throughput. In an
effort to improve throughput, emission spectra were measured in a fluorescence plate
reader reducing the laboriousness of measuring FRET at a tradeoff of measurement
sensitivity. The automated measurement was a huge benefit of the plate reader and
measuring a 96 wells plate takes approximately half of the time needed for a
measurement using the fluorometer. The sensitivity of the plate reader detection is low
and detecting small differences in emission can be challenging. Accuracy is further
limited by the non-angular orientation of excitation and detection without any filters
and the minimal slit widths of 9 nm compared to the fluorometer which uses at 6 nm
slits. A redeeming factor for the plate reader set-up is that the increased throughput
allows averaging of multiple wells and smoother emission spectra can be generated
resulting in better unmixing.
The use of the plate reader for periplasmic FRET is highly advantageous in terms of
throughput but is only recommended for interactions that have been firmly established
using the fluorometer. The plate reader is suitable for truly in vivo experiments where
the cells are grown and measured in 96 wells plates allowing direct screening of
multiple compounds targeting a previously established protein-protein interaction.
The periplasmic mNG-mCh FRET assay with a detection range between 16 and 1.5 % is
more prone to variation error than cytosolic FRET assays such as the mKO-mCh FRET
pair with ranges between 35 to 3%. FRET experiments are intrinsically susceptible to
errors with a 4-day semi-steady state growing period followed by the fixation and
washing of multiple samples at the same and subsequent sample preparation for a
highly sensitive measurement. Additionally, all of the samples should be treated exactly
the same to exclude errors. Thus, there still is a warranted need for the improvement
of our periplasmic FRET assay for which improved donor or acceptor FPs could be found
(Supplementary material 2.8.1). This culminated in the engineering of a new
fluorescent protein optimized for periplasmic expression, which will be described in
chapter 6.
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2.7 Materials and Methods
Bacterial strains and culture conditions
Escherichia coli K12 strains used in this chapter are presented in table 5. The cells were
cultured in rich medium (TY: 10 g Tryptone (Bacto laboratories, Australia), 5 g yeast
extract (Duchefa, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) and 5 g NaCl (Merck, Kenilworth, NJ)
per liter) supplemented with 0.5% glucose (Merck) or in glucose minimal medium (Gb1:
6.33 g K2HPO4 (Merck), 2.95 g KH2PO4 (Riedel de Haen, Seelze, Germany), 1.05 g
(NH4)2SO4 (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), 0.10 g MgSO4·7H2O (Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany), 0.28
mg FeSO4·7H2O (Sigma), 7.1 mg Ca(NO3)2·4H2O (Sigma), 4 mg thiamine (Sigma), and 4 g
glucose per liter, pH 7.0) at 28 °C while shaking at 205 rpm. For growth in Gb1 of LMC500
and CS109 based strains 50 mg lysine (Sigma) and for growth of BW25113 and MG1655
based strains 20 mg uracil, 2 mg thymidine (Sigma), 50 mg arginine (Sigma) and 50 mg
glutamine (Sigma) were added per liter. Expression of protein was induced with
isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG, Promega, Madison WI) as indicated.
Plasmids were maintained in the strains by addition of 100 µg.ml-1 ampicillin (Sigma) or
25 µg.ml-1 chloramphenicol (Sigma) unless indicated otherwise. Growth was measured
by absorbance at 600 or 450 nm with a Biochrom Libra S70 spectrophotometer (Harvard
Biosciences, Holliston, MA) for TY or Gb1 cultures, respectively.
Table 5 - Bacterial strains used in this study
Strain
DH5α
Top10
LMC500
BW25113
MG1655
CS109
CS12-7
EJ801
CAG70204
CAG77076
CAG70150
CAG70033
CAG70025
CAG70257
ΔlpoB::kan
ΔtolC

Relevant characteristics
F-, supE44, hsdR17, recA1, endA1, gyrA96, thi1, relA1
F-mcrA Δ(mrr-hsdRMS-mcrBC) φ80lacZΔM15 ΔlacX74 recA1
araD139 Δ(ara-leu)7697 galU galK rpsL (StrR) endA1 nupG
MC4100, F-, araD139, ∆(argF-lac)U169, deoC1, flbB5301,
lysA1, ptsF25, rbsR, relA1, rpsL150
F- Δ(araD-araB)567, lacZ4787(del)::rrnB-3 LAM-,
rph-1, Δ(rhaD-rhaB)568, hsdR514
F-, λ-, ilvG–, rfb-50, rph-1
F, thi, glnV, (supE), rph-1, rpoS
CS109 ΔdacA
F- lac strA tonA metB proA tsx ponA1104 ponB1085 dacA1191
dacB12
BW25113 ΔtolA::kan-2
BW25113 ΔtolB::
BW25113 Δpal::kan
BW25113 ΔybgF::kan
BW25113 ΔlpoA::kan
BW25113 ΔlpoA::FRT ΔybgF::kan
BW25113 ΔlpoB::kan
BW25113 ΔtolC
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Plasmids used
The plasmids used in this chapter and their construction are described in (394).
Additional plasmids used are shown in table 6.
Table 6 – Additional plasmids used in this chapter
Plasmid
pNM118
pNM119
pNM120
pNM121
pNM122
pNM123
pNM124
pNM125
pNM126
pNM127
pNM128
pNM129
pNM130
pNM131
pNM132
pNM133
pNM134
pNM135
pNM136

Full name
pTHV037-G-TolC-mCh
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-mCh-TolC
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-mNG-TolC
pSAV057-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-mCh-TolC
pSAV057-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-mNG-TolC
pTHV037-PBP1B-GGS-mCh
pTHV037-PBP1B-GGS-mNG
pSAV057-PBP1B-GGS-mCh
pSAV057-PBP1B-GGS-mNG
pTHV037-G-LpoB-GGS-mCh
pTHV037-G-LpoB-GGS-mNG
pSAV057-G-LpoB-GGS-mCh
pSAV057-G-LpoB-GGS-mNG
pDSW204-ybgF-mCherry
pTHV037-ybgF-mNG
pSAV057-ybgF-mCh
pSAV057-ybgF-mNG
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL –PAmCherry1-PBP5
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL –dronpa-PBP5
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL –dendra-PBP5
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL –mEos3-2-PBP5

Ref.

(285)
(285)

Toxicity studies
Toxicity studies were performed in transparent (Costar 3595, Corning Inc., Tewksbury,
MA) or black-walled glass-bottomed (324002, Porvair Sciences Ltd., Leatherhead, UK),
96-wells plates. A 2x IPTG concentration gradient was prepared in the plate by two-fold
serial dilutions in a total volume of 75 or 100 µl medium and an inoculum of the same
volume of cell culture was added. Logarithmically growing TY or Gb1 cultures were prediluted to OD600 and OD450 values of 0.002 and 0.01 bringing the end point OD values to
0.001 and 0.005 and the total volume to 150 and 200 µl per well, respectively. The
resulting IPTG end concentrations used were 256-4 and 0 µM or 128-2 and 0 µM,
respectively. The plates were incubated in a prewarmed multimode plate reader
(BIOTEK Synergy MX, BioTek Instruments Inc., Winooski, VT) shaking at “medium” speed
setting at 37 °C or 28 °C while periodically measuring OD600 or OD450 values for TY or Gb1
cultures, respectively.
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Minimal inhibitory concentration growth assay
Two-fold serial dilutions of ampicillin of chloramphenicol were prepared in a 96 well
plate resulting in a concentration gradient from 512 to 0.5 µg.ml-1 and a control group
that was not treated (NTC) in a 100 µl volume of TY medium. All strains were grown
exponentially under rich medium conditions in flasks at 37 °C while shaking at 205 RPM
and their OD600 values were kept below 0.3 by dilution with fresh medium. The cultures
were then diluted to OD600 values of 0.005 and this served as the inoculum for the MIC
experiment. One hundred µl of the cell suspension was added to the 96 wells plate
resulting in the end concentration gradient of 256 to 0.25 µg ampicillin or
chloramphenicol per ml in a total volume of 200 µl. The plate was incubated in a plate
reader at 37 °C shaking at “medium” speed and OD600 values were measured over time.
The MIC was determined as the lowest concentration at which no growth was observed.

Imaging and image analysis
For imaging the cells were immobilized on 1 % agarose in water slabs coated object
glasses as described (453) and photographed with a Hamamatsu ORCA-Flash-4.0
(Hamamatsu, Naka-ku, Japan) CMOS camera mounted on a Nikon Eclipse Ti fluorescence
microscope (Tokyo, Japan) through a 100x/N.A. 1.45 oil objective. Images were acquired
using the NIS elements software. Alternatively, cells were imaged with a Hamamatsu
ORCA-Flash-4.0LT (Hamamatsu, Naka-ku, Japan) CMOS camera mounted on an Olympus
BX-60 fluorescence microscope (Tokyo, Japan) through a UPlanApo 100x/N.A. 1.35 oil
Iris Ph3 objective. Images were acquired using the Micro Manager 1.4 plugin for ImageJ
(454). The fluorescence filter cubes used were: U-MNG (red and orange, ex560/40,
dic585LP, em630/75) and EN-GFP (green, ex470/40, dic495LP, em525/50). In all
experiments, the cells were first photographed in phase contrast mode and then in
fluorescence mode. The fluorescence background was subtracted using the modalvalues from the fluorescence images. Quantifications of cellular localization patterns
were obtained using the ObjectJ plugin of ImageJ (179).

Spectral based FRET
References, controls and FRET sample cultures were inoculated in 5 ml TY and grown
overnight at 37 °C. Subsequently, the cultures were diluted 1:1000 in Gb1 and grown
for approximately 35 mass doublings at 28 °C while keeping the OD450 values below 0.2.
Expression of the fusion proteins was induced with 15 µM IPTG for at least 2 mass
doubling times while keeping the OD450 below 0.2 before fixation with a final
concentration of 2.8 % formaldehyde and 0.04 % glutaraldehyde for 15 min in the
shaking water bath after which the cells were harvested. PBP2 was inhibited by 2 µg.ml1
mecillinam and PBP3 was inhibited with 1 ug.ml-1 aztreonam simultaneously with the
induction of the FRET couple by IPTG for 2 mass doublings where indicated. The
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cytoplasmic and periplasmic mNG or mCh only references were induced by 50 and 20
µM IPTG, respectively. The samples were washed 3 times with 1 ml Phosphate Buffered
Saline (PBS) (455). Before measuring fluorescence spectra, the samples were washed
once more with 1 ml PBS and diluted to OD450 values of 1.00 ± 0.05. The samples were
loaded in a 10 x 4 mm quartz cuvette with a micro magnetic stirrer (Hellma Analytics,
Müllheim, Germany) and placed in a spectrofluorometer (Photon Technology
International, NJ). Acceptor and donor emission spectra were measured through 6 nm
slit widths with 1 s integration time per scanned nm and 3 times averaging. For the
acceptor (mCh) channel samples were excited by the monochromator set at 590 nm
through a 587 ± 11 nm single band pass (BP) filter (BrightLine, Semrock, Rochester, NY)
and emission wavelengths from 605 to 700 nm at 1 nm increments were measured
through a 600 nm long-pass (LP) filter (Chroma technology corp., Bellow falls, VT). This
spectrum was used to determine the amount of mCh in the sample. For the donor
(mNG) channel samples were excited by the monochromator set at 504 nm through a
500 ± 10 nm BP filter (Semrock) and emission wavelengths from 515 to 700 nm at 1 nm
increments were measured through a 510 nm LP filter (Chroma). A blank measurement
of PBS only was subtracted from all samples and the empty cells reference was
subtracted from the donor and acceptor spectra to make the FP references as clean and
close to their fluorescence only spectra possible. Knowing the amount of mCh present
in the sample and the shape of the mCh and mNG spectra and background fluorescence
spectrum in the cells, the sample spectra could then be unmixed into their separate
components: background fluorescence, mNG, mCh and sensitized emission (FRET). The
FRET efficiencies were calculated using the algorithms as published (159), using the
extinction coefficients of quantum yields of mNG and mCh (Table 1). A practical guide
for spectral-based FRET experiments is published in Bio-protocol (395).

Plate reader Spectral based FRET
All cultures were grown steady state in Gb1 in flasks and then diluted to OD450 values
of 0.005 in black glass bottomed 96-wells plates in a total volume of 200 µl. The cultures
then continued to grow in the multimode plate reader at 28 °C set to shake at “medium”
speed. As growth reached OD450 values of ~0.1 the cultures were diluted 1:2 with fresh
prewarmed Gb1 medium containing IPTG to an end concentration of 20 µM and growth
was continued. Before the cultures reached stationary growth (generally OD450 = 1.0)
the fluorescence spectra of acceptor and donor channel were measured. Plate reader
spectral measurements used monochromator based excitation and emission settings
with minimal slit widths of 9 nm using 10 times averaging detected from the bottom
side of the plate. For the acceptor mCh channel samples were excited at 590 nm and
emission wavelengths from 610 to 700 nm at 1 nm increments were measured. For the
mNG donor channel samples were excited at 495 nm and emission spectra were
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collected from 517 to 700 nm at 1 nm increments. Spectra of good quality wells were
pooled and averaged and then used to calculate FRET efficiencies using the spectral
unmixing spreadsheet as described in the spectral FRET measurement section with
donor parameters for 495 instead of 504 nm.

Fluorescence lifetime based FRET
Fluorescence lifetime images were acquired using an Olympus FV1000 (Olympus
Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) confocal microscope equipped with a Picoharp TCSPC
module (Picoquant, Berlin, Germany). Samples were grown as described for the spectral
FRET experiment. Slides prepared as described (SI 7) were mounted on the table and a
field of view of 256 x 256 pixels was illuminated with a pulsed 485 nm Picoquant diode
laser (20 MHz, 0.4 kW.cm-2) using an Olympus UPLS Apo 60x water N.A.1.2 objective
lens. The fluorescence signal was detected in semi-confocal mode with the pinhole
diameter set at 200 µm. The fluorescence that passed a 405/480/560/635 dichroic
mirror was filtered by a 505-540 nm emission filter and detected by avalanche
photodiodes (MPD, Bolzano, Italy).
The presence of acceptor mCh was visualized by illuminating the sample with a 561 nm
laser and detecting the emission through a 570 LP filter (Olympus). Acceptor
photobleaching was achieved by scanning a region of interest with the 561 nm laser for
1-2 minutes at 150 kW.cm-2. In order, to obtain a reliable fluorescence lifetime the
measurement times of the mNG donor channel was set such that at least 105 photons
were collected. The full fluorescence decay curves were fitted (Symphotime64 software
of Picoquant) using a bi-exponential decay model including an instrumental response
function generated from the same dataset. On basis of visual inspection of the fit, the
fit residuals and the minimal Chi square the fitted results were accepted or discarded.

Statistical analysis
All variations of mean indicated in this work are presented as standard deviations of
which the sample numbers are indicated in the corresponding tables. Statistical
significance was determined in Graphpad Version 7.02 software (GraphPad Software,
Inc., a Jolla, CA) using a one-way ANOVA followed by a Tukey’s multiple comparisons
test and t-tests.
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2.8 Supplementary material
Improving Periplasmic FRET
Monomeric NeonGreen and mCherry were shown to function in the periplasmic
compartment of E. coli and biological protein-protein interaction dynamics have been
established using them as a FRET pair in the first periplasmic FRET assay. The dynamic
range of measuring periplasmic protein interactions with the mNG-mCh FRET pair of
~16 to 1.5% is rather limited compared to the usual pairs employed in the cytoplasm
mKO-mCh (35 to 1.5%) or sYFP2-mCh (40% to 1%) (159, 367). Indeed, the R0 of the
cytosolic FRET pairs is much larger than that of mNG-mCh because of their larger
spectral overlap (Figure 10, S1). If a periplasmic FRET pair could be found with a larger
R0 value also the dynamic range of periplasmic FRET experiments would increase.
The challenging compartments and the environments where the FPs function, have
become more prominent considerations in developing improved FPs (456, 457). These
studies have mainly been done for eukaryotic compartments like the ER, mitochondria
and the lysosomes but similarities exist with the prokaryotic periplasm in that they can
be oxidizing environments. Here, cysteines are prone to form disulphide bridges with
proximate other cysteines from even unrelated proteins. FPs are not native to oxidizing
environments and as a result they may form these unwanted disulphide bridges and
are not able to fold properly and thus do not fluoresce or form inactive aggregates. Yet,
cysteines cannot be the only explanation for the difficult FP functionality in the
periplasm as sfGFP and mNG both fold and fluoresce in the periplasm despite having
respectively 2 and 1 cysteine in their amino acid sequence. In this section several FPs
are discussed that were screened to form high R0 periplasmic FRET pairs with mCh or
mNG.
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Figure S1 – The Förster radii of potential FRET-pairs for which FPs were screened in the
periplasm.

The Blues
Blue or cyan FPs have emission optima <500 nm and are characterized by relatively high
quantum yields but lower extinction coefficients culminating into their low theoretical
brightness (Table 1). Their high quantum yields make them suitable FRET donors for
green or yellow FPs. The highest quantum yield cyan FP is the GFP derived mTurqoise2
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(mTq2) with 93%. In addition, mTq2 has an impressively long fluorescence lifetime of
4.1 ns and is thus very suitable for FLIM-FRET experiments (408). mTq2 is thus a great
donor for FRET experiments and was assayed for that purpose. As expected mTq2
formed a good FRET pair with mNG with a tandem capable of giving 66 ± 2.2% in living
eukaryotic cells. Additionally, mTq2 also was able to efficiently FRET with mCh with 30
± 2.4% (458). Therefore, mTq2 seemed like a promising candidate because we already
shown that mNG and mCh can function and FRET in the periplasm. Although mTq2 itself
did not function in the periplasm, we were able to use the current knowledge of
functional FPs to create super folder mTurquoise2 and super folder mTurquoise2ox,
which both folded and fluoresced from the periplasm. The development of these new
FPs gave new insights in the important properties for periplasmic functionality and will
be described in chapter 6.

The Greens
Although at green emission wavelengths sfGFP and mNG are viable options for
periplasmic fluorescence, there was another candidate. mWasabi is a bright green FP
derived from Clavularia sp. a different origin as the Aequorea victoria or lancelet fish
derived green FPs. It is a red-shifted version of mTFP1 and characterized by narrow
excitation and emission spectra (420). Its high quantum yield of 80 % possibly makes it
an alternative FP at the green wavelengths. Moreover, mWasabi natively does not
contain cysteines, possibly protecting it from promiscuous disulfide-bond formation.
However, mWasabi did not properly function in the periplasm suggesting issues with
protein folding. Only when cells were allowed to grow overnight periplasmic
fluorescence could be detected (Figure S2).

Figure S2 – Normalized emission spectra of periplasmic sfGFP, mWasabi and
mNeongreen taken from overnight induced cell cultures.
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The Oranges
The preferred donor to mCherry for cytoplasmic FRET is mKO but it will not function
from within the periplasm, additionally it has two cysteines (of which one is even part
of the chromophore) that could cause misfolding and aggregation. The spectral range
of alternative orange FPs is limited to iterations of mKO or the mFruit family.
Interestingly, the mFruit derived mOrange produces almost the same matured
chromophore as mKO, with an oxazole, instead of a thiazole ring. The small differences
in spectral properties are therefore mainly caused by the differences in the ß-barrel
backbone (459). The mFruits intrinsically have no cysteines and mOrange would
therefore be an excellent alternative if it works in the periplasm. mOrange-PBP5 was
expressed in LMC500 induced with IPTG in an overnight growth experiment. Indeed,
the next morning microscopy revealed a fluorescent halo surrounding the cells
expressing mOrange-PBP5 suggesting a folded and matured orange FP in the periplasm
(Chapter 6). An advantage of mKO over mOrange is its greater photo stability under
strong excitation conditions (423). If this was a problem for our FRET measurements
the newer FP mOrange2 would be an option as well. mOrange2 may be more resistant
to photo bleaching but it also has less favourable spectral properties with a roughly 20%
and 13% diminished extinction coefficient and quantum yield, respectively. We thus
tested the impact of our FRET set up excitation on periplasmic mOrange signals and
found only a 4.5 % decrease in signal over 15’ (Figure S3). Contrary to its related FP
mCh, mOrange is also rather susceptible to fixation with FAGA losing ~83% fluorescence
but then stabilizing at ~29% of the original signal. This preliminary data does not suggest
that mOrange and mOrange2 would be good candidates for periplasmic FRET and are
further discussed in chapter 6.

Figure S3 – mOrange in the periplasm. (a) normalized emission spectrum of mOrange
expressed overnight. (b) Normalized mOrange emission with (black dotted line) and
without (orange line) chemical fixation.
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The Reds
mCherry is a good choice for periplasmic fusions as it is very resistant to environments
where other FPs fail. Yet, its spectral properties for FRET could be improved upon (Table
1). For instance, its brightness is rather low due to a quantum yield of 22 %. Its extinction
coefficient is more important for efficient FRET as an acceptor but for spectral based
measurements robust signals are preferred. The cysteinless mFruits are all descendants
from the original discosoma sp. RFP. A strong candidate as alternative FRET acceptor
was mStrawberry. Its 25 % higher extinction coefficient and relatively blue-shifted
excitation and emission spectrum result in high R0 values using it as an acceptor FP
(Figure S1). mStrawberry only resulted in periplasmic fluorescence when expressed in
overnight cultures, suggesting folding or maturation problems (Figure S4). Although
mScarlet and mScarlet-I did show some functionality in the periplasm, mCherry
outperformed them. The red FPs as alternative for mCh are further discussed in chapter
6.

Figure S4 – Red fluorescent proteins in the periplasm. (a) Normalized emission spectra
of periplasmic mStrawberry, mCherry, mScarlet, -I and –H expressed overnight. (b)
Microscopy for the same samples afterwards, the scalebar represents 2 µm.

Photoactivatable and photo switchable FPs in the periplasm
Super resolution microcopy using FPs can be achieved by photo activated localization
microscopy (PALM). PALM determines the coordinates of single molecules by isolating
single points of fluorescence (460). This type of super resolution microscopy depends
on fluorescent molecules that changes between states, e.g. fluorophores that, upon
excitation, turn-on (photo activation), switch excitation/emission wavelengths (photo
convertible) or can be switched off and on (photo switchable). A sample is scanned and
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the excited fluorescent molecules change state making them detectable before they
are either bleached, converted, or turned off. The light-diffracted fluorescence signals
attributed to the original coordinate of the fluorophore, provided that enough isolated
single spots are scanned.
Several FPs exist capable of switching behavior and they are being used for super
resolution microscopy in eukaryotes and prokaryotes. PALM can be a powerful method
but requires a lot of trial-and-error, fine-tuning and optimization. Because of the added
difficulty that FPs have in functioning in the Gram-negative periplasm, PALM has not
been attempted in this compartment. Therefore, several PALM FPs of all conversion
classes were tested for periplasmic functionality (Table 7).
PAmCherry1, mEos3.2, Dendra2 and Dronpa (407, 461–463) were fused behind the
DsbA signal sequence and followed by periplasmic protein PBP5 that tethers the fusion
to the IM. The periplasmic fusions were expressed in E. coli and the detection of
emission spectra was attempted at several activating, switching or inactivating
excitation wavelengths. Only PAmCherry1 seemed to be capable of producing
fluorescence from the periplasm. Periplasmic mEos3-2, Dendra2 and Dronpa did not
show any fluorescence red or green fluorescence (data not shown). A sample of cells
expressing periplasmic PAmcherry1 was excited in the fluorometer at its activating
wavelength of 405 nm and an emission spectrum was measured. This resulted in a
spectrum with an optimum at 577 nm, which is not the reported of 595 nm for
PAmCherry1 (Figure S5). To test for on-the-go activation fluorescence at 590 nm was
measured for 10 minutes while exciting the sample at 405 nm, revealing no activation
but bleaching instead. In a different approach, cells that expressed periplasmic
PAmCherry1 were imaged using an automated microscopy setup. First the cells were
imaged in phase contrast, then in normal red fluorescence mode, directly followed by
excitation for DAPI (to stimulate activation) and another image in red fluorescence
mode. This strikingly shows the activation of PAmCherry1 by the DAPI excitation as the
last red fluorescence image shows bright periplasmic fluorescence (Figure S5).
Subjecting mCherry as the same periplasmic fusion to the illumination protocol only
showed some bleaching suggesting that optimal activation parameters need to be
investigated. Together, this is the first proof of concept of photoswitching a red FP in
the periplasm of E. coli. Future work could aim to use it for super resolution microscopy
of periplasmic proteins.
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Table 7 – Spectroscopic properties of PALM FPs tested in the periplasm
Name

State

ex

em

EC

QY

Photo
activatable
Photo
convertible

PAmCherry1 On

564

595 18000

0.46

mol
bright
8.3

pKa

Meos3.2

Green

507

516 63400

0.7

53

5.4

Red

572

580 32200

0.55

18

5.8

Photo
convertible

Dendra2

Green

490

507 45000

0.5

22.5

6.6

Red

553

573 35000

0.55

19.3

6.9

Photo
switchable

Dronpa

On

503

518 95000

0.85

80.7

6.3

Off → On,
405 nm
Green →
Red, 405
nm
Green →
Red, 480
nm
On → Oﬀ,
503 nm
Off → On,
400 nm

Ex = excitation optimum, em = emission optimum, EC = extinction coefficient, QY =
quantum yield
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Figure S5 - Photo activation of PAmCherry1 in the periplasm. (a) Emission spectrum of
periplasmic PAmCherry1 excited at 405 nm. (b) PAmCherry1 fluorescence over
excitation time, showing slight bleaching. (c) Illumination strategy of periplasmic
PAmCherry1, cells were photographed for the red channel, showing no fluorescence,
activated by photographing the DAPI channel and again in the red channel, that now
shows localized fluorescence from the periplasm. (d) Comparison between PAmCherry1
and mCherry in the periplasm, showing activation of the former and bleaching of the
latter by the protocol.
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Figure S6 – Example of mNG-mCh spectral FRET unmixing of the cytosolic and
periplasmic positive control tandems and two technical negative controls (OM-IM and
IM-OM). The plasmids used are indicated with the graphs. More unmixings are shown
in (394).
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3
Periplasmic FRET reveals activitybased conformational changes of D,Dcarboxypeptidases
Introduction
The phenotype of DD-CPase deletion strains and FP-fusions
In vivo oligomerization of PBP5, PBP6a and PBP6b
Discussion
Materials and methods

Parts of this chapter were originally published in Meiresonne et al (2017-2018) (394,
395)
“Activity-Related Conformational Changes in D,D-Carboxypeptidases Revealed by In
Vivo Periplasmic Förster Resonance Energy Transfer Assay in Escherichia coli” mBio 8
(5): e01089-17
&
“Detection of Protein Interactions in the Cytoplasm and Periplasm of Escherichia coli by
Förster Resonance Energy Transfer” Bio-protocol 8 (2): e2697
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3.1 Introduction
The peptidoglycan (PG) layer of E. coli offers the rigidity that bacterial cells need to
function and survive under changing conditions such as shifts in osmotic pressure. The
PG layer is constantly reconstructed by proteins that expand, break down and alter it
to allow cells to growth and divide but at the same time take care that the PG layer
remains sufficiently intact to prevent lysis. Some of the proteins that modify the PG
layer are commonly known as penicillin binding proteins (PBP)s but there are many
others that do not bind penicillin that also directly work on the PG layer. Main
synthesizing PBPs build the PG layer by transglycosylating ß-1,4 bonds of N-acetyl-Dglucosamine (GlcNac) and N-acetylmuramic acid (MurNAc) disaccharides. MurNac
contains a L-Ala-D-Gln-DAP-D-Ala-D-Ala pentapeptide, which can be interconnected
with the pentapeptides of another MurNac by transpeptidase reactions. High molecular
weight (HMW) class A PBPs (aPBP)s PBP1a and PBP1b catalyse transglycosylase (GTase)
and transpeptidase (TPase) reactions whereas class B PBPs (bPBP)s PBP2 and PBP3 only
have the ability to do the latter. Besides the main polymerizing PBPs there are accessory
PBPs that modify the PG layer allowing regulation of subsequent reactions.
Low molecular weight (LMW) class C D,D-carboxypeptidases (DD-CPases) PBPs cleave
off the terminal D-Ala residue from the pentapeptide side chains of PG (Chapter 1). DDCPase activity remodels the PG layer for other PBPs to function. For instance, DD-CPase
reactions prevent further 4→3 crosslinking and are essen al for L,D-transpeptidase (LDTPase) activity that produce the less prominent 3→3 PG-peptide crosslink associated
with ß-lactam antibiotic resistance (436). PBP5, PBP6a and PBP6b are arbitrarily
considered to be the main DD-CPases in E. coli (Figure 1). Although they are similar in
structure (Table 1) and enzymatic potential, redundancy in function depends on the
circumstances. The hypothesis of redundant DD-CPase functionality was proposed after
experiments with single, double or triple DD-CPase deletion strains. Single and double
deletions cause minor or no phenotypes while the deletion of the 3rd results in cells that
cannot maintain morphology suggesting that DD-CPases are able to complement each
other’s function (464, 465). Yet, this redundancy is likely used to be able to adapt to the
different conditions and environments that E. coli is presented with (67). It could be
argued that the enzymatic activity is essential instead of the single enzymes that drive
it.
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Figure 1 - Distribution of the E. coli proteins with (proposed) DD-CPases activity under
rich and poor medium culturing conditions (198). The number in the middle of the chart
represents the total number of copies per cell.
Table 1 - Identity (green) and similarity (orange) percentages between the main DDCPases PBP5, PBP6a and PBP6b by NCBI protein blast.
PBP5

PBP6a

PBP6b

PBP5

-

60

48

PBP6a

77

-

48

PBP6b

66

67

-

An example of different applications for the same enzymatic activity is the DD-CPase
activity that is required for LD-TPase mediated 3-3 PG crosslinking. DD-CPase activity of
only PBP5 was found to confer LD-TPase mediated ß-lactam resistance as the deletion
of dacA resulted in the decreased formation of resistant mutants, which was not
observed for single PBP6a (dacC) or PBP6b (dacD) deletions (436). The remaining DDCPase activity of PBP5 in the latter mutants may have been sufficient for LD-TPase
activity whereas PBP6a and PBP6b activity in the ∆dacA strain was clearly insufficient
under the tested conditions. Yet, exogenous expression of PBP6b allows 3→3
crosslinking by LdtD whereas PBP6a expression could not (466). This is interesting since
PBP5, PBP6a and PBP6b are very similar in structure (Table 1) and enzymatic activity
but apparently not in functionality.
Additionally, DD-CPases play alternative roles in ß-lactam resistance (444, 465, 467).
PBP6b but not PBP6a overexpression partially restored ß-lactam resistance in ΔdacAD
and ΔdacAC strains (465). Yet, PBP6a variants appear to aid in the antibiotic resistance
of clinically isolated E. coli strains (467) and, PBP6b is required for the activity of certain
ß-lactamases (468). This underscores the need to consider a function for the physical
presence of DD-CPase as well as for their activity under specific conditions.
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PBP5 (dacA) is the most prevalent and best characterized DD-CPase under laboratory
conditions. The not so abundant PBP6b (dacD) can complement PBP5 activity and
functions mainly at low pHs (67). A more acidic environment will increase the
expression of PBP6b but also enhance its enzymatic activities (67). Perhaps native dacD
repression was the reason why chromosomal PBP6b was unable to allow 3→3
crosslinking by LdtD. Many PBP6a (dacC) copies are present in the cell but no specific
functionality conditions are established for it yet. Interestingly, the composition of DDCPases differs between cells growing in minimal medium compared to rich medium and
dacC is expressed ~20 % more (in a smaller cell volume) (Figure 1) (198). In vitro
experiments indicate that PBP6a easily initiates a preacylation complex with the small
penicillin analog Bocillin-FL but the following hydrolysis step is slow compared to that
of PBP5. Binding and hydrolysis of the larger substrate Nα,Nε-diacetyl-Lys-D-Ala-D-Ala
“AcLAA” is weaker and was not even detected for the biologically more relevant
peptidoglycan substrate mimic L-Ala-γ-D-Glu-L-Lys-D-Ala-D-Ala “AgLAA” for PBP6a
(465). Consequently, PBP6a has not been shown to truly complement the activity of any
other DD-CPase yet and this may be its function by itself.
Many PBPs form dimeric structures in vitro (158, 282, 435, 469) and in vivo validation
of this is reported for PBP2 and PBP3 by FRET (38, 378) and for PBP5 by crosslinking
(435). The in vitro discovery that PBP1b shows a significantly higher activity under
dimerizing conditions (292) suggests that PBPs function as dimers in vivo. The PBPs for
which dimerization has been described in vitro are good interactions to be validated in
vivo by FRET. Since the majority of PBPs reside fully or partially in the periplasm the
periplasmic FRET assay (Chapter 2) would be an excellent method to screen for
dimerization.
In this chapter we aim to characterize the interactions of the major DD-CPases in E. coli
and attempt to reveal their in vivo activity conditions and investigate redundancy
conditions. Growth and morphology were compared in single or multiple DD-CPase
deletion strains under several conditions. Since enzymatic functionality influences the
cellular localization of DD-CPases (62), fluorescent fusions of PBP5, PBP6a and PBP6b
as well as their inactive mutants were used to observe potential changes. This resulted
in unexpected toxicity of expressing inactive mutants of the normally functional DDCPases. Together, the experiments support the finding that the inactive presence of
DD-CPases is not the same as their total absence. The fluorescent fusions are ideal to
test with the periplasmic FRET assay described in chapter 2 to assess the interaction or
dimerization of PBP5, PBP6a and PBP6b in vivo. Differences in EfA values revealed
activity-related conformational changes of the DD-CPase dimers upon substrate
limitation by disabling the major TPases PBP2 and PBP3 by antibiotics. The same effects
were observed by inactivating the enzymes themselves by mutagenesis.
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3.2 The phenotype of DD-CPase deletion strains
and FP-fusions
The phenotypes of DD-CPase deletion strains are often subtle or absent while the
deletion of more will increasingly worsen them (57, 465). This suggests a redundancy in
function, which seems logical as the PBP5, PBP6a and PBP6b share a very similar
structure (Table 1). E. coli has to be able to endure many changing conditions and
environments and some DD-CPases may be able to mainly function under certain
circumstances. For instance, PBP6a expression levels are upregulated during early
stationary growth while PBP5 is more consistently expressed throughout all growth
phases under regulation of the stress transcriptional switch BolA (470, 471). PBP6b does
not seem to be as much under the same regulatory control (471) but instead is
upregulated and more active at acidic conditions (67, 472). The redundancy of PBPs
suggests condition specialization and for many of them (including the HMW PBP1c) the
optimal conditions have not been established yet. In this section potentially influencing
factors of DD-CPases are investigated.

DD-CPase phenotype under different temperature conditions
Large data sets like “ribosomal profiling” and “phenotypic landscaping” should be
viewed in the context they are generated in but are also useful tools to start
investigations into any protein of interest (198, 303). For instance, the PG-interacting
domain containing protein DedD is important for growth and maintaining morphology
at low temperatures (473). Low temperatures were found to be a negative influence
for the ∆dedD strain (303). DedD localizes to septal PG and therefore may function in
cell division during slow growth (474). The top-50 of proteins positively correlating with
DedD chemical sensitivities contains many cell division partner-proteins such as EnvC,
NlpI/D, the Min and Tol-Pal systems but also PBP6a and PBP5. Therefore, DD-CPase
deletion strains were tested at regular (37 °C) and colder (18 °C) temperatures to reveal
potential differences in growth or morphology.
As DD-CPase deletion strains were grown at 37 °C in rich medium no large changes in
mass doubling time (TD) of around 21 min were observed between single and double
mutations, while the triple mutant took more than 50 % longer to double its mass
(Figure 2). This confirmed the hypothesis of DD-CPase functional redundancy as in the
double deletion strains the remaining PBP must have complemented the function of
the two missing DD-CPases. Inspection of the morphology revealed that the decrease
in growth rate for the triple mutant was due to partial lysis of the cells. It has been
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shown that the points at which these lysis events occur are sites of new pole formation
using the pole specific IcsA probe (475). Decreasing the culturing temperature to 18 °C
resulted in higher TD values of the WT and similarly for all DD-CPase deletion strains. If
one of the DD-CPases is essential during slow growth under cold conditions, its double
or single deletion strains should have problems growing or maintaining morphology.
Interestingly, although the TD increased for all strains, the triple deletion strain grows
at the same rate as the others at around 124 min (Figure 2). Indeed, under these growth
conditions also no lysis scars were observed for the triple deletion strain. These results
show that under slow growth conditions in the cold none of the 3 main DD-CPases were
essential for growth like wild-type.
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Figure 2 – The phenotypes of single and multiple DD-CPase deletion strains grown at 37
°C (left side) or 18 °C (right side) in rich medium. (a) Microscopy of the single deletions
grown at 37 °C only show mild phenotypes while the double phenotypes are more
affected and the triple deletion of dacA, dacC and dacD shows points of failed pole
formation. The phenotypes of the same cells grown at 18 °C are much milder only
showing the occasional misplaced division site for the triple deletion strain. The scale
bar represents 2 µm. (b) Single and double deletions grow similarly at 37 °C whereas
the triple deletion is slower in accumulating biomass. At 18 °C all strains grow similarly.
(c) This is represented in the calculated doubling times.

DD-CPases growth phenotype under different pH conditions
Although DD-CPases seem redundant in function, their activity is largely dependent on
environmental conditions. Earlier work reports that PBP6b expression and translation
is induced at lower pH values and that its enzymatic activity increases (67). High
throughput (HT) analysis of single deletion strains does not convincingly show this with
mildly negative fitness scores for ∆dacD at higher pHs, seemingly in contrast to specific
experimental work (67, 303). The fitness of ∆dacA and ∆dacC seems to be best at pH
values between 6 and 9, which is more in line with experimental data (476). Since the
fitness scores are based on colony growth and are rather variable, DD-CPase strains
were grown in liquid medium at different pHs while monitoring growth to
experimentally validate the HT data. Along the hypothesis of functional redundancy
between PBP5, PBP6a and PBP6b, double deletion strains could be affected if the pH
renders the remaining and supposedly complementing DD-CPase inactive. However,
the tested strains showed similar growth curves at all tested pHs, suggesting that it did
not impact the complementing DD-CPases under these conditions (Figure 3). This
experiment did not include the triple deletion strain as a control and therefore did not
yield more conclusive data. If pH values prevented functionality of the remaining DDCPase in double deletions trains they would behave like the triple deletion strain.
Additionally, the pH levels of the medium should have been checked at least after
growth as bacteria also influence this and may have corrected for the environmental
pH. Experiments with deletion strains can be a powerful tool but did not yield clear-cut
results and therefore a direct approach of observing differences in functionality were
attempted.
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Figure 3 – DD-CPase deletion strain growth is not affected changes in pH. The strains
were grown in TY set at various pHs at 37 °C in the platereader while measuring OD600
values. No major differences in growth patterns were observed although the cells may
have corrected for pH differences themselves.
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Active and inactive DD-CPase FP fusions localize differently
To study the localization of active and inactive PBP5, PBP6a and PBP6b, fluorescent
fusions were made. The C-terminal amphipathic helix that tethers these DD-CPases to
the IM from the periplasmic space prompts the use of uncommon Fluorescence Protein
(FP) fusions. The original signal sequence of the PBPs was replaced with that of DsbA to
facilitate co-translational Sec transport. The signal sequence is followed by the FP and
the rest of the DD-CPase (Figure 4). Previous work with DsbA-FP-PBP5 showed that in
this manner the proteins are efficiently translocated and functional in the periplasm
(62).

Figure 4 - Co-translational expression of DD-CPase FP fusions in the periplasm. The
fusions were expressed in the periplasm and attached to the periplasmic side of the
inner membrane (IM) through the amphipathic helix of the respective DD-CPase (PBP5
encoded by dacA is shown). The DsbA (dsbAss) signal sequence is a substrate for the
signal recognition particle (SRP) that directs co-translational transport through the
SecYEG translocase of the N-terminal fused gene product translated in the cytoplasm.
The FP-fusion is translocated to the periplasm and the signal sequence is cleaved off.
In vivo DD-CPase activity is abolished in active-site serine mutants PBP5S44G, PBP6aS66G
and PBP6bS63G (62, 63, 477). It was reported that in vitro PBP5S44G had lost its ability to
bind (and turnover) substrate and, conceivably, the PBP6a and PBP6b mutants are also
incapable of covalently binding substrate (477). To determine whether inactive DD121
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CPases localize differently than their active counterparts, fluorescence microscopy
experiments were performed. mCh-PBP5, mCh-PBP6a and mCh-PBP6b as well their
inactive variants were expressed from plasmid with 15 µM IPTG in ∆dacA cells under
minimal medium conditions and imaged.
PBP5 localized laterally and at midcell whereas PBP5S44G only localized laterally,
avoiding midcell (Figure 5). PBP6a localization was lateral and intense at midcell but
this was not observed for PBP6aS66G that mostly avoided midcell. PBP6b poorly localized
at midcell and mainly at the lateral sides but PBP6bS63G still showed midcell
fluorescence. Interestingly, the phenotypes of wild type PBP5 and the inactive
PBP6aS66G mutant seemed relatively normal while in the reversed situation e.g. inactive
PBP5S44G and wild type PBP6a the phenotypes were affected. This suggests that a
balanced activity of PBP5 and PBP6a is likely requirement for morphology maintenance.
Inactive mNG-PBP6aS66G and mNG-PBP6bS63G displayed an interesting localization
pattern that was not observed for mNG-PBP5S44G. In some cells, they were present as a
thin band exactly at midcell in an area where they were otherwise absent. Whether this
was due to high levels of substrate availability, localization at newly formed membrane
or other factors remains to be elucidated. Comparing the phenotypes of the PBP5S44G,
PBP6aS66G and PBP6bS63G mutants mainly showed a bulging phenotype around the plane
of cell division for PBP5S44G. This phenotype indicates that the PG layer was not able to
fully withstand the internal turgor pressure and that its organization was in one way or
another impaired. Further quantification of cell morphology by cell length and diameter
revealed that all cells with inactive PBP5 had a wider diameter (Figure 5c). Compared
to its wild type, expression of PBP5S44G showed a reduction in cell length but PBP6a and
PBP6aS66G expression resulted in longer cells. For both cell length and cell diameter, the
expression of PBP6b partially restored to the wild type PBP5 situation, possibly because
the optimal conditions for PBP6b were not fully met. With these results we revisit and
add to previous work by the Kevin Young lab (63) and underscore the need to
discriminate between the presence of inactive DD-CPases and the absence of wild type
DD-CPases.
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Figure 5 - DD-CPases and their active site mutants expressed from plasmid using 15 µM
IPTG show different localization patterns when grown in poor medium conditions. (a)
Active PBP5 and PBP6b localize weaker at midcell than PBP6a in the ΔdacA strain. Their
inactive mutants show different localization patterns. The scale bar equals 2 µm. (b)
Quantification of the cellular morphology, separated in 20% age (progression of cell
cycle) groups to qualitatively compare normalized cell shape and normalized
fluorescent signals as a function of the cell cycle (179). This reveals a regular cell shape
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for the ΔdacA cells expressing PBP5 or PBP6b despite weak midcell localization.
Interestingly, the midcell localizing PBP6a cells show a swollen morphology. PBP5S44G
avoids midcell position and the poles while PBP6aS66G avoids midcell and seems to
accumulate towards the cell poles. The PBP5S44G cells have a swollen morphology while
the PBP6aS66G cells seem to have a minor invagination defect. The PBP6bS63G signal is
enhanced at midcell compared to its active counterpart but the cells show no
differences in morphology. The horizontal axis of the graphs represents the normalized
length of the cells, Diameter of cells reflects peak normalized diameter, signal of FPfusion represents the peak normalized fluorescence intensity. The number of cells
analyzed were: mNG-PBP5 = 3908, mNG-PBP5S44G = 4401, mNG-PBP6a = 784, mNGPBP6aS66G = 487, mNG-PBP6b = 1754 and mNG-PBP6bS63G = 1585. (c) Boxplots of the
measured cell length and diameter for each culture showing a decrease in cell length
for cells expressing PBP5S44G, PBP6b or PBP6bS63G these cells have an increased
diameter. The cells expressing PBP6a or PBP6aS66G were longer and thicker. The
whiskers represent the 10 and 90 percentiles.

Inactive PBP5S44G affects morphology
The absence of DD-CPases is not the same as their inactive presence. While a ∆dacA
morphology is like WT and expression of FP-PBP5 in the ∆dacA also provides a WT
phenotype, expression of FP-PBP5S44G eventually results in cells bulging at midcell
(Figure 6a). When wild type FP-PBP5 and FP-PBP5S44G are co-expressed in rich medium
using 15 µM IPTG, the active variant independently localizes at midcell and at the lateral
wall whereas the mutant localizes only at the lateral wall and the cells have WT
morphology (Figure 6b). Cell division is accompanied by active PG synthesis at midcell
and PBP5 localization is dependent on substrate availability (62). The lack of substrate
affinity of FP-PBP5S44G allows the active FP-PBP5 to prevent the bulging phenotype
caused by expressing FP-PBP5S44G. Interestingly, complementation was not achieved by
chromosomally encoded PBP6a or PBP6b, possibly because their expression or activity
conditions were not met (67). The ∆dacA strain was therefore transformed with
plasmids encoding mCh-PBP6a or mCh-PBP6b in combination with mNG-PBP5S44G and
expression was induced in rich medium after which the cells were imaged. The FPPBP5S44G shape defects could be partially mitigated by co-expression of FP-PBP6b but
FP-PBP6a exacerbated this morphology. The FP-PBP6b that was ameliorating the FPPBP5S44G phenotype localized at midcell (Figure 6ab). Apparently, PBP6b is localizing
strongly at midcell when PG synthesis is affected and is able to provide some of the
functionality of PBP5. Further quantification of the cell length and cell diameter
confirms the complementation of the PBP5S44G phenotype by PBP5 and partially by
PBP6b and its exacerbation in combination with PBP6a (Figure 6c). In the absence of
(partially) complementing expression of another DD-CPase, cells expressing PBP5S44G
had a reduced growth rate (Figure 6d).
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Figure 6 - The PBP5S44G overexpression phenotype is partially prevented by coexpressing PBP6b but not by PBP6a. (a) ∆dacA cells grown in rich medium expressing
PBP5S44G through induction with 15 µM IPTG show the swollen phenotype and absence
of fluorescence at the poles and at midcell, which is not observed when expressing only
FP-PBP5. The co-expression of FP-PBP5 with the mutant prevents the phenotype but
the (de)localization of fluorescence remains the same. The same effect is observed with
PBP6b but not with PBP6a, which results in an exacerbated phenotype. On the left
expressed fusion proteins are represented and colored red for mCh fusions and green
for mNG fusions, S44G = PBP5S44G and EV = empty vector not expressing a FP fusion.
The scale bar represents 2 µm. (b) The normalized diameter profiles of cells where the
PBP5S44G phenotype was complemented with PBP5 or PBP6b show similar invagination
pattern as PBP5 only cells. The normalized fluorescence profiles of PBP5 fusions display
midcell localization for dividing cells irrespective of co-expression with PBP5S44G as does
PBP6b. The fluorescence profiles of PBP5S44G do not localize at midcell regardless of
active DD-CPase co-expression. The horizontal axis of the graphs represents the
normalized length of the cells, Diameter of cells reflects peak normalized diameter,
signal of FP-fusion represents the peak normalized fluorescent intensity. The number
of cells analyzed for each group are PBP5 + PBP5 = 323, PBP5S44G + PBP5 = 465, and
PBP5S44G + PBP6b = 398. (c) Boxplots of the cell length and diameter of the cells show
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that expression of inactive PBP5S44G results in an elongated thicker phenotype and that
co-expression with wild type PBP5 reverses this effect. Co-expression with wild type
PBP6a worsens the phenotypes and PBP6b partially restores a wild type phenotype.
The number of analyzed cells were as shown above with the addition of PBP6a +
PBP5S44G = 44 and EV + PBP5S44G = 295. (d) The ∆dacA cells grown in poor medium also
show growth rate complementation of the PBP5S44G phenotype by expressing wild type
PBP5 and to a lesser extent by PBP6b.

PBP6a behaves like inactive PBP5 and is better tolerated at higher
pH values
Culturing DD-CPase deletion strains did not result in differences in growth rate while
(unbalanced) expression caused deviant phenotypes. If pH conditions influence the
activity of DD-CPases perhaps differences in phenotypes could be observed by varying
DD-CPase expression conditions. ∆dacA cells were transformed with mCherry fusions
of PBP5, PBP5S44G, PBP6a and PBP6b and EV as a control (Figure 7). An IPTG induction
titration was performed, measuring growth and fluorescent signal buildup over time.
The control cells were not affected by the concentration of IPTG induction. Cells
expressing mCh-PBP5 showed toxicity effects as a function of the induction, with 16 µM
giving the maximum amount of fluorescence. The mCh-PBP5S44G mutant performed
worse with the best fluorescent signals at 8 µM IPTG. mCh-PBP6a expression was not
well tolerated as even the cells with repressed expression did not grow like the EV cells.
Cells grown under low induction concentrations (2 and 4 µM IPTG) withstood
expression the longest before a selection phase occurred leading to the strongest
fluorescence. Cells expressing mCh-PBP6b hardly showed any toxicity effects. Only at
the highest induction concentration the cultures did not reaching the same OD600 values
as at the other induction concentrations. Consequently, the fluorescence signals are
positively correlated to the induction concentration. The observation that high
expression of mCh-PBP6b did not result in the previously reported fusion toxicity
suggests that this is not caused by straining the Sec-translocon with an mCh fusion but
rather by exogenous DD-CPase (in)activity. We determined that an induction
concentration of 7.5 µM IPTG would not result in toxicity issues for any of the mCh
fusions at least for the first couple of TDs. All mCh-DD-CPase variants were grown at 37
°C in rich medium under pH buffered conditions ranging from pH 5.6 to pH 7.9 (Figure
8). In this way possible differences in growth could be attributed to effects of pH on the
expressed mCh-DD-CPase.
Growth of the EV control cells was not affected by the pH differences. Growth of cells
expressing mCh-PBP5 was not much altered by different pHs during log-phase.
However, the fluorescence signals were clearly lower at the higher pHs. Likely this was
not due to changes in the chromophore of mCherry as it has excellent pH stability (423)
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but rather due to the fusion behaving differently under the tested conditions.
Interestingly, the inactive mutant PBP5S44G grew and fluoresced better at those higher
pHs. The same was observed for mCh-PBP6a cells that grew well and were fluorescent
almost exclusively at the higher pHs. This is an interesting finding as it implies that
PBP6a behaves similarly as inactive PBP5S44G and underscores the possible antagonistic
functionality. Growth of cells expressing mCh-PBP6b was unaffected by pH in log phase,
although showing an interesting difference going into stationary phase with the acidic
cultures decreasing in OD while the more alkaline cultures kept growing. Fluorescence
of mCh-PBP6b was strongest around pH = 6, not the expected more acidic values.
The main finding of this these experiments is that expression of PBP6a is better
tolerated at alkaline rather than acidic environments. Similar results were observed for
inactive PBP5S44G while PBP5 and PBP6b performed better all-round and slightly favored
neutral pHs. However, the tested pH range was pH = 5.6 – 7.9 and thus did not include
more extreme values. If higher pHs were achieved also stronger differences between
DD-CPase expressing cultures could be observed. As with previous experiments the pH
of the medium should have been checked after growth to exclude manipulation by the
cells.
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Figure 7 – IPTG titration of ∆dacA cells containing mCh-PBP5/PBP6a/PBP6b on plasmid.
Glucose (0.5 %) was used to repress expression. EV (plasmid not coding a DD-CPase FP
fusion) served as a control. Moderate induction of periplasmic fusions was tolerated.
Cultures where growth was not heavily impaired resulted in the strongest fluorescence.
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Figure 8 – pH titration of ∆dacA cells expressing mCh-DD-CPase fusions revealing pH
based differences in growth for mainly cells expressing PBP6a or PBP5S44G.

3.3 In vivo oligomerization of PBP5, PBP6a and
PBP6b
The class C PBPs PBP5, PBP6a and PBP6b are good candidates for the further validation
of the periplasmic FRET assay (Chapter 2) with biological interactions. These highly
similar DD-CPases are translated as a pre-protein with an N-terminal signal sequence
that is cleaved off after transport to the periplasm through the Sec-translocon (63). The
periplasmically folded proteins consist of a globular active site domain and a stalk-like
domain attached to the IM by a C-terminal amphipathic helix (464) (Figure 4). DDCPases can hydrolyse the last D-Ala residue of the PG pentapeptide side chain to
prevent further crosslinking by D,D-Transpeptidases (478). PBP5 is the most prevalent
DD-CPase and has been shown to form homodimers in vivo (435). The absence of PBP5
in a ∆dacA strain can be complemented by FP-PBP5 expressed from a plasmid. These
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fusions localize, like the endogenous protein, enhanced at midcell during cell division
and to the lateral wall in general (62, 63). No complementation experiments were done
for PBP6a and PBP6b in their respective deletions strains but their localization was, as
expected, enhanced at midcell (Described above). Additionally, exactly the same PBP5
and PBP6b FP fusions were described to complement DD-CPase activity required for LDTPases whereas PBP6a fusions did not (466). Again, the available data suggests
differences in DD-CPase functionality conditions.
The inactive mutant of PBP5 showed an affected morphology and growth rate. To
circumvent toxicity associated with transport across the IM, the highest concentration
of inducer that does not result in serious phenotypes is usually selected. FRET cultures
maintain two plasmids containing FP-DD-CPase and will thus receive a double dose of
potentially toxic expression. However, FRET experiments are performed at lower
temperatures in minimal medium. Growing the FP-DD-CPase in minimal medium at 28
°C while inducing with 15 µM IPTG for at least two mass doublings did not cause
phenotypes deviating from WT (Figure 5). The mNG and mCh fusions to PBP5, PBP6a
and PBP6b showed similar morphologies as the EV control cells. The inactive mutant
PBP5S44G showed slightly thicker and shorter cells and delocalized where PBP6aS66G
delocalized without morphology changes. PBP6bS63G showed very similar morphologies
and localization to its wild-type counterpart. For FRET, moderate changes in
morphology would not be a large problem since it was shown not to greatly affect
interaction values (367). Taken together these results clear the way for DD-CPase FRET
experiments to be done in minimal medium with 15 µM IPTG induction conditions.

In vivo interactions of DD-CPases
Strain CS12-7 (∆dacA) was used to increase chances of FRET constructs to interact i.e.
not being titrated by wild-type PBP5. The cells were transformed with reference sample
plasmids for the background, donor-only and acceptor-only samples only as well a
positive control and negative controls. The biological samples were mNG- and mChfusion combinations of PBP5, PBP6a or PBP6b. These cultures were used for a mNGmCh FRET experiment as described in chapter 2 (395). The assayed PBP5-PBP5
interaction with samples of cells expressing mNG-PBP5 and mCh-PBP5 resulted a
substantial EfA value of 2.0 ± 0.5 % proving in vivo PBP5 interactions using the
periplasmic FRET assay (Figure 9). The PBP6a self-interaction between mNG-PBP6a and
mCh-PBP6a gave an EfA value of 3.2 ± 0.4 %. Interestingly, PBP6b dimerization measured
with mNG-PBP6b and mCh-PBP6b resulted in the EfA value of 1.4 ± 0.2 %, which
bordered the detection limit and could therefore also be seen as bystander FRET. These
are the first reported FRET results assaying interactions between IM associated
periplasmic proteins. The assayed DD-CPases all give their distinctive EfA values, again
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suggesting that although they are very similar and considered to perform the same
enzymatic reaction they are not the same. Interestingly, the DD-CPase that is the least
enzymatically active, PBP6a protein fusions, seemed to be closest to each other.
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Figure 9 – Homo-oligomerization of WT, substrate inhibited or active-site mutant DDCPases measured by in vivo FRET in ∆dacA cells. Especially the PBP5 interaction changes
conformation by preventing its activity through mutations or substrate availability. Mec
= mecillinam, Az = Aztreonam. The error bars represent the SD.

Inhibition of Class B PBPs causes a rearrangement of DD-CPase
dimers
PBP5 localization and activity is dictated by substrate availability (62). Inhibition of PBP2
by mecillinam (148) reduces the activity of its cognate class A PBP1a (369) and inhibition
of PBP3 by aztreonam (148) might also affect its partner PBP1b (281). Consequently,
these antibiotics will likely reduce the availability of pentapeptide substrate for DDCPases even though they themselves are not inhibited (148). To investigate whether
the reduced activity of DD-CPases would affect their interaction, cells expressing PBP5,
PBP6a and PBP6b FRET-constructs were grown in the presence of mecillinam or
aztreonam. For the active PBP5, PBP6a and PBP6b proteins, we found significantly
increased EfA values for mecillinam and aztreonam treated cells of 2.7 ± 0.6% and 3.7 ±
0.3% for PBP5 (Figure 9). The PBP6b FRET pair treated with aztreonam gives a significant
increase to 2.0 ± 0.3% and the PBP6a FRET pair treated with mecillinam gives an EfA
value of 3.4 ± 0.7%. The change in energy transfer rates suggested a conformational
change of the less active DD-CPase dimers orienting the chromophores in a more
favorable position for FRET.
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Aztreonam treatment has been known to slightly alter EfA values in cytosolic mKOmCherry or sYFP2-mCh FRET (367) assays and attributing de- or increases in EfA values
of the DD-CPases to their activity should be done carefully. Cells expressing the
periplasmic mNG-mCh tandem that usually gives EfA values around 16 % were treated
with aztreonam and resulting in an EfA value of 18.7 %, an increase of 2.7 %. The
aztreonam treated negative IM-OM control gave an EfA value of 1.0 %, an increase of 0.
7 %. The antibiotic treatments lead to higher EfA values at least relatively for aztreonam
(Table 2). The relative increases in EfA values measured DD-CPase interactions in cells
treated with aztreonam were higher than that of the tandem suggesting specific
activity-related results. This suggested that the increased EfA values were due to the
change in activity of the DD-CPases because the antibiotic treatment results in reduced
substrate availability and not an artefact due to the treatment. However, an alternative
approach was sought to better confirm our hypothesis that inactive DD-CPases have a
different conformation.

Table 2 The increased EfA values of DD-CPase FRET upon PBP3 (aztreonam) or PBP2
(mecillinam) inhibitors.
Az increase
PBP5

1.7

relative
184

Yes

Mec
increase
0.7

PBP5S44G

2.8

152

Yes

-0.1

99

No

PBP6a

-

-

-

0.2

107

No

PBP6aS66G

-

-

-

0.3

107

No

PBP6b

0.9

162

Yes

-

-

-

PBP6bS63G

0.7

129

Yes

-

-

-

Tandem

2.7

117

-

-

-

-

IM-OM

0.7

321

-

0.1

125

-

-1

Sign.

Sign.
relative
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Yes

-1

Az = aztreonam (1 µg.ml ), Mec = mecillinam (2 µg.ml ). Increase = the direct increase
of EfA values compared to non-treated samples. Relative = the relative increase of EfA
values compared to non-treated samples. Sign = significance of difference calculated by
student’s t-test.

Inactive DD-CPases have a different dimer structure
To confirm that inactive DD-CPases have an alternative conformation, the FRET
experiments were repeated with the inactive PBP5S44G, PBP6aS66G, PBP6bS63G mutants
(62, 63). The PBP5 mutant localizes predominantly in the lateral wall and avoids midcell
position (62). Expression of a wild type FP-PBP5 in combination with a FP-PBP5S44G
mutant illustrates this again as the WT localizes at midcell and in the lateral wall and
the mutant only in the lateral wall (Figure 5). Cell division is accompanied by active PG
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synthesis at midcell and PBP5 midcell localization is dependent on substrate availability.
Therefore, we assumed that the mutant was not able to localize at midcell because
other (active) DD-CPases PBP6a, PBP6b or PBP7 (67) had taken over its function. This
hypothesis was supported by the ∆dacA strain transformed with a plasmid expressing
mCh-PBP6b and the mNG-PBP5S44G mutant, grown and induced as for a FRET
experiment. While the mutant PBP5S44G localized only at the lateral wall, PBP6b
localized laterally and at the septum suggesting that PBP6b is able to provide the
needed DD-CPase activity at midcell (Figure 5).
FRET experiments with plasmids expressing the inactive PBP5S44G mutant in the ∆dacA
strain yielded an EfA value of 5.4 ± 0.7 %, which is similar to the value observed for
aztreonam treated cells indicating that the inactive form indeed corresponded to the
situation in which the bPBPs were inhibited. FRET efficiencies of the PBP6a and PBP6b
mutants also increased relative to the wild-type protein with EfA values with 3.8 ± 0.2
% and 2.0 ± 0.3 %, respectively. This suggests that the self-interactions of DD-CPases
are variable in orientation depending on their activity. Therefore, these results strongly
suggest that inactivation of bPBPs decreases the number of available pentapeptides
and that the activities of the aPBPs and bPBPs are coupled in vivo confirming the in vitro
evidence (369).
Aztreonam or mecillinam treatment also caused an increase in EfA values of cells
expressing inactive PBP6aS66G or PBP6bS63G FRET-pairs. Aztreonam treatment of cells
expressing the PBP5S44G and PBP6bS63G FRET pairs resulted in significantly increased EfA
values of 3.7 ± 0.3 % and 2.9 ± 0.1 % respectively (Figure 9, Table 2). Mecillinam
treatment of cells of cells expressing the PBP5S44G and PBP6aS66G FRET pairs resulted in
EfA values of 2.6 ± 0.6 % and 3.4 ± 0.6 % respectively (only a significant difference for
PBP5S44G). The increases in EfA values for the PGP5S44G and PBP6bS63G were therefore
assigned to the inactivating mutation as well as the antibiotic treatment. For PBP6a the
effects of the mutants or antibiotic treatment could have remained unobserved as the
experiments were done with considerable levels of WT PBP6a in the ∆dacA cells. In fact,
it is the only DD-CPase that increases in abundance under minimal growth conditions
(198). For PBP6b only 6 molecules per cell are present which would hardly titrate away
the FP-PBP6b fusions to alter the FRET conditions significantly.
Taken together, the different EfA values of the DD-CPase self-interaction for substrate
limited and inactive mutants strongly suggest they are capable of different
conformations based on their activity.
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Model for D,D-CPase conformational changes
Many crystal structures of PBP5 are available (65, 150, 435, 479, 480), but none of them
convincingly forms a dimer in the crystal lattice. These crystals were obtained by
cytoplasmic overexpression of the proteins lacking their C-terminal α-helix. Removal of
the IM associating α-helix from PBP5, PBP6a or PBP6b results in their delocalization
from the septum (62, 63) and possibly prevents substrate binding. However, in vivo
crosslinking of PBP5 suggest that it is able to dimerize (435). The crosslinkable residues
were found distributed over the entire surface of the protein, suggesting that more
than one conformation might be available to form a crosslinked dimer. In the dimer
model compiled from two soluble proteins without substrate suggested by Skoog et al
(435), the N-termini (where the FPs are fused) are close together possibly explaining
the higher FRET efficiency of inactive DD-CPases (Figure 10).
The only crystal structure of a preacylation complex with the native substrate of a DDCPase is that of PBP6a (101). In this structure, the substrate N-acetylmuramic acid-(LAla-D-isoGlu-L-Lys-D-Ala-D-Ala) is shared by the active sites of two PBP6a molecules
(Figure 10a). Analysis of this structure revealed the binding of substrate but not the
closed conformation needed for hydrolysis (481). Indeed, kinetic studies found that
PBP6a does not hydrolyze the substrate used for the crystal structure (482). It cannot
be excluded that PBP6a is enzymatically inactive in the cell and that this serves a
purpose. This may explain the higher EfA values found for the PBP6a self-interaction
compared to the active PBP5 and also the relatively smaller increase upon inactivation
by introducing the PBP6a S66G mutation compared to the PBP5S44G mutant. PBP5 and
PBP6a have 59 % identical and 76 % similar amino acids and are consequently
structurally very similar (Table 1). Yet, their ability to bind and catalyze the many
substrate analogues of the pentapeptide stem could be different and therefore both
DD-CPases may have different functions while competing for the same substrates. For
instance, while PBP5 is removing the last D-Ala, PBP6a might be there to protect the
last D-Ala from removal, as was recently suggested (67). The balance between PBP5 and
PBP6a might affect the type or rate of crosslinking of the PG layer.
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Figure 10 - Model of the preacylation dimer and the non-active dimer of DD-CPases (a)
On left the structure of the preacylation complex of PBP6a (PDB ID 3ITB) with its
substrate shown in yellow (101). On the right the modelled PBP5 (PDB ID 5J8X) (150)
aligned on the PBP6a structure and indicated in grey the previously found cross-linked
residues (435). The sites of the FP fusions are shown by drawn-in barrels, purple = mCh,
green = mNG. (b) On the left a model of the active PBP5 dimer and on the right the
inactive dimer. The catalytic domain (CD) contains the active site shown in red, and is
connected to the donor or acceptor FP through a flexible stem domain (SD). Inactivity
of the enzyme is indicated by the asterisks and substrate is shown as a yellow circle.
The increased FRET efficiency for the inactive PBP5 dimer means the distance between
the chromophores has shortened to ~8.9 nm which could be achieved by a
reorientation of the flexible region (435) between the stem and catalytic domains to
produce an open conformation without substrate (ready to receive substrate). This
open conformation could bring the fused donor and acceptor FP closer together or
oriented to allow higher rates of energy transfer.

3.4 Discussion
DD-CPases have been studied in relation to their enzymatic activity, effects on cellular
morphology and bacterial cell division. However, most findings were recorded by
observing deletion strains that were grown under standard laboratory conditions. This
led to the initial hypothesis that the several DD-CPases are redundant in function as
they could take over each other’s function in their sequential deletion strains. More
recent work appreciates the functional redundancy under specific conditions or
stresses.
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The 3 major DD-CPases of E. coli are PBP5, PBP6a and PBP6b, which are structurally very
similar (Table 1). Cells grow in many different environments and these conditions
require their own complement of optimal proteins to facilitate this. Specific
functionality conditions have been found or implied for several DD-CPases already.
PBP6a is thought help cope cells with not yet understood antibiotic stresses as it was
found to be altered in clinical resistance against ß-lactam antibiotics (467). Indeed,
PBP6a is the least active DD-CPase under laboratory conditions and this trait may
sequester the antibiotic (465). PBP6b has been shown to function well under acidic
conditions but will also prevent biofilm formation and allow cefotaxime resistance by
expression of exogenous Metallo-ß-Lactamases (67, 468). The possible resistance
functionality of PBP6b is further discussed in chapter 4. The most abundant and active
DD-Cpase, PBP5, was even shown to be essential under conditions where LD-TPases
confer resistance against most ß-lactam antibiotics (436).
In this chapter we aimed to find more specific conditional phenotypes for PBP5, PBP6a
and PBP6b. Based on the notion that strains where all three genes are deleted show a
phenotype of slower growth and altered morphology, double deletion strains were
subjected to growth experiments at lower temperatures or different pHs. However,
these experiment did not reveal that lower temperatures or pH affected the
functionality of PBP5, PBP6a or PBP6b. Instead it was found that at low temperatures
the triple deletion strain phenotype was mitigated and performed just as well as double
or single deletion strains. DD-CPase localization is dependent on available substrate (62)
and therefore an alternative approach was to observe active and inactive versions of
these proteins as fluorescent fusions under different conditions. This resulted in the
finding that overexpression of DD-CPases could lead to deviant phenotypes.
Prolonged expression of inactive mutant PBP5S44G lead to swollen and bulging cells that
eventually lyse. The dacA deletion strain, on the other hand, did not cause a changed
phenotype. In addition, overexpressing the less active PBP6a causes a similar
phenotype as PBP5S44G. Therefore, it could be concluded that the inactive presence of
DD-CPases is not the same as their absence. This result also underscores the strict
regulation of chromosomal DD-CPase expression by E. coli itself through, by for instance
the transcription factor BolA (470, 471). It should be noted that all experiments were
done with FP fusions and that this might have added to any phenotypes. However, for
PBP5 and its active mutants similar localization patterns were observed using
fluorescent fusions and immunolabeling of wild-type PBP5 (62).
Mild expression conditions for rich and poor medium experiments were established and
localization patterns were investigated. PBP5 and PBP6a Localized at midcell and
laterally and their inactive mutants only laterally away from midcell. Interestingly,
PBP6b and its inactive mutant localized both at midcell and laterally. The swollen
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phenotype of PBP5S44G overexpressing cells could be rescued by coexpression of PBP5
or PBP6b but PBP6a worsened it. This suggests a situation where lateral, inactive,
PBP5S44G would still be part of a complex requiring its enzymatic activity and it competes
with WT DD-CPases. PBP6a may be protecting the fifth D-Ala from being hydrolyzed
during PG crosslinking as it can bind substrates mimicking the pentapeptide stem but is
less capable of hydrolyzing them. This would worsen the situation at the divisome
where enzymatically inactive PBP5S44G cannot localize and is replaced with natively less
active PBP6a. By competing for the same substrate, PBP5 and PBP6a may assist in
balancing PG synthesis by the aPBPs and bPBPs based on growth conditions. Indeed,
PBP6a is the only DD-CPase that is upregulated when growth rate is reduced under
minimal medium conditions while the others are downregulated (198). Experiments
expressing WT DD-CPases to compete with PBP6a could support this hypothesis but
were not done.
In vivo crosslinking of PBP5 showed that it likely functions as a dimer. Employing the
periplasmic FRET assay (Chapter 2) we showed the self-interaction of PBP5, PBP6a and
PBP6b in vivo. The data suggest that active and non-active DD-CPases form structurally
different dimers. Inhibition of bPBPs likely reduced the substrate available for DDCPases and this caused an increase in their self-interaction FRET efficiency. Inactivating
the DD-CPases by mutating their active site confirmed this hypothesis because also the
inactive mutants showed increased rates of energy transfer. This work revealed
different confirmations of very closely related DD-CPases.
It is conceivable that each DD-CPase has its own specific task under its own specific (and
overlapping) conditions as well as subcellular localization. The proposed antagonistic
functionality of PBP5 and PBP6a serves as an example of this where the former
hydrolyzes and the latter protects the terminal D-Ala from the pentapeptide stem. Both
inactive mutants delocalize from midcell where prolonged PBP5S44G expression causes
a phenotype. Interestingly, prolonged PBP6aS66G expression seemed to also cause
unexpected phenotypes and should be investigated further. Flexibility in (localized) DDCPase (in)activity by PBP5, PBP6a and PBP6b may serve to moderate PG synthesis /
hydrolysis during cell division and growth in E. coli, which continuously proves to be
more regulated as anticipated.
This chapter described the activity related conformational changes of DD-CPases
validating the mNG-mCh periplasmic FRET assay for detecting interactions between IM
associated proteins. Antibiotics have been reported to specifically inhibit PBP5 and our
assay would be suitable to test their specificity in vivo (150, 151, 481). Next chapter
describes the use of the periplasmic FRET assay to screen the activity of several
supposed DD-CPase inhibitors.
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3.5 Materials and methods
Bacterial strains and culture conditions
Escherichia coli K12 strains used in this chapter are presented in table 3. Further culture
conditions are described in chapter 2, unless stated otherwise in the text.
Table 3 - Bacterial strains used in this chapter
Name
DH5α
CS109
CS12-7
CS17-1
RP274
CS211-2
CS235-1
CS395-1

Genotype
F-, supE44, hsdR17, recA1, endA1,
gyrA96, thi1, relA1
W1485 rpoS rph
CS109 dacA::kan512-1
CS109 dacC::res
CS109 dacD::res
CS109 dacA::res dacC::res
CS109 dacA::res dacD::res
CS109 dacA::res dacC::res
dacD::res

Information
Cloning strain

Reference
(447)

Wild type
∆dacA
∆dacC
∆dacD
∆dacA ∆dacC
∆dacA ∆dacD
∆dacA ∆dacC ∆dacD

(464)
(62)
(57)
Kevin Young Lab
(57)
(63)
(63)

res = a cured resistance marker (63)

General materials and methods
Imaging and image analysis, regular and plate reader FRET experiments and the
plasmids used and their construction are described in chapter 2 and (394, 395).
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Abstract
New types of antibiotics must be developed since treatment of bacterial infections is
rapidly becoming ineffective due to resistance. Highly specific compounds even against
accessory targets are therefore being pursued to reduce resistance development by
combination therapy. Cell wall maintaining D,D-carboxypeptidase (DD-CPase) penicillin
binding protein activity is essential for a mode of ß-lactam resistance where 3-3 peptide
crosslinks are made by L,D-transpeptidases (LD-TPase)s. The only ß-lactams capable of
targeting the LD-TPases are the carbapenems. Co-inhibition of LD-TPases and DDCPases is an attractive way to reduce resistance and increase treatment success.
Several DD-CPase competitive inhibitors, designed to lock the enzyme and substrate
were tested for their in vivo effects on Escherichia coli. Cyclic peptides did not affect
growth of E. coli, affect PBP5 localization patterns or changed FRET values associated
with PBP5 activity suggesting that the compounds did not penetrate the cellular
envelope. Cyclic boronates did not reveal direct inhibition of wild type or DD-CPase
deletion strains growth but caused an altered morphology for only the ∆dacD cells.
Testing the effects of cyclic boronates on DD-CPase dimer conformations in slow
growing cells resulted in the unexpected death of the treated ∆dacA cells. Only cells
that expressed PBP6b were able to cope with the cyclic boronate revealing unknown
functionality in either dealing with the compound or TEM-1 ß-lactamase.

4.1 Introduction
Bacterial infections are increasingly difficult to treat due to the rise of resistance to
antibiotics. Unless new classes of antibiotics are discovered, medicine is heading back
towards the pre-antibiotic age with predicted high mortality rates and associated costs
(3). This trend needs to be reversed with the discovery of novel classes of antibiotics.
Cell division is an integral part of bacterial proliferation and a logical target for
antibiotics. Disrupting the molecular machinery responsible for division results in
filamentous cells and ultimately cell death. The proteins that facilitate division
sequentially assemble into a >1 mDa complex called the divisome (155, 156). The search
for antibiotics that inhibit divisome assembly and / or function is relatively novel
considering that the major component, FtsZ, was only described in 1991 but of great
potential (114, 386, 483). New direct inhibitors of bacterial cell division have been
identified, especially of FtsZ, and could be of clinical relevance in the future (484).
Bacterial cell division as an antibiotic target could revive the interest in antibiotic
discovery programs that major pharmaceutical companies have discontinued (485,
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486). In fact, the screening of a library of ~170 potential FtsZ inhibitors is described in
chapter 5. Well-known antibiotics actually already target processes that are tightly
linked to bacterial cell division like cell wall biosynthesis that is inhibited by the ßlactams (487). Alternatively, the enzymes responsible for cell wall maintenance or
processing of its building blocks can be specifically inhibited (Chapter 1) (115, 488). The
protein interactions described in chapter 3 have such a cell wall remodeling function
and potentially specific inhibitors for them have been recently described (150, 151,
481). Our FRET assay would thus be ideal to test the functionality of these inhibitors in
vivo. This chapter investigates the inhibition of CPases.

4.2 D,D-Carboxypeptidase inhibitors
The bacterial cell wall provides cells with the rigidity required to withstand outside
stress. It is composed of peptidoglycan and is therefore also called the peptidoglycan
(PG) layer. The PG layer is built from alternating N-acetyl-glucosamine and Nacetylmuramyl-pentapeptide disaccharide units that form a covalently closed network
of glycan strands interconnected by peptide bridges (489). Bacteria grow and divide and
the PG layer must constantly change in order to maintain its function. E. coli possesses
an impressive number of enzymes that synthesize, break down and remodel the PG
layer to keep up with changing conditions. The disaccharide pentapeptide Lipid II is the
PG precursor building block and is synthesized in the cytoplasm and flipped to the
periplasmic side of the inner membrane by MurJ, possibly in concert with FtsW and
RodA (27, 29, 490). The disaccharides and the peptides of the precursors are inserted
into the main PG layer by glycosyltransferase (GTase) and transpeptidase (TPase)
reactions. Some of the responsible enzymes are capable of one of these activities and
some of both. Other reactions are lytic in nature and needed for the safe insertion of
new material in the PG layer. Major PG modifying activities are lytic trans glycosylase
(LTase) of the sugars and endopeptidase (EPase) to cleave the peptide bridge and
carboxypeptidase (CPase) activity that removes the last residue of the pentapeptide
side chains (90). The specific groups of PG maintaining enzymes are described in
chapter 1 and D,D-CPases are described in chapter 3.
DD-CPases are considered non-essential for growth because their deletion strains
seemingly grow and divide like wild-type strains. Only the sequential deletion of more
DD-CPases results in growth defects (464). For example, the triple deletion of the main
DD-CPases results in slower growth rate as measured by increase in optical density
because part of the growing cells appeared to lysing (Chapter 3). Recently, the
correlation between environmental conditions and DD-CPase activities has been
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recognized (67). The major DD-CPases in E. coli are PBP5, PBP6a and PBP6b. PBP5 is the
most prevalent and all-round DD-CPase and functions well under laboratory conditions
in either fast or slow growing cells. No environmental conditions for PBP6a functionality
have been established but new evidence suggest a specific function in PG repair in
combination with other PG synthesizing enzymes (68). In contrast, additional
expression of PBP6a seemed to be detrimental for growth and morphology under
standard laboratory conditions (394). Alleviating conditions for this are slow growth and
growth at high pH (Chapter 3). The better tolerance of expression in slowly growing
cells may be explained by the fact that PBP6a is the only DD-CPase with a higher number
of molecules per cell in poor compared to rich medium (198). Whether the observation
of high pH tolerance is due to increased or decreased activity is not elucidated yet. The
optimal environment for PBP6b is acidic and growth conditions at low pH cause the
increased expression and activity of PBP6b allowing better complementation of a
∆dacA strain. Although PBP5 would have been able to function at lower pHs as well
(67), despite of being predicted to be an alkalophilic enzyme with an optimum of pH 9
- 10 (491).
The newfound appreciation of DD-CPase specificity is partly due to recent discoveries
in ß-lactam resistance mechanisms. ß-lactam antibiotics very effectively kill bacterial
cells by inhibiting PG crosslinking by DD-TPase PBPs. They structurally resemble the DAla-D-Ala substrate moiety of the PG building blocks (Figure 1) and form an ester bond
with the active site of DD-TPases rendering them inactive (487). Resistance against ßlactams is achieved by the production of hydrolyzing ß-lactamases (492), drug efflux
(440), adaptation of membrane permeability (493) or by replacing the standard 4-3
crosslinks by 3-3 crosslinks (494). In E. coli about 3 to 10 % of PG crosslinks are of the 33 type when grown under exponential or stationary growth conditions (495) but can
also fully replace 4-3 crosslinks when DD-TPases are bypassed during ß-lactam
resistance (436). The 3-3 crosslinks are catalyzed by L,D-transpeptidases (LD-TPases),
which are structurally unrelated to PBPs and not targeted by most ß-lactams, only by
the atypical class of carbapenems (49, 495). LD-TPase mediated crosslinking and ßlactam resistance in E. coli is dependent on GTases and the otherwise dispensable DDCPase PBP5 (dacA), which has a natural resistance to ß-lactams (436). By removing the
last D-Ala of the pentapeptide, PBP5 provides the tetrapeptide substrate for the LDTPase (4). Pathogenic bacteria from broadly different classes like Clostridium difficile
(496), Enterococcus faecium (494) and Mycobacterium tuberculosis (497) all show 3-3
crosslinking related to ß-lactam resistance. LD-TPases can only be inhibited by
carbapenems (498) and cases with high percentages of 3-3 PG crosslinking confer ßlactam resistance. Treating infections with these bacteria would thus benefit if DDCPase activity could be co-inhibited to prevent the development of resistance. DDCPase inhibitors have been developed with PBP5 as a model enzyme by generating
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specific substrates like cyclic peptides or boronates (150, 481). The following
paragraphs describe the testing of these compounds against PBP5 by employing our
periplasmic FRET essay described in chapters 2 and 3.

Figure 1 - Overview of the structural similarity between ß-lactam antibiotics and D-AlaD-Ala.

The active site of D,D-Carboxypeptidases
The structures of DD-CPases have specific motifs that make up their active site. Ser-XX-Lys, Ser-X-Asn and Lys-Thr-Gly were identified as essential for substrate turnover and
are also present in serine-ß-lactamases like TEM1 and AmpC (477). The actual
carboxypeptidase reaction that cleaves the terminal D-Ala from the pentapeptide stem
is composed of two half-reactions, acylation and deacylation. For PBP5, during acylation
the hydroxyl group of serine-44 is deprotonated (likely by Lysine-47) to form an alkoxyion that nucleophilically attacks the carbonyl carbon of the terminal D-Ala and an
unstable tetrahedral intermediate is formed between the enzyme and the substrate.
The collapse of this intermediate breaks the scissile peptide bond between both D-Ala
residues releasing the tetra peptide stem and leaving a covalent acyl-enzyme
intermediate (Figure 2). For the deacylation step nucleophilized water attacks the
carbonyl carbon of the terminal D-Ala to form another unstable tetrahedral
intermediate. When the serine gets protonated again, its bond with D-Ala is hydrolyzed
and the enzyme is returned to its original state ready for a new round of DD-CPase
activity (101).
Inhibiting the enzymatic activity of DD-CPases is an attractive target for antibiotic
development but requires in-depth knowledge of their enzymology. Competitive
inhibition may be a fruitful option as the basic substrate moiety is known to be D-AlaD-Ala from the muropeptide stem. Yet, many inhibitors that closely resemble the
original substrate are not being turned over in vitro (499, 500). Inspection of the crystal
structure of the apoenzyme of PBP6a with NAM-(L-Ala-D-isoGlu-L-Lys-D-Ala-D-Ala)
reveals that the active site of the enzyme is likely not oriented optimally to progress
with deacylation to finish the reaction (101, 481). Achieving this state in vivo would
render DD-CPases stuck in the semi-reaction and non-functional, which will affect the
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balance in cross-linking activity of DD- and LD-TPases and possibly other activities
involved in PG synthesis and recycling.

E+S

EI1

EI

EI2

E+P

Figure 2 – Schematic overview of DD-CPase reaction. E (Enzyme) and S (substrate) form
an acyl-enzyme complex (EI) through EI1 (tetrahedral-intermediate) during the
acylation step. Deacylation occurs through a second tetrahedral-intermediate (EI2) and
ends in the product (P) and free enzyme.

4.3 Cyclic peptide D,D-Carboxypeptidase
substrates
Cyclic peptides 5 and 6 (Figure 3) were designed to reduce the entropic penalty of
binding as substrates to PBP5 by decreasing their mobility with bulkier groups attached
(481). The larger (L) peptide 5 and its open conformation control peptides were
substrates for PBP5 with low affinity but were still being turned over. Interestingly, no
reactions were observed for the smaller (S) cyclic peptide 6 and its open conformation
control. Nemmara et al argued that the entropic advantages of cyclation were being
offset by a penalty for achieving a bound conformation in solution (481). The
Streptococcus pneumonia analogue of PBP5 (SpPBP3) did turn over the smaller (noncircularized) substrates. E. coli PBP5 and SpPBP3 are similar but differ in their structure
surrounding the active site “entrance”. For SpPBP3 it protrudes more into the solvent
and this may allow more substrate flexibility suggesting, 1) that the active site of
carboxypeptidases is not solely responsible for substrate specificity and 2) that Grampositive and Gram-negative carboxypeptidases behave quite differently. The
differences in specificity of PBP5 for substrates 5 and 6 is interesting and may reveal
differences in PBP5 conformation with our periplasmic FRET assay (Chapters 2 and 3).
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Figure 3 – Molecular structure of cyclic peptides 5 (L) and 6 (S). The Arrows indicate
where to look for the difference in size. These structures were published in Nemmara
et al (481) and are a used with permission from the corresponding author.

Cyclic peptide treatment does not greatly affect growth
An in vivo experiment was performed to test the effects of cyclic peptides 5 and 6 on
growth rate, PBP5 localization and possibly its dimerization dynamics. The assay was
set up to test the dimerization of wild type PBP5 with the active site mutant PBP5S44G.
In chapter 3 it was shown that the expression of inactive PBP5S44G could result in a
phenotype and that coexpression with active PBP5 could rescue these defects. If the
cyclic peptides in any way alter the substrate binding or turnover of the PBP5 this should
be observable by changes in phenotype or fluorescence localization patterns. The
activities of potentially compound-inhibited PBP5 dimers could be shown by changes in
FRET efficiency associated with activity, therefore the experiment was performed in the
∆dacA PBP5-PBP5S44G FRET strain. The cultures were grown to steady state in minimal
medium at 28 °C and expression of the FRET pairs was induced by 15 µM IPTG. One
culture was treated with 92 µg.ml-1 compound 5, one with 81 µg.ml-1 compound 6 and
another culture served as non-treated control (NTC). Treatment with the compounds
did not result in significant changes in growth kinetics. The culture treated with 6 (S)
initially seemed to be ahead of other cultures but further analysis of doubling times
revealed all cultures to stabilize around the same growth speed (Figure 4).
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Figure 4 – No significant differences in growth rate were observed for ∆dacA cells
expressing the PBP5-PBP5S44G FRET pair treated with compound 5 (L) or 6 (S). (a) Growth
curve of the cultures grown in the presence or absence of compound. The asterisk
indicates the time of induction and the arrow the start of treatment with the cyclic
peptides (5 L = 92 µg.ml-1 (161.3 µM) and 6 S = 81 µg.ml-1 (149,3 µM)). (b) The growth
speeds were calculated over two adjacent time points, a line linear line fitted and
plotted to emphasize the stabilizing growth rates. This confirms stable and similar TDs
over time for the treated and untreated cells.

Cyclic peptides 5 or 6 do not affect morphology or PBP5
localization
Before and during treatment with the cyclic peptides described in the previous section,
samples were taken for fluorescence microscopy. Inactivation of PBP5 is expected to
delocalize the protein from midcell and the poles. However, for a period of at least 5
hours no large differences were observed in either the localization of PBP5 (enhanced
at midcell) or that of PBP5S44G (absent from midcell and the polar regions) (Figure 5a).
Quantification of the localization signals of the fixed cells also did not reveal large
differences in PBP5 localization (Figure 5b). This suggests that the proteins were not
inactivated and they were still able to bind their substrate. To determine whether the
compound affected the morphology of the cells their length and diameter were
analyzed. For comparison, the cells expressing a double active PBP5 or a double inactive
PBP5S44G were also analyzed (Figure 5c). As could be expected cells expressing PBP5
phenotypically resembled the ∆dacA cells (and thus wild-type) albeit being minutely
longer and thinner and the cells expressing PBP5S44G were shorter and thicker. All cells
that expressed the combination of active mCh-PBP5 and inactive mNG-PBP5S44G
showed intermediate effects and were thicker and a bit shorter compared to the
untreated ∆dacA cells, as was already described in chapter 3. Amongst the NTC, 5 and
6 treated cells there appeared to be a small difference in cell diameter with the 6 (S)
cells being a bit thinner. Likely this is based on variation between the experiments but
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alternatively could also indicate some effect of the compound. Entertaining this
thought, the effect is the opposite from the PBP5S44G phenotype and the cells become
a bit more like the cells expressing only PBP5 possibly indicating that compound 6
affects only PBP5S44G. If this is the case, the FRET efficiency of the PBP5 interaction
should also be altered.
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Figure 5 – Microscopy reveals no major changes in phenotype or localization patterns
of PBP5 or PBP5S44G treated with compounds 5 (L) or 6 (S). (a) Microscopy before and
during treatment does not show altered localization patterns of PBP5 and PBP5S44G. The
scale bar represents 2 µm. (b) PBP5 and PBP5S44G localization analyzed from the fixed
cells reveals no significant changes between treated and untreated cells. PC = Phase
contrast representing an average diameter profile of the cells. (c) Quantified average
cell length and diameter. The number of cells analyzed were ∆dacA = 259, PBP5 = 800,
PBP5S44G = 379, NTC = 1117, L = 828 and S = 592.

Cyclic peptides 5 and 6 do not change PBP5 interaction dynamics
Although no changes in PBP5 localization were observed by microscopy and
morphology was largely unaffected, treatment with compounds 5 and 6 could still have
disrupted their supposed target. Wild type PBP5 and the PBP5S44G mutant localization
patterns are not fully exclusive and, if they interact locally, the cyclic peptides may
compete for regular substrate and cause conformational changes in PBP5 dimerization.
Our FRET assay would be a sensitive method to detect this. Therefore, the acceptor and
donor fluorescence spectra of all samples were measured and unmixed as described in
chapter 2. The unmixed spectra of the NTC, 5 or 6 treated samples were almost
completely identical. Despite a minute difference in mNG intensity for 6 treated cells
even the unmixing differences were largely similar showing that no samples differed
from each other (Figure 6). The periplasmic mNG-mCh positive control sample, the
technical negative control and the wild-type PBP5 interaction had EfA values of 15.5 %,
0.6 % and 1.9%, respectively. These FRET efficiency values reside well within the
distribution of previously determined FRET efficiencies for those samples indicating a
good quality experiment. The untreated PBP5-PBP5S44G interaction resulted in a
calculated FRET efficiency of 2.1 % which is, within the expected range. The FRET
efficiencies calculated for the cultures treated with 5 or 6 were both 2.1 % as well. These
results convincingly show no impact of cyclic peptide substrates on PBP5 interaction
conformation. Compound 5 and 6 are likely not able to pass the outer membrane of E.
coli and may work well in vitro. Because of the limited amount of inhibitor available,
they could not be tested in strains that have a more permeable outer membrane or a
defect efflux pump system. If these type of strains could be made dependent on PBP5
functionality, through LD-TPase-mediated β-lactam resistance (436) the compounds
could also be more efficiently tested. Compounds that are presumably active against
PBP5 would still not directly be a new antibiotic but may be used as a starting point to
optimize them to pass the membrane barrier.
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Figure 6 – Spectral unmixing of FRET samples from cells treated with cyclic peptides 5
or 6. The experiment resulted in identical FRET efficiencies for the non-treated control
(NTC) and the treated cells of 2.1 %. The small unmixing differences suggest a good
quality experiment. See figure S1 for all calculated FRET efficiencies.

4.4 Cyclic boronate 2 (RMC580-1)
A good approach to inhibit DD-CPases is by stabilization of the interactions with their
substrate (501). Boronic acids are resistant to hydrolysis by the ß-lactamases that
normally inactivate ß-lactam antibiotics (65). Replacing the carbonyl group of the
terminal D-Ala in the stem pentapeptide substrates by a boronyl group could result in
an aborted deacylation step that stabilizes the acyl-enzyme intermediate and prevents
new rounds of enzymatic activity.
Cyclic boronate 2 (RMC580-1) (Figure 7) was found in an effort to create inhibitors that
target serine-ß-lactamases as well as metallo-ß-lactamases. PBP5 activity is
mechanistically similar to serine-ß-lactamases and 2 was tested against its activity
revealing a strong inhibitory effect with in vitro IC50 values in the nanomolar range. The
in vivo activity of 2 was tested by MIC assays against Klebsiella pneumonia and E. coli
containing serine-ß-lactamases and metallo-ß-lactamases but no direct antibacterial
effects were observed. However, the treatment did (re)sensitize the strains to the
carbapenem ß-lactam meropenem (150). Carbapenems are the only ß-lactam
antibiotics capable of inhibiting the LD-TPases responsible for 3-3 PG crosslinks that
confer resistance to most other ß-lactam antibiotics. Additional research revealed that
compound 2 was also able to (re)sensitize E. coli strains to a monobactam (aztreonam)
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and to cephalosporin ß-lactam antibiotics (151). Addition of a boronic acid “transition
state analogue inhibitor” leads to contraction of the active site of active DD-CPases
(502). This paragraph describes the screening of the cyclic boronate RMC580-1
(compound 2) against E. coli in relation to DD-CPases.

Figure 7 – Molecular structure of RMC580-1. The compound forms a stable tetrahedral
complex with serine 44 of the active site of PBP5, rendering it enzymatically inactive.
The molecular structures were adapted from Brem et al (150) and are used under the
Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 license.

RMC580-1 treatment of D,D-Carboxypeptidase deletion strains
Low IC50 but high MIC values for RMC580-1 do not directly suggest some in vivo way of
dealing with the compound since its target is not essential under most circumstances.
Besides the possibility of poor envelope penetration, the redundancy of DD-CPase
functionality could result in ineffective treatment (67). The activity of RMC580-1 against
DD-CPase deletion strains was assayed by a MIC growth experiment. The available
strains were WT, ∆dacA, ∆dacC, ∆dacD, ∆dacAC, ∆dacAD and ∆dacACD. The triple
deletion strain usually grows slower in rich medium and if RMC580-1 fully inhibits single
or multiple DD-CPases decreases in growth speed are expected (Chapter 3). Two-fold
serial dilutions of RMC580-1 were prepared in a 96 well plate resulting in a
concentration gradient from 512 to 0.5 µg.ml-1 and a control group that was not-treated
(NTC) in a 100 µl volume. All strains were grown exponentially under rich medium
conditions in flasks at 37 °C while shaking at 205 RPM and their OD600 values were kept
below 0.3 by dilution with fresh medium. The cultures were then diluted to OD600 values
of 0.005 and this served as the inoculum for the MIC experiment. One hundred µl of
the cell suspension was added to the 96 wells plate resulting in the end concentration
gradient of 256 to 0.25 µg RMC580-1 per ml in a total volume of 200 µl. The plate was
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incubated in a plate reader at 37 °C shaking at “medium” speed and OD600 values were
measured over time. The resulting growth curves were compared to each other but no
large differences were observed (Figure 8a).
Only small concentration dependent growth delays were observed, most noticeable for
the triple deletion strain (Figure 8b). This may be an indication that any remaining DDCPase in the single or double deletion stains is sufficiently dealing with the compound.
If other PG modifying enzymes that could take over this activity would be inactivated,
the triple deletion stain would then be expected to suffer more growth defects.
However, this was not observed. Together the results show that RMC580-1 did not
cause large differences in growth for the tested strains under the tested conditions. It
is unlikely that the compound was ineffective due to an inability to reach the target in
vivo because of the reported effects on MIC values of meropenem (150). No evidence
presently exists that other PBPs could have possibly fully turned over the compound. In
vitro enzyme kinetic studies did not reveal any activity of RMC580-1 against the DDTPase activity of PBP3 (150) but other PBPs were not tested. The absence of major
effects of RMC580-1 on WT and ∆DD-CPase strains does not exclude the possibility that
molecular interactions are still being disturbed. If the compound would have inhibited
DD-CPases without affecting growth the double deletion strains should resemble the
triple deletion strain, which has more morphological aberrations (Chapter 3). New
experiments should be performed in a strain where PBP5 is truly essential for survival
through LD-TPase activity (436).
Treated and untreated cells were imaged and showed that indeed the double deletion
strains had become a bit bulkier. However, quantification of all overnight cultures
revealed that all cells treated with 256 µg.ml-1 RMC580-1 had increased volume (Figure
8d). This was mainly due to the increase in diameter whereas the cell length was
relatively less affected. The WT and ∆DD-CPase strains showed the same changes in
morphology in the presence of the compound. Interestingly, only the ∆dacD culture
stood out because its compound-treated cells were the only ones that showed a
decreased diameter and increased cell length. The possibilities of a specific function for
the gene product PBP6b will be discussed below. This could mean that the compound
either had broader effects or, for instance, its solvent affected the cells. The cultures
grown at the highest concentrations of RMC580-1 also grew in 0.25 % DMSO and this
could affect the cells. Chapter 5 describes experiments that show that 0.25 % DMSO
does not affect cell growth but changes in morphology at prolonged exposure were not
assayed. The relatively unaffected growth kinetics of cells treated with RMC580-1
indicated favorable conditions for a FRET experiment assaying its effect on the
conformation of DD-CPases.
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Figure 8 – Compound RMC580-1 does not greatly affect ∆DD-CPase strains under rich
medium growth conditions. (a) Small but dose dependent growth delays were observed
for some strains. (b) Plotting the non-treated controls and the cultured treated with the
highest concentration of RMC580-1 reveals the same differences in growth pattern. (c)
Microscopy of the cells directly after growth does not reveal too much of a difference
between treated and untreated cultures. Stationary growth explains the overall short
cell length. The scale bar represents 2 µm. (d) Analysis of these DD-CPase deletion strain
cultures reveals a different morphology between non-treated and treated with 256
µg.ml-1 RMC580-1 cells. The number of cells analyzed were: WT NTC = 360, C2 (RMC5801) = 252, ∆dacA NTC = 174, C2 = 397, ∆dacC NTC = 234, C2 = 421, ∆dacD NTC = 390, C2
519, ∆dacAC NTC = 416, C2 317, ∆dacAD NTC = 216, C2 = 338 and ∆dacACD NTC = 112,
C2 = 81.
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Unexpected synergistic effect of RMC580-1 and PBP6b rescue
To test the ability of RMC580-1 to alter PBP5, PBP6a or PBP6b dimer dynamics a FRET
experiment was started in the ∆dacA strain used previously to show their
conformational changes (Chapter 3). If the compound affects these protein interactions
a change in EfA values is expected. The experiment was performed like a usual FRET
experiment by growing the strains harboring references, a FRET sample, positive or
negative controls on plasmids in Gb1 medium at semi-steady state at 28 °C (395). During
the first days of steady state growth all cultures behaved the same with an expected
doubling time of ~185 minutes (Figure 9a). On day 4 the expression of the respective
gene products was induced with 15 µM of IPTG and treatment with RMC580-1
commenced.
In previous experiments no direct effects of RMC580-1 on E. coli or Klebsiella were
observed with MIC values exceeding 256 µg.ml-1 (150, 151). Addition of 10 µg.ml-1 C2
to some ß-lactam treated cells decreases their MIC values but no synergistic effects
with ampicillin were observed (151). Therefore, we decided to use the relatively high
concentration of 51.7 µg.ml-1 (144 µM) RMC580-1 to increase the chances of observing
DD-CPase inhibition. Unexpectedly, the cultures stopped growing upon treatment and
started to die. Even more curious, the culture to assess the PBP6b interaction was
initially able to withstand treatment and showed only a reduced growth rate. Only after
prolonged exposure to the compound this culture also stopped growing (Figure 9b).
The cells were periodically photographed and this revealed that the compound treated
cells were lysing (Figure 10, S2). The lysing cells showed deformed poles and leaked
contents to the environment at midcell, consistent with previous time-lapse
experiments of cells treated with ß-lactam antibiotics (503). The IM-OM control
provides separate fluorescence markers for both the IM and the OM and microscopy
reveals that the OM seemingly remained intact while the IM dissociates (Figure 10).
Since living cells were imaged, it cannot be excluded that the observed effects are a
reaction to the imaging conditions. It is important to note that one of the two plasmids
in the strains used for FRET always expresses a TEM -lactamse. RMC580-1 is a potent
inhibitor of TEM-1 ß-lactamases (IC50 = 8 nM (151)) and likely the enzyme was
neutralized, resensitizing the cultures to ampicillin. Yet, it was reported that E. coli
strains expressing TEM-1 did not show a lowered sensitivity to ampicillin in combination
with RMC580-1 (151). Differences with Cahill et al were that cells were grown in flasks
in minimal medium at 28 °C instead of rich medium cultures in a plate reader at 37 °C.
Indeed, wild-type E. coli grown under poor medium conditions was more susceptible to
ampicillin and would therefore be also more affected when TEM-1 activity is impaired
(Chapter 2). Since the cells that expressed PBP6b were the only ones coping with the
treatment, it is interesting to hypothesize about PBP6b functionality in relation to
ampicillin resistance but definitely also in relation to β-lactamase activity.
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DD-CPases are associated with ß-lactam resistance based on their activity but there are
also differences between them in terms of functionality and optimal conditions (67,
394, 465). PBP5 is thought of as the main DD-CPase with PBP6b being able to perform
the same functions but is mostly expressed and active at lower pH values (67). FPfusions of both were shown to allow LD-TPase PG crosslinking by LdtD (466) and could
thus be deemed functional. Cells that expressed FP-PBP5 and FP-PBP6a lysed upon
RMC580-1 treatment while the cells that expressed FP-PBP6b were resilient. This
suggests a divergence in PBP5 and PBP6b functionality that was not observed before.
These experiments were performed at neutral pH and a chromosomal PBP6b response
was excluded (67) since the other cultures were not rescued. The effects of RMC580-1
on medium pH were not investigated. However, its structure (Figure 7) with a free
carboxylic acid and benzyl amine with pKa’s of ~5 and 9 are unlikely to acidify the
medium. The following sections attempt to further elucidate the effects of ampicillin
TEM-1 and DD-CPase expression on E. coli fitness.

Figure 9 – Effects of RMC580-1 on FRET culture growth. (a) Non-induced FRET cultures
growing at steady state for multiple days. (b) Untreated cells (red line) continue to grow
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normally. Treatment with RMC580-1 (blue line) affects growth of the cultures and OD450
values start to decrease. Only the culture expressing the PBP6b FRET pair initially
resisted treatment with RMC580-1 but over time growth also stalls.
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Figure 10 – Overview of untreated (NTC) cells and cells treated with RMC580-1 (51.7
µg.ml-1 (144 µM)) 1- and 5-hours post-treatment. The cells have stalled growth after 1
hour of treatment and are mildly affected showing a loss in density at their poles,
resembling plasmolysis. This effect continued and after 5 hours of treatment the poles
are mostly empty. The IM-OM control clearly shows an OM that seemingly normally
surrounds the cell while the IM is shrinking towards the middle of the cell. The tandem
positive control is attached to the OM. As a consequence of the treatment cells
eventually lyse expelling their contents in the medium at midcell. Treated cultures
expressing FP-PBP6b first withstand the detrimental effects of the compound with only
a mild swelling after 1 hour. However, the swelling continues and after 5 hours the cells
have swollen to a size seemingly not suitable anymore for division. The scale bar
represents 2 µm. More cells and time points from the RMC580-1 treatment are shown
in figure S2.

D,D-Carboxypeptidase localization and cell morphology of
RMC580-1/ampicillin affected cells
Active site mutants of DD-CPases show an alternative localization pattern compared to
their wild-type variants (62, 63, 394). The inactive proteins mainly localize away from
midcell and the cell poles (Chapter 3) and a strong inhibitor of the active enzymes may
change their localization pattern to match that of the inactive mutants. Therefore, the
microscopy images of the cells 1-hour post treatment were analyzed using ObjectJ. Due
to the low initial OD450 values only a limited number of cells could be imaged for
analysis. The fluorescence patterns did not greatly differ between the treated and
untreated cells and the DD-CPases still localized mostly at midcell (Figure 11). The
largest difference between the treated and untreated cells was invagination at midcell
visualized by the average cell diameter. In treated cells, less invagination is observed
and the cells are almost as broad at midcell as along the lateral wall. This may indicate
a disrupted cell division machinery, although the main division associated DD-TPase
PBP3 was found to not be inhibited by RMC580-1 (150). The inhibition of early cell
division proteins results in non-constricting smooth filaments, whereas inhibition of
late division proteins (including PBP3) results in cells with starting constrictions. These
results again suggest a broader mode of action of RMC580-1.
Further analysis of the average cell length and diameter did not reveal great differences
for cells expressing FP-PBP5 or FP-PBP6a but FP-PBP6b cells morphology changed upon
treatment (Figure 11b). The absence of large differences between the treated and
untreated cells expressing any of the FRET pairs suggest an immediate stop of growth.
However, considering that the cell cycle of these cultures takes ~3 hours perhaps
obvious changes do not become apparent after 1 hour of treatment. After longer
treatment times of PBP5 and PBP6a cells, the signal delocalized from the poles and
midcell resembling their respective inactive mutants (Chapter 3, Figure S2). This could
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suggest their specific inhibition or a total inhibition of PG synthesis, since their
localization depends on it. In contrast, PBP6b was still enhanced at the poles. Indeed,
the inactive PBP6b mutant was able to localize at midcell under minimal medium
growth conditions (Figure 5 in chapter 3). It should be noted that the RMC580-1 treated
cells that showed PBP5 or PBP6a delocalization mostly already had undergone
plasmolysis whereas the ones that did not showed the inactive localization pattern. The
PBP6b expressing cultures stayed alive and showed a time-correlated increase in cell
length of the treated cells suggesting continued growth although division was affected.
Their diameter remained the same as the untreated cells after 3 hours of treatment and
only after 5 hours of treatment the cells also became thicker (Figure 11b).
None of the cells resembled the classic PBP3 inhibited phenotype again suggesting a
more complicated inhibition pattern of RMC580-1 in combination with ampicillin and
DD-CPases. Kocaoglu et al showed the main targets of ampicillin to be PBPs 4, 7 and
PBP8 and to a lesser extend PBP3 (148). Assuming the cells were resensitized to
ampicillin, this would mean that under the RMC580-1 treated conditions many PG
modifying enzymes are inhibited. Exogenous expression of PBP5 or PBP6a alone do not
ameliorate this situation whereas PBP6b did.
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Figure 11 – Localization profiles and morphology of Gb1 cultures treatment with 0 (NTC)
or 51.7 µg.ml-1 RMC580-1. (a) No large differences can be observed comparing the
treated and untreated profiles of DD-CPase FP-fusions. A clearer difference is seen in
the cell diameter profiles at the site of invagination. The treated cells do not invaginate
like the untreated cells. Invagination is only mildly affected in the PBP6b cells that
initially withstood treatment. The amount of analyzed cells was: 1h) peri tandem NTC =
49, C2 = 46, IM-OM NTC = 29, C2 = 51, PBP5 NTC = 57 C2 = 48, PBP6a NTC = 38 C2 = 36
and PBP6b NTC = 69, C2 = 140. (b) Cell length and diameter distribution of the treated
and untreated PBP5, PBP6a and PBP6b FRET cultures. The PBP5 cells that were treated
directly stopped growing do not show very large differences compared to the untreated
cells. The same is true for the PBP6a cells although after 5 hours of treatment the
measured cells were smaller and thinner. The treated PBP6b cells show an elongated
morphology already after 1h which increases over time. After 5 hours of treatment the
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cells were also clearly thicker than the untreated cells. The amount of cells analyzed for
the time points not indicated above was: 3h) PBP5 NTC = 86, C2 = 22, PBP6a NTC = 51,
C2 = 22 and PBP6b NTC = 191, C2 = 192. 3h) PBP5 NTC = 389, C2 = 19, PBP6a NTC = 329,
C2 = 21 and PBP6b NTC = 576, C2 = 97.

D,D-Carboxypeptidase expression and specificity, Ampicillin and ßlactamase activity
An interesting paper by Brambilla et al describes that in a ΔdacD (PBP6b) strain the
cefotaxime (cephalosporin ß-lactam) resistance mediated by the Zn2+ dependent ßlactamase GOB-18 was significantly reduced (468). It was shown that less GOB-18
accumulated in the periplasm of Salmonella enterica or E. coli ΔdacD compared to wild
type strains. SDS-PAGE analysis suggested that GOB-18 was proteolytically degraded in
the absence of PBP6b and this was confirmed as its periplasmic levels were restored in
the presence of a protease inhibitor. These results indicate a direct or indirect role for
PBP6b in protecting GOB-18 from proteases or aiding its last steps of biogenesis in the
periplasm. Alternatively, the presence or absence of PBP6b functionality on PG
products may regulate GOB-18 requirement. There could be similarities between
PBP6b-mediated GOB-18 ß-lactamase ß-lactam resistance and the PBP6b-mediated
rescue of TEM-1 ß-lactamase expressing cells treated with ampicillin and RMC580-1.
TEM-1 is a serine-ß-lactamase and GOB-18 a metallo-ß-lactamases but RMC580-1 was
shown to inhibit all classes of ß-lactamases (151). Direct effects on enhancing ßlactamase ß-lactam resistance by over-expression of DD-CPases should be assessed. If
PBP6b expression increases TEM-1 activity, then these cells should be able to process
more ampicillin. Therefore, an ampicillin titration growth experiment was performed
with the same strains that were used in the previous described experiment but without
the RMC580-1.
The ΔdacA strain with plasmids carrying the EV control plasmids or FP- PBP5, PBP6a or
PBP6b FRET pair plasmids were cultured in the platereader under rich medium growth
conditions with ampicillin concentrations as two fold serial dilutions from 3200 to 100
µg.ml-1. Expression of the FP-fusions was induced with 15 µM IPTG or repressed with
0.5 % glucose and the OD600 values were monitored during growth.
The growth curves reveal a dose dependent delay caused by ampicillin concentrations
for all tested cultures (Figure 12). The strain carrying FP-PBP5 showed the slightest
delay starting from a concentration of 1600 µg.ml-1 either for the induced or repressed
groups suggesting that even small amounts of PBP5 aid the ß-lactam resistance. The FPPBP6a induced strain’s growth was heavily impaired under all concentrations of
ampicillin. This was most likely a direct effect of PBP6a because growth of the
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expression inhibited group was less delayed. This result is in conflict with a previous
implication that PBP6a aids in ß-lactam resistance by adsorbing molecules as it was
found altered in clinical samples (467). Perhaps this is only true for low concentrations
antibiotic considering the total number of PBP6a in the cell that otherwise must
turnover ampicillin. FP-PBP6b expression results in an intermediate enhancement of ßlactam resistance, slightly less than the PBP5 but greater than the EV effect. These
results confirm enhancement of ß-lactam resistance by PBP5 and PBP6b but this could
not be directly tied to TEM-1 synergy.
PBP5 expression did not have beneficial effects on the cells treated with RMC580-1
while PBP6b did. Not much is known about the precise conditions required for PBP6b
function except low pH values (67). Under rich medium conditions the cells may have
had other means at their disposal to deal with the high concentrations of ampicillin so
the experiment was repeated under poor medium conditions better simulating the
experiment where PBP6b expression showed beneficial effects. To discriminate
between inactive presence and activity of DD-CPases (Chapter 3) the active-site
mutants were included in the experiment.
The growth curves of the ΔdacA strain with the EV control show a small delay in growth
of the cells from 1600 µg.ml-1 ampicillin. Compared to the cells grown in rich medium
these delays are happening at higher concentrations, likely due to the slower mode of
growth. The EV results show that the plasmid-expressed TEM-1 is capable of turning
over high concentrations of ampicillin. The cultures expressing FP-PBP5 show a dose
dependent growth delay starting at 400 µg.ml-1 ampicillin. These adverse effects are
increased for the active site mutant PBP5S44G cells. Slower growth of the ΔdacA strain
expressing FP-PBP6a allows growth albeit still at a similar rate as inactive PBP5S44G. The
active site mutant cultures are not differently affected providing additional evidence
for antagonistic functionality between PBP5 and PBP6a. The slow growing ΔdacA cells
expressing FP-PBP6b perform worse than PBP5 at the highest concentrations of
ampicillin. Interestingly, the active site mutant of PBP6b seems to better cope with high
levels of ampicillin with only a large delay for cells growing at lower concentrations than
3200 µg ml-1 condition. Given that the S63G mutation presumably abolishes PBP6b’s
enzymatic activity (63) this is further evidence that suggests additional functions
besides only DD-CPase activity. These results show differences in the ability of DDCPase (over)expressing cells to deal with ampicillin through plasmid expressed ßlactamase. It is unlikely that the (over)expression of the DD-CPases are solely
responsible for high levels of ampicillin resistance.
More rigorous work should be put into answering the question how RMC580-1
treatment of TEM-1 expressing cells results in lysis of all cultures and why PBP6b
expression rescues the cells. For instance, treating wild-type cells that express TEM-1
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with RMC580-1 and ampicillin should result in lysis as the WT PBP5 should not be able
to compensate. A control experiment would be the same strain transformed with a
chloramphenicol-resistance providing plasmid. This should give insights into whether
indeed RMC580-1 resensitizes the cells to ampicillin by TEM-1 inhibition. The same
experiment could be done with the same plasmids expressing PBP6b to confirm its
rescuing capabilities. It would also be very interesting to assay the PBP6b interaction of
treated and untreated cultures by FRET.
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Figure 12 – DD-CPase effects on ampicillin resistance by TEM-1. (a) Growth curves of
cells expressing DD-CPases under rich culturing conditions reveal a dose dependent
delay in growth and to a lesser extend in growth rate. The delay may be attributed to
the ampicillin that is being hydrolyzed before growth commences whereas the growth
rate may be direct DD-CPase expression effects. DD-CPases PBP5 and PBP6b have a
beneficial effect on growth. PBP6a worsens growth and repressing its expression partly
alleviates this. (b) Direct comparison of expression induced or repressed DD-CPases
with 100 or 3,200 µg.ml-1 ampicillin. (c) Growth of cells expressing active or inactive DDCPases under minimal medium conditions under increasing ampicillin conditions
showing beneficial effects of PBP5 and inactive PBP6bS63G.

4.5 Discussion
D,D-carboxypeptidases are attractive targets for the development of novel antibiotics.
By themselves they are non-essential but under certain conditions DD-CPases allow a
native mode of ß-lactam resistance. This mode of resistance bypasses the usual targets
of ß-lactams, DD-TPases rendering their inhibition moot. In these cases, the
peptidoglycan layer is synthesized with 3-3 instead 4-3 crosslinks by LD-TPases. For this,
DD-CPase activity is essential to remove the 5th D-Ala to allow for the hydrolysis of the
4th D-Ala from the growing PG macromolecule (436). Inhibitors of DD-CPases aim to
interact with the enzyme by resembling normal substrate that binds the active site in
the first half-reaction but then get stuck unable to be fully turned over (Section 4.2.1).
Due to this competition the targeted enzyme becomes inactive and if sufficient DDCPases are inhibited LD-TPase mediated ß-lactam resistance is prevented.
Two types of putative DD-CPase inhibitors were tested, cyclic peptides and cyclic
boronates. Cyclic peptides 5 and 6 (Figure 3) were designed to reduce the entropic
penalty for binding as substrates to PBP5 by decreasing their mobility. In vitro
experiments showed that cyclic peptide 5 was able to bind PBP5 with low affinity and
that its turnover was limited (481). Compounds 5 and 6 were tested in a FRET
experiment but did not cause effects based on growth speed, DD-CPase localization,
cell morphology or PBP5-PBP5S44G FRET efficiency. However, it can presently not be
excluded that the absence of inhibition was due to the inability of the peptides to enter
the periplasm.
Acyclic and cyclic boronates are established as serine-based ß-lactamase inhibitors. DDCPase active sites share a resemblance to the active site of ß-lactamases that hydrolyze
ß-lactams but are not targeted themselves. The cyclic boronate RMC580-1 (Figure 7)
was found as a metallo- and serine ß-lactamase inhibitor and showed strong PBP5
inhibiting capabilities in vitro (150, 151). It was tested against several DD-CPase deletion
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strains but no strong effects on cell morphology or growth rate were observed, even at
high concentrations. RMC580-1 was then tested in a FRET experiment to determine its
effects on DD-CPase dimer conformations, which unexpectedly resulted in cell death
for all cultures except the one assaying the PBP6b dimer.
A major difference with the initial experiment testing DD-CPase deletion strains was the
presence of the TEM-1 ß-lactamase as a resistance marker from the plasmids harboring
FRET constructs. RMC580-1 is a potent inhibitor of TEM-1 and likely was sufficient to
resensitize the cells to ampicillin as the cells showed a phenotype resembling lysis by ßlactams. Previous MIC experiments by Cahill et al did not show large effects of RMC5801 and ampicillin with values of >16 µg.ml-1 for E. coli and Klebsiella strains with or
without addition of the compound (151). Interestingly, some of these strains expressed
TEM-1 but likely the described MIC experiments used an insufficiently high
concentration range of ampicillin or too little RMC580-1. In our case, 51.6 µg.ml-1
RMC580-1 seemed to resensitize the cells to 100 µg.ml-1 ampicillin under minimal
medium conditions except when PBP6b was expressed.
Inspection of the cell’s morphology revealed the prompt lysis of the cells without
altering cell shape while the PBP6b expressing cells elongated as treatment progressed.
Additional experiments with DD-CPase expressing cells and ampicillin at high
concentrations without RMC580-1 revealed that the expressed TEM-1 was easily able
to withstand 16 to 32 times the normally used concentration, regardless of coexpressed
active or inactive DD-CPases under rich or poor medium conditions. This further
suggested that the expressed DD-CPases did not immensely added to ampicillin
resistance themselves and the observed cytotoxicity could only occur in the
combination of ampicillin, RMC580-1 and TEM-1. The observed beneficial effects of
PBP6b thus act through RMC580-1 or TEM-1. Interestingly PBP6b has been shown to be
related to the maturation and periplasmic localization of the metallo-ß-lactamase GOB18 (468). Brambilla et al did not investigate other DD-CPases since dacD was the only
gene found in their disruption assay.
The rescuing effects of PBP6b on cells that are presumably resensitized to ampicillin by
TEM-1 inactivation by RMC580-1 was an unexpected but interesting result. It is the first
time that PBP6b steps out of the shadow of PBP5 in being able to do something unique,
besides “merely” taking over its function at low pHs (67). Alternatively, PBP6b may not
be targeted by RMC580-1 while PBP5 gets totally inactivated. It could also be
considered that inactive PBP5 expression is toxic as is PBP6a whereas active or inactive
PBP6b expression is accepted and PBP6bS63G localization is largely unaffected under
minimal medium growth conditions. Since the compound likely inhibits PBP5 and PBP6b
this would only be problematic for inactivated PBP5.
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Compound availability was limiting, which restricted the number of experiments that
could have been done. Assuming that the compounded blocked the TEM-beta
lactamase and that PBP6b was able to hydrolyze ampicillin, the supernatants of the in
minimal medium FRET experiment lysed cultures could have been used to confirm the
results. The supernatant of affected cultures would be expected to still inhibit growth
and perhaps cause lysis of newly growing cells expressing PBP5 or PBP6a from a TEM-1
resistance plasmid whereas PBP6b expressing cells should again be less affected. The
supernatant from the PBP6b expressing cells would be interesting to test and fresh
PBP6b cells should be unaffected. If PBP5 or PBP6a expressing cells are now also
unaffected it indicates that under the PBP6b conditions ampicillin and / or RMC580-1
concentrations were sufficiently reduced.
Additionally, the presence of TEM-1 β-lactamase activity could be shown by the
addition of the chromogenic cephalosporin nictrocefin (504). The FRET cultures
affected by RMC580-1 should not have active β-lactamase anymore and therefore
nitrocefin is not hydrolyzed and remains yellowish whereas the untreated cultures have
active β-lactamase that turns it over resulting in a red color. Depending on the growth
phase of PBP6b expressing cells, the result would be intermediate.
The results with the DD-CPase inhibitors are maybe even more interesting for
fundamental research in bacterial growth and division than only from the perspective
of antibiotic development. These results in combination with chapter 3 promise the
elucidation of more functional differences between D,D-Carboxypeptidases based on
both activity and presence.

4.6 Materials and methods
Bacterial strains and growth conditions
The Escherichia coli K12 strains used are presented in in (Table 1). The cells were
cultured in rich medium (TY: 10 g Tryptone (Bacto laboratories, Australia), 5 g yeast
extract (Duchefa, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) and 5 g NaCl (Merck, Kenilworth, NJ)
per liter) supplemented with 0.5% glucose (Merck) or in glucose minimal medium (Gb1:
6.33 g K2HPO4 (Merck), 2.95 g KH2PO4 (Riedel de Haen, Seelze, Germany), 1.05 g
(NH4)2SO4 (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), 0.10 g MgSO4·7H2O (Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany), 0.28
mg FeSO4·7H2O (Sigma), 7.1 mg Ca(NO3)2·4H2O (Sigma), 4 mg thiamine (Sigma), and 4 g
glucose per liter, pH 7.0) at 28 °C while shaking at 205 rpm. For growth in Gb1 of CS109
based strains 50 mg.l-1 lysine (Sigma) was added. Growth in rich and poor medium was
at 37 and 28 °C, respectively. Expression of constructs was induced with 15 µM
isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG, Promega, Madison WI) unless stated
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otherwise. Plasmids were maintained in the strains by addition of 100 µg.ml-1 ampicillin
(Sigma) or 25 µg.ml-1 chloramphenicol (Sigma). Cyclic peptides 5 and 6 were diluted in
MilliQ and used as indicated. Cyclic boronates were diluted in milliQ and 50% DMSO as
a stock solution of 100 mg.ml-1 and subsequently diluted as indicated. Growth was
measured by absorbance at 600 or 450 nm with a Biochrom Libra S70
spectrophotometer (Harvard Biosciences, Holliston, MA) for TY or Gb1 cultures,
respectively. Fixation was done with a final concentration of 2.8% formaldehyde and
0.04% glutaraldehyde in the shaking water bath for 15 min, after which the cells were
harvested. After fixation the cells were washed three times with 1 ml PBS.

Table 1 - Bacterial strains used in this chapter
Name
CS109
CS12-7
CS17-1
RP274
CS211-2
CS235-1
CS395-1

Genotype
W1485 rpoS rph
CS109 dacA::kan512-1
CS109 dacC::res
CS109 dacD::res
CS109 dacA::res dacC::res
CS109 dacA::res dacD::res
CS109 dacA::res dacC::res
dacD::res

D,D-Cpase deltion
Wild type
∆dacA
∆dacC
∆dacD
∆dacA ∆dacC
∆dacA ∆dacD
∆dacA ∆dacC
∆dacD

Reference
(464)
(62)
(57)
Kevin Young Lab
(57)
(63)
(63)

res = a cured resistance marker (63)

Plasmids
The plasmids used in this chapter are listed and described in (394).

Minimal inhibitory concentration growth assay
Two-fold serial dilutions of RMC580-1 were prepared in a 96 well plate resulting in a
concentration gradient from 512 to 0.5 µg.ml-1 and a control group that was not treated
(NTC) in a 100 µl volume. All strains were grown exponentially under rich medium
conditions in flasks at 37 °C while shaking at 205 RPM and their OD600 values were kept
below 0.3 by dilution with fresh medium. The cultures were then diluted to OD600 values
of 0.005 and this served as the inoculum for the MIC experiment. One hundred µl of
the cell suspension was added to the 96 wells plate resulting in the end concentration
gradient of 256 to 0.25 µg RMC580-1 per ml in a total volume of 200 µl. The plate was
incubated in a platereader at 37 °C shaking at “medium” speed and OD600 values were
measured over time.
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FRET assay
The FRET assay was performed as described in Chapters 2 and 3 and (394, 395).

Microscopy and image analysis
For imaging the cells were immobilized on 1% agarose in water slabs coated object
glasses as described (455) and photographed with a Hamamatsu ORCA-Flash-4.0
(Hamamatsu, Naka-ku, Japan) CMOS camera mounted on a Nikon Eclipse Ti
fluorescence microscope (Tokyo, Japan) through a 100x/N.A. 1.45 oil objective. Images
were acquired using the NIS elements software. Alternatively, cells were photographed
with a Hamamatsu ORCA-Flash-4.0LT (Hamamatsu, Naka-ku, Japan) CMOS camera
mounted on an Olympus BX-60 fluorescence microscope (Tokyo, Japan) through a
UPlanApo 100x/N.A. 1.35 oil Iris Ph3 objective. Images were acquired using the Micro
Manager 1.4 plugin for ImageJ. In all experiments, the cells were first photographed in
phase contrast mode and then in fluorescence mode. The fluorescence background was
subtracted using the modal-values from the fluorescence images. Quantifications of
cellular localization patterns were obtained using the ObjectJ plugin of ImageJ (179).
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4.8 Supplementary material

4

Figure S1 – Rates of energy transfer of ∆dacA cells expressing the PBP5-PBP5S44G FRET
pair treated with DD-Cpase inhibitors L or S. NTC = non-treated control.
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Figure S2 - Fluorescence microscopy of non-treated control (NTC) and RMC580-1
treated FRET culture cells during the experiment. All scale bars represent 2 µm.
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5.1 Introduction
FtsZ is a key essential protein for bacterial cell division and is well conserved among
prokaryotes. Therefore, it is considered an excellent target for developing broadspectrum antibiotics. FtsZ forms a discontinuously moving ring exactly at midcell and
serves as a scaffold for cell division proteins that together form the divisome. The ring
is formed in a dynamic manner from filaments of polymerized FtsZ that are laterally
cross-linked by Z-associated proteins such as ZapA (Chapter 1). Preventing FtsZ
protofilament formation inhibits cell division but not growth by elongation. Eventually
these cells form long filaments and die after a point of no return if the stress in not
relieved (505, 506). Approaches to inhibit cell division through FtsZ include: 1)
Interfering directly with its GTP hydrolysis activity to affect its capacity to polymerize or
depolymerize; 2) Preventing its interactions with other proteins of the divisome; and 3)
Blocking proper mid-cell localization of the Z-ring through, for instance, Min oscillation
or nucleoid exclusion (Chapter 1). Broad-spectrum, as well as pathogen-specific FtsZ
inhibitors are the topic of drug discovery research (507, 508). Most divisome inhibitors
interact directly with FtsZ and prevent GTP hydrolysis and protofilament
(de)polymerization. A common approach to inhibit GTP hydrolysis is the use of
guanosine triphosphate analogues that compete with GTP for the active site binding
pocket and some inhibitors of FtsZ both disrupt its GTP hydrolysis activity as well as its
ability to polymerize (484, 507, 509).
In the case of Gram-negative bacteria, a major challenge is to discover antibiotic
compounds is the double membrane, which needs to be passed requiring that these
putative inhibitors to be as small as possible or to be actively taken up by the bacterium.
This chapter describes the screening of a set of potential FtsZ inhibitors based on the
core quinazoline compound aimed to disrupt E. coli FtsZ polymerization.

Naturally derived compounds affecting FtsZ
Many natural compounds have evolved to inhibit FtsZ for antibacterial purposes. The
first described example of this is viriditoxin, isolated in 1971 from Aspergillus
viridinutans, that inhibits 50 % of in vitro FtsZ GTP hydrolysis activity and polymerization
at 7 and 8.2 μg.ml-1, respectively. Viriditoxin has been shown to work against difficult
to treat methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) and vancomycin resistant
Enterococci but only affects Gram-negative strains with a permeabilized outer
membrane (510, 511).
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Another natural FtsZ inhibitor is curcumin from the root of Curcuma longa, which is
used in kitchens worldwide. Curcumin inhibits Z-ring assembly by directly binding FtsZ
and increases its GTPase activity in vitro but growth inhibition could only be
demonstrated for Gram-positive bacteria (512, 513). Curcumin was docked to the
structure of FtsZ, not bind directly to the active site making it a different type of FtsZ
inhibitor compared to GTP analogues (514). Improvements in preventing Gram-positive
proliferation by targeting FtsZ involved the reduction of cytotoxicity against eukaryotic
tubulin in mammalian cells (513). Other conjugates of curcumin–glycine/alanine and
curcumin–glycine–piperic acid showed more promising minimal inhibiting
concentration (MIC) values against Gram-negatives but, to date, were not further
described (515).
An interesting new natural compound thought to target FtsZ is rhodomyrthone
extracted from the leaves of Rhodomyrtus tomentosa plant (516, 517). This compound
is effective against clinically relevant Gram-positive strains with potencies comparable
to last-resort antibiotics like daptomycin and vancomycin (518). Molecular docking
revealed that rhodomyrthone could compete for the GTPase pocket of Staphylococcus
aureus FtsZ (517). In addition to direct effects on FtsZ polymerization and GTPase
activity, rhodomyrthone affected cell division in a novel and broader manner. The
compound rearranges the membrane such that insertion of Gram-positive FtsA and
SepF is prevented and the tethering of FtsZ to the membrane is abolished (519).
However, it does not affect Gram-negative bacteria likely due to permeability issues of
the Gram-negative double membrane (510, 516).
Another natural compound from plants is the Berberidaceae family derived alkaloid
berberine. This compound only showed weak activity against Gram-positive and Gramnegative bacteria by disrupting in vitro FtsZ GTP-hydrolysis activity. However, rationally
designed derivatives greatly enhanced the potency against Gram-positives and also in
vivo perturbation of E. coli FtsZ rings was shown (520). Using the gained insights, Sun et
al made new derivatives based on a quinolone backbone that exerted strong
bactericidal effects on Bacillus subtillis (B. subtilis) and E. coli (521). Although this seems
promising, effects on eukaryotic cells or tubulin were not presented in either paper.
Given that quinolone based molecules are often used in anti-cancer drugs (see below)
this should be tested. Regardless, natural compounds can serve as a good starting point
for new and specific FtsZ inhibitors.

FtsZ inhibiting compounds identified by library screening
Much effort is put into identifying FtsZ inhibitors by high throughput screening of
compound libraries. One study positively identified molecules but these were more
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active against Gram-positive compared to against Gram-negative bacteria with MICs of
2.5 μg.ml-1 against MRSA and only > 40 μg.ml-1 against E. coli for the presumably most
potent compound (522). A major step towards FtsZ inhibitors as antibiotics was made
by Haydon and colleagues who showed that the 3-methoxybenzamide homolog
PC190723 is a potent antibiotic against most Gram-positive bacteria including MRSA
with MICs ≤ 1 μg.ml-1 without being toxic to yeast cells and human hepatocytes (484).
PC190723 enhances FtsZ assembly into filaments and bundles preventing their
disassembly and inhibiting the tread milling dynamics of the Z-ring (173). The
compound effectively rescued a mouse infection model injected with lethal doses of
MRSA validating FtsZ as a target for antibacterial intervention therapy (at least against
Staphylococci) (484, 523). Yet, resistance to PC190723 in Staphylococci occurs by point
mutations in FtsZ at a rather high frequency of 1.3 x 10-8 under mono-therapy
conditions. Combination with a ß-lactam will reduce this frequency to 1.6 x 10-9.
Resistance to PC190723 does not seem to occur at any cost in fitness (114, 524).

Inhibiting FtsZ binding partners
A potential target for new antibiotics could be to interfere with the interaction between
FtsZ and its membrane tethering proteins FtsA and ZipA (possibly in combination with
other FtsZ associated proteins). Several screenings of inhibitors of the FtsZ-ZipA
interacting domain have been described and most of them involve small molecules that
initially bind ZipA. The best inhibitor found, had MICs against B. subtillis of 16 µg.ml-1 or
32 µg.ml-1 against membrane permealized E. coli (525–527). This is interesting
considering B. subtillis does not have ZipA and suggests another mode of action. Few
compounds targeting FtsA are described and the ones that were, only showed 50 %
inhibition (IC50) values in vitro at millimolar concentrations (528, 529). These peptide
inhibitors were shown to have large homology to FtsA and are thought to prevent its
homo-dimerization (529) and thus alter FtsZ binding dynamics directly or through other
divisomal proteins.

5.2 Styryl quinazolines: putative FtsZ Inhibitors
Quinazoline compounds have been used in medicine as treatment of a wide variety of
ailments and have been implicated as antimicrobials (530). Similar compounds are
mainly known as anti-cancer agents, like the antimitotic molecule Taxol that stabilizes
eukaryotic microtubules. The resulting lack of dynamics causes cell cycle arrest (531).
Because of the large homology and similar dynamics of eukaryotic tubulin and
prokaryotic FtsZ (483) anti-cancer compounds that target tubulin could potentially also
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be used to target FtsZ. At least they could serve as a starting point for screening variants
that inhibit FtsZ but are not harmful to eukaryotes. Along this line of reasoning the
molecule Zantrin Z3 was found by high throughput screening using an FtsZ GTPase assay
(532). Zantrin Z3 has an IC50 concentration against E. coli FtsZ GTPase activity of 20 µM
(in vitro) but in vivo efficacy against wild type E. coli was still insufficient (533, 534).
Interestingly, the MIC values were significantly lower against strains with deficient
multidrug efflux pumps and Gram-positives suggesting that the molecule does pass the
cell envelope (532, 533). Structure activity relationship studies revealed that replacing
the diethylamino group (R2) by a diethylmethylamino group further enhanced the
activity of Zantrin Z3 (Figure 1). Replacement of the chlorine group (R1) by other
halogens did not affect IC50 values but this was not tested in combination with the R2
dimethylamine substitution (533).
The core structure of a library of steryl quinazoline derivatives (Vichem Chemie
Research Ltd., Hungary) originally constructed for anti-cancer compound screening
resembles Zantrin Z3 (Figure 1b). These molecules were tested for their effects on E.
coli FtsZ polymerization in the FP7 DIVINOCEL project. For some compounds the effects
on isolated E. coli FtsZ were tested and revealing inhibited polymerization in vitro for
several of the molecules (Figure 1c). This prompted the further in vivo screening of the
compounds in the context of an expression of interest (EMI) for the ENABLE innovative
medicine initiative “Hit to lead program”. To be eligible to join the project compounds
should be active against key Gram-negative Pathogens E. coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa
and / or Acinetobacter baumannii with MIC values ≤ 32 µg.ml-1. This activity may not be
due to non-specific effects such as detergent like activities that would have cytotoxic
effects on eukaryotic cells. Eligible compounds must already have a structure activity
relation and favorable chemical properties in regard to synthesis and physical and
chemical parameters (535).
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6
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VVC764380:01
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8
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Figure 1 – Quinazoline FtsZ inhibitors. (a) Core Quinazoline structure (530) (b) Zantrin
Z3 (533). (c) Steryl quinazoline derivatives used to test the in vitro effects on E. coli FtsZ
polymerization. (d) Structures of the compounds with an IC50 value equal or lower than
25 µM. The chemical structures of the Steryl Quinazolines are shown with permission
of Vichem Chemie Research Ltd.

Solubility of steryl quinazolines and solvent toxicity
The steryl quinaloines were synthesized as powdered salts of which some were not fully
soluble in water and required the addition of aprotic dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) to their
stock solution. This presented the need to make stock concentrations of relative low
concentrations to fully dissolve the compounds and at the same time keep the
percentage DMSO as low as possible. High concentrations of DMSO have severely
adverse effects on bacterial growth (536). Therefore, the highest non-toxic
concentration of DMSO was determined to prevent false positive inhibitory
concentrations of any of the compounds (partially) dissolved in it. Wild type E. coli
LMC500 was grown at 37 °C in the plate reader in TY medium with two-fold serial
dilutions of 50 % DMSO resulting in an end-concentration range of 25 % to 0.01 %. As a
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control for the dilution factor by volume, the same range was made with MilliQ
(deionized pure water). In addition, the DMSO and MilliQ concentration ranges were
made in 2x TY medium to compensate for the decrease in nutrients that could possibly
alter results.
High concentrations of DMSO had adverse effects on E. coli growth confirming the
above mentioned results of Ansel et al (536). At concentrations over 12.5 % DMSO no
growth was observed at all and lower concentrations revealed a dose dependent
growth delay and a lower accumulation of bio mass (Figure 2). The MilliQ experiment
showed a nutrient dilution effect, but this was almost fully abolished by the dilutions in
2X TY medium implying that the growth impairment was due to DMSO only. DMSO
concentrations of or below 1.5 % would be accepted as safe end concentrations to
dissolve the steryl quinolone compounds. The highest concentration of DMSO
corresponding to a found MIC value for any of the compounds was 6.25 % DMSO at 128
µg.ml-1 compound (described below). MIC values only describe situations in which all
growth is abolished so the effects may be attributed to the compound or to synergistic
effects. Additionally, high MIC values of > 32 µg.ml-1 compound were of relative
disinterest for entering the ENABLE innovative medicines initiative and were not further
considered.
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Figure 2 – High concentrations of DMSO affect growth of E. coli. LMC500 (WT) was
grown with different concentrations of DMSO to assess the effect of this solvent on
growth. MilliQ was added instead of DMSO as control group for the dilution factor. The
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experiment was done in 2x TY as a control for the nutrient dilution factor.
Concentrations below 0.2 % were left out of the graphs for more clarity.

Screening of steryl quinazoline compounds
With initial evidence that several of the compounds containing the steryl quinazoline
core inhibited FtsZ polymerization and determining the percentage of DMSO that cells
are able to withstand during growth the compounds could be tested in vivo. The
compounds were assayed in 3 batches: 1) 1-27, 2) B1-B157 and 3) C1-C17 between
which there were a few doubles that are indicated if relevant. All compounds were
tested for their ability to inhibit growth of one or more of the following E. coli strains:
LMC500, BW25113, BW25113∆acrAB ∆tolC and BW25113∆tolC. The ∆acrAB ∆tolC and
∆tolC strains lack the full or one part of the AcrAB-TolC multi drug resistance (MDR)
efflux pump capable of extruding a broad array of chemicals and could thus confer
resistance to the compounds (537, 538). Putative new antibiotics should work against
wild type strains and finding compounds that only work against efflux pump deletion
strains are only clinically relevant as combination therapy with MDR inhibitors. These
compounds could provide useful insights in further compound optimization and AcrABTolC substrate recognition.
For batches 1 and 3 the MIC test experiments were performed in a platereader and MIC
values were determined but also the effects on growth dynamics were observed. The
effects of batch 2 compounds were initially tested in plates that were shaking in a 37°C
incubator for which MICs were determined by measuring the endpoint OD600 values.
From all batches promising compounds were selected to further investigate their
effects on growth dynamics. Determined MIC values for these compounds based on
growth data are listed in table 1 and the chemical structures of those showing results
are shown in figure 3.
Compounds 1, 3, 8, 15, 16 and B26 were interesting because they inhibited growth of
wild type strains at concentrations ≤ 32 µg.ml-1. Compound 8 seemed to be the most
active resulting in MIC values of 16 µg.ml-1 and the other compounds at 32 µg.ml-1 just
fulfilled the MIC precondition for ENABLE participation. Minimal bactericidal
concentrations (MBC) were one concentration dilution lower than the MIC value for
compounds 1, 3, 8 indicating that although growth occurred the cells eventually could
not cope with the compound and died by a delayed microbicidal effect. Compound 16
had equal MBC values to its MIC suggesting a direct microbicidal effect of the
compound. Interestingly, cells treated with compound B26 did not grow at 32 µg.ml-1
but resisted death showing an MBC value >128 µg.ml-1 suggesting the compound to be
bacteriostatic. No MBC values were recorded for compound 15.
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Many of the compounds resulted in low MIC values against efflux pump deficient strains
but were ineffective against wild-type strains (Table 1). Interestingly, most of the
compounds for which in vitro inhibited FtsZ polymerization effects were observed
resulted in MIC values >128 µg.ml-1 in ∆acrAB ∆tolC and WT strains. This indicates that
they were likely unable to pass the double membrane. Some very similar substrates
were clearly benefitting from the deficient efflux system and may be direct substrates.
Other options like a propensity for bacterial resistance could not be excluded but this
hypothesis was not pursued. Treatment with compound 13 still resulted in a MIC value
of 32 µg.ml-1 and a MBC value of ≤ 16 µg.ml-1 for the ∆acrAB ∆tolC strain but 64 and
>128 µg.ml-1 for a wild type strain suggesting it to be a substrate. It is interesting to note
that small variations in R1 (Figure 3) of the same core molecule affect their sensitivity
to multi drug resistance efflux pumps that are considered to extrude a broad variety of
molecules.
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ID

VCC599460:13
VCC066952:01
VCC430361:01
VCC302376:02
VCC868837:01
VCC647772:01
VCC764380:01
VCC376116:10
VCC811647:01
VCC174957:03
VCC509440:01
VCC124485:02
VCC858945:03
VCC601549:01
VCC864272:01
VCC904227:01
VCC342365:01
VCC105296:01
VCC576763:01
VCC960564:04
VCC817895:02
VCC119091:01
VCC217510:08

VCC997912:01

#

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24

fumaric acid
1.1xfumaric acid
1.4 ekv fumarate
+0.76 EtOH

oxalate
oxalate
oxalate
1xH-fumarate
HCL
citrate
citrate
citrate
H-oxalate
1.4xH-fumarate
1.3xH-fumarate
1.3xH-fumarate
0.86xH-fumarate

oxalate
HCL
oxalate

salt
1.56
6.25
6.25
6.25
1.56
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25
1.56
1.56
1.56
1.56
1.56
6.25
6.25
6.25

431

487
461
531
413
453
495
483
501
433
643
643
657
469
565
564
550
514
373
349
408
519
635
558
>128

8
32
8
>128
128
>128
128
8
32
>128
>128
>128
32
32
≤16
8
>128
4
2/4
4
32
4
16

DMSO MW MIC
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>128

8
64
8
128
>128
>128
8
32
≤16
≤16
≤16
8
128
>64
>64
>64
32
4
16

MBC

∆acrAB tolC TY

-

64
32
16
>64
16
16
16
64
32
64
16
32
-

MIC

RMPI

-

64
32
16
>64
32
16
16
>64
32
>64
16
>64
-

MBC

-

4
8
8
8
8

MIC

GB1

-

32
8
16
16
16

MBC

-

32
>128
32
>128
128
>128
>128
16
>128
>128
>128
>128
64
64
32
32
-

MIC

LMC500

-

16
16
8
>128
64
>128
-

MBC

MIC

-

8
8
4
8
-

B. sub 168

-

8
8
4
8
-

MBC

Table 1 – Steryl Quinazoline compounds tested against several bacterial strains in different growth media as MIC (µg.ml-1) and MBC
(µg.ml-1) assays.

VCC459312:01
VCC265219:03
VCC894470:01
VCC561960:05
VCC926582:18
VCC202314:03
VCC105296:01
VCC585203:01
VCC380731:10
VCC119091:01
VCC799616:01
VCC423050:01
VCC212097:06
VCC734020:01

VCC799616:01
VCC494971:01
VCC883227:05
VCC701055:03
VCC938609:01
VCC278213:01
VCC770850:01
VCC585203:01
VCC344049:01
VCC957727:01
VCC627638:01

B18
B26
B30
B40
B52
B88
B90
B123
B145
B146
B157

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13
C14

VCC282750:01
VCC302376:02
VCC404021:01

25
26
27

1.1×fumaric acid

0.8×fumaric acid

0.8×fumaric acid
2×Fumarate

Oxalate
TFA

1.1×fumaric acid

381
410
519
526
486
450
373
532
344
635
461
333
406
344

461
385
409
507
527
385
447
532
620
367
455

397
413
415
16
16
>32
32
16
>32
16
8
32
>32
32

>128
64
128

185

16
32
>32
32
16
>32
32
8
>32
>32
>32

>128
>128
128

BW25113
>32
>32
32
32
>32
>32
>32
>32
>32
>32
>32
>32
>32
>32
>32
>32
>32
>32
>32
>32
>32
>32
BW25113
∆TolC
>32
>32
>32
>32
>32
32
>32
>32
>32
>32
>32
>32
>32
<4
>32
8
>32
>32
>32
8
>32
8
>32
>32
>32
>32
>32
>32
22
B18

8
8

-

-

18
B123

-

-

>32
8

32

-

-

-

-

13

14

15

2

3

8

20

19

18

16

519
409
262
>32

B18/C11

23

22/C10

21

>32
>32
>32
>128

>32
>32

B90

B52

B40

B26

>128

C3

B157

B145

B123/C8

186

Figure 3 – Structures of Steryl quinazolines with positive MIC values. The chemical structures of the Steryl Quinazolines are shown with
permission of Vichem Chemie Research Ltd.
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1

C15 VCC216534:01
C16 VCC995387:01
C17 VCC543207:01
Divin8b

Toxicity of steryl quinazolines
A challenge in the search for novel inhibitors is to find compounds that specifically
target a well-defined bacterial process. Broadly destructive effects are easy to observe
and a highly active compound against bacteria may be just as toxic to eukaryotic (host)
cells by non-specificity or by targeting a conserved shared mechanism. One of the
preconditions for ENABLE participation is that the activity of a compound cannot be the
result of detergent-like properties as this would be a non-specific effect and thus be
useless in a clinical setting. Compounds that have the same MBC and MIC value are
usually suspected to exert their effects by non-specificity, which could indicate that
eukaryotic cells will also be affected. Therefore, a subset of the steryl-quinazolines were
also tested against RAW264.7 mouse macrophage cells in a WST-1 cell proliferation
assay. Because for this assay the cells grow in RPMI + ß-mercaptoethanol + 10 % Fetal
calf serum another MIC with the ∆acrAB ∆tolC strain was determined in this medium.
Surprisingly, some compounds that performed very well in TY medium (1, 3, 18, 19, 20,
and 22) now resulted in 4-16x higher MIC values while others (8, 13, 15, 16 and 21)
performed equally well in RPMI (Table 2). Possibly RPMI growth conditions resulted in
cells better able to cope with the compounds. For instance, the composition of the
medium (fetal calf serum) may adsorb the compounds causing a lower effective dosage.
The WST-1 assay was performed by exposing the mouse macrophage cells to a two-fold
concentration gradient from 512 to 4 µg.ml-1 of selected steryl quinazoline compounds.
The RAW267.4 cells were seeded at 100,000 cells per well in a 96-well plate in medium
containing the compounds at the aforementioned concentrations. The plates were then
incubated at 37 °C in a humidified stove containing 5 % CO2. After 3.5 h and 22 h
incubation the medium was replaced with fresh medium containing the tetrazolium salt
WST-1 reagent and incubated for an additional 30 min. Cellular enzymes cleave the
slightly reddish tetrazolium salts to the dark red formazan, which can be measured and
quantified (539). Active (living) cells are able to turn over the WST-1 whereas dead or
inactive cells cannot. If the compounds affect eukaryotic cells it means the efficacies
observed against E. coli were likely due to a broad mode of action and specific antibiotic
properties cannot be attributed to the compounds. Cells grown with the same DMSO
concentrations as the treated cells or untreated cells served as controls and all assays
were performed in triplo. After measuring the formazan formation, the cells were lysed
and a Pierce BCA protein assay was performed to determine the amount of protein in
each well by comparing to a BSA calibration curve. Figure 4 shows the WST-1 data for
the respectively inactive and active steryl quinazolines 12 and 15. All WST-1 data is
shown in Table 2 and Figure S1.
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Most of the steryl-quinazolines had adverse effects on the metabolic activity of the
macrophages. Only compounds that were also not effective against bacterial cells in
RPMI like 12 and 20 did not cause much harm to the eukaryotic cells compared to the
controls (Table 2). Taken together, this means that none of the compounds could be
used to treat an infection model because at the concentrations needed for
antimicrobial activity the eukaryotic cells are just as much affected. The apparent
toxicity to the RAW264.7 cells suggested non-specific effects of the tested steryl
quinazolines. Still, the MIC values found for the compounds grown in bacterial growth
medium were on average lower and the compounds may still be showing specific
effects under these growing conditions and could be a starting point for subsequent
optimization.
Table 2 – RPMI MIC values and Raw264.7 cells WST-1 cytotoxicity assay for steryl
quinazolines.
ID

MIC

MBC

WST 4h

WST 22h

1

VCC599460:13

64

64

16

8

3

VCC430361:01

32

32

16

8

8

VCC376116:10

16

16

16

8

12

VCC124485:02

>64

>64

64

32

13

VCC858945:03

16

32

16

8

15

VCC864272:01

16

16

8

8

16

VCC904227:01

16

16

4

4

18

VCC105296:01

64

>64

32

16

19

VCC576763:01

32

32

32

8

20

VCC960564:04

64

>64

64

16

21

VCC817895:02

16

16

8

4

22

VCC119091:01

32

>64

16

4

WST values represent the lowest concentration of compound that does not affect
metabolic activity of the macrophages.
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Figure 4 – WST-1 data for compounds 12 and 15 against RAW264.7 macrophages. The
cells were treated with a concentration range of 12 or 15 and show a concentration
dependent decrease in metabolic activity, measured by OD450 values. The against E. coli
inactive 12 largely follows the DMSO control while the active 15 is more toxic at lower
concentrations.

In vivo effects of steryl quinazolines on FtsZ
Several of the tested steryl quinazolines clearly affected growth of various E. coli strains.
Their proposed target is the main cell division protein FtsZ. The Z-ring is highly dynamic
with fast polymerization of protofilaments and turnover by GTP hydrolysis while the
cells synthesize new poles during division. Stabilizing ring formation or preventing it
results in the disruption of cell division. When the cells cannot divide anymore but
continue to grow they become filamentous and eventually lyse. Visualizing FtsZ in
dividing cells treated with steryl quinazolines could give insights in the direct effects of
the compounds.

Compound 1 does not affect FtsZ at sub MIC concentrations
FtsZ localization patterns were observed by fluorescence microscopy of LMC500
expressing mut2GFP-FtsZ from plasmid treated with compound 1 while growing in TY
medium at 37 °C. For a period of 30 or 60 min (1x or 2x TD) the mut2GFP-FtsZ expressing
cells were grown in the presence of 13.1 µg.ml-1 (0.4x MIC / 0.8x MBC) or 26.4 µg.ml-1
(0.8x MIC / 1.6x MBC) 1. As a non-treated control (NTC), the same strain was co-cultured
without compound. The same cells without the mut2GFP-FtsZ plasmid were treated
under the same conditions as a control for the additional FtsZ expression. No large
differences in growth were observed between all conditions. Cells from all cultures
were fixed and imaged and the images were analyzed using ObjectJ (Figures 5 and 6).
Only small differences in average cell length were observed between untreated and
13.1 µg.ml-1 compound 1 treated cells with 4.1 ± 1.04 µm vs. 4.38 ± 1.21 µm and 4.04 ±
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1.07 µm vs. 4.17 ± 1.1 µm for the 30 and 60 min period, respectively (SDs within culture,
not replicate experiments). The same small differences were observed for the cells
treated with 26.4 µg.ml-1 compound 1. After 30 min the average cell length of the nontreated cells was 4.39 ± 1.08 µm vs. 4.57 ± 1.15 µm for the treated cells. After 60 min
the average cell length of the non-treated cells was 4.22 ± 1.06 µm vs. 4.39 ± 1.23 µm
for the treated cells. The average cell length of the non-treated and treated LMC500
only cells 4.36 ± 1.00 µm vs. 4.47 ± 1.08 µm for the 30 min group and 4.07 ± 0.95 µm
vs. 4.16 ± 1.01 µm, respectively indicating that no changes in cell length had occurred
by compound 1 treatment.
Analysis of the mut2GFP-FtsZ localization patterns showed almost identical localization
patterns for the treated and untreated cells. Only the average signal from the with 13.1
µg.ml-1 30 min treated cells seemed lower than the untreated cells. Perhaps
coincidentally, this was also the group with the relatively largest difference in average
cell length between treated and untreated cells. However, there were no large effects
of compound 1 on cell growth, cell morphology or FtsZ localization at sub-MIC growth
conditions. These results show that the inhibiting effects of compound 1 are likely an
all-or-nothing phenomenon associated with non-specific effects of detergents.

Figure 5 - Fluorescence microscopy of mut2GFP-FtsZ expressed in LMC500 cells grown
in TY medium at 37 °C treated with 13.1 µg.ml-1 or 26.4 µg.ml-1 compound 1 for 30 or
60 min. No large morphologic or FtsZ localization differences due to the treatment were
observed. The scale bar represents 2 µm.
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Figure 6 – Cell length distribution of LMC500 expressing pGP25 (mut2GFP-FtsZ) treated
with 13.1 or 26.4 µg.ml-1 compound 1 for 30 or 60 min (Figure 5) revealed only a small
increase in average cell length. The quantified average mut2GFP-FtsZ signal shows
similar midcell localization for treated and untreated cells. No large differences in cell
length between treated and untreated cells were observed. The boxplots represent the
10 and 90% percentiles and the outliers. The chemical structure of Steryl Quinazoline 1
is shown with permission of Vichem Chemie Research Ltd.
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Compounds 13 and 15 prevent Z-ring formation
Steryl quinazoline compounds 13 and 15 are structurally very similar and differ only
from each other by the addition of a chlorine group to core molecule 13 (Figure 3). Both
compounds performed well against the ∆acrAB-tolC strain but only 15 resulted in a low
MIC value to a wild type strain and would thus be of interest for ENABLE participation.
Interestingly, 13 also showed an inhibitory effect on FtsZ polymerization in vitro
whereas 15 did not convincingly.
To further test both compounds effects on FtsZ in vivo they were tested against LMC500
expressing mut2GFP-FtsZ from plasmid at 51.2 µg.ml-1 corresponding to 0.8x and 1.6x
the MIC for 13 and 15, respectively. The cells were treated during growth for 30 and 60
min before being fixed and imaged (Figure 7). Both compounds inhibited growth and
not much biomass was available for analysis, in contrast to the non-treated control. Yet,
sufficient cells could be harvested for analysis.
Compounds 13 and 15 seem to have caused a shorter average cell length of 3.81 ± 1.16
µm and 4.02 ± 1.16 µm, respectively after 30 min of treatment compared to the nontreated control cells that were 4.20 ± 1.12 µm long. After 60 min of treatment with 13
the cells were even shorter with 3.54 ± 1.25 µm as was also seen for cells treated with
15, which were 3.81 ± 1.05 µm now compared to the non-treated cells that had an
average cell length of 4.10 ± 1.00 µm (Figures 8 and 9). If division was inhibited through
FtsZ, elongation of the cells was expected to continue resulting in longer cells but
instead visual inspection and quantification revealed shorter cells.
The FtsZ localization pattern was further analyzed. For the NTC FtsZ localized at midcell
for cell division as expected but the mut2GFP-FtsZ of cells treated with 13 or 15
localized dispersed throughout the cells. After 30 min of treatment with 15 still some
FtsZ midcell localization was observed, which was abolished after 60 min. This is
interesting as after 30 min the 15 treated cells were also phenotypically less affected
compared to 13 treated cells while 15 was used at 1.6x MIC concentration. This may
suggest some form of coping by the cells in response to the treatment. The mut2GFP
signal of treated cells was increased compared to the NTC cells suggesting that the
expression of mut2GFP-FtsZ was not inhibited. Given the smaller cell volume a higher
fluorescent signal was measured. This could mean that compounds 13 and 15 caused
the arrest of growth in addition to FtsZ inhibition. A better way to assess the reaction
of FtsZ production in relation to the steryl-quinazoline compounds is the
immunolabeling of chromosomally expressed wild-type FtsZ.
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Figure 7 – LMC500 grown in TY medium at 37 °C expressing mut2GFP-FtsZ from plasmid
treated with compound 13 or 15 at 52.1 µg.ml-1 (0.8 x or 1.6 x MIC) for 30 or 60 min.
Treatment with the compounds perturbs FtsZ midcell localization. The non-treated
control shows normal FtsZ midcell localization. The scale bar represents 2 µm.

Figure 8 – Quantification of the cell length and mut2GFP-FtsZ localization of the LMC500
cells treated with 13 shown in figure 7. The treated cells are shorter on average and
show FtsZ localization throughout the cell whereas it localization is unaffected in the
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WT cells. The chemical structure of Steryl Quinazoline 13 is shown with permission of
Vichem Chemie Research Ltd.

Figure 9 – Quantification of the cell length and mut2GFP-FtsZ localization of the LMC500
cells treated with 15 shown in figure 7. The treated cells are shorter on average and
show FtsZ localization throughout the cell whereas it localization is unaffected in the
WT cells. The chemical structure of Steryl Quinazoline 15 is shown with permission of
Vichem Chemie Research Ltd.

Compounds B18 and B123 affect cellular FtsZ and are AcrB-TolC efflux
substrates
Initial screening revealed that compounds B18 and B123 performed well against the
∆acrAB-tolC triple deletion strain but not against the WT strain. The OM TolC tripartite
complex can form an extrusion pump with IM associated proteins like AcrA/AcrB and
substrate specificity is thought to be derived from the pump composition (440). To
determine whether the AcrAB part was required for the extrusion of B18 and B123 the
compounds were tested against single ∆acrB and ∆tolC strains with their isogenic WT
strain as a control. If TolC was responsible for extrusion of the steryl quinazolines
without AcrAB then the treated ∆acrB cells would behave just like WT cells. If AcrABTolC was required for efflux of the compounds the ∆acrB strain would be as affected as
the ∆tolC strain. The three strains were first submitted to an MIC growth experiment
(Figures 10a and 11a). This confirmed that the growth of the WT strain was unaffected
at 32 µg.ml-1 but both the ∆acrB and the ∆tolC strains were susceptible to B18 with 16
µg.ml-1 and B123 with 8 µg.ml-1. The similar MIC values for the ∆acrB and the ∆tolC
indicate that both proteins are essential for survival under treatment conditions. If the
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single deletion strains were affected by the compounds perhaps phenotypes could be
observed.
A growth experiment was performed and the cells were treated with 10 µg.ml-1 B18 or
5 µg.ml-1 B123 (0.625 x MIC for the deletion strains), fixed and imaged. Analysis of the
cells revealed that the cell length of B18 treated ∆acrB cells did not differ much from
the untreated cells with 3.63 ± 0.88 µm compared to 3.67 ± 0.91 µm, respectively
(Figures 10b). This was similar to the treated and untreated WT cells which average
lengths were 3.76 ± 0.90 µm and 3.81 ± 0.96 µm, respectively. Only the treated ∆tolC
cells showed an elongated phenotype of 5.47 ± 2.21 µm compared to the untreated
cells with 4.36 ± 1.18 µm. While the untreated ∆tolC cells are a bit longer on average,
they were certainly more affected compared to the ∆acrB cells suggesting a more
important role for TolC in dealing with B18. TolC is free to form efflux pumps with other
components in the ∆acrB strain, while the other IM pump-components cannot form a
functional complex if TolC is missing. Yet, the MICs for B18 are the same for ∆tolC and
∆acrB indicating that under more extreme conditions with longer treatment or higher
concentrations AcrB is still required.
For compound B123 this difference was not observed and the cell length of treated cells
increased even for WT cells, which were 4.90 ± 3.29 µm long (Figures 11b). The cell
lengths of the ∆acrB and ∆tolC cells treated with B123 were 6.05 ± 2.02 µm and 6.11 ±
2.54 µm, respectively. This strongly suggest that limited B123 resistance of WT cells is
dependent on AcrB and achieved by the AcrAB-TolC efflux.

Figure 10 – Compound B18 efficacy is mainly limited by TolC. (a) MIC growth curves of
B18 against WT, ∆acrB and ∆tolC cells showing MICs of 16 µg.ml-1 for both delta strains
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in TY medium at 37 °C. (b) Quantification of cell length of the same cells treated with
10 µg.ml-1 B18. NTC = Non Treated Control.

Figure 11 – Compound B123 efficacy is limited by AcrAB-TolC efflux. (a) MIC growth
curves of B123 against WT, ∆acrB and ∆tolC cells showing MICs of 8 µg.ml-1 for both
delta strains in TY medium at 37 °C. (b) Quantification of cell length of the same cells
treated 5 µg.ml-1 B123. NTC = Non Treated Control.
Both compounds are meant to target FtsZ and its localization was assayed by
immunolabeling B18 and B123 treated cells with αFtsZ in a similar growth experiment
with WT cells as a control. WT cells treated with B18 clearly showed stronger FtsZ
signals than untreated cells but localized properly at midcell and normalization of the
signal shows a very similar distribution (Figures 12 and 13). This could indicate that the
cells were affected but coped by overexpressing FtsZ while also extruding the
compound. Indeed, mild overexpression of FtsZ has been shown to rescue cells with
some division defects (540). The treated ∆tolC cells had loose pellets upon washing
indicating severe effects of the compound and strong filamentation or an affected cell
envelope. This also made immunolabelings more difficult because a substantial part of
the cells was lost during the washing steps of the protocol. The remaining αFtsZ
immunolabeled cells did not show an altered signal like for the B18 treated WT cells,
instead the signal was more dispersed but also clearly showed an average midcell
positioning (Figure 13).
FtsZ levels of WT cells treated with B123 were mostly unaffected showing only a
modestly increased in signal that followed a normal midcell localization distribution
comparable to the untreated cells (Figure 14). The FtsZ levels of the treated ∆tolC cells
had increased and the midcell localization pattern was lost like observed for
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compounds 13 and 15 with the expressed mut2GFP-FtsZ fusion protein from plasmid.
This time the WT FtsZ signal strength and distribution is observed can only be attributed
to chromosomal expression making it more plausible that cells upregulate FtsZ levels
as a response to treatment with steryl quinazoline compounds.

5

Figure 12 – Fluorescence microscopy of anti-FtsZ immunolabeling of BW25113 and
∆tolC cells treated with respectively 10 or 5 µg.ml-1 B18 or B123 for 1h 15 min. The
treated ∆tolC cells show affected FtsZ localization and morphology. NTC = Non Treated
Control. The scale bar represents 2 µm.
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Figure 13 – B18 affects FtsZ levels in WT cells and causes delocalization in ∆tolC cells.
WT and ∆tolC were treated with 10 µg.ml-1 B18 and cell morphology and FtsZ
localization patterns were analyzed. NTC (non-treated control) cells served as a control.
The chemical structure of Steryl Quinazoline B18 is shown with permission of Vichem
Chemie Research Ltd.

Figure 14 – B123 affects FtsZ levels and localization in ∆tolC cells. WT and ∆tolC were
treated with 5 µg.ml-1 B123 and FtsZ localization patterns were analyzed. NTC = non
treated control. The chemical structure of Steryl Quinazoline B123 is shown with
permission of Vichem Chemie Research Ltd.
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5.3 Discussion FtsZ-inhibitors
FtsZ is an essential component of normal bacterial cell division and therefore an
attractive target for the development of antibiotics. Direct or indirect inhibition of FtsZ
may be achieved by preventing its polymerization or by stabilizing the polymers once
they are formed. Additionally, it can be inhibited from adhering to the inner membrane
through its tethering proteins FtsA and ZipA or the downstream protein interactions
may be prevented. Modeling of compounds that aim to compete for or modify the
GTPase pocket between two FtsZ monomers have been successful (517). FtsZ strongly
resembles eukaryotic tubulin, which can be targeted by anti-cancer medicine and these
compounds and their derivatives could therefore be screened as FtsZ inhibitors as well
(483, 531, 534). An example of such inhibitors are steryl quinazolines and derivatives
with both antimicrobial and cytotoxic activities (530, 534).
This chapter described the screening of a library of steryl quinazoline derivatives for
their effects on E. coli FtsZ. First, a subset of compounds was tested in vitro for the
prevention of FtsZ polymerization and all compounds were tested for their ability to
prevent growth of wild type and multi drug efflux deficient strains. Promising
compounds were assessed for possible adverse effects on eukaryotic cells in a
mitochondrial toxicity test. For a selection of compounds, the in vivo effects on cell
morphology and FtsZ localization were assessed.
FtsZ polymerization was inhibited in vitro by compounds 6, 12, 13 and 17 but of these
only 13 resulted in an MIC value against wild type E. coli of 64 µg.ml-1 whereas the
others were >128 µg.ml-1. Interestingly, 13 was much more effective against a multidrug
efflux pump deficient strain but the others still did not result in low MIC values. Perhaps
coincidentally 13 was also the smallest molecule (469 MW) of the tested compounds.
This may indicate that the double membrane sufficiently protected the cells from
compounds 6, 12 and 17 and that 13 could pass this barrier only to be pumped out
again by the efflux pumps.
Together with other steryl quinazoline derivatives that were inhibiting growth of efflux
deficient strains, 13 was tested for toxicity against eukaryotic cells. All the tested
compounds that were effectively inhibiting bacterial growth also had adverse effects
on mouse macrophage cells while the compounds that did not affect bacterial growth
were mostly harmless. This suggested that the effects observed on bacterial growth
were likely due to non-specific effects but also did not fully exclude FtsZ inhibition as
the effects on the eukaryotic cells could have been on tubulin causing microtubule
defects. This prompted the direct investigation of FtsZ behavior in living cells under
steryl quinazoline treatment.
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Compound 1 treatment at concentrations just below the MIC value for LMC500 did not
show any effect on FtsZ compared to non-treated cells. The structurally very similar
compounds 13 and 15 clearly affected FtsZ levels and its localization pattern at sub-MIC
concentrations compared to NTC cells. However, the treatment did not cause the
expected elongated morphology related to FtsZ inhibition. The cells actually became
slightly shorter, which may still indicate a direct and broader effect, for instance on the
membrane that results in secondary effects like the untethering of FtsZ. Additionally,
this may explain the stronger FtsZ signals.
None of the tested steryl quinazoline compounds convincingly prevented growth of
wild type E. coli at low concentrations but many inhibited the multidrug efflux pump
deficient strains. Compound B18 was shown to be extruded by TolC efflux while B123
additionally required AcrB for extrusion. Both compounds affected cell morphology,
FtsZ levels and localization. However, the changes in cell length were not as pronounced
in the immunolabeled cells hinting towards a broadly disrupted cell envelope because
these cell could be washed out during the immonolabeling procedure.
The combined results of the experiments with steryl quinazoline compounds as
putative antibiotics against Gram-negative bacteria did not warrant participation in the
ENABLE consortium. However, they did provide insights in effectively testing
compounds for in vivo effects on cell division components and multi drug efflux pump
specificity. Compounds that have been found to affect efflux pump deficient strains
must have passed the protective outer membrane of E. coli. They can be used to show
the intended effects on the intended target if extrusion is bypassed and serve as a new
starting point for compound optimization.

5.4 Material and methods
Minimal Inhibitory Concentration (MIC) of steryl quinazolines
The European Committee for Antimicrobial Susceptibility Testing (EUCAST) defines the
Minimal Inhibitory Concentration (MIC) as the lowest concentration of an antibiotic
that inhibits the growth of a bacterial inoculum, under defined in vitro conditions. The
MICs were determined for Escherichia coli strains LMC500 (F–, araD139, ∆(argFlac)U169deoC1, ﬂbB5301, ptsF25, rbsR, relA1, rpslL150, lysA1) and BW25113 (F-,
∆(araD-araB)567, lacZ4787(del):rrnB-3, LAM-, rph-1, ∆(rhaD-rhaB)568, hsdR514.
Additional deletion strains ΔacrB, ΔtolC or ΔacrAB-tolC in BW25113 were used. For
some of the described experiments Bacillus subtillis WT strain 168 was used. The
medium used was tryptone yeast-extract (TY)-medium composed of 10 g.l-1 Tryptone
(Bacto), 5 g / l yeast extract (Bacto) and 5 g.l-1 NaCl.
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The compounds were diluted to stock solutions of 1024 µg.ml-1 in ultra-filtrated distilled
water (MilliQ) and in a varying mixture of MilliQ and DMSO. Solubility was tested by
visual inspection and poorly dissolving compounds were dissolved in higher
concentrations of DMSO in the mixture but not higher than 50 % to prevent adverse
effects on bacterial growth by the solvent itself. For the MIC testing the compounds
were diluted to a working solution of 256 μg.ml-1 in MilliQ and two-fold serial dilutions
in MilliQ were prepared from well A to D or E to H in a 96-well plate with an end volume
of 75 µl. The inoculum was prepared by suspending a logarithmically growing bacterial
culture in 2x TY medium to match an optical density at 600 nm wavelength (OD600) of
0.001 (cuvettes 1 cm in diameter, VWR) using a spectrophotometer (Biochrom Libra
S22). Seventy-five μl of this suspension was then added to the wells, resulting in
antibiotic end concentrations ranging from 128 to 16 μg.ml-1 in wells A to D and E to H.
Groups without antibiotics but with comparable DMSO concentrations or groups
without bacteria served as positive and negative controls, respectively. The 96-wells
plates were incubated overnight at 37 °C while shaking in the platereader (SYNERGY
BIOTEK) during which the OD600 values were measured every 10-15 min. The next day
the growth data were analyzed and MIC values were determined. The inoculum was
quantified by plating 10-fold serial dilutions in PBS (10-2 to 10-7) on TY agar plates, which
were incubated overnight at 37 °C. The next day the colonies were counted and the CFU
/ well values were calculated. All MIC experiments were performed in duplicates. For
those compounds that showed a MIC of less than 16 μg.ml-1, the assay was repeated
with antibiotic end concentrations of 128 to 0.125 μg.ml-1.

Minimal Bactericidal Concentration (MBC)
The minimal bactericidal concentration (MBC) is defined as the lowest concentration of
an antibiotic that, under defined in vitro conditions reduces the number of bacteria by
99.9 %. All MIC experiments with compounds exhibiting growth reduction were chosen
for MBC testing. MBC tests were performed by plating 10 μl of a finished liquid MIC test
from the 96 well plate on TY agar. The plates were then incubated overnight at 37 °C.
The next day the MBC was determined as the lowest concentration at which less than
10 colonies grew (>99.99% reduction of the inoculum). All MBC experiments were
performed in duplicates.

Eukaryotic cell proliferation assay
The WST-1 cell proliferation assay (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim Germany) was
performed as per the manufactures instructions and described in the main text.
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Immunolabeling
E. coli cell cultures were grown in TY at 37 °C and fixed as described in the main text
and immunolabeled with rabbit αFtsZ antibodies (1:300, Daniele (541)) that were
stained with cy3 conjugated donkey αRabbit (1:500, Jackson ImmunoResearch
Laboratories, Inc., West Grove, PA, USA) according to the protocol described in
Buddelmeijer et al (542).

Imaging and analysis
For imaging the cells were immobilized on 1 % agarose in water slabs on object glasses
as described (453) and photographed with a Hamamatsu ORCA-Flash-4.0LT
(Hamamatsu, Naka-ku, Japan) CMOS camera mounted on an Olympus BX-60
fluorescence microscope (Tokyo, Japan) through a UPlanApo 100x/N.A. 1.35 oil Iris Ph3
objective. Images were acquired using the Micro Manager 1.4 plugin for ImageJ (454).
Alternatively, a Nikon Eclipse Ti set up was used equipped with a CFI Plan Apochromat
DM 100x oil objective with a C11440-22CU Hamamatsu ORCA camera, and NIS
elements software. In all experiments, the cells were first photographed in phase
contrast mode and then in fluorescence mode. The fluorescence filter cubes used for
the BX-60 were: U-MNG (red and orange, ex560/40, dic585LP, em630/75) or EN-GFP
(green, ex470/40, dic495LP, em525/50). The fluorescence filter cubes used for the
Eclipse Ti were: eGFP and mCherry. Fluorescence backgrounds were subtracted using
the modal-values from the fluorescence images. Quantifications of cellular
fluorescence were done using the ObjectJ plug-in of ImageJ (179).
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5.5 Supplementary material
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Figure S1 – WST-1 assay data for all tested compounds against RAW264.7 macrophages.
Mainly the compounds that affected E. coli also showed toxicity against the
macrophages.
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Abstract
Fluorescent proteins (FP)s are of vital importance to biomedical research. Many of the
currently available fluorescent proteins do not fluoresce when expressed in non-native
environments, such as the bacterial periplasm. This strongly limits the options for
applications that employ multiple FPs, such as multiplex imaging or FRET. To address
this issue, we have engineered a new cyan fluorescent protein based on mTurquoise2
(mTq2). The new variant is dubbed superfolder turquoise 2 ox (sfTq2ox) and is able to
withstand challenging, oxidizing environments. sfTq2ox has improved folding
capabilities and can be expressed in the periplasm at higher concentrations without
toxicity. This was tied to the replacement of native cysteines that may otherwise form
promiscuous disulfide-bonds. The improved sfTq2ox has the same spectroscopic
properties as mTq2, i.e. high fluorescence lifetime and quantum yield. The sfTq2oxmNeongreen FRET pair allows the detection of periplasmic protein-protein interactions
with energy transfer rates exceeding 40 %. Employing the new FRET pair, we show the
direct interaction of two essential periplasmic cell division proteins FtsL and FtsB and
disrupt it by mutations, paving the way for in vivo antibiotic screening.

Significance
The periplasmic space of Gram-negative bacteria contains many regulatory, transport
and cell wall maintaining proteins. A preferred method to investigate these proteins in
vivo is by the detection of fluorescent protein fusions. This is challenging since most
fluorescent proteins do not fluoresce in the oxidative environment of the periplasm.
We assayed popular fluorescent proteins for periplasmic functionality and describe key
factors responsible for periplasmic fluorescence. Using this knowledge, we engineered
superfolder mTurquoise2ox (sfTq2ox), a new cyan fluorescent protein capable of bright
fluorescence from the periplasm. We show that our improvements come without a
trade-off from its parent mTurquoise2. Employing sfTq2ox as FRET donor we show the
direct in vivo interaction and disruption of unique periplasmic antibiotic targets FtsB
and FtsL.
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6.1 Introduction
In Gram-negative bacteria the cytoplasm is enveloped by an inner membrane (IM) and
an asymmetric outer membrane (OM). The space between the IM and OM is called the
periplasm and contains the protective peptidoglycan layer. As much as 30 % of
Escherichia coli’s proteins are predicted to localize to the envelope and many essential
processes function fully or partly within the periplasm (544). The protein interactions
in the periplasm are of great interest for biotechnological and medical purposes like
synthesis of exogenous proteins and antibiotic development (545). The most direct way
to observe these proteins in living cells is by fluorescence microscopy of genetically
encoded fusions to fluorescent proteins (FP)s. Fluorescence also provides a means of
detecting protein-protein interactions by Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET). The
stringent distance dependence for FRET is ideal to detect direct protein-protein
interactions as these also occur in the nanometer range, whereas indirect protein
interactions usually occur on a larger distance scale and are not detectable by FRET
(546).
In vivo studies of proteins in the periplasm are challenging because of its oxidizing
environment and toxicity associated with protein over-expression (394). Expression of
FPs in the periplasm does not always result in fluorescence and only a limited number
of FPs have been shown to fold and mature under periplasmic conditions. Recently, we
observed good expression of mNeongreen (mNG) and used it as a donor to the mCherry
(mCh) acceptor FP in an in vivo periplasmic FRET assay (394). The mNG-mCh FRET pair
has an R0 of 5.5 nm (the distance at which 50 % FRET occurs) and allowed the detection
of periplasmic protein-protein interactions with a dynamic range of up to 16 % energy
transfer efficiency. However, this is only half the range of what can be achieved for
cytoplasmic FRET pairs.
To improve our periplasmic FRET assay, popular existing FPs were screened for
periplasmic fluorescence but none was adequate. Therefore, we rationally designed a
novel FP dubbed sfTq2 and further optimized it for periplasmic functionality creating
sfTq2ox. This process revealed the factors important for periplasmic fluorescence.
sfTq2ox has biophysical properties equal to its parent FP mTq2. Expressing it in the
periplasm comes at greatly reduced toxicity, resulting in bright cyan fluorescence.
sfTq2ox forms a FRET-pair with mNG with an R0 of 6.0 nm and allows exceptionally high
rates of energy transfer in the cytoplasm and periplasm of E. coli. Employing our new
assay, we show the periplasmic interaction of the essential cell division proteins FtsB
and FtsL. This work breaks ground for new research and provides microbiologists with
new tools to use fluorescent techniques in the periplasm.
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6.2 Results
Robust folding is the first prerequisite for periplasmic FP
fluorescence
To optimize our periplasmic mNG-mCh FRET assay (394), a higher R0 value FRET-pair
was sought for. This could be achieved by finding an acceptor FP with high extinction
coefficient and / or high spectral overlap with the mNG donor to replace mCherry.
However, most FPs do not fluoresce in the Gram-negative periplasm due to hampered
folding of their ß-barrel or maturation defects. These challenges are still insufficiently
understood. FPs evolved to function in the eukaryotic cytoplasm and are not adapted
to foreign environments. Especially challenging are compartments where protein
folding occurs after translocation across a membrane as is the case for the eukaryotic
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and the bacterial periplasm. These are oxidative
environments and cysteines may form promiscuous disulfide bridges resulting in nonfluorescent oligomers (456). The Anthozoa derived mFruits and mScarlets were thought
to be good candidate acceptor FPs because of their lack of native cysteines and
favorable spectroscopic properties to form a FRET-pair with the established periplasmic
FP mNG instead of mCherry (Table S1). The FPs were expressed in the periplasm of E.
coli by co-translational translocation through the sec-translocase (Figure 1).
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Figure 1 – Co-translational expression of FPs in the periplasm. FP fusions were
expressed in the periplasm and attached to the periplasmic (Peri) side of the inner
membrane (IM) through PBP5 (encoded by dacA). The DsbA (dsbass) signal sequence is
a substrate for the signal recognition particle (SRP) that directs co-translational
transport through the SecYEG translocase of the N-terminal fused gene product
translated in the cytoplasm (Cyto). The FP-fusion is translocated to the periplasm and
the signal sequence is cleaved off. Here the FP is exposed to periplasmic conditions
under which it needs to efficiently fold its ß-barrel and subsequently mature its
chromophore to become fluorescent. FPs that are unable to fluoresce in the periplasm
thus have problems with either folding or chromophore maturation.
Periplasmic FP fusions were tested for expression-related toxicity by growing E. coli in
a plate reader in rich medium at 37 °C and inducing expressing at a concentration range
of isopropyl-ß-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) while monitoring growth and
fluorescence. All periplasmic FP constructs resulted in toxicity-associated growth curves
correlating with the level of induction (Figure S1a). Expression of cysteine-less FPs
seemed less toxic compared to sfGFP and mNG. Cultures that grew relatively
unimpaired produced fluorescent signals over time, which was confirmed to be
periplasmic by fluorescence microscopy (Figure S1bc). However, expressing the same
constructs for two mass-doubling times at non-toxic concentrations did not result in allround periplasmic fluorescence for living, fixed or fixed and matured samples. Of the
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tested mFruits only mCherry was able to fluoresce in the periplasm where the others
only showed faint and grainy fluorescence of near background intensity (Figure S2). The
mScarlets performed better and mScarlet-I showed fluorescence in living, fixed or fixed
and matured cells. mScarlet and mScarlet-H resulted in clearer periplasmic signals only
after maturation. Yet, mCherry outperformed the mScarlets with brighter initial
periplasmic fluorescence (Figure 2).

Figure 2 – mCherry is the preferred red FP in the periplasm. (a) LMC500 carrying DsbAssFP-PBP5 plasmids for the periplasmic expression of the mScarlet FPs and mCh were
grown as flask cultures in TY at 37 °C and induced with 15 µM IPTG (arrow). Induction
did not alter growth rates compared to a control carrying an empty plasmid (EV). (b)
Fluorescence images of living, fixed and fixed and matured cells showed varying levels
of periplasmic fluorescence. Note that the grayscales were set for automatically
visualizing any signal. The scale bar represents 2 µm. (c) Quantification of fluorescence
signals from all samples revealing strong periplasmic signals for mSc-I and mCherry. The
respective number of cells analyzed for the living, fixed or fixed and matured samples
were; EV 415, 928 and 689, mSc 623, 868 and 1165, mSc-I 672, 1009 and 952, mSc-H
618, 569 and 758 and mCh 477, 792 and 1144. The error bars at the mean indicate the
95 % confidence interval.
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Given the modest brightness of mCherry compared to the other mFruits and mScarlets,
it is likely that these still suffer from adverse effects in the periplasm. None of them
contain cysteines excluding promiscuous disulfide bond formation as a cause for their
ineffective fluorescence. Chromophore maturation continues after fixation while
protein folding stops. It is thus likely that the non-fluorescing FP fraction had not folded
properly under periplasmic conditions. This is supported by the strong fluorescence
signals from the periplasm of stationary living cells where protein folding could
continue over time (Figure S1).
Together, these results show that periplasmic conditions can be inhospitable for FPs
regardless of their lack of cysteines and suggest that proper folding is the first
prerequisite for periplasmic fluorescence. The use of co-translational transport for the
periplasmic expression of FPs is a good method to select for well-folding variants and
low-expression toxicity. mCherry is still the preferred periplasmic FP and FRET acceptor
to mNG. Although no superior acceptor was found, the same tools could be employed
to select for a high quantum yield donor FP to mNG as an acceptor. Indeed, mNG was
shown to be an efficient acceptor to the cyan FP mTq2 with an R0 value of 6.0 nm with
FRET efficiencies in eukaryotes of 50-60 % (458, 547) making mTq2 a logical candidate
to optimize for expression in the periplasm.

Superfolder mTq2 folds and matures in the periplasm
Aequorea victoria derived FPs contain two cysteines, C48 and C70, and were therefore
initially not tested. However, sfGFP folds and fluoresces in the periplasm of E. coli (402)
despite the presence of cysteines (419). This observation further suggests that folding
rate may be more important than the presence of cysteines for optimal periplasmic
chromophore development.
Bright cyan FPs are great FRET donors because of their high quantum yield (QY).
mTurquoise2 (mTq2) has a QY of 93 % and was shown to allow high FRET efficiencies
with mNG (408, 458, 547). It can be paired with green, yellow or orange acceptors that
have a high molar extinction coefficient (ɛ) resulting in relatively high R0 values and
strong FRET-pairs. mNG is the preferred FRET acceptor of mTq2 in eukaryotic cells with
an R0 of 6.0 nm and FRET efficiencies ranging up to 50-60 % (458, 547).
mTq2 was tested in the periplasm of E. coli but it did not fluoresce (Figure 3a). Since
mTq2 is also derived from Aequorea victoria, super folding mutations S30R, Y39N,
N105T F99S, M153T, V163A and I171V (419, 548) were introduced based on sfGFP to
create superfolder mTq2 (sfTq2). sfGFP mutation Y145F was not included since it is
close to the chromophore and could affect maturation and indeed negatively impacts
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periplasmic fluorescence (Figure S3). A206V was not introduced since it may increase
dimerization tendency (423).
mTq2 and sfTq2 fusions were expressed in the periplasm of E. coli growing in a plate
reader at a concentration range of the inducer IPTG (material and methods). Cultures
expressing either mTq2 or sfTq2 resulted in toxicity correlated with induction
concentrations previously reported for other FPs (394). However, sfTq2 could be
expressed at higher levels with less toxicity compared to mTq2 supporting the notion
that fast folding improves expression. Strikingly, the sfTq2 fusion resulted in periplasmic
fluorescence whereas the mTq2 fusions did not (Figure 3a). This shows that the
superfolder mutations enable sfTq2, like sfGFP, to fold and mature in the periplasm.
Cells expressing mTq2 and sfTq2 in the periplasm at non-toxic concentrations were
imaged by fluorescence microscopy. Quantification of the signals from living, fixed and
fixed and matured samples showed periplasmic fluorescence of sfTq2 only (Figure 3bc).
Western blot analysis confirmed the similar expression levels of mTq2 and sfTq2
(shown in the next section).
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Figure 3 – Superfolder mTurquoise2 fluoresces in the periplasm. (a) Plate reader growth
data in rich medium at 37 °C show that periplasmic sfTq2 expression is less toxic at high
induction than the original mTq2. Plate reader fluorescence measurements confirm
that periplasmic sfTq2 gives fluorescent signals while mTq2 does not. (b) Fluorescence
microscopy of living cells expressing an empty vector control, mTq2-PBP5 or sfTq2-PBP5
reveals fluorescence only from the sfTq2 fusion. Fixation of the same cells does not
result in a decreased sfTq2 signal. Overnight maturation of the fixed cells at RT to allow
for possible chromophore (re)formation (indicated as “matured”) did not result in an
increase of fluorescence for periplasmic mTq2 suggesting it had not folded properly
while sfTq2 showed a strong periplasmic signal. All photographs are shown with the
same gray values (100-4000) for comparison and the scale bar represents 2 µm. (c)
Quantification of the control, mTq2 and sfTq2 cultures for the living, fixed and matured
cells shows no difference between the empty vector control and the mTq2 cells. The
sfTq2 cells showed a small maturation effect. The error bars at the mean represent the
95 % confidence interval. The number of cells measured were: Alive) EV = 1018, mTq2
= 650 and sfTq2 = 571. Fixed) EV = 1176, mTq2 = 1046, sfTq2 = 884. Fixed and matured)
EV = 1142, mTq2 = 931, sfTq2 = 988.

The sfTq2-mNG FRET pair in the periplasm
Superfolder mutations allowed sfTq2 to fold and mature in the periplasm. To show that
periplasmic emission of sfTq2 is unaltered compared to cytoplasmic emission, E. coli
was grown to steady-state in minimal medium at 28 °C. Expression of cytoplasmic sfTq2
or periplasmic OM-bound OmpA-sfTq2 was induced for at least 2 mass doublings (MD)s
with 15 µM IPTG. The samples were fixed, washed with PBS, diluted to an OD450 value
of 1.000 ± 0.002 and fluorescence spectra were measured. The normalized emission
spectra were almost identical for cytoplasmically or periplasmically expressed sfTq2
(Figure 4a).
Next, we tested how the new donor performed in FRET experiments with mNG.
Cytoplasmic mNG-sfTq2 was capable of high rates of energy transfer with EfA values of
64.5 ± 3.0 % but the periplasmic mNG-sfTq2 tandem only reached 18.8 ± 2.1 %. A
technical negative control, consisting of non-interacting proteins between the IM and
OM, yielded -0.3 ± 1.4% energy transfer. The previously described (394) biological
homo-dimerization interaction of the active and inactive D,D-carboxypeptidase PBP5
were confirmed with EfA values of 4.2 ± 2.7 % and 8.8 ± 4.2 %, respectively (Figure 4b,
Table 1). Although the sfTq2-mNG FRET-pair could be used successfully to measure
periplasmic protein-interactions, the discrepancy between cytoplasmic and periplasmic
rates of energy transfer indicated sfTq2 did not reach its full potential. For comparison,
our mNG-mCh FRET assay allows the detection of cytoplasmic and periplasmic protein
interactions with more comparable EfA values up to 19 and 16 %, respectively (394).
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The periplasm is an oxidative environment and the presence of cysteines can cause the
formation of non-fluorescent oligomers (456). The introduced superfolder mutations in
sfTq2 may not necessarily fully protect its two native cysteines from promiscuous
disulfide bridge formation in the periplasm. Therefore, we set out to replace the
cysteines of sfTq2 by site-directed and random mutagenesis and tested the resulting
FPs in the periplasm.

Figure 4 – In vivo FRET using the sfTq2-mNG FRET pair. (a) Periplasmic sfTq2 does not
show altered spectra compared to cytoplasmic sfTq2. LMC500 grown to steady state in
minimal medium at 28 °C were induced to express sfTq2 freely in the cytoplasm or the
periplasm as the OM bound OmpA-sfTq2 fusion. After 2 MDs the cells were fixed,
washed with PBS and set to an OD450 value of 1.000 ± 0.002 before measuring
fluorescence spectra. The normalized fluorescence spectra show the same shape
suggesting that the spectral properties of sfTq2 are the same in the cytoplasmic and
periplasmic compartments. (b) EfA values calculated for the sfTq2-mNG FRET pair show
a large difference for the cytoplasmic and periplasmic tandem. The technical negative
control (IM-OM) did not show any energy transfer. The activity related conformational
changes of the PBP5 dimers previously observed with the mNG-mCh FRET pair (394)
were confirmed. The error bars represent the mean and standard deviation. The control
EfA values were calculated from experiments in LMC500 and CS109 ∆dacA and the PBP5
dimerization experiments were exclusively performed in CS109 ∆dacA. Table S2 shows
the FRET efficiencies measured with the plate reader. Representative unmixing data is
shown in Figure S14.
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Development and optimization of sfTq2ox
To improve the expression of sfTq2 in the periplasm, site-directed mutagenesis was
performed to replace sfTq2’s C48 with serine and C70 with serine, methionine or valine.
Serine closely resembles cysteine with a hydroxyl- instead of a sulfhydryl group.
Methionine also contains a sulfur that is not nucleophilic and therefore should not
participate in disulfide bond formation. Valine should resemble the more hydrophobic
state of cysteine better than serine and was shown to aid fluorescence of oxBFP in the
eukaryotic ER (456).
Single and double cysteine mutants of sfTq2 performed better than sfTq2 in the
periplasm with reduced toxicity and improved fluorescence (Figure 5, Figure S4). They
were expressed as protein fusions in the periplasm of E. coli under non-toxic conditions
and the fluorescence signals of living, fixed and fixed and matured samples were
quantified. sfTq2 mutants C48S, C70S, C70V and C48S-C70V showed much brighter
signals from the periplasm (Figure 5bc). The methionine sfTq2 variants did not perform
better than sfTq2 in terms of fluorescence (Figure S4). Western blotting showed that
all cysteine replacement mutants were better expressed in the periplasm regardless of
fluorescence signals (Figure 5d). This is in line with the secretory improvement of GFP
to the eukaryotic ER by cysteine replacements (549). The enhanced periplasmic
production but dim fluorescence of some sfTq2 variants suggests poor chromophore
maturation.
Site directed random mutagenesis of sfTq2 cysteines revealed that residue 48 does not
allow much variation besides the original cysteine or serine while a variety of amino
acids are accepted as residue 70. Several brightly fluorescing sfTq2 variants were found
but none of them showed improved periplasmic fluorescence as compared to C70V
(Supplementary text 1, Figure S5). Cysteine mutants in the parental mTq2 did not
increase periplasmic fluorescence although a reduction of expression toxicity was
observed (Figure S6). sfGFP mutant sfGFPC70V showed similar periplasmic fluorescence
compared to its predecessor and expression was slightly less toxic (Figure S7). This
shows that cysteines are involved in translocation toxicity and subsequent low
production of periplasmic fusion proteins.
All experiments showed that sfTq2C70V was the best periplasmic variant to be used in
the bacterial periplasm in terms of reduced toxicity, fluorescence intensity and fast
folding or maturation. sfTq2C70V was named sfTq2ox. Subsequent comparisons of sfTq2
and sfTq2ox as periplasmic fusions to several IM and OM localized proteins confirmed
the superior performance of sfTq2ox (Figures S8-10).
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Figure 5 – Cysteine-replaced sfTq2 variants perform better in the periplasm. (a)
Periplasmic expression of sfTq2-PBP5 variants in LMC500 grown in rich medium at 37°C
at relatively non-toxic induction conditions results in large differences in cyan
fluorescence. The C70V variant performs better than C48S and the double cysteine
mutant version. (b) Microscopy of LMC500 grown in rich medium and induced with 15
µM IPTG shows strong fluorescence for the sfTq2-PBP5 variants in the periplasm. For
comparison the grayscale of all photographs are the same (80-7000) and the scale bar
represents 2 µm. (c) Quantification of the images confirms bright fluorescence signals
from the single C48S and C70V sfTq2 variants. Differences in fluorescence with the
prolonged plate reader induction suggest that folding difficulties may still be a problem.
The error bars at the mean represent the 95 % confidence interval. The number of cells
measured were between: Alive 500-1000, Fixed 1000-1500 and Matured 1000-2000
except for EV-Alive n = 327 and C48S-C70V-Fixed n = 775. d) mTq2 is produced at similar
levels as sfTq2 but does not fold properly, cysteine mutants of sfTq2 are produced at
higher levels. Anti-GFP immunoblotting of the corresponding samples shows that the
fusion proteins are intact and that C48S has a minor propensity to form higher order
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complexes (asterisk). The + and – signs respectively indicate the presence or absence
of reducing agent DTT in the sample.

The superior periplasmic properties of sfTq2ox come without a
trade-off
Introducing superfolder mutations in mTq2 allowed fluorescence in the periplasm of E.
coli. The additional C70V mutation in sfTq2ox resulted in a reduction of expression
toxicity and the brightest periplasmic fluorescence. Interestingly, mTq2, sfTq2 and
sfTq2ox were equally bright when expressed in the cytoplasm (Figure S11). To verify the
in vivo spectroscopic properties of the mTq2 variants the fluorescence lifetime and
cellular brightness were determined.
The quantum yield of cyan FPs is directly related to their fluorescence lifetime (408,
550). Therefore, the lifetimes of mTq2 and sfTq2 and sfTq2ox were measured from the
cytoplasm of eukaryotic (HeLa) cells using frequency domain fluorescence lifetime
imaging microscopy (FLIM). This resulted in an identical distribution of lifetimes with an
average of 3.9 ± 0.1 ns suggesting no differences in QY between the three variants
(Figure 6a). The fluorescence lifetime of sfTq2 and sfTq2ox expressed in the periplasm
also showed a similar average lifetime of 3.9 ± 0.1 ns showing that periplasmic
conditions did not alter their lifetime and suggesting an unaltered QY (Figure 6b). Agar
colonies of E. coli expressing cytoplasmic mTq2, sfTq2 or sfTq2ox were imaged and gave
a similar average lifetime of 3.8 ± 0.2 ns (Figure S11).
To analyze the cellular brightness of sfTq2 and sfTq2ox self-cleaving viral peptide (2A)
linked tandems with super yellow FP 2 (sYFP2) were expressed in HeLa cells (458). The
equal expression of both FPs (551) showed similar correlation for the three mTq2
variants reflecting an equal cellular brightness (Figure 6c). Quantification of mTq2,
sfTq2 and sfTq2ox expressed in the cytoplasm of E. coli further supports this (Figure 6d,
Figure S11).
Having determined that the lifetime and cellular brightness of sfTq2ox are the same as
that of mTq2 and sfTq2, it is reasonable to assume that the extinction coefficient is also
similar. The unaltered lifetime also implies that the spectroscopic properties (quantum
yield) of mTq2 may be used for calculating R0 and the quantification of EfA values.
mTq2 is monomeric (423) and will therefore not obscure FRET experiments by
dimerization or oligomerization. The superfolder and C70V mutations may have
impacted this property. Therefore, the tendency of sfTq2 and sfTq2ox to form undesired
oligomers was assessed by OSER assay (411) showing equal results for both proteins,
suggesting the same low propensity to aggregate as mTq2 (Figure S12).
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Further confirmation that sfTq2 and sfTq2ox have the same spectral properties as mTq2
comes from their FRET efficiencies in the cytoplasm. Tandem fusions of mNG with
mTq2, sfTq2 or sfTq2ox resulted in significantly similar EfA values of 61 ± 6 %, 65 ± 3 %
and 66 ± 3 %, respectively (Table 1). The same constructs expressed in agar colonies of
E. coli gave an average lifetime of 2.5 ± 0.1 ns, a 35 % reduction in fluorescence lifetime
compared to their single donor FPs (Figure S11). This is similar to the 33 % energy
transfer observed for mNG-mTq2 in eukaryotic cells that were measured using the
same technique (458).
Taken together, these results strongly indicate that the engineering of sfTq2ox comes
without a trade-off compared to its parent mTq2 with the added benefits for
periplasmic expression, bright fluorescence and reduced toxicity.

6

Figure 6 – sfTq2ox comes without a trade-off. (a) Frequency domain FLIM of HeLa cells
expressing mTq2, sfTq2 or sfTq2ox in the cytoplasm reveals a similar average
fluorescence lifetime of 3.9 ns. (b) FLIM of a suspension of E. coli cells expressing
periplasmic OmpA-sfTq2 or OmpA-sfTq2ox also show a similar fluorescence lifetime of
3.9 ns. (c) The cellular brightness of mTq2, sfTq2 and sfTq2ox is equal in Hela cells. The
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slope coefficients of the fits are, respectively: 0.87, 0.84 and 0.76. (d) Fixed samples of
LMC500 cells at OD450 = 1.00 expressing cytoplasmic mTq2, sfTq2 or sfTq2ox show equal
amounts of fluorescence.

High dynamic range periplasmic FRET with sfTq2ox
mTq2 forms a good FRET-pair with mNG with an R0 of 6.0 nm. The cytoplasmic tandems
of mTq2 and sfTq2 gave similar rates of energy transfer. Yet, the periplasmic mNG-sfTq2
tandem gave an EfA value of 18.8 ± 2.1 % suggesting differences in terms of periplasmic
functionality. The bright periplasmic fluorescence of cysteine-replaced sfTq2 variants
suggested that they would make better donors to mNG for periplasmic FRET. mNGsfTq2 tandems containing the cysteine mutants, associated with the OM through
OmpA, were tested for their in vivo FRET efficiencies. This indeed greatly improved EfA
values to 32.3 ± 1.9, 42.5 ± 3.1 % and 40.3 ± 1.2 % for sfTq2C48S, sfTq2ox or sfTq2C48S-C70V,
respectively. No degradation or cleavage products were detected by western blotting
(Figure S13).
Since sfTq2ox showed the best periplasmic behavior compared to all other cysteine
mutant variants, mNG-sfTq2ox fusions were made to other periplasmic proteins to
exclude localization effects. Tandems were associated with the OM or IM through the
translocation and lipidation signals of lipoproteins LpoB and NlpA, respectively. A third
tandem was localized to the IM through the first membrane spanning sequence of MalF
(Figure 7). All periplasmic tandems resulted in EfA values of 40 % (Table 1) suggesting
that this is the highest attainable FRET efficiency for mNG-sfTq2ox in the periplasm
regardless the location of the fusion. Negative controls, assaying energy transfer by
crowding conditions in the IM or between the IM and OM resulted in EfA values of -0.7
± 1.7 % and -1.3 ± 2.2 %, respectively (Figure 7). All assayed EfA values are shown in
Table 1. The measured FRET efficiencies were confirmed using a separate 96 wells plate
reader set up showing that the throughput of FRET assays using the sfTq2ox-mNG pair
can be greatly increased (Table S2).
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Figure 7 - Schematic overview showing the subcellular localization of the periplasmic
protein interactions and controls assayed with the sfTq2ox-mNG FRET pair. PBP5
dimerization interactions were assayed with sfTq2-mNG. Inh. refers to the inactive
mutants PBP5S44G, FtsBm4 and FtsLm4. A full list of EfA values is shown in Table 1.

In vivo interactions of putative antibiotic targets in the periplasm
With the periplasmic sfTq2ox-mNG FRET-pair established, biological interactions could
be assessed. The periplasm contains many relevant potential antibiotic targets
including the cell division subcomplex of FtsB, FtsL, and FtsQ (FtsBLQ) (114). All three
components are essential and are thought to form the regulating link between
cytoplasmic and periplasmic machineries of cell division (250, 265). Assaying the
interactions in this complex could allow for the screening of novel antibiotics in vivo,
determining efficacy and specificity at the same time. FRET experiments assaying the
interaction between FtsB-sfTq2ox and FtsL-mNG or FtsB-mNG and FtsL-sfTq2ox resulted
in EfA values of 19.2 ± 4.5 % and 15.6 ± 2.6 %, respectively (Table 1, Figure 7). A negative
control for IM-associated proteins of FtsB-sfTq2ox with NlpAss-mNG resulted in an EfA
value of -0.7 ± 1.7 %. FtsB and FtsL were reported to interact through a leucine zipperlike motif that can be disrupted by leucine to alanine substitutions (255). The leucine
zipper mutants of FtsB, FtsBm4, and FtsL, FtsLm4, are good controls as they are able to
localize at the division site and complement their respective depletion strains (255). The
interactions of wild-type FtsB-mNG or mutant FtsBm4-mNG with mutant FtsLm4-sfTq2ox
showed decreased EfA values of 3.1 ± 2.1 % and 3.0 ± 3.4 %, respectively. Expression
without degradation of wild-type and mutant FtsB and FtsL constructs was confirmed
by western blotting (Figure S13). The weakening of the leucine zipper motif clearly
reduces the interaction between the two proteins given the decrease in EfA values. This
observed reduced affinity between the two proteins may reflect a reduction in their
average interaction time. In conclusion, the new FRET pair sfTq2ox-mNG can be used to
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detect periplasmic protein interactions in vivo and paves the way for functional
screening of essential antibiotic targets.
Table 1 – FRET efficiencies obtained with mTq2 variants measured by fluorometry.
Cytoplasmic FRET

Donor FP to
mNG

Fusion

EfA (%)

SD

Repeats

mNG-mTq2

mTq2

Free floating

61.3

6.4

4

mNG-sfTq2

sfTq2

Free floating

64.5

3.0

7

mNG-sfTq2C70V

sfTq2ox

Free floating

66.4

3.1

8

mNG-sfTq2

sfTq2

OmpA177 (OM)

18.8

2.1

6

mNG-sfTq2C48S

C48S

OmpA177

32.9

1.9

2

mNG-sfTq2C70V

sfTq2ox

OmpA177

39.1

3.8

11

mNG-sfTq2C48S-C70V

C48S-C70V

OmpA177

40.3

1.2

2

mNG-sfTq2C70V

sfTq2ox

OmpA177*

42.5

3.1

6

mNG-sfTq2C70V

sfTq2ox

LpoB73 (OM)

39.8

2.1

5

mNG-sfTq2C70V

sfTq2ox

NlpAss (IM)

41.2

2.4

7

mNG-sfTq2C70V

sfTq2ox

MalFss-mss (IM)

42.9

2.5

3

mNG-sfTq2 (IM-OM)

sfTq2

PBP5-OmpA177

-1.4

1.4

4

mNG-sfTq2C70V (IM-OM)

sfTq2ox

PBP5-OmpA177

-1.3

2.2

13

mNG-sfTq2C70V (IM-IM)

sfTq2ox

NlpAss-FtsB

-0.7

1.7

10

PBP5 + PBP5

sfTq2

IM-IM

4.2

2.7

5

PBP5S44G + PBP5S44G

sfTq2

IM-IM

8.8

4.2

6

FtsB + FtsL

sfTq2ox

IM-IM

19.2

4.5

8

FtsL + FtsB

sfTq2ox

IM-IM

15.6

2.6

8

FtsLm4

sfTq2ox

IM-IM

3.1

2.1

3

sfTq2ox

IM-IM

3.0

3.4

3

Positive control tandems

Periplasmic FRET
Positive control tandems

Negative controls

Biological interactions

FtsLm4
SS

+ FtsB
+

FtsBm4
mss

is signal sequence,
membrane spanning sequence, LpoB73 indicates residue 1-73
of LpoB, OmpA177 indicates residue 1-177 of OmpA, * indicates a different linker
between mNG and sfTq2ox (EF instead of EL due to differences in cloning). Table S2
shows the FRET efficiencies for the new mTq2 variants measured with the plate reader.
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Representative unmixing data is shown in Figure S14, the plate reader unmixing data is
shown in Figure S15.

6.3 Discussion
In vivo visualization of periplasmic proteins by fusions to FPs is difficult since most do
not fold or mature due to the oxidizing environment and the necessity of transport.
Additionally, over-expressing periplasmic FP fusions can lead to toxicity and counter
selection (394). The limited choice of FPs is especially problematic for applications that
use multiple FPs, such as multiplex imaging and FRET studies. For FRET studies, a pair
of FPs with a high R0 is desired. The theoretical R0 value, however, does not take into
account the proper folding and maturation of FPs in vivo. Therefore, the optimal FP for
specific conditions should be experimentally determined. We aimed to improve our
previously developed periplasmic FRET assay using mNG-mCh (R0 = 5.5 nm) by searching
alternatives for mCherry, which has a modest quantum yield (QY) and subsequent
brightness. However, testing bright cysteine-less red FPs showed that mCherry is still
the preferred FP in the periplasm due to its favorable folding and maturation
properties.
mNG has a high QY and extinction coefficient and can therefore function as a donor or
acceptor FP (547). It forms an efficient FRET-pair with mTq2 (R0 = 6.0 nm) and allows
for highly efficient energy transfer (458, 547). Since mTq2 did not fluoresce in the
periplasm, sfTq2 was engineered by introducing superfolder mutations S30R, Y39N,
N105T F99S, M153T, V163A and I171V based on the related sfGFP, which is fluorescent
in the periplasm (402). sfTq2 was functional in the periplasm but allowed only moderate
periplasmic FRET with mNG (Figure 4, Table 1).
The oxidative environment of the periplasm facilitates disulfide bond formation
between exposed cysteines in close proximity (402). Aequorea victoria derived FPs are
adapted for cytoplasmic conditions and their native cysteines are thus prone to
promiscuous disulfide bonding in the periplasm resulting in non-fluorescent oligomers.
Site-directed random mutagenesis of C48 and C70 in sfTq2 resulted in greatly increased
periplasmic fluorescence and reduced expression toxicity with the single C70V variant
(sfTq2ox) giving the best results (Figures 5, S4 & S5). sfTq2ox came without an observed
trade-off as the same QY and brightness values were found for mTq2 and sfTq2 (Figure
6). The development of sfTq2ox shows that periplasmic fluorescence of FPs first depends
on their efficient folding and then on the prevention of cysteine disulfide bond
formation.
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Employing the mNG-sfTq2ox FRET pair in the periplasm resulted in energy transfer rates
of 40 % for periplasmic tandems (Figure 7). FRET efficiencies of 60 % were observed for
cytoplasmic mTq2, sfTq2 or sfTq2ox fusions to mNG (Table 1). Based on the R0 value (6.0
nm), the FRET efficiency of 60 % and 40 % would correspond to a distance between the
fluorophores of 5.6 and 6.4 nm, respectively. Both values are plausible given the
minimal distance of ± 3 nm between the two chromophores of the FRET pair. Yet, it
cannot be excluded that the transport to the periplasm still hampers subsequent
folding of a fraction of the FPs resulting in a lower FRET efficiency.
A factor influencing FRET efficiency (and R0 values) is the dipole-orientation of the
donor and acceptor chromophore. This would contribute to the FRET efficiency
difference if the environment of the cytoplasm or periplasm would restrict the
rotational freedom of the tandem differently. Presently, no evidence is available to
support such a difference. The comparison of mTq2 with several acceptor FPs shows
that mNG is an exceptional FRET acceptor, even compared to FPs with similar
spectroscopic properties (458). Indeed, mNG is an outlier with its chordate origin
compared to the usual cnidarian-derived FPs with different sequence homologies and
possibly different behaviors (547, 552).
Protein interactions often change significantly when the activity of one of the partners
is inhibited by antibiotics (367). The Gram-negative periplasm facilitates a myriad of
essential protein interactions waiting to be investigated in vivo. Using the new
periplasmic FRET-pair we demonstrated the direct interaction and disruption of
essential cell division proteins FtsB and FtsL with high rates of energy transfer.
Interactions of the FtsBLQ complex are considered to be the link between the cytosolic
and periplasmic parts of cell division setting off constriction (250, 265). Exactly how and
in what stoichiometry the complex forms and functions is still a matter of debate (158,
254, 255, 553, 554). Interactions between FtsB and FtsL seem to rely on their coiled-coil
transmembrane helices (255, 554) while the interaction of FtsQ and FtsB requires their
periplasmic soluble domains and forms independently of FtsL (250, 260, 261, 263, 553).
Our findings confirm the former interaction in vivo and provide a tool for the further
dissection of FtsBLQ interactions.
The ability of FPs to fold and mature under non-native conditions is a property of
increasing interest. Co-translational expression of fusion proteins in the periplasm is a
good assay to select for optimized FPs. With the development of sfTq2ox the palette of
periplasmic functional FPs is broadened to include members emitting at cyan
wavelengths. This allows for the in vivo observation of (at least) three colors of
periplasmic fusion proteins. Moreover, sfTq2ox forms a FRET pair with mNG that can
detect periplasmic protein interactions in vivo at double the detection range of previous
bacterial FRET assays. mNG-sfTq2ox is therefore the preferred FRET-pair for the
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detection of periplasmic as well as cytoplasmic protein-interactions paving the way for
the screening of novel antibiotics that may inhibit them.

6.4 Experimental Procedures:
Bacterial strains and culturing conditions
The Escherichia coli K12 strains used are presented in in (Table 2). The cells were
cultured in rich medium (TY: 10 g Tryptone (Bacto laboratories, Australia), 5 g yeast
extract (Duchefa, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) and 5 g NaCl (Merck, Kenilworth, NJ)
per liter) supplemented with 0.5% glucose (Merck) or in glucose minimal medium
(Gb1: 6.33 g K2HPO4 (Merck), 2.95 g KH2PO4 (Riedel de Haen, Seelze, Germany), 1.05 g
(NH4)2SO4 (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), 0.10 g MgSO4·7H2O (Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany), 0.28
mg FeSO4·7H2O (Sigma), 7.1 mg Ca(NO3)2·4H2O (Sigma), 4 mg thiamine (Sigma), and 4
g glucose per liter, pH 7.0) at 28 °C while shaking at 205 rpm. For growth in Gb1 of
LMC500 and CS109 based strains 50 mg.l-1 lysine (Sigma) was added. Growth in rich
and poor medium was at 37 and 28 °C, respectively. Expression of constructs was
induced with 15 µM isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG, Promega, Madison
WI) unless stated otherwise. Plasmids were maintained in the strains by addition of
100 µg.ml-1 ampicillin (Sigma) or 25 µg.ml-1 chloramphenicol (Sigma). Growth was
measured by absorbance at 600 or 450 nm with a Biochrom Libra S70
spectrophotometer (Harvard Biosciences, Holliston, MA) for TY or Gb1 cultures,
respectively. Fixation was done with a final concentration of 2.8% formaldehyde and
0.04% glutaraldehyde in the shaking water bath for 15 min, after which the cells were
harvested. After fixation the cells were washed three times with 1 ml PBS.
Table 2 - Strains used in this study.
Strain

Relevant characteristics

Ref.

DH5α
LMC50
0
CS12-7

F-, supE44, hsdR17, recA1, endA1, gyrA96, thi1, relA1
MC4100, F-, araD139, ∆(argF-lac)U169, deoC1, flbB5301,
lysA1, ptsF25, rbsR, relA1, rpsL150
CS109 ΔdacA

(447)
(448)
(57)

Plasmid construction
An overview of the plasmids used is given in table S3. The sfTq2 nucleotide sequence
(encoding mTurquoise2 with S30R, Y39N, F99S, N105T and I171V) was obtained by gene
synthesis (MWG biotech). New constructs were created by restriction-ligation cloning
or site-directed mutagenesis. Inserted fragments were amplified by PCR from plasmid
or the E. coli (LMC500) chromosome template, purified and restricted. For mutagenesis,
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a whole plasmid template was amplified by PCR using primers that contain the desired
mutation. The resulting product was treated with DpnI to digest the methylated
template plasmid. All restriction enzymes used were purchased from New England
Biolabs Inc. (Ipswich, MA). For all PCR amplifications for cloning, the high-fidelity
polymerase pfux7 was used (555) as per the manufacturer’s instructions. An overview
of the used primers and primers is shown in (543).

Imaging and image analysis
For imaging the cells were immobilized on 1 % agarose in water slabs on object glasses
as described (453) and photographed with a Hamamatsu ORCA-Flash-4.0LT
(Hamamatsu, Naka-ku, Japan) CMOS camera mounted on an Olympus BX-60
fluorescence microscope (Tokyo, Japan) through a UPlanApo 100x/N.A. 1.35 oil Iris Ph3
objective. Images were acquired using the Micro Manager 1.4 plugin for ImageJ (454).
In all experiments, the cells were first photographed in phase contrast mode and then
in fluorescence mode. The fluorescence filter cubes used were: U-MNG (red and
orange, ex560/40, dic585LP, em630/75), EN-GFP (green, ex470/40, dic495LP,
em525/50) and Cyan-GFPv2 (cyan, ex436/20, dic455LP, em480/40). Fluorescence
backgrounds were subtracted using the modal-values from the fluorescence images.
Quantifications of cellular fluorescence were done using the ObjectJ plug-in of ImageJ
(179). Living cells were imaged directly from the growing cultures and fixed cells directly
after fixation and PBS washing. After fixation the samples were allowed to mature
overnight at RT, washed once more with 1 ml PBS and were then imaged. These samples
are indicated in the text as “matured”.

Western blot analysis
Samples for SDS–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and Western blotting were
prepared by pelleting live cells and equalizing biomass in MilliQ and subsequent boiling
(95 °C) in sample buffer buffer (0.0625 M Tris-Hcl pH 6.8, SDS 2 %, glycerol 10%,
bromphenol blue 0.001 %) with and without dithiothreitol (0.1 M) reducing agent.
Samples were loaded on 10 % SDS-PAGE gels (stacking buffer (0.5M Tris-HCl pH 6.8, 0.4
% SDS), separating buffer (1.5 M Tris-HCl pH 8.7, 0.4 % SDS), separated by
electrophoresis and transferred on nitrocellulose membrane (Biorad) by wet blotting,
bound antibodies were detected with the Odyssey FC scanner (LI-COR). The used
antibodies were polyclonal rabbit α-GFP (1:2,000, Fisher Scientific) and polyclonal goat
α-rabbit IRDye® 680LT (1:20,000, LI-COR).
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FRET experiments and spectral measurements
FRET experiments were performed as described in (395) with modifications for the
sfTq2-mNG FRET pair. Acceptor and donor emission spectra were collected with a
fluorometer (Photon Technology International, NJ) through 6 nm slit widths with 1 s
integration time per scanned nm and 3 times averaging. For the acceptor (mNG)
channel samples were excited by the monochromator set at 504 nm through a 500 ±
10 nm single band pass (BP) filter (BrightLine, Semrock, Rochester, NY) and emission
wavelengths from 512 to 650 nm at 1 nm increments were measured through a 510 nm
long-pass (LP) filter (Chroma technology corp., Bellow falls, VT). This spectrum was used
to determine the amount of mNG in the sample. For the donor (mTq2, sfTq2 or sfTq2ox)
channel samples were excited by the monochromator set at 450 nm through a 435 ±
40 nm BP filter (Semrock) and emission wavelengths from 470 to 650 nm at 1 nm
increments were collected through a 458 nm LP filter (Semrock). Knowing the amount
of mNG present in the sample and the shape of the mNG and mTq2 variant reference
spectra and background fluorescence spectrum in the cells, the sample spectra were
unmixed into their separate components: background fluorescence, mTq2, mNG and
sensitized emission (FRET). The FRET efficiencies were calculated using the published
algorithms (159, 395), using the spectral properties of mTq2 and mNG (408, 547).
Spectral measurements using a multimode plate reader (BIOTEK Synergy MX, BioTek
Instruments Inc., Winooski, VT) were performed as described (394, 395) with the mTq2
variant donor channel acquisition set at 450 nm and emission scanning from 470 to 650
nm with minimal slit widths of 9 nm.

Frequency domain fluorescence lifetime measurements
FLIM experiments were essentially performed as described before (408). For
periplasmic samples in solution, the exposure time was 500 ms, and the number of
phase steps 18.

OSER assay
The OSER assay uses an ER localization sequence (CytERM) that was inserted in the
multiple cloning site of pmTurquoise2-N1 to obtain CytERM-mTurquoise2 (Addgene
plasmid Plasmid #98833). The coding sequence of mTurquoise2 was replaced by the
superfolder variants. After transfection of the plasmids, the localization of the fusion
was visualized by confocal microscopy. The OSER assay was performed as described
before (411).

Molecular brightness assay
The cellular brightness assay was performed in HeLa cells as described before (458).
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6.6 Supplementary information
Table S1 - Förster radii of FRET pairs of the mNG donor with cysteine-less orange and
red FPs or with mNG as an acceptor to the new sfTq2ox donor (described in main text).
mNG + FP
mOrange
mStrawberry
mCherry
mScarlet
mScarlet-I
mScarlet-H
sfTq2ox

R0 (nm)*
5.67
5.93
5.51
5.95
5.97
6.02
5.96

Biophysical properties used to calculate the R0 values can be found in Cranfill et al 2016
and Bindels et al 2017 (422, 423). *R0 calculated with refractive index of 1.4 for cellular
environments.
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Figure S1 – Toxicity and fluorescence of expressing cysteine-less FPs in the periplasm.
(a) Expression of DsbASS-FP-PBP5 was induced at a concentration range of IPTG in
LMC500 and growth and fluorescence were monitored in TY at 37 °C in a plate reader.
All constructs resulted in toxicity at high induction levels. Low induction was accepted
and resulted in fluorescence over time. Note the differences in scale for the fluorescent
signals. (b) Periplasmic sfGFP and mNG from overnight cultures. (c) Periplasmic mOr,
mOr2, mSc-H, mSc, mSc-I, mStr and mCh from overnight cultures. A negative control
consisted of cells harboring a plasmid without any FP (EV). All scale bars represent 2
µm.
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Figure S2 – mFruits in the periplasm. (a) LMC500 carrying DsbAss-FP-PBP5 plasmids for
periplasmic expression of selected mFruit FPs were grown as flask cultures in TY at 37
°C and induced with 15 µM IPTG (arrow). Induction did not alter growth rates compared
to a control carrying an empty plasmid (EV). (b) Fluorescence images of living, fixed and
fixed and matured cells showed varying levels of periplasmic fluorescence. Note that
the grayscales were set for automatically visualizing any signal. The scale bar represents
2 µm. (c) Quantification of fluorescence signals from all samples revealing strong
periplasmic signals for mCherry. The respective number of cells analyzed for the living,
fixed or fixed and matured samples were; EV 368, 781 and 754, mOr 604, 738 and 1258,
mOr2 532, 736 and 781, mStr 784, 836 and 1333, and mCh 954, 1255 and 760. The error
bars at the mean indicate the 95 % confidence interval.
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Figure S3 - Residue 145 of mTq2 is important for chromophore formation. LMC500 was
grown in TY and expression of mTq2-PBP5 or sfTq2-PBP5 with or without the additional
Y145F mutation, was induced with 15 µM IPTG. (a) Living, fixed and fixed and matured
samples were imaged. The scale bar represents 2 µm. (b) Quantification of the signals
shows that Y145F does not reveal an improvement of the periplasmic mTq2 signal and
shows a negative impact on periplasmic sfTq2 fluorescence. Between 500 and 1300
cells were analyzed for all samples except EV alive (n = 217) and EV matured (n = 373).
The error bars at the mean represents the 95 % confidence interval.

Supplementary text 1: Cysteine-less sfTq2 variants
Site-directed mutagenesis of the sfTq2 native cysteines at positions 48 and 70 resulted
in much stronger fluorescence signals from the periplasm caused by a higher protein
yield and reduced expression toxicity (main text). sfTq2C70V was found to be the
brightest variant with the fastest folding / maturation rates and low toxicity levels. To
screen for more variation in periplasmic fluorescence, and possibly a better variant,
targeted random mutagenesis was performed on residues 48 and 70 of sfTq2, on
residues 70 of sfTq2C48S and on residue 48 of sfTq2C70V. NNK/MNN primers encoding
degenerate codons for all 20 possible amino acids were used (Table S4). The resulting
mutagenesis colonies were spotted on TY agar containing 10 µM IPTG and incubated
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overnight at 37 °C. The new colonies were observed using a macroscopic fluorescence
set up and the brightest were selected for sequence analysis.
The random mutations introduced at position 48 of sfTq2 or sfTq2C70V were mainly
serines and cysteines, respectively. The random mutations of position 70 introduced in
sfTq2C48S resulted in WT cysteine, methionine or valine, which were already made by
site-directed mutagenesis. This suggest that the serine at position 48 instead of cysteine
may be the only tolerated residue substitution for periplasmic FP folding and
chromophore maturation and additional mutations of C70 could decreases these
positive effects.
Random mutagenesis of C70 in sfTq2 showed more variation and yielded Alanine,
Proline, Serine or Threonine, which are relatively small amino acids. Direct comparison
experiments showed that sfTq2C70V has at least equally reduced expression toxicity and
provides the fastest and brightest fluorescence in the periplasm of all other sfTq2variants (Figures S6 and S7). These favorable properties were confirmed with additional
periplasmic fusion proteins associated with the IM (NlpA) or the OM (OmpA and LpoB)
(Figsures S10-12).
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Figure S4 – Site-directed sfTq2 cysteine mutants in the periplasm. Cysteine-replaced
sfTq2 variants perform better in the periplasm. (a) Periplasmic expression of sfTq2PBP5 variants in LMC500 grown in rich medium at 37°C at relatively non-toxic induction
conditions results in large differences in cyan fluorescence. (b) Microscopy of LMC500
grown in rich medium induced with 15 µM IPTG shows strong fluorescence for the
sfTq2-PBP5 variants in the periplasm. For comparison the grayscale of all photographs
is the same (80-7000) and the scale bar represents 2 µm. (c) Quantification of the
images confirms bright fluorescence signals from the single C48S and C70V sfTq2
variants. The error bars at the mean represents the 95 % confidence interval.
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Figure S5 – Random mutagenesis of the native cysteines in sfTq2 did not result in a
better variant compared to sfTq2C70V. LMC500 was grown in rich medium at 37 °C in a
plate reader expressing single cysteine mutants for position 48 or 70 acquired by
directed or random mutagenesis at non-toxic induction levels (8 µM IPTG). The
expression vector was sfTq2-PBP5 with the indicated single mutations, mTq2-PBP5
served as a control. (a) Comparison of growth and fluorescence over time for all single
sfTq2 variants in the periplasm. (b) Comparison of the C70A, C70T and C70V sfTq2
variants in the periplasm showing similar growth but superior fluorescence for C70V.

Figure S6 – mTq2 does not benefit from the cysteine mutations in terms of
fluorescence. a) LMC500 carrying periplasmic mTq2 cysteine variants on plasmid as
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PBP5-mTq2xx were grown in the plate reader in rich medium at 37°C at a concentration
range of IPTG inducer while monitoring growth and fluorescence. At intermediate
induction conditions there was a clear benefit in growth for the cysteine replaced
variants. In terms of fluorescence, sfTq2 was the only FP capable of showing detectable
periplasmic signals. b) The same groups were grown as flask cultures in TY at 37 °C and
expression was induced with 15 µM IPTG for at least 2 MDs. Living, fixed and fixed and
matured samples were imaged and the fluorescence intensities were quantified
revealing no improved fluorescence of either of the mTq2 cysteine mutant variants
compared to mTq2. Between 500 and 1000 cells were analyzed for each of the groups.
The error bars at the mean represent the 95% confidence interval.

6

Figure S7 – sfGFP fluorescence does not benefit from the C70V mutation in terms of
fluorescence. LMC500 carrying PBP5-sfGFP or PBP5-sfGFP70V plasmids was grown as
flask cultures in rich medium at 37 °C and periplasmic expression was induced with 15
µM IPTG for at least 2 MDs. Cells carrying the plasmid not coding for a fusion protein
served as a control (EV). (a) Living, fixed or fixed and matured samples were imaged by
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fluorescence microscopy. The photographs are presented at the same gray values for
comparison and the scale bar represents 2 µm. (b) The fluorescence intensities were
quantified, revealing no major differences between periplasmic sfGFP and its C70V
variant. Between 400 and 900 cells were analyzed for each of the groups. The error bars
at the mean represent the 95% confidence interval.

Figure S8 – Quantification of sfTq2 and sfTq2ox as fusion to periplasmic IM-associated
NlpA. LMC500 carrying NlpA-sfTq2 or NlpA-sfTq2ox plasmids were grown as flask
cultures in rich medium at 37 °C and periplasmic expression was induced with 10 µM
IPTG for at least 2 MDs. Cells carrying the plasmid not coding for a fusion protein served
as a control (EV). (a) Samples of living, fixed and fixed and matured cells were imaged.
The photographs are presented at the same gray values for comparison and the scale
bar represents 2 µm. (b) At least 500 cells per group were quantified, except for EV
matured (n = 442). The error bars at the mean represent the 95 % confidence interval.
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Figure S9 – Quantification of sfTq2 and sfTq2ox as fusion to periplasmic OM-inserted
OmpA177. LMC500 carrying OmpA177-sfTq2 or OmpA177-sfTq2ox plasmids were
grown as flask cultures in rich medium at 37 °C and periplasmic expression was induced
with 15 µM IPTG for at least 2 MDs. Cells carrying the plasmid not coding for a fusion
protein served as a control (EV). (a) Samples of living, fixed and fixed and matured cells
were imaged. The photographs are presented at the same gray values for comparison
and the scale bar represents 2 µm. (b) Fluorescence intensities were quantified. At least
500 cells per group were quantified, except for sfTq2ox alive (n = 472) and sfTq2 fixed (n
= 417). The error bars at the mean represent the 95 % confidence interval.
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Figure S10 – Quantification of sfTq2 and sfTq2ox as fusion to periplasmic OM-associated
LpoB. LMC500 carrying periplasmic LpoB-sfTq2 or LpoB-sfTq2ox plasmids were grown as
flask cultures in rich medium at 37 °C and induced with 15 µM IPTG for at least 2 MDs.
Cells carrying the base plasmid not coding for a fusion protein served as a control (EV).
(a) Samples of living, fixed and fixed and matured cells were imaged. The photographs
are presented at the same gray values for comparison and the scale bar represents 2
µm. (b) Fluorescence intensities were quantified. At least 500 cells per group were
quantified, except for alive samples EV (n = 368), sfTq2 (n = 466) and sfTq2ox fixed (n =
482). The error bars at the mean represent the 95 % confidence interval.
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Figure S11 - sfTq2ox comes without a trade-off. (a) LMC500 harboring free-floating
cytoplasmic mTq2, sfTq2 or sfTq2ox expressed from plasmid was grown as flask cultures
in rich medium at 37°C and expression was induced with 50 µM IPTG for at least 2 MDs.
Living, fixed and fixed and matured samples were imaged and quantified. The
fluorescence intensities of all cytosolic mTq2 variants were similar. Between 200 and
1055 cells were analyzed for the living samples. At least 600 cells were analyzed for the
fixed and the fixed and matured samples. The error bars at the mean indicate the
standard deviation. (b) Fluorescence lifetimes were detected of LMC500 colonies
harboring free-floating cytoplasmic mTq2, sfTq2 or sfTq2ox and their respective mNG
tandem on TY agar plates containing 10 µM IPTG. The single FPs had a similar average
lifetime of 3.76 ns. The tandem fusions were also matching in lifetime but had on
average a shorter lifetime of 2.45 ns. This corresponds to a FRET efficiency of 35 % for
the tandems regardless of the mTq2 variant used. (c) Fluorescence lifetimes were
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detected of LMC500 colonies harboring cytoplasmic mTq2, sfTq2 or sfTq2ox as Nterminal fusions to FtsZ on the plates described above. This revealed similar lifetimes
with an average of 3.7 ns.

Figure S12 – OSER assay reveals the similar multimerization propensity for mTq2, sfTq2
and sfTq2ox. The top row shows cells free of OSER structures and the bottom row shows
cells with OSER structures. The scale bar indicates 25 µm. One-hundred cells of each
group were checked and resulted in a similar percentage of OSER free cells between
the three mTq2 variants.
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Figure S13 –Western blots show no degradation products of periplasmic constructs.
LMC500 carrying indicated mTq2 variants on plasmid were grown as flask cultures in
rich medium at 37 °C and induced with 15 µM IPTG for at least 2 MDs after which
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samples were taken for western blotting with αGFP (materials and methods). The same
cultures were used for quantifying fluorescent signals from microscopy images shown
in the main text and supplementary information. Samples were made with and
without DTT reducing agent to show possible oligomerization under oxidative
conditions. This was observed mildly for sfTq2C48S-PBP5 only (Figure 3 main text). The
numbers beside the blots indicate molecular mass markers (kDa).
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Figure S14 – Overview of representative unmixing of all mNG-mTq2 variant FRET
samples of table 1 measured in the fluorometer. The title above the graphs applies to
emission graphs of the donor excitation and the acceptor excitation beneath it. The
black dots show the measured spectrum and the red line the calculated spectrum.
These are dissected into a spectrum for the background (gray), mTq2 (blue), mNG
(green) and the sensitized emission (orange). Residual signal that could not be
accounted for is plotted as unmixing difference and serves as a measure of quality.
Unmixings using mTq2 or sfTq2 are indicated, the others are with sfTq2ox.
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Table S2 – EfA values calculated for FRET samples measured with the plate reader setup.
Cytoplasmic FRET

Donor FP to
mNG

Fusion

EfA (%)

SD

Repeats

mNG-mTq2

mTq2

Free floating

59.0

7.9

4

mNG-sfTq2

sfTq2

Free floating

65.1

6.3

12

mNG-sfTq2C70V

sfTq2ox

Free floating

65.3

2.6

8

mNG-sfTq2

sfTq2

OmpA177

21.0

3.6

7

mNG-sfTq2C48S

C48S

OmpA177

35.6

4.3

8

mNG-sfTq2C70V

sfTq2ox

OmpA177

37.9

4.7

13

mNG-sfTq2C48S-C70V

C48S-C70V

OmpA177

40.6

1.8

8

mNG-sfTq2C70V

sfTq2ox

OmpA177*

42.9

3.4

10

mNG-sfTq2C70V

sfTq2ox

LpoB73

36.7

1.9

5

mNG-sfTq2C70V

sfTq2ox

NlpAss

41.4

1.6

7

mNG-sfTq2 (IM-OM)

sfTq2

PBP5-OmpA177

-0.0

3.0

8

mNG-sfTq2C70V (IM-OM)

sfTq2ox

PBP5-OmpA177

-1.1

3.2

16

mNG-sfTq2C70V (IM-IM)

sfTq2ox

NlpAss-FtsB

-1.8

7.4

10

PBP5-PBP5

sfTq2

IM-IM

2.7

1.0

3

PBP5S44G-PBP5S44G

sfTq2

IM-IM

9.5

2.6

3

FtsB-FtsL

sfTq2ox

IM-IM

16.2

3.2

9

FtsL-FtsB

sfTq2ox

IM-IM

16.0

3.7

8

Positive control tandems

Periplasmic FRET
Positive control tandems

Negative controls

Biological interactions

SS

is signal sequence, LpoB73 indicates residue 1-73 of LpoB, OmpA177 indicates
residue 1-177 of OmpA, * indicates a different linker between mNG and sfTq2ox (EF
instead of EL, due to different cloning). Representative unmixing data is shown in
Figure S15.
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Figure S15 – Overview of representative unmixing of all mNG-mTq2 FRET samples
shown in table S2 measured in the plate reader. The title above the graphs applies to
emission graphs of the donor excitation and the acceptor excitation beneath it. The
black dots show the measured spectrum and the red line the calculated spectrum.
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These are dissected into a spectrum for the background (gray), mTq2 (blue), mNG
(green) and the sensitized emission (orange). Residual signal that could not be
accounted for is plotted as unmixing difference and serves as a measure of quality.
Unmixings with mTq2 or sfTq2 are indicated, the others are with sfTq2ox.
Table S3 – Plasmids used, for primers and cloning strategies see (543).
Short name
pTHV037

Long name
Information
Basic expression vector ptrc99A derived, differing from in its with different -35
promotor region (TTGACA-TTTACA). pBR322 origin, ampR

Basic expression vector ptrc99A derived, with different -35 promotor Region
(TTGACA-TTTACA) p15 origin, catR
Cytoplasmic Expression constructs/ information
pNM001
pSAV057-mNGEC
Used for cloning
pNM002
pSAV057-mNGEC-mCh
Used for cloning
pNM040
pSAV057-mTq2
Cytoplasmic mTq2 reference
pNM041
pSAV057-sfTq2
Cytoplasmic sfTq2 reference
pNM042
pSAV057-sfTq2C70V
Cytoplasmic sfTq2ox reference
pNM043
pSAV057-mNG-mTq2
Cytoplasmic mTq2 tandem
pNM044
pSAV057-mNG-sfTq2
Cytoplasmic sfTq2 tandem
pNM045
pSAV057-mNG-sfTq2C70V
Cytoplasmic mNGECsfTq2ox tandem
pSAV073
Used for cloning
pNM046
pTHV037-mTq2-FtsZ
Cytoplasmic mTq2-FtsZ
pNM047
pTHV037-sfTq2-FtsZ
Cytoplasmic sfTq2-FtsZ
pNM048
pTHV037-sfTq2C70V-FtsZ
Cytoplasmic sfTq2ox-FtsZ
pSAV089
Used for cloning
pNM049
pSAV057-mTq2-FtsZ
Cytoplasmic mTq2-FtsZ
pNM050
pSAV057-sfTq2-FtsZ
Cytoplasmic sfTq2-FtsZ
pNM051
pSAV057-sfTq2C70V-FtsZ
Cytoplasmic sfTq2ox-FtsZ
ss
DsbA -PBP5 variants
C1-mOrange C1-mOrange
Used for cloning
C1-mOrange2 C1-mOrange2
Used for cloning
N1mStrawberry N1-mStrawberry
Used for cloning
C1-mScarlet C1-mScarlet
Used for cloning
C1-mScarletI C1-mScarletI
Used for cloning
C1-mScarletH C1-mScarletH
Used for cloning
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-sfGFP-GS-∆1-17pNM118
PBP5
IM bound sfGFP-PBP5
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-sfGFPC70V-GS-∆1-17pNM052
PBP5
IM bound sfGFPC70V-PBP5
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-mNGEC-EFGS-∆1-17pNM11
PBP5
IM bound mNGEC-PBP5
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-mOr-EFGS-∆1-17pNM053
PBP5
IM bound mOrange-PBP5
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-mOr2-EFGS-∆1-17pNM054
PBP5
IM bound mOrange2-PBP5
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-mStr-EFGS-∆1-17pNM055
PBP5
IM bound mStrawberry-PBP5
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-mCh-EFSGRS-∆1-17pNM12
PBP5
Used for cloning
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-mSc-EFSGRS-∆1-17pNM056
PBP5
IM bound mScarlet-PBP5
pSAV057
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Ref.
(45)
(159)
(394)
(394)
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
(159)
This work
This work
This work
(159)
This work
This work
This work
(556)
(556)
(406)
(422)
(422)
(422)
(394)
This work
(394)
This work
This work
This work
(394)
This work

pNM057
pNM058

pNM059
pNM060
pNM061
pNM062
pNM063
pNM064
pNM065
pNM066

C1-sfTq2
pNM067
pNM068
pNM069
pNM070
pNM071
pNM072
pNM073
pNM074
pNM075
pNM076
pNM077
pNM078
pNM079
pNM080
pNM081

pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-mScI-EFSGRS-∆1-17PBP5
IM bound mScarletI-PBP5
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-mScH-EFSGRS-∆117-PBP5
IM bound mScarletH-PBP5
monomeric turquoise2 variants in PBP5
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-mTq2-EFGS-∆1-17PBP5
IM bound mTq2-PBP5
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-mTq2C48S-EFGS-∆117-PBP5
IM bound mTq2C48S-PBP5
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-mTq2C70S-EFGS-∆117-PBP5
IM bound mTq2C70S-PBP5
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-mTq2C70M-EFGS-∆117-PBP5
IM bound mTq2C70M-PBP5
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-mTq2C48S-C70M-EFGS∆1-17-PBP5
IM bound mTq2C48S-C70M-PBP5
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-mTq2C48S-C70S-EFGS∆1-17-PBP5
IM bound mTq2C48S-C70S-PBP5
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-mTq2C48S-C70V-EFGS∆1-17-PBP5
IM bound mTq2C48S-C70V-PBP5
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-mTq2C48S-C70V-F99SEFGS-∆1-17-PBP5
IM bound mTq2C48S-C70V-F99S-PBP5
monomeric superfolder mTurquoise2 variants in PBP5
Maintenance plasmid, mTq2S30RY39N-F99S-N105T-I171V
C1-sfTq2
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-sfTq2-EFGS-∆1-17PBP5
IM bound sfTq2-PBP5
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-sfTq2C48S-EFGS-∆117-PBP5
IM bound sfTq2C48S-PBP5
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-sfTq2C48V-EFGS-∆117-PBP5
IM bound sfTq2C48V-PBP5
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-sfTq2C48R-EFGS-∆117-PBP5
IM bound sfTq2C48R-PBP5
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-sfTq2C70A-EFGS-∆117-PBP5
IM bound sfTq2C70A-PBP5
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-sfTq2C70G-EFGS-∆117-PBP5
IM bound sfTq2C70G-PBP5
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-sfTq2C70M-EFGS-∆117-PBP5
IM bound sfTq2C70M-PBP5
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-sfTq2C70P-EFGS-∆117-PBP5
IM bound sfTq2C70P-PBP5
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-sfTq2C70S-EFGS-∆117-PBP5
IM bound sfTq2C70S-PBP5
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-sfTq2C70T-EFGS-∆117-PBP5
IM bound sfTq2C70T-PBP5
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-sfTq2C70V-EFGS-∆117-PBP5
IM bound sfTq2ox-PBP5
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-sfTq2C48S-C70M-EFGS∆1-17-PBP5
IM bound sfTq2C48S-C70M-PBP5
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-sfTq2C48S-C70S-EFGS∆1-17-PBP5
IM bound sfTq2C48S-C70S-PBP5
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-sfTq2C48S-C70V-EFGS∆1-17-PBP5
IM bound sfTq2C48S-C70V-PBP5
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-sfTq2S99F-EFGS-∆117-PBP5
IM bound sfTq2S99F-PBP5
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This work
This work

This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work

This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
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pNM082
pNM083
pNM015
pNM017
pNM010
pNM084
pNM085
pNM086
pNM014
pGV030
pNM004
pNM087
pNM088
pNM089
pNM090
pNM091
pNM092
pNM093
pNM094
pNM095
pNM096
pNM097
pNM098
pNM099
pNM0100
pNM101
pNM102

pNM103
pNM104

pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-sfTq2Y145F-EFGS-∆117-PBP5
IM bound sfTq2Y145F-PBP5
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-sfTq2C70V-Y145F-EFGS∆1-17-PBP5
IM bound sfTq2C70V-Y145F-PBP5
Biological interaction, active/inactive PBP5 dimerization
pSAV057-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-mNGEC-EFGS-∆1-17- IM bound mNGEC-PBP5 S44G
PBP5-S44G
mutant
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-mNGEC-EFGS-∆1-17- IM bound mNGEC-PBP5 S44G
PBP5-S44G
mutant
pSAV057-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-mCh-EFSGRS-∆1-17Used for cloning
PBP5
pSAV057-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-sfTq2-EFGS-∆1-17PBP5
IM bound sfTq2-PBP5
pSAV057-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-sfTq2-EFGS-∆1-17- IM bound sfTq2-PBP5 S44G
PBP5-S44G
mutant
pTHV037-DsbAss-LEGPAGL-sfTq2-EFGS-∆1-17- IM bound sfTq2-PBP5 S44G
PBP5-S44G
mutant
OmpA variants
OM bound OmpA-mNGEC
pSAV057-Ompa-(SA-1)-177-LEDPPAEL-mNGEC
reference
pTHV037 OmpA-(SA-1)-177-LEDPPAEF-mCh
Used for cloning
pTHV037-Ompa-(SA-1)-177-LEDPPAEL-mNGECmCh
Used for cloning
pTHV037-Ompa-SA1-177-(SA-1)-LEDPPAELOM bound OmpA-sfTq2 reference
sfTq2
pTHV037-Ompa-SA1-177-(SA-1)-LEDPPAELOM bound OmpA-sfTq2ox
sfTq2C70V
reference
pTHV037-Ompa-SA1-177-(SA-1)-LEDPPAELOM bound OmpA-mNGEC-sfTq2
mNGEC-sfTq2
tandem
pTHV037-Ompa-SA1-177-(SA-1)-LEDPPAELOM bound OmpA-mNGEC-sfTq2C48S
mNGEC-sfTq2C48S
tandem
pTHV037-Ompa-SA1-177-(SA-1)-LEDPPAELOM bound OmpA-mNGECmNGEC-sfTq2C48S-C70V
sfTq2C48S-C70V tandem
pTHV037-Ompa-SA1-177-(SA-1)-LEDPPAELOM bound OmpA-mNGEC-sfTq2ox
mNGEC-sfTq2C70V
tandem
pTHV037-Ompa-SA1-177-(SA-1)-LEDPPAELOM bound OmpA-mNGEC-sfTq2ox
mNGEC-sfTq2C70V
tandem alternative
NlpA Variants
pTHV037-G-NlpA-GGS-mCh
IM bound NlpA-mCh
pTHV037-G-NlpA-GGS-sfTq2
IM bound NlpA-sfTq2
pTHV037-G-NlpA-GGS-sfTq2C70V
IM bound NlpA-sfTq2ox
pSAV057-G-NlpAss-mNGEC
IM bound NlpAss-mNGEC-sfTq2ox
pTHV037-G-NlpASS-KDPPAEL-mNGEC-sfTq2C70V tandem
LpoB Variants
pTHV037-G-LpoB-GGS-mCh
OM bound LpoB-mCh
pTHV037-G-LpoB-GGS-sfTq2
OM bound LpoB-sfTq2
pTHV037-G-LpoB-GGS-sfTq2C70V
OM bound LpoB-sfTq2ox
OM bound LpoB73-mNGECsfTq2ox
pTHV037-G-LpoB73-mNGEC-sfTq2C70V
Tandem
MalF Variants
IM bound MalFss-mss-mNGECpTHV037-MalF-ss-mss-mNGEC-sfTq2C70V
sfTq2ox tandem
FtsB Variants
pTHV037-FtsB-sfTq2C70V
IM bound FtsB-sfTq2ox
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This work
This work

(394)
(394)
(394)
This work
This work
This work

(394)
(557)
(394)
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
Thiswork
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work

This work
This work

pNM105

pSAV057-FtsB-mNGEC

pNM106

pTHV037-FtsBm4-sfTq2C70V

pNM107

pSAV057-FtsBm4-mNGEC

IM bound FtsB-mNGEC
IM bound FtsB-sfTq2ox Leucine
Mutant
IM bound FtsB-mNGEC Leucine
Mutant

This work

IM bound FtsL-sfTq2ox
IM bound FtsL-mNGEC
IM bound FtsL-sfTq2ox Leucine
Mutant
IM bound FtsL-mNGEC Leucine
Mutant
Eukaryotic constructs
Used for cloning
Maintenance plasmid
Maintenance plasmid
Maintenance plasmid
Used for cloning
For OSER asay
For OSER asay
For OSER asay

This work
This work

This work
This work

FtsL Variants
pNM108
pNM109

pTHV037-FtsL-sfTq2C70V
pSAV057-FtsL-mNGEC

pNM110

pTHV037-FtsLm4-sfTq2C70V

pNM111

pSAV057-FtsLm4-mNGEC

N1-mCh
N1-mTq2
pNM112
pNM113
Cyterm-mKOκ
Cyterm-mTq2
pNM114
pNM115
SYFP2-T2ASYFP2
SYFP2-T2AmTq2
pNM116
pNM117

N1-mCh
N1-mTq2
N1-sfTq2
N1-sfTq2C70V
Cyterm-mKOκ
Cyterm-mTq2
Cyterm-sfTq2
Cyterm-sfTq2C70V
SYFP2-T2A-SYFP2

Used for cloning

SYFP2-T2A-mTq2
SYFP2-T2A-sfTq2
SYFP2-T2A-sfTq2C70V

For relative brightness assay
For relative brightness assay
For relative brightness assay

This work
This work
(406)
(408)
This work
This work
(458)
(408)
This work
This work
(458)
(408)
This work
This work
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7
The FtsZ-ZapAB-MatP connection
Introduction
The interaction between ZapA and FtsZ
Tetramerization state of ZapA affects ZapB localization
MatP deficiency does not cause ZapB delocalization
Timing of ZapA, ZapB and MatP
Materials and methods
Supplementary material

Parts of this chapter were originally published in: Roseboom et al (2018) (558) and
Monterroso et al (2019) (559).
Mapping the Contact Sites of the Escherichia coli Division-Initiating Proteins FtsZ and
ZapA by BAMG Cross-Linking and Site-Directed Mutagenesis. Int. J. Mol. Sci. 19 (10):
e2928
&
The bacterial DNA binding protein MatP involved in linking the nucleoid terminal
domain to the divisome at midcell interacts with lipid membranes. mBio 10 (3): e0037619
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7.1 Introduction
Escherichia coli separates into two identical daughter cells during cell division with
exceptional fidelity. The first step of cell division is the formation of a ring-like structure
at midcell composed of multiple proteins called the divisome. The main component and
the first protein to localize in E. coli is FtsZ. FtsZ is a tubulin homologue that can
polymerize into protofilaments that adhere to each other forming a treadmilling
discontinuous ring called the proto ring (560). This ring serves as a scaffold for other
cell division proteins to attach and perform localized functions. Together, the proteins
involved in the division machinery are called the divisome and are part of an at least
one MDa protein complex (155). Division results in two (almost) identical daughter cells
and therefore the divisome has to localize precisely at midcell. The midcell is partly
designated by negative regulation of the formation of the FtsZ ring. The min oscillation
system and nucleoid occlusion (Chapter 1) prevent polymerization of the FtsZ protoring anywhere in the cell except (or rather less) at midcell where the septum should be
formed and division should occur. Recently, also positive localization cues have been
suggested (described later). The formation of the divisome comprises the localization
of many interdependent proteins that interact and function to support division and
prevent defects. The sequential buildup of the divisome can be grouped in early and
late localizing proteins (156). The early localizing divisome proteins mainly establish and
enhance the proto-ring and prepare for septal PG synthesis before the late localizing
divisome proteins are able to localize and further initiate and coordinate synthesis of
new poles and start invagination to form two daughter cells.
During the early steps of divisome formation, FtsZ protofilaments attach to the
membrane by interacting with the essential anchor proteins FtsA and ZipA. Both
proteins tether FtsZ filaments to the membrane by interacting with its C-terminal tail.
FtsA and ZipA work together to allow Z-ring formation but are not redundant as they
are essential for recruiting downstream divisome proteins and regulation of division
(206, 561). Other factors that interact with FtsZ and help organize the divisome to a
greater or lesser extend are the Z associated proteins (Zap)s. Many Zaps have been
discovered (ZapABCDE) but they do not necessarily function together or in the same
processes. ZapA and ZapB have roles in the coupling and timing of cell division with
chromosome segregation in concert with other proteins described below.
ZapC reduces GTPase activity of FtsZ molecules and thereby stabilizes the
protofilaments of the Z-ring and promotes their lateral association in vitro (220, 221).
ZapC does not bind to the FtsZ C-terminal tail with which FtsA and ZipA bind suggesting
it regulates Z-ring formation differently (222). The stabilizing effects of ZapC on FtsZ
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protofilaments are underscored by its susceptibility to direct degradation by the
proteases ClpXP and ClpAP (223). ClpXP is known to degrade FtsZ filaments modulating
the equilibrium between free and polymerized FtsZ (224). ClpX also interacts with ZapC,
which is being degraded in a ClpXP-dependent manner (223). The dynamic interplay of
ZapC and FtsZ with their proteases may provide an additional level of Z-ring regulation.
ZapD promotes FtsZ bundling in vitro and requires FtsZ but no other known divisome
proteins to localize to midcell (225). Like many FtsZ associated proteins, ZapD interacts
with the C-terminal region of FtsZ possibly competing with other proteins (226).
Structural studies suggest that a dimer of ZapD may stabilize two adjacent FtsZ
molecules in a filament (227). Interestingly, the gene for ZapD (yacF) was independently
found to be involved in the cell-morphology of the nasopharynchal pathogens Neisseria
meningitides and Moraxella catarrhalis. The loss of yacF accompanied a morphological
change from rod to coccus, a changed PG structure and loss in the ability of these
species to grow by elongation (228). ZapD is not essential in E. coli and deletion of yacF
did not result in round cells but if it has a linking function perhaps subsequent
alterations could be made to the elongasomal complex.
ZapE is the latest Zap discovered and less is known about it. Interestingly, ZapE localizes
late to the divisome and destabilizes FtsZ filaments in an ATP-dependent manner
setting it apart from the other Zaps (211). Its deletion or overexpression did not result
in elongation of the cells under regular aerobic conditions. Phenotypes for ZapE were
only observed at anoxic conditions or high temperatures suggesting a niche condition
for which its function is required (211).
More is known about ZapA, which is broadly conserved among Gram-negative and positive bacteria (215, 216). It was first described in Bacillus subtilis and found to
promote FtsZ assembly in vitro (215). E. coli ZapA is present in cells at higher
concentrations and promotes FtsZ polymerization through enhancing cooperativity of
FtsZ polymer association (212). Much of the ZapA enhanced FtsZ polymerization studies
have been performed in vitro at non-physiological conditions of pH 6.5 and high Mg2+
concentrations. At these conditions FtsZ alone also has the propensity to filament and
bundle and ZapA increased this into more pronounced bundles (216). However, the
turnover of FtsZ should be highly dynamic and would thus not benefit from being rigid
when constriction has to occur (562). Experiments performed under physiological
conditions for FtsZ, ZapA and MgCl2 resulted in a more dynamic stabilizing effect of
ZapA on FtsZ bundle formation (212). ZapA can exist as a mixture of dimers and
tetramers in vitro (212) but in vivo it is more likely to be mostly tetrameric due to
molecular crowding conditions (558, 563). In fact, the published ZapA structures also
promise a tetrameric structure and tetramerization has been suggested to be required
for FtsZ bundling (563–565).
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Zaps clearly influence FtsZ polymerization directly or indirectly and regulate the stability
of the FtsZ proto-ring for, or under, specific conditions. The specific function of ZapC
and ZapD have not yet been established, whereas ZapE has only been suggested to be
required for anoxic growth conditions. In contrast, ZapA has been shown to have a
function in regulating chromosome segregation and cell division. ZapA requires FtsZ for
its midcell localization and is responsible for recruiting ZapB (213, 218). ZapB was
initially found independently of ZapA and described as a self-interacting division protein
affecting cell length through chromosome condensation (217). It was first thought to
be an independently FtsZ interacting protein because of positive bacterial two hybrid
screen (B2H) results but was later found to be fully dependent on ZapA to localize to
the divisome (213, 217). Interestingly, recently ZapA and ZapB were also found to from
an FtsZ-independent structure at midcell in some situations (566).
The FtsZ, ZapA and ZapB complex has been the subject of many studies mapping their
interacting requirements and domains. B2H experiments suggested that the C-terminus
of ZapA is important for its self-interaction, FtsZ interaction, and ZapB interaction. The
N-terminal amino acids were suggested to be mostly important only for FtsZ interaction
(218). These experiments were relatively coarse in terms of mapping the interaction
sites and did not consider ZapA tetramerization, which may be important for at least
FtsZ interactions (563). Similar experiments were done for ZapB and its first 10 amino
acids were suggested to be important for the interaction with ZapA, which was
confirmed by site directed mutagenesis. ZapB self-interaction was found to be likely
dependent on both its C- and N-terminal amino acids (218). The specific residues of FtsZ
and ZapA responsible for their interaction are subject of current research and described
in this chapter.
ZapB interacts with Macrodomain Ter Protein (MatP), which organizes and condenses
the terminus (ter) region of the chromosome by DNA looping (219, 567, 568). MatP
specifically recognizes matS sites at the ter region of the chromosome. MatS is a 13 bp
sequence that is repeated 23 times within a 780 kb chromosomal region of the ter
macrodomain and the deletion of MatP causes premature segregation of the
chromosome and defects in cell division (219). Together these data suggest that MatP
keeps the duplicated sister chromosomes at midcell and delays their segregation
through its interaction with the ter region and its interaction with ZapB at the cell
division site that protrudes from the Z-ring towards MatP (569). Keeping the ter region
at midcell could benefit the proper resolution of the two sister chromatids and the
failure thereof could result in uneven segregation and DNA damage.
The protein responsible for finding the correct site of chromosome deconcatenation is
FtsK. When FtsK was discovered it was linked to DNA transfer due to its large sequence
homology with B. subtillis SpoIIIE, which was implicated to be a transferase of
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chromosomal DNA (570). FtsK is an essential protein and its depletion causes cells to
become filamentous indicating that division is blocked. FtsK is a large protein of 147
kDa consisting of several domains. The N-terminal domain is an integral
transmembrane protein followed by a linker, and the α and ß domains that comprise
an ATP dependent molecular motor responsible for translocation of DNA that is
recognized by the C-terminal γ domain (237). Interestingly, only the N-terminal part of
FtsK is required for cell division, suggesting that the DNA translocation machinery itself
is not directly essential for division and ftsK may be evolutionary merged from two
genes (238). For instance, B. subtillis contains the protein SftA that only resembles the
α, ß and γ domains (DNA motor) of FtsK. This organism also forms spores and may
require alternative modes of DNA translocation and the evolutionary separation of two
genes to facilitate this could also be a possibility (239). FtsK requires FtsA and ZipA for
midcell localization and the FtsBLQ complex is dependent on FtsK for its localization
(207, 236). At midcell, FtsK assembles a hexamer that forms a channel capable of DNA
translocation as well as activating the chromosome-dimer unlinking proteins XerC and
XerD (240, 241).
The γ domains recognize a specific 8 nucleotide DNA motif called FtsK orienting polar
sequences (KOPS) that control DNA segregation by orienting FtsK translocase activity
(243). KOPS motifs are confined to a 400 kb region around the dif site that resides within
the ter region of the chromosomes. Experiments tracking chromosomal loci with
translocase-deficient FtsK revealed that its KOPS oriented activity is required for the
ordered translocation of a large but confined region around the dif site (244).
Interestingly, matS sites surround KOPS sites and the inactivation of MatP causes an
earlier segregation of sister chromosomes. FtsK seems to be able to remove MatP from
the chromosome and stalls at XerCD/dif complexes in vitro (571, 572). This suggest that
FtsK releases MatP from matS sites to locally reverse chromosome condensation and
allowing DNA translocation possibly synchronizing DNA segregation with the final steps
of cell division. Taken together the previous data suggest that under fast growing
conditions cell division and chromosome segregation are tightly regulated but more
recently changes in growth conditions were found to be differently regulated (214).
In this chapter, the role and function of the FtsZ-ZapA-ZapB-MatP interactions during
cell division are investigated and discussed. The interacting residues of FtsZ and ZapA
were grossly mapped in vivo by BAMG crosslinking and to a finer degree by mutagenesis
of ZapA. The morphologies of ZapA deletion strains expressing the ZapA mutants from
plasmid were assayed to determine their complementing functionality. This resulted in
the finding that the “head” domain composed of two ZapA monomers is important for
FtsZ binding. This suggested that ZapA dimers could independently bind FtsZ, which was
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confirmed in vivo by FRET. These results provided new questions as to what is the
purpose of ZapA tetramerization for either FtsZ or ZapB and ter linkage as a whole.
The response of FtsZ and ZapB localization on ZapA mutants was assayed by
immunolabeling. This revealed that FtsZ still localizes at midcell, regardless of ZapA but
that ZapB does not localize at midcell if ZapA is absent or present as a dimeric mutant,
strongly suggesting that ter linkage is dependent on tetrameric ZapA. The chapter
further shows our findings concerning ZapB and MatP effects on chromosome
localization. Finally, the timing of ZapA ZapB and MatP is discussed in relation to
chromosome segregation leading to a new model.
Table 1 – The main proteins discussed in this chapter
Protein

gene

Proposed function

FtsZ

ftsZ

ZapA

ygfE

ZapB

yiiU

Cell division scaffold /
treadmilling
Cell
division
/
chromosome segregation
Cell
division
/
chromosome segregation

ZapC
ZapD
ZapE
MatP

ycbW
yacF
yhcM
ycbG

ZipA
FtsA

zipA
ftsA

FtsK

ftsK

FtsZ
Binding
Forms
polymers
Binds FtsZ
dimer
Via ZapA

Stage

Completea

Minimala

Early

6750

3335

Early

2275

738

Early

34197

7797

155
1983
255
601

280
373
214
360

Early
Early

2128
984

501
575

Early

508

213

Not CTT,
CTT
FtsZ destabilization
Divisome-chromosome
interaction
FtsZ membrane tether
FtsZ membrane tether,
activation of divisome
DNA translocation,
recruitment late divisome

Late
Via ZapBZapA
CTT
CTT

a

The average amount of proteins per cell determined by ribosomal profiling in complete
and minimal medium (198). CTT is the C-terminal tail of FtsZ (amino acids 369-383).

7.2 The interaction between ZapA and FtsZ
From the crystal structures of Pseudomonas aeruginosa and E. coli ZapA as well as
analytical ultracentrifugation it was shown that ZapA can exist as dimer and tetramer
in a state of equilibrium (564, 565). Each ZapA monomer consists of a globular amino
terminal head followed by a long helix that forms a coiled-coli with a second monomer.
Two dimers are intertwined exposing globular domains at the extremes as a “dog-bone”
shaped tetramer (Figure 1). The globular head domains are thought to interact with
FtsZ (218, 564, 565). ZapA may have two binding sites on FtsZ (212, 573) as it is able to
cross-link FtsZ filaments and stabilize the longitudinal bonds between FtsZ subunits in
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vitro, for which its tetramerization seems to be essential (563). The molecular details
on where ZapA and FtsZ interact are not available and cannot be obtained by cocrystallization with FtsZ protofilaments or bundles has, to date, not been successful.
Therefore, chemical cross-linking in combination with Chemical cross-linking Mass
Spectrometry (CXMS) was used to assess the interacting regions between ZapA and
FtsZ. To identify the specific amino acids required for this interaction, the cross-linked
regions of ZapA were site directed mutagenized and tested for their ability to
complement a deletion strain.
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Figure 1 – Assembled crystal structure of ZapA tetramer, dimer and monomer (PDBID
4P1M (565)) showing the amino acid residues that were mutated. Yellow mutated
residues complemented the ∆zapA strain, pink residues only intermediately and red
residues did not complement. The non-complementing residues are arranged at the
interface between two monomers but also at the pocket clefts where the C-terminal
tails of the neighboring dimer are present.
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Crosslinking and mass spectrometric analysis
Electron microscopy images showed that tetrameric ZapA is able to cross-link two single
FtsZ protofilaments as well as two pairs of FtsZ protofilaments in vitro (212, 563). As
both proteins possess a number of surface-exposed lysines, amine cross-linking with a
bifunctional N–hydroxysuccimidyl ester was used to determine the interaction
domains. The length of the spacer of BAMG is 7.7 Å and the side chain of lysine has a
length of 6.5 Å when fully stretched. Consequently, the maximal distance between Cα
atoms of linked residues that can be spanned by BAMG is 20.5 Å (2.05 nm). The
crosslinking experiments themselves are beyond the scope of this chapter but are
described in (558).
Two intraprotein cross-links were found between ZapA and FtsZ (ZapAK42-FtsZK51 and
ZapAK42-FtsZK66) (Figure 2). K42 of ZapA is located in its globular head domain, while
residues K51 and K66 of FtsZ are in close enough proximity on the FtsZ monomer to
explain cross-linking by one defined binding site between ZapA and FtsZ. It is well
known that FtsZ molecules form protofilaments in a head to tail arrangement of
monomers (574). Residues K51 and K66 are close to the interphase between two
monomers and in the vicinity of the GTP binding site. Interestingly, evidence has been
presented that ZapA not only cross-links FtsZ protofilaments but also stimulates
longitudinal FtsZ-FtsZ interactions (573). This can be explained by assuming binding of
ZapA to the FtsZ-FtsZ interface, thereby stabilizing the FtsZ-FtsZ interaction. Indeed,
ZapA has been reported to reduce the rate of GTP hydrolysis by FtsZ under conditions
that stimulate bundling (10 mM Mg2+ or 10 mM Ca2+)(216), but not under non-bundling
conditions (5 mM MgCl2+)(212). Therefore, a possible explanation could also be that
binding of ZapA close to the GTP binding site may modulate the GTPase activity, thereby
regulating protofilament formation. The positive ZapA-FtsZ crosslinking region around
residue K42 of ZapA was selected for further analysis.
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Figure 2 - The ZapA structure (565) in yellow and a model of the E. coli FtsZ structure in
green with lysines involved in cross-links indicated. The K42 of ZapA cross-links with K51
and K66 of FtsZ (all blue). The GTP connecting the two FtsZ monomers is shown in grey.
This figure was originally published in Roseboom et al (558) and is used under CC BY
4.0.
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ZapA mutants
To obtain more detailed information on the interaction between FtsZ and ZapA and to
be able to verify the in vitro information, a number of ZapA mutants in the vicinity of
the cross-linked reside K42 were made on plasmid (Table 2). To determine the
conditions at which ZapA expression from plasmid would complement a deletion strain,
an IPTG induction titration experiment was performed with several of the constructs.
The zapA deletion strain is moderately filamentous but the expression of ZapA from
plasmid reverses this (213). Therefore, ΔzapA was grown with ZapA variants as wells as
wild type and a negative control and expression was induced with 10, 20, 50 or 100 µM
IPTG. After at least 6 mass doublings the cells were fixed and photographed through
the microscope and the average cell length was analyzed by ObjectJ (179). The result
showed full complementation of wild type ZapA and most mutants at 100 µM IPTG
(Figure 3) but to exclude the possibility of complementation by overexpression 50 µM
IPTG was selected for further experiments. Besides possibly altering FtsZ binding
dynamics, the mutations in ZapA could also affect the interaction with ZapB (213).
Therefore, the fixed cells were immunolabelled with antibodies against ZapA, FtsZ and
ZapB.
In the absence of ZapA, FtsZ localizes less pronounced at mid cell with more cytosolic
FtsZ background than in a wild type strain and ZapB localizes at the poles and near the
newly synthesized septa. ZapA mutants D32A, N35A, N35D, Q39A, Q39E, Q39K, and
T48R complemented the ΔzapA strain, localized at mid cell and were able to recruit
ZapB (Table 2, Figure S1). Mutants D32K, K42A, K42E, R46E, T48D, T50RE51D and E109K
mildly affected the length of the cells with between 2.5 and 6 % of the cells having a
cell length of more than 10 µm (Table 2, Figure 3). In these cells the balance between
midcell and cytoplasmic localization of ZapA and ZapB is shifted towards the latter. The
percentage of cells with a cell length of more than 10 µm of the ZapA mutants R13D,
E51K and I56K was between 6 % and the same value as that of cells expressing an empty
vector control. This indicated that they did not complement the ΔzapA strain, which
was confirmed by the mislocalization of ZapB in the old and new poles (Figure 4).
Residues R13, D32, R46, T48, E51 and I56 reside in or close to a groove in the vicinity of
the K42 cross-linking site whereas E109 is at the bottom of the groove (Figure 5).
Therefore, we propose that this area is important for the FtsZ binding site, for the
correct folding and or ZapA multimerization.
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Figure 3 - Complementation of the ∆zapA phenotype by expression of ZapA mutants
from plasmid. Plotted are the average cell lengths (left) and the percentage of cells
longer than 10 µm (right) of the ZapA mutants and controls expressed from plasmid at
the indicated concentration of IPTG.

Table 2 - Morphology of TB28 ΔzapA cells grown in TY at 37°C with ZapA mutants
expressed form plasmid and induced with 50 μM IPTG for 6 mass doublings.
ZapA mutants
TB28
Empty vector
Wild type
R13D
D32A
D32K
N35A
N35D
Q39A
Q39E
Q39K
K42A
K42E
R46E
T48D
T48R
T50R, E51D
E51K
I56K
E109K
a

Cell length ± SD
(μm)
4.13 ± 0.05
6.87 ± 0.87
5.02 ± 0.39
5.70 ± 0.70
4.81 ± 0.17
5.11 ± 0.04
4.54 ± 0.05
5.05 ± 0.09
4.67 ± 1.23
4.94 ± 0.12
4.96 ± 0.08
5.22 ± 0.26
5.20 ± 0.35
5.85 ±0.17
5.86 ± 0.37
4.60 ± 0.6
5.28 ± 0.16
6.74 ± 0.35
7.08 ± 0.41
5.58 ± 0.37

na
(2)4
(4)13
(5)15
(3)9
(2)3
(2)4
(2)3
(2)3
(2)3
(1)3
(2)3
(2)5
(2)4
(2)5
(2)6
(2)5
(2)6
(3)7
(2)7
(3)7

Cell length > 10
μm ± SD (%)
0.1 ± 0.1
12.4 ± 4.3
2.3 ± 1.4
7.3 ± 3.2
1.0 ± 0.4
2.8 ±1.5
0.6 ± 0.3
1.4 ± 1.0
0.8 ± 0.3
2.4 ± 0.6
1.4 ± 0.8
3.2 ± 1.0
2.8 ± 1.7
5.8 ± 0.7
6.0 ±1.9
2.3 ± 1.2
3.0 ± 0.7
10.9 ± 2.9
12.9 ± 2.3
4.7 ± 2.3

ZapA
fluorescenceb
100
38
100
95
92
106
79
68
82
104
88
87
98
115
67
70
75
96
99
67

n is the number of individual repeats of the experiment and the number of technical
repeats is given between brackets. The average length of the cells in the culture is
based on the experimental and technical repeats. bThe ZapA fluorescence is expressed
as percentage of the fluorescence detected by the expression of the wild type protein
from plasmid. ZapA immunolabeling was performed two times and in some cases
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more than two times and the average ZapA concentration of these experiments is
given. This table was originally published in Roseboom et al (558) and is used under
CC BY 4.0.

Wild type
Dia-map

Wild type
FL-map FtsZ

Wild type
FL-map ZapA

Wild type
FL-map ZapB

n=878
Cell length > 10µm: 2.3 ± 1.4% > n=15

n = 1364

n = 809

EV
Dia-map

EV
FL-map ZapA

EV
FL-map ZapB

n = 1162

n = 556

Brightness/contrast
FtsZ 100
ZapA 100
ZapB 120

EV
FL-map FtsZ

Brightness/contrast
FtsZ 100
ZapA 100
ZapB 120
n=373
Cell length > 10µm: 12.4 % ± 4.3 %, n=13
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T48D
Dia-map

T48D
FL-map FtsZ

T48D
FL-map ZapA

T48D
FL-map ZapB

Brightness/contrast
FtsZ 100
ZapA 100
ZapB 120
n = 1842
n = 1339
n = 1041
Cell length > 10µm: 6.0 ± 1.9 %, n=6
Figure 4 - Map of diameter and map of fluorescence profiles and average fluorescence
profile of FtsZ, ZapA and ZapB of TB28∆zapA expressing ZapA mutants from plasmid.
The cells were grown exponentially in rich medium at 37°C and the OD600 was kept
below 0.3. Expression of the mutants was induced with 50 µM IPTG for 6 mass
doublings. Cells were fixed and immunolabeled as described in the experimental
procedures. Of each sample, from left to right the map of diameter of the FtsZ labeled
sample, the map of fluorescence of the FtsZ labeled sample, the map of fluorescence
of the ZapA labeled sample, and the map of fluorescence of the ZapB labeled sample is
shown. The cells are sorted according to their length in the maps (small cells on top and
the longest cell on the bottom of the map). Number of analyzed cells are indicated and
the percentage of cells with a cell length of more than 10 µm from a number (n) of
experiments as indicated is shown. All mutants are shown in the supporting information
figure S1. This figure was originally published in Roseboom et al (558) and is used under
CC BY 4.0.
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Figure 5 - Weakly and non-complementing mutants in ZapA. The E. coli ZapA tetramer
(565) is shown with two molecules in lime and two in green. The weakly complementing
mutant amino acid residues (D32, T48, R46, E109) made in the present study are shown
in cyan, the non-complementing residues (R13, E51, I56) are in red and the
complementing residues (N35 and Q39) in grey. Residue K42, which was cross-linked to
FtsZ and which mutated versions were weakly complementing is shown in blue. This
figure was originally published in Roseboom et al (558) and is used under CC BY 4.0.

Docking of FtsZ and ZapA
A model of the ZapA-FtsZ complex was obtained by information-driven docking with
the HADDOCK2.2 webserver (575). For this, a trimer of E. coli FtsZ based on homology
structure prediction (576) was docked against the E. coli ZapA tetramer (4P1M,(565))
using the information of the mutation data and the two ZapA-FtsZ cross-links as
ambiguous distance restraints (577). From the putatively important ZapA residues for
FtsZ binding identified by mutagenesis, R13, R46, T48 and E51 were used to drive the
docking. E9 and I56 were excluded because poorly solvent accessible and E109 was
excluded because of its remote position from the patch formed by the other residues.
Additional restraints, fine-tuning and docking statistics are beyond the scope of this
chapter but are described in (558).
The best scoring docking model satisfies the two cross-links with C-C distances of ~16
Å and involved two consecutive FtsZ monomers. The FtsZ filament binds to the front of
the globular domain of ZapA. Both proteins are almost in the same plane at an angle of
about 70 ° (Figure 6). Contact sides of ZapA are the loop 46-51 of one monomer and
the residues R13 and R16 in the other monomer that together form the globular domain
of the dog bone-shaped protein. The majority of the interaction residues of FtsZ are
from one monomer (E406, T408, D410, K414, E438, G455, Q456, A490, E493 and G494).
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Figure 6 - Haddock model of the interaction between a FtsZ filament and the ZapA
tetramer. (a) and (b) Front and back side view of a close-up of the interaction site with
the interacting amino acid residues of both proteins indicated. (c) Frontal overview of
a FtsZ filament consisting of three monomers and the interacting ZapA tetramer. (d)
Side view of the same molecules with a second FtsZ filament and the cytoplasmic
membrane indicated. The grey spheres at the interface of the FtsZ monomers is GTP.
This figure was originally published in Roseboom et al (558) and is used under CC BY
4.0.

7.3 Tetramerization state of ZapA affects ZapB
localization
The ZapA mutants that affected phenotype but also interacted with FtsZ may possibly
have influenced division through other related proteins. ZapB is dependent on ZapA for
midcell localization and was further investigated. While ZapA is strongly conserved
throughout bacteria, ZapB is only conserved in most γ-proteobacteria (215, 217). ZapB
forms a link between cell division through ZapA and chromosome segregation through
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MatP (219, 567). In this section we further investigate the ZapA multimerization state
and the interactions with FtsZ and ZapB.

Dimeric ZapA does not properly localize to midcell
ZapB localization is a good indication of correct ZapA functionality. Not only do the cells
become longer without proper ZapA localization, also ZapB becomes delocalized (218).
Although ZapA mutants R13D, E51K and I56K were not complementing cell length, they
still localized at midcell as did ZapB. This suggested they were interacting with FtsZ in a
non-complementing manner but independently still recruited ZapB. The work of
Pacheco-Gómez et al shows that ZapA tetramerization is required for FtsZ bundling in
vitro using ZapA mutant I83E that does not tetramerize (563). The mutant fully folds
and forms ZapA dimers that were shown to still bind FtsZ by co-sedimentation. This
made us wonder about the activity of ZapAI83E in vivo and whether ZapA tetramerization
is important for ZapB localization.
A complementation experiment with ZapAI83E was performed to assess its ability to
complement the elongated ∆zapA phenotype and restore wild-type morphology.
Plasmids containing WT ZapA, ZapAI83E or a negative control plasmid (EV) were
expressed with 50 µM IPTG in TB28 ∆zapA cells for ~8 TD. The cells were then fixed,
imaged, and average cell lengths were analyzed. This showed that ZapAI83E was unable
to complement ∆zapA with an average cell length of 6.1 µm and 5.9 % of the cells being
longer than 10 µm compared to ZapA with an average cell length of 5.1 µm and 0.9 %
cells longer than 10 µM. ZapAI83E results resembled more the EV control, which was 6.4
µm long with 7.9 % of the cells longer than 10 µm and ZapA results resembled more the
TB28 mother strain that was 4.5 µm long with 0.4 % cells longer than 10 µm (Figure 7).
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Figure 7 – ZapAI83E does not complement the elongated ∆zapA phenotype. (a)
Phenotypes of the cells. The scale bar represents 2 µm. (b) Cell length distributions of
each group. The number of cells measured were TB28 = 3670, EV = 2686, ZapA = 4476
and ZapAI83E = 2491. The whiskers represent the 10th and 90th percentile.

ZapAI83E was unable to complement based on average cell length. Other noncomplementing ZapA mutants showed some degree of midcell localization and
subsequent recruit ZapB. In vitro work suggested that dimeric ZapAI83E is still be able to
bind FtsZ (563). The zapA cells from the complementation experiment were
immunolabeled with antibodies specific for FtsZ, ZapA, or ZapB to probe their
localization patterns. This revealed that the ZapAI83E localized throughout the cell,
apparently unable to bind FtsZ that localized at midcell and unable to recruit ZapB that
resided in the cell poles (Figure 8). The results with ZapAI83E mimic the ∆zapA phenotype
in terms of cell length and ZapB localization. This sets ZapAI83E aside from the other noncomplementing ZapA mutants that did localize to midcell and did recruit ZapB. Since
ZapAI83E was shown to form dimers only, we were interested in the requirement of ZapA
oligomerisation for FtsZ and ZapB binding in vivo.
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Figure 8 – ZapAI83E does not localize at midcell and does not complement based on ZapB
localization. (a,b) The same ∆zapA cells used for the cell length complementation
experiment shown in figure 7 were immunolabeled with αFtsZ, αZapA and αZapB and
a fluorescent secondary antibody. The fluorescent signals from the cells were imaged
and analyzed using ObjectJ (179). The average fluorescence profiles along the cell axis
reveal FtsZ midcell localization for all groups. ZapAI83E is expressed and detectable but
does not localize properly to midcell but follows the distribution pattern of the EV
negative control. Consequently, ZapB midcell localization was not observed for ZapAI83E
and EV.
The in vivo ZapAI83E results did not seem to confirm in vitro evidence that the dimer still
binds FtsZ. In these cells FtsZ still localized almost unaffected to midcell but ZapAI83E
was distributed throughout the cell. However, this does not exclude the possibility that
ZapAI83E was still binding FtsZ. Perhaps it binds FtsZ that is therefore not capable to
polymerize as a part of the Z-ring. Indeed, the lack of FtsZ bundling was one of the
conclusions of the in vitro work using ZapAI83E(563). This should not necessarily have
effects on the cell given the large amount of FtsZ in the cell of which only 1/3 is involved
in formation of the Z-ring. The critical concentration of FtsZ for polymerization in vitro
is ~ 1 M, whereas in vivo 5 M is present. The amount of ZapAI83E produced from
plasmid in the complementation experiment is approximately that of the normal
concentration of 0.4 M as tetramer. Not only is there 3 times as much FtsZ as ZapA in
the cell, FtsZ overexpressing if often seen as an attempt to compensate for division
defects (Chapter 5) (198). To confirm the ZapAI83E-FtsZ interaction regardless of its
localization pattern in vivo, a FRET experiment could be attempted.
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Dimeric mCh-ZapAI83E still interacts with FtsZ but not with ZapB
The interaction between FtsZ-mKO and mCh-ZapA has been demonstrated in vivo by
FRET with 4.5 % energy (159). We aimed to compare the FtsZ-ZapA interaction to the
putative FtsZ-ZapAI83E interaction. The FP-fusions to ZapA and the mutant were first
tested in an experiment simulating growth conditions of FRET experiments, e.g. in
minimal medium at 28 °C. This was done in wild-type as well as in ∆zapA cells to
ascertain whether chromosomal expression of ZapA would influence localization
patterns. Additionally, this could indicate whether mCh-ZapAI83E would be able to
tetramerize with WT ZapA and potentially localize at midcell.
The mCh-ZapA fusion complemented the cell length in ∆zapA strain with very similar
average cell lengths of 2.9 µm for cells with and or without wild type ZapA. mCh-ZapAI83E
did not complement the zapA deletion strain and resembled the average cell length of
the EV control cells more with 3.2 µm. mCh-ZapA accumulates at midcell during cell
division as is indicated by its increasing FCPlus (Surplus of fluorescence in cell center
compared to the rest of the cell (179)) as a function of cell age, suggesting that it was
functional (Figure 9). The mCh-ZapAI83E mutant is more distributed throughout the cell.
The fluorescence localization pattern of mCh-ZapAI83E was identical in the WT and
∆zapA strain. This makes is it less likely that wild type ZapA and ZapAI83E are able to form
tetramers together because otherwise more ZapAI83E midcell localization was expected.
A FRET experiment may provide insights into the interaction between ZapA and
ZapAI83E, however the stoichiometry would still not be discernable.
mCh-ZapA was able to recruit ZapB to midcell in WT as well as in ∆zapA cells
underscoring its functionality albeit the ZapB signal was less pronounced. The latter
observation may suggest that the FP fusion is less favorable for ZapB binding. mChZapAI83E did not allow ZapB localization at midcell, completely mimicking the zapA
deletion strain. ZapB localization in the WT strain was unhindered by the expression of
ZapAI83E. This again suggests that ZapA and ZapAI83E do not form tetramers. If they do
interact and for non-functional tetramers, less ZapB midcell accumulation was
expected.
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Figure 9 – mCh-ZapA independently localizes to midcell and recruits ZapB but mChZapAI83E does not show strong affinity for midcell and has lost the ability to recruit ZapB.
(a) Localization patterns of mCh-ZapA and mCh- ZapAI83E in WT and ∆zapA cells and their
ZapB immunolabeling. (b) mCh FCPlus values of steady state growing TB28 and TB28
∆zapA expressing mCh-ZapA, mCh-ZapAI83E or carrying the EV control. In both the WT
and ∆zapA strain mCh-ZapA midcell concentrations increase as the cell division cycle
progresses reaching the maximum concentration at around 70-80%. mCh-ZapAI83E
shows a less pronounced midcell localization but this still occurs at 70-80%. (c) The same
cells as for the mCh measurement were immunolabeled with αZapB showing the WTZapB response on mCh-ZapA or the mutant. In the WT cells ZapB localizes normally at
midcell around 80% of the cell cycle while in the ∆zapA strain it keeps a polar fraction
and is not able to bind ZapA at midcell anymore with the resulting negative FCPlus
values. Expression of mCh-ZapA enables ZapB to localize at midcell but mCh-ZapAI83E
does not. FCPlus values are plotted along the cell division age and binned into 4 % age
groups. Between 1000 and 5000 cells were analyzed for each group.
For the FRET experiment the ∆zapA strain was used to increase the chances of plasmid
expressed FtsZ-ZapA FRET. The FRET experiment was performed as described in chapter
2 and (395). The tandem positive controls gave 31 % energy transfer. The negative
controls consisted of either mCh-ZapA, mCh-ZapAI83E or mCh-PBP1b paired with the
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non-interacting IM protein mKO-PBP1a gave low EfA values below 1.7 %. Together,
these controls suggest a good detection range for the performed FRET experiments
(Figure 10). Wild type mCh-ZapA interacted with FtsZ-mKO showing the expected
energy transfer efficiency of 4 %. Interestingly, mCh-ZapAI83E gave very similar EfA
values and fluorescence spectra underscoring equal expression. The similar EfA values
came unexpected since the dimeric ZapAI83E was unable to properly localize at midcell
with the FtsZ-ring. Instead the FRET experiment confirms the binding of dimeric ZapAI83E
to FtsZ previously shown in vitro by Pacheco-Gomes et al (563). The data suggest that
dimeric ZapAI83E binds FtsZ that is therefore incapable of polymerizing into the protoring. Alternatively, the ZapAI83E dimer may be incapable of binding FtsZ filaments. The
globular head group interacting site seems unaffected as a dimer and perhaps FtsZ
dimers can still be bound. Tetrameric ZapA does not interfere FtsZ protofilament
formation and may even assists (218, 563). The FRET experiment was repeated in the
WT strain resulting in similar EfA values of 4.5 and 5.5 % for ZapA and ZapAI83E
respectively.
Polar ZapB localization suggests that it cannot bind dimeric ZapA since the localization
patterns differ. Dimeric ZapA leads to the same ZapB localization as if no ZapA is present
in the cell indicating that the interaction of ZapA and ZapB only occurs when ZapA is a
tetramer and able to bind to the Z-ring. Broken ter linkage with polar ZapB may have
consequences for the cell division and chromosome segregation. And experiments with
these cells may lead to a better understanding of ZapB functionality.
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Figure 10 – FtsZ-ZapA(I83E) in vivo interaction FRET assay. The positive and negative
controls suggest a good experiment. mCh-ZapA and mCh-ZapAI83E showed similar
fluorescence spectra with mKO-FtsZ resulting in very similar EfA values.
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ZapB localizes unipolarly in cells with ZapA defects
ZapB localizes to midcell through ZapA, but in the absence of ZapA or in the presence
of the diffusely localized dimer ZapAI83E it also delocalizes. Instead of showing an equally
distributed pattern, ZapB localizes at the poles. Upon closer inspection, the ZapB signals
seemed to be localized mostly in one pole, presumably the pole created during the last
cell division. To investigate, TB28 ∆zapA containing either ZapA, ZapAI83E on plasmids or
an EV negative control plasmid were grown under minimal medium conditions to
prevent large differences in cell length. Expression was induced with 50 µM IPTG for at
least 2 TD and the cells were fixed and harvested for immunolabeling with αZapB before
imaging. The resulting fluorescence profiles showed the expected ZapB midcell
localization in the cells expressing ZapA and polar localization for cells expressing
ZapAI83E or EV (Figure 11a).
ObjectJ randomly orients the measured cells and thus the resulting fluorescence
profiles. Therefore, the “poleflipper” macro was used orient the cells based on the
localization of the strongest ZapB signal, reorienting also the underlying channels (179).
This revealed still an average midcell localization for the cells expressing ZapA but
striking unipolar signals for the cells expressing ZapAI83E or EV (Figure 11b).

Unipolar ZapB signal anticorrelates with signal for the chromosome
Since ZapB was shown to interact with MatP, which condenses the chromosomal ter
region, the chromosomes were visualized with DAPI (Figure 11a). When the ZapB poles
are flipped, it becomes apparent that the chromosomal signal anti-correlates with the
ZapB signal (Figure 11b). In the ZapB pole-flipped DAPI profiles for EV and ZapAI83E the
chromosome seems to be localized away from ZapB while for cells with ZapA the DAPI
signal is unaffected. Overlaying the DAPI fluorescence profiles shows a more
concentrated chromosome for the cell with ZapA WT that invaginates at the site where
cell division requires proper chromosome deconcatenation (Figure 11c). MatP indeed
concentrates the ter region of the chromosome (219) and the lack of interaction may
influence this. The DAPI signals in cells with uni-polar ZapB seems less structured and
less invagination is visible. These observations may provide further insights in ter
linkage through ZapB function and chromosome segregation. The question is whether
the anti-correlated chromosome is a direct effect of polar ZapB or that the ZapB is
merely delocalized occupying space or other actors direct the chromosome away from
the pole.
A compelling hypothesis for direct ZapB involvement is its overall negative charge that
may repel the also negative charge of DNA in the chromosome. The negative charge of
ZapB with 17 negative and 8 positive residues seems significant considering its high
abundance in the cell (198) (Table 1, Figure 12). MatP could support the mid cell
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position of the ter region of the chromosome by binding ZapB. It is unlikely that the
limited amount of MatP itself overcomes the local repulsion by ZapB. Rather it links its
associated ZapB to the ZapB associated with the division site and this may overcome a
local repulsion effectively bringing the ter sites to midcell for deconcatenation. Indeed,
the MatP and ZapB interaction is required to bring the mats sites of the ter region to
midcell (578) and ZapA is required for this interaction (567). Only at the septum, MatP
is released from the chromosome by FtsK orienting the ter (and dif) sites in a suitable
position for segregation by the XerCD system. Upon finishing division, the Z-ring
disassociates and a new pole is formed with a high concentration of ZapB that again
starts to push away the ter region. It must be noted that ter still reaches midcell a ZapB
deletion strain and therefore its effects are not absolute. As a new division site
containing ZapA is formed, more ZapB is titrated to the middle of the cell ready to
receive MatP-ZapB and thus the ter region of the chromosome again. The counteroscillation of early divisional proteins driven by the Min-system may facilitate this
migration (322). In its absence or when ZapA is inactive, ZapB would be banished to a
single cell pole.
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Figure 11 - ZapB delocalization in ΔzapA or with plasmid expressed ZapAI83E is anticorrelating with the chromosomal position. (a) Localization profiles of immunolabeled
ZapB and DAPI in ΔzapA expressing ZapA, EV or ZapAI83E. The ZapB profiles show strong
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signals at midcell in cells with functional ZapA and polar localization in cells without or
with dimeric ZapA. (b) If the cells are ordered based on strongest polar signal, mostly
unipolar signals are observed. The DAPI signal in these cells localizes away from ZapB.
(c) The DAPI signal in cells without or dimeric ZapA seems to be more compacted and
shows less invagination at midcell. (d) Example of the ZapB immunolabeled (Red) cells
with a DAPI stain (Blue). The scale bar represents 2 μm.

Figure 12 – ZapB positive and negatively charged residues. The ZapB Chrystal structure
(PDB 2JEE (217)) shows anti-parallel coiled-coil dimers. The positively charged residues
are indicated in red and the negatively charged residues in blue.

ZapB does not influence chromosome localization directly
To test whether ZapB itself alters the chromosome distribution through the cell, the
∆zapB deletion strain was stained with DAPI. If the chromosome delocalizing effect was
due to ZapB itself, then the chromosome should be distributed equally between the tobe-formed daughter cells. MG1655 served as a wild-type control and single deletion
MG1655 ∆matP was also tested. The deletions of zapA, zapB or zapAB were in TB28,
which is closely related to MG1655. The cells were grown to the exponential phase in
rich medium. The WT cells and the ∆matP cells grew at different rates with TD’s of 20
and 26 minutes, respectively. The TB28 deletion strains all grew at a similar rate of TD
= 23 minutes.
The cells were fixed and imaged from an agarose pad containing DAPI. The images were
analyzed with ObjectJ revealing a slightly elongated phenotype of 5.1 µm for the ∆matP
cells compared to the WT cells with 4.65 µm. The ∆zapA, ∆zapB and ∆zapAB were as
expected also elongated with on average 6.14, 5.72 and 6.95 µm, respectively.
The DAPI profiles along the axis of the cells showed a seemingly equal distribution of
the chromosomes. The ∆matP was the only strain where the chromosomes were
located more to the cell middle, suggesting chromosome free poles, like observed for
the ∆zapA cells grown in minimal medium (Figures 13 & 11c). Even though the ∆zapA
cells were elongated, the chromosome seemed to still reach further towards the cell
poles. The pole-flipper macro was used on the DAPI channel to see possible shifts of
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chromosomal localization and surprisingly showed a delocalization for all of the cells
including wild-type. Since the duplicated sister chromosome is replicated and
segregated to the new daughter cell as the cells are growing and dividing, an
asymmetric localization may be expected when cells are oriented with the brightest
DAPI signal. These data suggest asymmetrical chromosome distribution for all cells.
That may be exacerbated where the FtsZ-ZapAB-MatP link between cell division and
chromosome segregation is severed. Replicate experiments in minimal medium could
be performed to quantify this.

7

Figure 13 – Average chromosome profiles of ZapAB and MatP deletion strains grown in
rich medium reveling slightly stronger signals for one side of the cell.

Time-lapse microscopy reveals stable expression of ZapB
Overexpression of ZapA leads to delocalization of ZapB that then diffuses through the
cell but does not localize to the poles (218) but less is known about ZapB in the absence
of ZapA. The delocalization of ZapB-mCherry described by Galli et al under ZapA
overexpression and the polar ZapB localization in ΔzapA is interesting. We were
interested in determining the interaction of ZapA(I83E) and ZapB but did not have a clear
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idea how ZapB fusion proteins would behave in a FRET experiment. Previous
experiments resulted in aggregation of ZapB-FP (René van der Ploeg personal
communication). Since expression levels were going to be a challenge to control the
chromosomal fusion ZapB-mCherry::cm was constructed under its native promotor.
First, we tried to determine ZapB localization characteristics in single cells by time-lapse
microscopy. LMC500::zapB-mcherry was grown on TY agarose slides in a heated
microscope chamber at 30 °C and ZapB-mCherry signals were observed over time. The
immunolabelling and chromosomal fusions of ZapB results reveal a discrepancy with
the ZapB-GFP/mCh fusions used to show its midcell localization dependency ZapA (213,
218). We observed strong signals in the poles of all cells but also at midcell in dividing
cells. Closer inspection revealed that the polar signals were, mostly unipolar as was
observed for αZapB immunolabeled cells in which ZapA was absent or non-functional
(Figure 14). The original polar localization seemed to gain intensity as cell cycles
progressed. However, ZapB also localized at midcell and stayed here when the cells
divided (now a new pole). This supports the previously suggested hypothesis that polar
ZapB originates from the old cell division sites. Additionally, it may indicate obscured
ZapB functionality due to the FP-fusion preventing proper Interactions with ZapA. A
fluorescent protein is about 3 times the size of ZapB and could sterically hinder any
interaction of ZapB. Despite the observation by bacterial two hybrid assays that
deleting the 10 first or last amino acids of ZapB revealed that the N-terminus of ZapB is
required for interaction with ZapA and the C-terminus it not (218). Deletion of both
termini only slightly affected ZapB’s ability to self-interact. Moreover, a total lack of
interactions seemed unlikely as the fusion proteins still also localize at midcell, for
which ZapA is required (218). ZapB levels are thought to be constant throughout the
cell cycle only changing its localization pattern, which is now starting to be better
understood (179). Indeed, the timelapse experiment revealed stable ZapB-mCh signal
as cells grew (Figure 14). The dynamics of ZapB midcell and pole localization may follow
the counter oscillation pattern (322) but how this drives MatP and the chromosome
should be better investigated.
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Figure 14 – Chromosomal C-terminal ZapB fusions localize at midcell and remain.
LMC500::ZapB-mCherry was grown in a flask culture at 37 °C diluted and spotted on a
TY agarose pad on a microscope slide which was imaged in a prewarmed chamber at
30 °C using the Nikon fluorescence microscope. At intervals of 10 minutes a phase
contrast and a fluorescence microscopy photograph were taken for a period of 3 hours
(not all time points shown). Intensity profiles were generated along the axis of the cell
and are color coded. The profiles show a buildup of ZapB in the old pole but also new
ZapB at midcell of dividing cells.

7.4 MatP deficiency does not cause ZapB
delocalization
The previous sections showed that the chromosomes of E. coli localize inversely
correlated to ZapB. Although no direct influence of ZapB on chromosome localization
could be established, the hypothesis that ZapB and MatP interact to bring the
chromosome to midcell (and away from the poles) could still hold. Both are required to
bring mats sites (and thus ter) to the cell division site (578). If the physical interaction
of ZapB and MatP is required for the correct localization of the chromosomes,
observable differences are expected in a ∆matP strain. The isogenic TB28 background
∆zapA, ∆matP or ∆zapA ∆matP strains were grown at steady state in minimal medium
before they were fixed, harvested and labeled with αZapB. The fluorescence profiles
were flipped and analyzed using ObjectJ (Figure 15). ZapB localized at midcell in the
wild-type cells and mostly (uni)polarly in the ∆zapA cells. Interestingly, ZapB localized
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at midcell in the absence of MatP although with more signal in the cell’s periphery. The
double deletion strain shows the combined effects of singe ZapA or MatP deletions. In
these cells, ZapB localizes polarly but also more throughout the cell. This confirms that
ZapA guides ZapB to midcell and suggests that MatP keeps ZapB from freely distributing
through the cell.

Figure 15 – ZapA is the main factor affecting polar ZapB midcell localization.
Immunolabeled ZapB profiles of TB28, ∆zapA, ∆matP or ∆zapA ∆matP grown under
minimal medium conditions. MatP has minor effects in ZapB midcell localization but in
its absence ZapB localizes more throughout the cell.

MatP and ZapB effects on chromosome localization
If ZapB does not directly affect chromosome localization and MatP does only slightly
affect ZapB midcell localization, then why are exclusive localization patterns observed?
Until now MatP localization was not analyzed in relation to ZapB or the chromosome.
Therefore MG1655 matP::mCherry (568) and TB28 ∆matP were grown in rich medium,
fixed, immunolabeled with anti-ZapB and imaged from agarose slabs containing DAPI.
On average the ∆matP cells were longer with an average cell length of 5.10 µm
compared to the MatP-mCh cells with 4.53 µm cells suggesting a small delay in division
and / or chromosome segregation as observed for ∆zapA or ∆zapB strains.
MatP-mCh cells show ZapB midcell localization as expected since it is supposed to be
functional (568) (Figure 16). Like for ∆matP cells grown under minimal medium
conditions, ZapB localizes at midcell but also more distributed throughout the cells.
Especially in larger cells stronger polar signals were observed. This ZapB localization is
inversely correlated with the localization of DAPI signal as was shown in previous
sections. The inverse correlation with DAPI signal was also visible for MatP-mCh.
Although this is at midcell where ZapB also localized, it was also observed at future
division sites (25 and 75 %) where ZapB was less pronounced.
MatP compacts the ter region (568) and as compacted DNA is not as well-stained as less
densely packed DNA (579) the DAPI signals are lower when MatP is increased. In the
absence of MatP the DAPI signals do not show the compaction observed for MatP-mCh
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cells and the invagination at midcell is less pronounced (Figure 16b). There may be
other factors keeping the ter site at midcell and allow proper segregation, possibly FtsK.
Indeed, cell division and chromosome segregation happen also without ZapA, ZapB or
MatP, with only limited fractions the cell population showing severe defects as only a
limited percentage off cells have concatenated chromosomes (212, 567).
When the ZapB signal in the MatP-mCh strain is flipped using the pole flipper macro, its
midcell localization is unaffected. The MatP and DAPI signals are slightly shifted away
from ZapB (Figure 16c). If the MatP signal is flipped the DAPI and ZapB signals shift only
slightly. Flipping the DAPI signal shows the almost identical localization of ZapB but a
shift in MatP localization. This suggests that chromosome distribution affects MatP
localization without influence of functional ZapB.
The ∆matP strain shows inversely correlated DAPI and ZapB localization patterns
suggesting that MatP interactions with properly localized ZapB result in equally
distributed chromosomes. The ZapAB interaction at midcell is intact in ∆matP cells as
evidenced by ZapB midcell localization and the more distributed pattern may be an
effect of the absence of another ZapB interaction partner. Inspection of the larger cells
shows polar ZapB, anti-correlating with the chromosome. This suggests again a shift of
ZapB localization at different phases of the cell cycle and a possible function of this
during chromosome segregation.

7
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Figure 16 – Localization patterns of ZapB and the chromosome (DAPI) in the MatP-mCh
and ∆matP strains grown under rich medium conditions. (a) ZapB and DAPI signal
profiles along the cell axis of MatP-mCh and ∆matP cells. MatP-mCh signal only shown
for its respective strain. Left shows the whole population, the middle the cells within
the average cell length + mean of WT cells and on the right the cells longer than this.
(b) Chromosomal localization for cells with functional MatP-mCh and absent ∆matP for
the whole, short and long cells in the population. (c) The same profiles as shown in a
with varying fluorescent profiles flipped. Between 600 and 900 cells were used to
analyze each group.
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ZapB becomes more available when ZapA or MatP is absent
WT, ∆zapA, ∆matP and ∆zapA-∆matP strains were grown under rich medium conditions
and immunolabeled with αZapB. This revealed a consistently stronger fluorescent signal
from cells lacking MatP measured by microscopy (Figure 17). While still localizing at
midcell if ZapA is present, ZapB seems to also be more evenly distributed throughout
the cytosol in the matP deletion strain. The deletion of ZapA still results in a mainly
polar ZapB signal and the double zapA-matP deletion combines this pattern with a more
cytosolic distribution (Figure 17a). Closer inspection of the profiles suggested an
increase of ZapB signal in the cells where especially MatP was absent. Therefore, the
fluorescence signals were quantified revealing that both zapA and matP deletions
resulted in a higher concentration of ZapB signal and a combination of the two had an
additive effect. Further analysis of the signal revealed that although the ∆zapA strain
mostly had polar ZapB, it still had a substantial amount of midcell localization. ∆matP
cells showed higher midcell and polar ZapB signals. Interestingly, in the double deletion
strain ZapB midcell localization is apparent and similar to the ∆matP strain whereas the
polar signals are also increased supporting the additive effects of both deletions (Figure
17b).
To confirm an actual increase of ZapB protein in the ∆matP strains a westernblot was
performed on cells from the same cultures before they were fixed and used in the
immunolabeling experiment. Quantification of the bands revealed no large increases of
ZapB (MW: 9.635 kD) for the ∆matP strains relative to the WT or ∆zapA strains (Figure
17cd). This seems to be in contradiction with the increases seen for the αZapB
immunolabeling of fixed cells.
Overexpression of ZapB in cells with broken ter linkage may seem like a reasonable
response to correct it although, this would never be successful in deletion strains of its
interaction partners. This was not observed on the western blot. A possible explanation
for the stronger ZapB immunolabeling signals be that, since ZapA and MatP are the
interaction partners of ZapB, the deletion strains leave more epitope available for the
antibody. Alternatively, but less likely, the deletion strains may be more disturbed and
permeable for the polyclonal (unpurified) antibody resulting in more binding. These
experiments should be repeated to confirm the discrepancy between cellular or lysate
ZapB detection by native and non-native PAGE.
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Figure 17 – ZapB in strains lacking its main interaction partners ZapA and MatP. (a)
Localization profiles of ZapB localization in WT, ∆zapA, ∆matP and ∆zapA-matP cells
(top), an example of these cells (middle) and the average ZapB profiles (bottom). (b)
Quantified fluorescence of these cells reveals that differences in total fluorescence,
midcell and polar fluorescence. More than 750 cells were analyzed for each group. (c)
Western blot of the same cells with αZapB seemingly not showing differences in ZapB
presence. (d) Intensity profile of the western blot also not revealing large differences in
signal.
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Polar ZapB sets boundaries for the chromosome
ZapA deletion cells show a strongly unipolar ZapB localization pattern, which is
especially noticeable if the cells are grown in poor medium conditions. Interestingly,
the ZapB localization pattern of ∆matP cells is distributed over both poles (Figure 17).
Regardless of increased ZapB expression or better available epitope, the localization of
ZapB in the absence of its interacting partners is curious and may serve a purpose. ZapB
signal anti-correlates with signal of the chromosome (Figure 11). This means that in
cells with polar signal the chromosomes are localized away from it towards the middle
of the cells, especially if ZapB is strongly present on opposing poles. This may be an
additional mechanism to position the chromosome properly for segregation and cell
division. Bipolar ZapB localization such as observed in the ∆zapA-matP strains seems to
leave a zone of chromosome localization that is similar in size to normal wild-type cells
(Figure 18). It would be interesting to see how Min oscillation is arranged in these cells.
Will it move from pole to pole or stop at the ZapB sites? Since Min oscillation functions
through the membrane it is likely to continue. Indeed, ZapB counter oscillation is
dependent on ZapA (322) and this may be the reason ZapB gets “stuck” in a pole if ZapA
is unable to localize. From this point it would be a nice hypothesis that ZapB stays at
previous sites of cell division (the old pole) and the chromosome moves away from it
during a new cell cyclus. Counter oscillation of FtsZ-ZapA and MatP-ter direct the
unipolar ZapB back towards the new sites of cell division. The observed stable levels of
ZapB throughout the cell cycle would fit such a model (Figure 19).

7

Figure 18 – Absence of ZapB interaction partners results in bipolar signals that possibly
dictate new cell boundries. ∆zapA-matP cells grown in rich medium, immunolabeled
with αZapB. The scale bars represent the average cell length of WT cells
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Figure 19 – Model of polar cell division components and chromosome segregation.

7.5 Timing of ZapA, ZapB and MatP
The MatP interaction with the ter region of the chromosome couples it to cell division
through its second interaction with ZapB that connects to the Z-ring through the
interaction with ZapA. E. coli needs to first to duplicate its chromosome before division
and ter needs to be brought to the division site again (Figure 20). MatP binds to the
mats sites at the ter region of the chromosome but also to ZapB at the division site.
Therefore, it is interesting to compare its localization patterns throughout the cell cycle
to the other ter linkage proteins.
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Figure 20 – Chromosome replication and segregation in E. coli. As cell division
commences, the ter region moves to midcell where it is held for proper
deconcatenation of the sister chomosomes. The cell divides and the ter region now
resides near the pole where it moves to the new site of cell division as the chromosome
is duplicated and the cycle repeats. Cells growing in rich medium grow fast and divide
faster than chromosome replication resulting in multiple fork replication with multiple
ori sites whereas the ter region follows its normal dynamics.

For timing of protein localization as a function of the cell cycle, steady state grown cells
are required because their distribution remains the same over time e.g. the percentage
of newborn cells and the percentage of dividing cells remains constant (179). MG1655
WT, MG1655 ∆matP and MG1655 matP::mCherry strains were grown to steady state in
Gb1 at 28 °C and were fixed. All strains were split and immunolabeled with αZapA,
αZapB and imaged. Additionally, the cells were labeled with αFtsN as a marker for the
late divisome. The cells were analyzed by FCPlus (Surplus of fluorescence in cell center
compared to the rest of the cell) to detect possible changes in localization timing of
these proteins (Figure 21).
The WT cells showed a similar midcell localization of ZapA and ZapB and a delay for
FtsN. The cell cycle in ∆matP is shorter (580) and this was observed by earlier midcell
localization of FtsN. Cells expressing MatP-mCherry from the chromosome showed
similar ZapAB and FtsN localization patterns compared to the WT cells suggesting MatPmCh was functional. The MatP-mCh built up at midcell slower than the division
proteins, likely due to its dependency on the ter region. However, it fully reaches
midcell together with the early divisomal proteins ZapAB and, interestingly, leaves
before they do.
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The MatP-mCh strain was further investigated and photographed on agarose pads
containing DAPI to also visualize chromosome localization. Since the events of MatP
midcell localization and disassociation happens at a relative short interval in the cell
cycle a large number of cells (16796) was analyzed to increase the “resolution” of the
observable cell cycle (Figure 22). MatP and ZapB localize at midcell. At 80 % of the cell
cycle, constriction of the chromosome becomes apparent with MatP and ZapB still at
midcell. During the last 20 % of the cell cycle the chromosome further constricts and
ZapB remains at midcell but also builds up in the poles. Interestingly, MatP already
dissociates from midcell seemingly unaffected by the division site or the chromosome
(Figure 22b).
On the basis of these findings, it was postulated that MatP could bind to lipid
membranes and this hypothesis was verified through reconstruction of the purified
MatP inside microfluidics microdroplets and giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs), in the
absence and presence of a matS oligonucleotide. Parallel experiments based on
complementary biochemical approaches further supported the interaction of MatP
with lipids. We propose that the membrane binding of MatP serves to free the matS
sites close to the dif site that is needed by FtsK to help the segregation of the termini
into the two daughter cells. The in vitro experiments are beyond the scope of this
chapter but are described in (559)

Figure 21 – Timing of ZapA, ZapB, MatP and FtsN midcell localization. (a) Protein
localization timing per strain shows ZapA and ZapB localize at midcell together and the
late division marker FtsN a bit later. MatP is observed around midcell earlier and
delocalizes as ZapA and ZapB arrive. (b) Timing of each detected protein reveals no large
differences for ZapA or ZapB between the strains but FtsN localizes earlier in the strain
where MatP is absent.
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Figure 22 – Localization of MatP as a function of the cell division cycle. (a) A
representative example of a cell of age class 30 %, 60 % and 90 % from top to bottom
and from left to right: Phase contrast and fluorescence images of MatP-mCh,
immunolabelled ZapB and DAPI stained nucleoids are shown. The map of profiles shows
in the same order the diameter determined in the phase contrast images, and the
fluorescence as a function of cell length. The numbers on the right show the relation
between length and cell division cycle age. (b) Peak normalized average profiles from
the maps of the diameter and fluorescence were plotted against the normalized cell
length in age bins of 0-20 %, 20-40 %, 40-60%, 60-80 %, 80-85 %, 85-90 %, 90-95 % and
95-100 %. The age class with the smallest number of cells, i.e. 95-100 % still contains
592 cells. In total 16796 cells were analyzed. This figure was originally published in
Monterroso et al (559) and is used under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 license.

7.6 Materials and methods
Bacterial strains and culture conditions
Escherichia coli K12 strains used in this chapter are presented in table 3. Culturing
conditions are described in chapter 2, unless stated differently in the text.
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Table 3 – strains used in this chapter
Name
DH5α
LMC500

BW25113

MG1655

TB28

NM1
NM3

Genotype
Information
F-, supE44, hsdR17, recA1, endA1, gyrA96,
Cloning strain
thi1, relA1
MC4100, F-, araD139, ∆(argF-lac)U169, deoC1, flbB5301
WT
lysA1, ptsF25, rbsR, relA1, rpsL150
LMC500 zapB::mCh::kan
F- Δ(araD-araB)567, lacZ4787(del)::rrnB-3 LAM-, WT
rph-1, Δ(rhaD-rhaB)568, hsdR514
BW25113 ∆matP
F-, λ-, ilvG–, rfb-50, rph-1
WT
MG1655 ∆matP
MG1655 matP-mCh::kan
MG1655 ΔlacIYZA::FRT
WT
TB28 ∆zapA
TB28 ∆zapB
TB28 ∆zapA ∆zapB
TB28 ∆matP
TB28 ∆zapA ∆matP

Reference
(447)
(448)
This work
(449)
(449)
(450)
(568)
(568)
(76)
(213)
(213)
(213)
This work
This work

Site-Directed Mutagenesis, Strain and Plasmid Construction
Plasmid pGP021 (169) was used as template for site-directed mutagenesis using the
Quick change mutagenesis method (Stratagene, la Jolla, CA, USA) using the primers
listed in (558). The plasmid expresses ZapA from a weakened trc promotor, which is
IPTG inducible. The LMC500::ZapB-mCh strain was constructed by λ-Red homologous
recombination introducing mCherry::kan in frame with the chromosomal ZapB as
described in (449). Homologous ZapB sequences were added by the PCR amplifying
mCherry::kan from plasmid pKD4-mCherry. Strains NM1 and NM3 were created by P1
transduction (581) inserting matP::kan from Keio ∆matP into TB28 and TB28 ∆zapA,
respectively. All resulting strains were checked by PCR. The primers used in this chapter
are shown in table 4.

Table 4 - primers used for this chapter
Name
ZapAR13D for
ZapAR13D rev
ZapAD32E for
ZapAD32E rev
ZapAQ32E for
ZapAQ32E rev

Sequence in 5’-3’ notation (accompanying change in restriction site)
GATATCCAAATTTTTGGCgaTTCcCTGaGgGTGAACTGCCCGCCTG (Bsu36I)
CAGGCGGGCAGTTCACcCtCAGgGAAtcGCCAAAAATTTGGATATC
GTTGAATCAGGCAGCGaagGATCTGAACCAACGtcTaCAAGATCTGAAAGAAC
(AccI)
GTTCTTTCAGATCTTGtAgaCGTTGGTTCAGATCcttCGCTGCCTGATTCAAC
CGTTGAATCAGGCAGCtGACGATCTGAACCAACGGcTcgAgGATCTGAAAGAACG
CAC (PvuII)
GTGCGTTCTTTCAGATCcTcgAgCCGTTGGTTCAGATCGTCaGCTGCCTGATTCAA
CG
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ZapAQ39K for

CTGAACCAACGGTTGaAgGATCTGAAAGAACGCACccGgGTCACAAATACTGAAC
(SmaI)
ZapAQ39K rev
GTTCAGTATTTGTGACcCggGTGCGTTCTTTCAGATCcTtCAACCGTTGGTTCAG
ZapAK42E for
CAACGGTTGCAAGATCTGgAAGAACGCACTcGAGTCACAAATACTGAAC (XhoI)
ZapAK42E rev
GTTCAGTATTTGTGACTCgAGTGCGTTCTTcCAGATCTTGCAACCGTTG
ZapAR46E for
CTGAAAGAACGCACTgaAGTCACAAATACTG
ZapAR46E rev
CAGTATTTGTGACTtcAGTGCGTTCTTTCAG
ZapAT48D for
GAACGCACTAGAGTCgacAATACTGAACAG (SalI)
ZapAT48D rev
CTGTTCAGTATTgtcGACTCTAGTGCGTTC
ZapAT50RE51D for CGCACTAGAGTCACAAATcgTGAtCAGTTGGTCTTC (BclI)
ZapAT50RE51D rev GAAGACCAACTGaTCAcgATTTGTGACTCTAGTGCG
ZapAE52K for
ACTcGAGTCACAAATACTaAACAGTTGGTCT (Xho1)
ZapAE52K rev
ACCAACTGTTtAGTATTTGTGACTCgAGT
ZapAI56K for
GAACAaTTGGTCTTCAagGCCGCATTGAAT (MfeI)
ZapAI56Krev
TCAATGCGGCctTGAAGACCAAtTGTTC
ZapAA57I for
GGTCTTCAaaGCCGCATTGAATATtAGCTATGA (Ssp1)
ZapAA57I rev
TCATAGCTaATATTCAATGCGGCttTGAAGACCAACT
ZapAV54E for
GAACAGTTGGaaTTCATTGCCGCATTGA (EcoR1)
ZapAV54E rev
CGGCAATGAAttCCAACTGTTCAGTATTTG
ZapAE109K for
AAAACTTTCGATGATGGTCcACgTGCAGGCA (Pml1)
ZapAE109K rev
TGCCTGCAcGTgGACCATCAacgAAAGTTTTGGTT
MatP chrom fwd GGCATGGGCGTTAAAGCTCA
MatP chrom rev
CGCAGGCTTAAGTTCTCGTCT
65-ZapB-NG vec F GATCGTACAGCAACCCGTTGTCCTCGAGAGCTCTCCCGGGAATTCCACAAATTG
66-ZapB-NG vec R GTACCGGGTTGTTGATTTTCTTCGGTGACACGGTGCCTGACTGCGTTAGCAATT
67-ZapB-NG F1 F

AATTGCTAACGCAGTCAGGCACCGTGTCACCGAAGAAAATCAACAACCCGGTAC

68-ZapB-NG F1 R

atcctcttcacctttacttaccatGAATTCGACCTCTTCCATGCGACCCAGCAGGGC

69-ZapB-NG F2 F

GCCCTGCTGGGTCGCATGGAAGAGGTCGAATTCatggtaagtaaaggtgaagaggat

70-ZapB-NG F2 R

AGAAATTACGCGGAAGATGAAGCGTAAttagaattccttgtacagctcgtccat

71-ZapB-NG F3 F

atggacgagctgtacaaggaattctaaTTACGCTTCATCTTCCGCGTAATTTCT

72-ZapB-NG F3 R

CAATTTGTGGAATTCCCGGGAGAGCTCTCGAGGACAACGGGTTGCTGTACGATC

Codon changes to introduce restriction enzyme sites without changing the amino acid
sequence and to introduce the indicated mutation (s) are shown in red. Restriction sites
are underlined.

Immunolabeling
Immunilabeling of cells was performed described (542) with antibodies against ZapA,
FtsZ, or ZapB (179). The ZapA antiserum was routinely purified by adsorption against
TB28 ΔzapA cells to filter out potential cross-reactive IgG. The supernatant was
subsequently used to label the ZapA mutants.
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Time-lapse microscopy
Cultures were grown in flask cultures at 37 °C diluted and spotted on a TY agarose pad
on a microscope slide which was imaged in a prewarmed chamber at 30 °C using the
Nikon fluorescence microscope. At intervals of 10 minutes a phase contrast and a
fluorescence microscopy photograph were taken for a period of 3 hours. Intensity
profiles were generated along the axis of the cell using ImageJ. The macro used to
correlate growth and fluorescence was created by Edward de Koning (unpublished).

General materials and methods
Imaging and image analysis and FRET experiments chapter 2 and (394, 395).

7.7 Supplementary material
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Figure S1 - Map of diameter and map of fluorescence profiles and average fluorescence
profile of FtsZ, ZapA and ZapB of TB28∆zapA expressing ZapA mutants from plasmid.
The cells were grown exponentially in rich medium at 37°C and the OD600 was kept
below 0.3. Expression of the mutants was induced with 50 µM IPTG for 6 mass
doublings. Cells were fixed and immunolabeled as described in the experimental
procedures. Of each sample, from left to right the map of diameter of the FtsZ labeled
sample, the map of fluorescence of the FtsZ labeled sample, the map of fluorescence
of the ZapA labeled sample, and the map of fluorescence of the ZapB labeled sample is
shown. The cells are sorted according to their length in the maps (small cells on top and
the longest cell on the bottom of the map). Number of analyzed cells are indicated and
the percentage of cells with a cell length of more than 10 µm from a number (n) of
experiments as indicated is shown. This figure was originally published in Roseboom et
al (558) and is used under CC BY 4.0.
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Summary
Chapter 1 – Introduction
Bacteria can be beneficial for humans and humanity because they produce valuable
chemical resources in biotechnology or by supporting our health. Opportunistic
bacteria can, however, become a hazard by causing infections when our bodies become
physically damaged and or immunocompromised. Treatment exist in the form of
antibiotic drugs, that target the pathogenic bacteria but not the host body. Untreated
infections can cause severe health issues and result in death. Antibiotic treatment is
becoming less and less effective due to the rise of antibiotic resistant bacteria. Over the
past decades no new antibiotics have been discovered for clinical use despite efforts of
the scientific community (1). To better target bacteria with antibiotics, an in-depth
knowledge of how they grow and divide is required.
The shape of bacteria is determined by their cell wall, which is carefully maintained
during growth and division (2). When the cell wall is compromised, bacteria cannot
maintain shape and eventually die. The processes that build, maintain or regulate the
cell wall are therefore excellent targets to disrupt by antibiotic interference. The
building blocks for the cell wall (Lipid II) are composed of two mono-sugars with a stem
of five amino acids. Lipid II is synthesized in the cytosol by a series of subsequent
reactions by Mur proteins (3). The cell wall lies on the outside of the cytoplasmic
membrane, in the periplasm and therefore lipid II needs to be transported first before
it can be inserted into the cell wall. The most likely transporter is MurJ that only
functions in concert with an assembled divisome through FtsW and PBP3 (4, 5). The cell
wall is not a static structure but needs to be dynamically remodeled as bacteria grow
and divide. Therefore, synthesis of the cell wall is tightly synchronized with the protein
complexes that drive cell division and lateral growth, the divisome and the elongasome
respectively (6).
The divisome determines the midcell position to constrict and divide by the Min system
and nucleoid occlusion (7, 8). The main scaffolding protein FtsZ arrives at midcell and is
attached to the membrane by FtsA and ZipA. Both tethering proteins bind to the same
site of FtsZ and have additional functions in sensing whether the full divisome is
assembled and in initiating early cell division, respectively (9). FtsZ allows the
recruitment of several other proteins at midcell such as the FtsZ associated proteins
(Zap)s. The Zaps link several cellular processes to FtsZ and thus to cell division to prevent
early constriction. For instance, division is linked to chromosome segregation through
ZapA and ZapB, that directly interact with the chromosome through MatP to ensure its
proper separation during constriction (10). Another FtsZ interacting protein, FtsK, aids
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this process by forming a DNA transporter at the division site to direct the sister
chromosomes to their new cell comportment before they are separated. Meanwhile
FtsE and FtsX also assemble at the division site to put in place regulators of hydrolases
that cleave the cell wall at midcell between two newly formed cells (11). The FtsB, FtsL
and FtsQ complex arrives at midcell dependent on most previously mentioned division
proteins. This is a sign for cell wall synthesizing proteins PBP3 and PBP1b to be recruited
to midcell but their activity is still repressed by FtsBLQ (12). FtsN is the last cell division
protein to arrive and interacts with the cytosolic, as well as with the periplasmic
proteins to set off cell wall synthesis by overruling the previous repression of the cell
wall synthesizing proteins. At the same time, it starts constriction by recruiting the TolPal complex that physically contracts the outer membrane inwards (13). Completion of
division is a highly synchronized process where division proteins and cell wall synthesis
proteins interact and function as the mother cell is constricting at midcell resulting in
two new daughter cells.
The cells also need to grow in order to allow space for a full chromosome after division.
For this, lateral cell wall synthesis is employed by the elongasome. Elongasome cell wall
synthesis is regulated by MreB that moves along the cell’s circumference in patches of
localized cell wall synthesis (14). MreB interacts with MreC and MreD that on their turn
interact with the synthesizing PBP2 and RodA, probably receiving Lipid II via MurJ. The
complex further interacts with RodZ, which senses the membrane curvature to direct
localized cell wall synthesis at the lateral sides, away from midcell and the poles (15).
The elongasome interacts with the divisome through cell wall synthesis proteins PBP2
/ PBP3 and RodZ / FtsZ to synchronize their activities.

Chapter 2 – Periplasmic FRET
To investigate the protein interactions that drive bacterial cell division in living cells
Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) is employed. FRET is a fluorescence-based
method that requires spectral overlap between a donor and acceptor molecule and
only occurs when they are in close proximity (<10 nm, the range of proteininteractions). Fluorescent proteins can be genetically fused to proteins of interest. A
benefit of the FRET fusions is that their localization and interaction can be detected at
the same time. A major biological problem was that no suitable fluorescent proteins
were available for the bacterial periplasm. Not only, do they not fluorescence when
transported to the periplasm, transport is also toxic to the cells (16).
This chapter describes the periplasmic usability of fluorescent proteins mNeongreen
and mCherry at reduced toxicity. It is shown that these proteins keep their fluorescent
properties when expressed in the periplasm and could therefore be used for FRET
experiments. Positive and negative controls determined that that a periplasmic FRET
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assay could be used to accurately determine rates of energy transfer between 16 and
1.5 %. The throughput of the technique was upscaled to 96-wells plate reader format
with the same sensitivity. The observed FRET detection range was validated by an
independent technique, fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM).
The assay was used to determine the interaction between the inner membrane cell wall
synthesizing protein PBP1b and its outer membrane regulator LpoB. Multimerization
interactions of the outer membrane multidrug efflux component TolC were shown but
at relatively low rates of energy transfer possibly indicating a direct mode of complex
formation. Determining the interactions between free floating periplasmic proteins was
challenging since the fixation procedure of the cells causes an osmotic shock that
delocalizes these proteins to the cell poles. To circumvent this problem, a fully live FRET
experiment was done, based on the predictability of steady state growing cells. This
resulted in establishing the CpoB self-interaction in vivo.

Chapter 3 – DD-CPase conformational changes
D,D-Carboxypeptidases (DD-CPase)s remodel the bacterial cell wall by cleaving off the
terminal D-Ala from the pentapeptide side chains. Under certain conditions, DD-CPase
activity becomes essential for cell survival (17). E. coli contains several DD-CPases of
which the highly similar PBP5, PBP6a and PBP6b are the most well-known. The
functionality of these proteins was considered redundant because only when all three
are deleted morphological defects are observed (18). However, increasing evidence
hints at specific functionality conditions for these DD-CPases (16, 19). In this chapter,
we show that the growth defect of the triple deletion strain can be overcome by slow
growth conditions and that pH does not affect growth of single and double deletion
strains.
Analysis of fluorescent protein fusions to the DD-CPases reveals a lateral localization
pattern enriched at midcell. Enzymatically inactive fusions of PBP5 and PBP6a do not
localize properly at midcell anymore, whereas inactive PBP6b is capable of sitting at
midcell. Expression of active PBP6a or inactive PBP5 fusions led to swollen
morphologies suggesting antagonistic functionality. The difference between the
presence of inactive DD-CPases compared to their absence in deletion strains is
noteworthy and suggest a physical effect of the proteins. The aberrant phenotype of
inactive PBP5 could be compensated by the co-expression of active DD-CPases
suggesting competition for either localization or substrate.
By employing our periplasmic FRET assay, we showed activity-related conformational
changes of the DD-CPases. Inactivating them by either a mutation in their active site or
restricting substrate availability resulted in higher FRET values and suggested different
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conformations. The observed FRET values corresponded to the perceived enzymatic
functions of the DD-CPases; enzymatically active PBP5, inactive PBP6a and intermediate
PBP6b.

Chapter 4 – DD-CPase inhibitors
DD-CPase activity becomes essential under certain antibiotic resistance conditions (17).
Therefore, they are interesting targets to inhibit during treatment. Several inhibitors of
PBP5 have been described that attach to its active site at low concentrations. The FRET
assay that was used to detect activity-related conformational changes of the DD-CPases
would be a good tool to test the inhibitors in living cells. Cyclic peptides designed to
bind PBP5 at a lower entropic penalty and thus compete with natural substrates were
tested (20). This did not result in differences in growth, PBP5 localization dynamics or
conformation, suggesting that the compounds could not penetrate the outer
membrane of E. coli to reach the target.
Cyclic boronate RMC580-1 inhibits β-lactamases and was found to inhibit PBP5 but not
the main cell wall synthesizing PBP3 (21, 22). Growth experiments did not show any
effects on DD-CPase deletion strains. The FRET experiment assaying the effects or
RMC580-1 on DD-CPase activity showed unexpected but interesting results. All FRET
cultures, except the one expressing PBP6b, started to lyse upon treatment resulting in
cell death. The compound was most likely inhibiting the plasmid encoded β-lactamase
resistance marker resensitizing the cells to ampicillin.
PBP6b expressing cells withstood the RMC580-1 treatment that inactivated the βlactamase in other cultures. Over time these cells elongated and failed to maintain
diameter suggesting division was disrupted. The plasmid expressed β-lactamase was
capable of inactivating large amounts of ampicillin and expression of active DD-CPases
was only minutely beneficial. Therefore, it must be the combination of RMC580-1, βlactamase and PBP6b that prevents direct lysis through ampicillin. Unrelated work
showed that PBP6b was able to aid certain β-lactamases in Salmonella and E. coli (23).
Although more work needs to be done to fully elucidate PBP6b functionality, this is the
first time it is shown to be able to do something that PBP5 is unable to do.

Chapter 5 – FtsZ inhibitors
FtsZ is an attractive target to develop antibiotics against due to its pivotal role in
bacterial cell division. Either preventing FtsZ from polymerizing or stabilizing its
filaments will severely disrupt the functionality of the treadmilling FtsZ ring and stops
division. Many natural and synthetic compounds that target FtsZ have been discovered
but have not led to any effects on especially Gram-negative species due to either
impermeability of the envelope or the presence of efflux pumps. Since FtsZ is similar to
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eukaryotic tubulin, anti-cancer drugs that target tubulin can be used as a starting point
to screen for FtsZ inhibitors. An example of such compounds are the steryl quinazolines
that were shown to inhibit FtsZ polymerization in the test tube.
In this chapter a library of steryl quinazoline derivatives was tested for the effects on E.
coli and its FtsZ dynamics. Minimal inhibitory concentration screening showed that only
few of them were able to prevent growth of wild type E. coli. Subsequent testing
revealed that these compounds were equally toxic to mammalian cells, likely due to a
non-specific mode of action. The effect of some compounds on FtsZ localization was
assessed by microscopy and revealed that it indeed was not always affected. However,
other compounds clearly disrupted FtsZ localization patterns, although it was not
established through which mechanism. Some of the compounds that were effective
only against cells without multidrug efflux pumps were further investigated. This
revealed that although the steryl quinazolines are similar, differences exist in which
efflux pump components are required for E. coli to resist.

Chapter 6 – Superfolder mTurquoise2 ox
Most fluorescent proteins (FP)s do not function in the bacterial periplasm. Although we
had shown that mNeongreen and mCherry are functional, using them as a FRET pair
yields only a detection range up to 16 % energy transfer whereas common FRET-pairs
in the cytoplasm can achieve 35 %. Therefore, we sought for a better periplasmic FP to
improve our FRET assay.
The oxidative environment of the periplasm is one of the reasons most FPs do not
function in this compartment. Any exposed cysteine would thus be prone to
promiscuous disulfide bond formation, preventing the FP to fold and mature. mCherry
related FPs natively do not contain cysteines and were tested in the periplasm but no
fluorescence was observed during normal expression. Only after long periods of
expression periplasmic fluorescence was observed. This was only the case in cells that
were not chemically fixed. FP maturation continues after fixation but protein folding
stops and this suggested that proper protein folding was obstructed in the periplasm.
Additionally, Aequorea victoria derived FPs natively contain two cysteines and their
replacements for related residues did not result in periplasmic fluorescence.
Superfolder GFP has been shown to function in the periplasm as its enhanced folding
supposedly protects its cysteines from forming disulfide bridges (24). The FRET-pair
with the highest reported rates of energy transfer is mTurquoise2 (mTq2)-mNeongreen
(25). mTq2 itself was unable to fluoresce from the periplasm but is related to GFP.
Therefore, superfolder mutations were made in mTq2, creating superfolder mTq2
(sfTq2), which indeed was functional in the periplasm. FRET experiments with the sfTq2309

mNG FRET-pair resulted in energy transfer rates around 20 %. This was hardly an
increase over the mNG-mCh periplasmic FRET pair.
The replacement of cysteines in sfTq2 greatly increased its expression in the periplasm
and the fluorescence signals. Random mutagenesis of the two native cysteines showed
that the single mutation of cysteine 70 to valine resulted in the brightest, best
expressed variant. This version was called superfolder mTq2ox (sfTq2ox) and further
tested to establish its biophysical properties. First, sfTq2ox was shown to be of equal
brightness in the cytoplasm of E. coli and eukaryotic cells. Then, its quantum yield was
estimated to be the same as mTq2 and sfTq2 by fluorescence lifetime measurements
in the periplasm of E. coli and the cytoplasm of eukaryotic cells. With similar brightness
and quantum yield, it is safe to assume that its extinction coefficient must also identical
to the original mTq2 and FRET experiments could be attempted.
Using the mTq2-, sfTq2- or sfTq2ox –mNG FRET-pair in the cytoplasm resulted in energy
transfer rates of 60 % for the positive control. The superior functionality of sfTq2ox in
the periplasm comes without a tradeoff compared to mTq2. FRET experiments with
sfTq2ox-mNG in the periplasm showed energy transfer rates of 40 % for the positive
controls. Although this is not the full 60 %, it is still a large increase in the previous
detection range for periplasmic FRET experiments. As a biologically relevant example
of the new pair, the interaction between FtsB and FtsL was shown with 18 % energy
transfer. Mutations that disrupt the FtsBL interaction but not their expression or
localization resulted in reduced FRET with only 3 %. This paves the way for the screening
of compounds that inhibit the FtsBLQ complex.
In our search for better periplasmic FPs we showed that robust folding capabilities are
the first prerequisite and that then cysteines are important. Applying this knowledge,
we engineered sfTq2ox increasing the fluorescence palette in the periplasm and allowing
the detection of protein interactions by FRET at a much higher detection range than
before.

Chapter 7 – The FtsZ-ZapAB-MatP connection
Bacterial cell division is synchronized with chromosome replication and segregation. On
the cell division side, FtsZ recruits ZapA to the division site that on its turn recruits ZapB
(26). On the chromosomal side, MatP binds and compacts the ter region and is linked
to division through interacting with ZapB (10). This chapter investigates the interactions
between ter linkage proteins. First, chemical crosslinking experiments showed the
interaction region of ZapA with FtsZ. A crosslink was found near a groove on the head
domain composed of two ZapA molecules. Site-directed mutagenesis of residues
around this groove resulted in several sites that are likely involved in the binding of FtsZ
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because they were unable to complement a ZapA deletion strain. Using this
information, the ZapA-FtsZ interaction could be modeled as an interaction of the head
group of a ZapA dimer with two FtsZ molecules.
One ZapA residue, I83, was shown to be required for its tetramerization. ZapAI83E can
only form dimers in vitro (27) and this mutant was further investigated in vivo. ZapAI83E
was unable to complement the ZapA deletion strain and localized diffusely through the
cells while FtsZ localization was unaffected. FRET analysis revealed that the dimeric
ZapAI83E was still able to interact with FtsZ, just not at midcell. The non-complementing
ZapAI83E cells showed unipolarly delocalized ZapB, suggesting that ZapA tetramerization
or midcell localization is required for ter linkage. In these cells, the chromosomes
localized inversely correlated with ZapB. This effect was not observed in strains where
ter linkage is lost by MatP deletion and ZapB is still recruited to the division site by ZapA.
When both the ZapA and MatP interaction partners of ZapB are absent, it localizes also
bipolarly. The chromosome still localizes away from ZapB in these cells covering a
volume of a normally dividing wild-type cell. Time-lapse microscopy experiments and
other work (28) suggest stable levels of ZapB and concentration changes from polar to
midcell throughout the cell cycle. The described counter oscillation of early cell division
proteins might drive this process (29).
From this the hypothesis arose that ZapB’s influence on the chromosome is aiding
division. Although no direct effects of ZapB on chromosome localization could be
established yet, the following model was proposed. Division starts with FtsZ at midcell
interacting with tetrameric ZapA that recruits ZapB protruding into the cell. As the ter
region of the chromosome is replicated it is compacted by MatP, and decorated with
ZapB as it moves towards the division plane by an undetermined force. Instead of being
repulsed by ZapB, the ter site is brought to midcell by ZapB-ZapB interaction from the
ZapA and MatP sides. At midcell division occurs as the chromosomes segregate,
releasing MatP, that likely attaches to the membrane. It is not excluded that MatP
fulfills additional roles at the division site. The chromosome is now repulsed from the
middle of the cell for a new round of replication. The old division site disassembles and
is re-recruited to midcell by counter oscillation.
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Samenvatting
Hoofdstuk 1 – Introductie
Bacteriën kunnen nuttig zijn voor mens en de mensheid omdat ze waardevolle
chemische hulpbronnen kunnen produceren voor de biotechnologie en onze
gezondheid kunnen ondersteunen. Opportunistische bacteriën kunnen echter ook een
gevaar vormen via infecties als ons lichaam fysiek beschadigd raakt of een verminderd
immuunsysteem heeft. Behandeling bestaat in de vorm van antibiotica gericht tegen
de pathogene bacteriën maar ons lijf ongemoeid laten. Onbehandelde infecties leiden
tot zware gezondheidsproblemen en zelfs de dood. Behandelingen met antibiotica
worden steeds minder effectief door de opkomst van antibioticaresistente bacteriën.
Ondanks de inzet van de wetenschappelijke wereld zijn er de afgelopen decennia geen
nieuwe antibiotica ontdekt die toepasbaar zijn in de kliniek (1). Om beter pathogene
bacteriën te kunnen aanpakken is er diepgaande kennis nodig over hoe deze groeien
en propageren.
De vorm van bacteriën wordt bepaald door hun celwand die zorgvuldig onderhouden
wordt tijdens het groeien en delen (2). Als de celwand wordt aangetast kunnen
bacteriën hun vorm niet meer behouden en zullen uiteindelijk sterven. De processen
die de celwand bouwen, onderhouden en reguleren zijn uitstekende nieuwe doelen om
te verstoren met nieuwe antibiotica. De bouwstenen van de celwand (Lipide II) bestaan
uit twee enkelvoudige suikers en een keten van vijf aminozuren. Lipide II wordt
geproduceerd in het cytoplasma door een reeks enzymatische reacties door de Mur
eiwitten (3). De celwand ligt buiten het cytoplasma membraan in het periplasma en
daarom moet Lipide II getransporteerd worden voordat het kan worden ingebouwd. De
meest waarschijnlijke transporter is MurJ, een eiwit dat alleen functioneert in
samenwerking met een volledig celdelingscomplex via FtsW en PBP3 (4, 5). De celwand
is geen statisch complex, maar moet dynamisch herschikt worden terwijl bacteriën
groeien en delen. De synthese van de celwand is strikt gesynchroniseerd met de eiwit
complexen die celdeling en groei organiseren, respectivelijk het divisoom en het
elongasoom (6).
Het divisoom bepaalt de positie van het celmidden om samen te trekken en te delen
via het Min systeem en nucleoide occlusie (7, 8). Het belangrijke kapstok eiwit FtsZ komt
naar het celmidden en is aan het membraan gebonden via FtsA en ZipA. Beide
koppeleiwitten binden aan dezelfde plek op FtsZ en hebben extra functies in
respectievelijk het waarnemen of het volledige divisoom is samen gekomen en het
initiëren van vroege celdeling (9). FtsZ trekt een aantal andere celdelingseiwitten aan
naar het celmidden, zoals de FtsZ geassocieerde eiwitten (Zaps). De Zaps koppelen
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verschillende cellulaire processen aan celdeling via FtsZ om te vroege constrictie te
voorkomen. Celdeling is bijvoorbeeld gekoppeld aan chromosoom segregatie via ZapA
en ZapB die direct het chromosoom binden via MatP om segregatie en constrictie te
synchroniseren (10). Een ander FtsZ-bindend eiwit, FtsK, helpt tijdens dit proces door
een DNA transporter te vormen in het divisoom en de chromosomen te verdelen over
de nieuwe compartimenten voordat de cel is gedeeld. Tegelijkertijd assembleren FtsE
en FtsX in het divisoom om hydrolases die de celwand tussen de twee nieuwe cellen
moeten openknippen te reguleren (11). Het FtsB, FtsL en FtsQ complex komt naar het
celmidden afhankelijk van de meeste eerdergenoemde celdelingseiwitten. Dit is een
teken voor celwand synthetiserende eiwitten PBP3 en PBP1b om naar het celmidden
te komen maar hun activiteit is wel onderdrukt door FtsBLQ (12). FtsN is het laatste
celdelingseiwit dat op het midden van de cel arriveert en interacteert met zowel
cytoplasmatische als periplasmatische eiwitten om synthese van de celwand te starten
en de voorgenoemde repressie hiervan op te heffen. Tegelijkertijd start het constrictie
van de cel door het Tol-Pal complex dat fysiek het buiten membraan naar binnen trekt
(13). Het afronden van celdeling is een sterk gesynchroniseerd proces waar delings- en
celwandeiwitten interacteren om de moedercel te laten opsplitsen in twee
dochtercellen.
De cellen moeten ook groeien om plek te maken voor een volledig chromosoom na
deling. Hiervoor voert het elongasoom laterale celwand synthese uit. Dit is gereguleerd
door MreB, een eiwit dat langs de omtrek van de cel beweegt in plekjes van
gelokaliseerde celwand synthese (14). MreB interacteert met mreC en MreD die op hun
beurt interacteren met PBP2 en RodA. Waarschijnlijk zorgt MurJ ook hier voor de Lipid
II aanwas. Het complex interacteert verder met RodZ wat de membraan curvatuur kan
aanvoelen om gelokaliseerde laterale celwand synthese te leiden, weg van het midden
of de uiteinden van de cel (15). Het elongasoom interacteert met het divisoom via
celwand synthese eiwitten PBP2 / PBP3 en RodZ / FtsZ om hun activiteiten te
synchroniseren.

Hoofdstuk 2 – FRET in het periplasma
Om in levende cellen eiwitten te onderzoeken die bacteriële celdeling mogelijk maken,
kan de Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) methode worden toegepast. FRET is
een op fluorescentie gebaseerde methode die uitgaat van spectrale overlap tussen
donor en acceptor moleculen die dicht bij elkaar in de buurt liggen (<10 nm, een
gebruikelijke afstand voor eiwitinteracties). Fluorescente eiwitten kunnen genetisch
gefuseerd worden met eiwitten die onderzocht worden. Een voordeel van FRET is dat
deze fusies gebruikt kunnen worden om de lokalisatie van de te onderzoeken eiwitten
te bepalen alsmede hun interactie. En belangrijk biologisch probleem is echter dat er
geen geschikte fluorescente eiwitten bestaan voor het bacteriële periplasma. In dit
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compartiment kunnen ze namelijk niet altijd fluoresceren en het transport is bovendien
schadelijk voor de cellen (16).
In dit hoofdstuk wordt de periplasmatische bruikbaarheid van de fluorescente eiwitten
mNeongreen en mCherry besproken. Deze eiwitten behouden hun fluorescente
eigenschappen wanneer ze in het periplasma tot expressie worden gebracht en kunnen
daarom gebruikt worden voor FRET in het periplasma. Met positieve en negatieve
controles werd bepaald dat het periplasmatische FRET assay gebruik kan worden om
energie overdracht te kunnen bepalen tussen de 16 % en 1.5 %. De schaal van
periplasmatische FRET experimenten kon worden vergroot naar een 96-wells formaat
met behoud van de gevoeligheid. Het gevonden detectie gebied werd gevalideerd met
een onafhankelijke techniek, Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Microscopy (FLIM).
De assay werd vervolgens gebruikt om de interacties tussen het binnenmembraan
celwand synthese eiwit PBP1b en het buitenmembraan geassocieerde regulator eiwit
LpoB aan te tonen. Multimerisatie interacties van het buitenmembraan multidrug
efflux pomp component TolC werden getoond, maar met relatief lage overdracht van
energie. Dit suggereert een directe manier van complex formatie. Het bepalen van
interacties tussen vrije periplasmatische eiwitten was een uitdaging aangezien de
fixatie procedure een osmotische schok veroorzaakt die deze eiwitten naar de
celuiteinden delocaliseert. Om dit probleem te voorkomen werd er een FRET
experiment gedaan in levende cellen gebaseerd op de voorspelbaarheid van stabiele
celgroei. Dit resulteerde in het vaststellen van de CpoB zelfinteractie in vivo.

Hoofdstuk 3 – Conformationele veranderingen van DD-CPases
D,D-Carboxypeptidases (DD-CPase)s herschikken de bacteriële celwand door het
klieven van de uiterste D-Ala van de pentapeptide zijkettingen. Onder bepaalde
omstandigheden is DD-CPase activiteit essentieel voor overleving van de cel (17). E. coli
bezit verschillende DD-CPases van welke de op elkaar lijkende PBP5, PBP6a en PBP6b
het meest bekend zijn. Van de functionaliteit van deze eiwitten werd altijd gedacht dat
deze redundant zou zijn omdat enkel wanneer alle drie de genen verwijderd worden er
morfologische defecten worden waargenomen (18). Steeds meer bewijs wijst echter
naar specifieke omstandigheden voor individuele functionaliteit (16, 19). In dit
hoofdstuk wordt beschreven dat het groeidefect van een driedubbele deletie stam kan
worden voorkomen door te groeien bij lage temperaturen en dat pH geen effect heeft
op dubbele deletie stammen.
Analyse van fusies met fluorescente eiwitten laat zien dat DD-CPases lateraal
lokaliseren en versterkt op het midden van de cel. Enzymatisch inactieve fusies met
PBP5 en PBP6a lokaliseren niet meer op het celmidden waar inactief PBP6b dat nog wel
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doet. Expressie van actief PBP6a of inactief PBP5 resulteert in opgezwollen cellen en
doet vermoeden dat de twee antagonistische functionaliteit hebben. Het verschil
tussen de aanwezigheid van inactieve DD-CPases vergeleken met hun afwezigheid in
deletie stammen is opmerkelijk en suggereert additionele fysieke functies van de
eiwitten. Het afwijkende fenotype van inactief PBP5 producerende cellen kan
gecompenseerd worden met de co-expressie van actieve DD-CPases. Dit suggereert
competitie voor lokalisatie of substraat.
Met de periplasmatische FRET assay werd de activiteit-gerelateerde conformatie
veranderingen van DD-CPases aangetoond. Het inactiveren van DD-CPases via mutaties
of het wegnemen van substraat resulteerde in hogere FRET waarden en suggereerde
dat ze een andere conformatie aannemen. Deze FRET waarden corresponderen met de
aangenomen enzymatische functionaliteit van de DD-CPases; actief PBP5, inactief
PBP6a en intermediair PBP6b.

Hoofdstuk 4 – DD-CPase remmers
DD-CPase activiteit is onder bepaalde omstandigheden essentieel voor antibiotica
resistente bacteriën (17). Dat maakt ze interessante doelen om te remmen met nieuwe
antibiotica. Verschillende moleculen zijn beschreven die PBP5 remmen bij lage
concentraties. De FRET assay die werd gebruikt om activiteit-gerelateerde conformatie
veranderingen van DD-CPases aan te tonen is een goede tool om remmers te testen in
levende cellen. Cyclische peptiden, ontworpen om PBP5 te binden met een lage
entropische boete en dus de competitie aangaat met natuurlijk substraat, werden
getest (20). Dit resulteerde niet in verschillen in groei, PBP5 lokalisatie of conformatie.
Deze bevindingen suggereren dat de moleculen hun doel niet konden bereiken,
waarschijnlijk omdat ze het buitenmembraan niet kunnen passeren.
Cyclish boronaat RMC580-1 remt β-lactamases en PBP5 maar niet celwand synthese
eiwit PBP3 (21, 22). Groeiproeven lieten geen effect van RMC580-1 zien op DD-CPase
deletiestammen. Een FRET experiment om de effecten of DD-CPase activiteit aan te
tonen gaf onverwachte maar interessante resultaten. Alle culturen, behalve degene die
PBP6b tot expressie bracht, begonnen te lyseren en stierven bij behandeling met
RMC580-1. Het molecuul remde waarschijnlijk de β-lactamase resistentie marker van
de plasmide en maakte de cellen weer vatbaar voor ampicilline.
De PBP6b producerende cellen weerstonden de behandeling met RM580-1 die βlactamase remde in de andere culturen. Geleidelijk werden deze cellen langer en
konden hun celdiameter niet stabiel houden, wat een verstoord celdelingsapparaat
suggereert. β-lactamase tot expressie gebracht van een plasmide, kon grote
hoeveelheden ampicilline inactiveren. Co-expressie van actieve DD-CPases hielp slechts
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weinig. Daarom was het de combinatie van RMC580-1, β-lactamase en PBP6b expressie
die lysis via ampicilline voorkwam. Ongerelateerd onderzoek liet al zien dat PBP6b
belangrijk is voor de functie van β-lactamases in Salmonella en E. coli (23). Ondanks dat
er meer werk moet worden verricht om de functionaliteit van PBP6b op te helderen is
dit de eerste keer dat het is aangetoond iets te kunnen doen wat PBP5 niet kan.

Hoofdstuk 5 – FtsZ remmers
FtsZ is een aantrekkelijk doel om antibiotica tegen te ontwikkelen, gezien de centrale
rol die het vervult in celdeling. Het voorkomen of juist stabiliseren van FtsZ
polymerisatie leidt tot ernstige verstoring van FtsZ dynamica en stopt celdeling. Veel
natuurlijke en synthetische moleculen die FtsZ binden zijn ontdekt, maar hebben niet
geleid tot nieuwe klinish gebruikte antibiotica. Voornamelijk voor Gram-negatieve
bacteriën zijn FtsZ remmers niet bruikbaar vanwege de ondoordringbare celenvelop of
multidrug efflux pompen. Omdat FtsZ lijkt op eukaryoot tubuline zijn anti-kanker
medicijnen soms een goed uitgangspunt om te zoeken naar FtsZ remmers. Een
voorbeeld van zulke moleculen zijn steryl quinazolines die in de reageerbuis FtsZ
polymerisatie voorkwamen.
In dit hoofdstuk werd reeks steryl quinazoline derivaten getest voor hun effecten of E.
coli en FtsZ dynamica. Minimaal remmende concentratie proeven lieten zien dat
sommige van de moleculen groei van E. coli stopten. Verdere experimenten onthulden
dat deze moleculen even giftig waren voor zoogdiercellen als voor de bacteriën,
waarschijnlijk vanwege aspecifieke activiteit. De effecten van enkele moleculen op FtsZ
lokalisatie zijn bepaald door microscopie en lieten niet altijd veranderingen zien.
Andere moleculen verstoorden echter duidelijk FtsZ lokalisatie patronen maar het was
onduidelijk of dit een direct of indirect effect was. Sommige moleculen waren enkel
effectief tegen cellen zonder multidrug efflux capaciteit en werden nader onderzocht.
Dit resulteerde in de vondst dat ondanks dat de steryl quinazolines onderling maar
weinig afwijken, er toch verschillen bestaan welke efflux pomp componenten
verantwoordelijk zijn voor E. coli om de behandeling te weerstaan.

Hoofdstuk 6 – Superfolder mTurquoise2 ox
De meeste fluorescente eiwitten functioneren niet in het periplasma van bacteriën.
Ondanks is laten zien dat mNeongreen en mCherry wel werkten leverde dit FRET paar
een gevoeligheid tot 16 % energieoverdracht terwijl andere FRET-koppels tot 35 %
leveren in het cytoplasma. Daarom werd er gezocht naar betere periplasmatische
fluorescente eiwitten om de FRET assay te verbeteren.
Het oxidatieve milieu van het periplasma is een van de redenen waarom fluorescente
eiwitten niet functioneren in dit compartiment. Elke blootliggende cysteine is vatbaar
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voor promiscue disulfidebrug formatie wat de correcte vouwing en maturatie van het
fluorescente eiwit voorkomt. Aan mCherry gerelateerde fluorescente eiwitten hebben
intrinsiek geen cysteines. Deze eiwitten werden getest in het periplasma, maar geen
van hen resulteerde in fluorescentie bij normale expressie. Enkel na lange
inductietijden werd er fluorescentie in het periplasma waargenomen voor deze
eiwitten. Dit was niet het geval voor dezelfde cellen die waren gefixeerd. Maturatie van
fluorescente eiwitten gaat verder na fixatie terwijl de vouwing stopt. Dit suggereert dat
correcte vouwing van deze fluorescente eiwitten in het periplasma is verstoord.
Bovendien, fluorescente eiwitten geïsoleerd uit Aequorea victoria hebben intrinsiek
twee cysteines en de vervanging hiervan resulteerde niet in periplamatisch
functionerende varianten.
Superfolder GFP fluoresceert wel vanuit het periplasma en men vermoedt dat de snelle
vouwing de cysteines beschermt tegen het vormen van disulfidebruggen (24). Het
FRETpaar met de hoogst gemeten energie overdracht is mTurquoise2 (mTq2) mNeongreen (25). mTq2 functioneert niet in het periplasma maar is gerelateerd aan
GFP. Daarom werden superfolder mutaties geïntroduceerd in mTq2 met superfolder
mTq2 (sfTq2) tot gevolg. sfTq2 fluoresceerde inderdaad in het periplasma en FRET
experimenten met sfTq2-mNG gaven energie overdracht van rond de 20 %. Dit was
amper een verbetering over het mNeongreen-mCherry FRET paar.
Het vervangen van de cysteines in sfTq2 leidde tot sterk verbeterde expressie en
fluorescente signalen in het periplasma. Willekeurige mutagenese op de cysteines in
sfTq2 wees uit dat een valine op positie 70 het helderste, best geproduceerde
fluorescente eiwit opleverde. Deze variant werd superfolder mTuquoise2 ox genoemd
(sfTq2ox) en werd verder getest om de biofysische eigenschappen vast te stellen. Eerst
werd de vergelijkbare helderheid van sfTq2ox met mTq2 en sfTq2 aangetoond in het
cytoplasma van E. coli en eukaryote cellen. Daarna werd de vergelijkbare kwantum
opbrengst vastgesteld in het cytoplasma van eukaryote cellen en het periplasma van E.
coli door middel van fluorescente levensduur microscopie. Met een vergelijkbare
helderheid en kwantum opbrengst mag men aannemen dat de extinctie coëfficiënt ook
vergelijkbaar is met de originele mTq2 en dat FRET-experimenten dus uitgevoerd
kunnen worden.
Positieve controles van de mTq2-, sfTq2- of sfTq2ox-mNeongreen FRET koppels toonden
allen 60 % energie overdracht in het cytoplasma. De superieure functionaliteit van
sfTq2ox in het periplasma komt zonder negatieve effecten en is dus vergelijkbaar met
mTq2. FRET experimenten in het periplasma resulteerden in energie overdracht tot 40
% voor verschillende positieve controles. Hoewel dit niet de 60 % is die gevonden is in
het cytoplasma, is het wel een sterke verbetering van de gevoeligheid van
periplasmatische FRET experimenten. Als een biologisch relevant voorbeeld werd de
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interactie tussen FtsB en FtsL aangetoond met 18 % energie overdracht. Mutaties die
de FtsBL interactie zouden verstoren maar niet hun expressie patroon gaven 3 %
energie overdracht. Deze resultaten banen de weg voor het testen van moleculen die
de interactie van het FtsBLQ complex verstoren.
In de zoektocht naar fluorescente eiwitten die beter geschikt zijn voor het bacteriële
periplasma hebben we aangetoond dat robuuste eiwitvouwing de eerste vereiste is en
daarna de cysteines. Door deze kennis toe te passen hebben we sfTq2ox gecreëerd en
daarmee het kleurpallet van periplasmatisch functionele fluorescente eiwitten
verruimd. Daarnaast hebben we een nieuw FRET paar geïntroduceerd voor de detectie
van periplasmatische eiwitinteracties met een voorheen onmogelijke gevoeligheid.

Hoofdstuk 7 – De FtsZ-ZapAB-MatP connectie
Bacteriële celdeling is gesynchroniseerd met chromosoom replicatie en segregatie. Aan
de celdelings kant haalt FtsZ ZapA naar het celmidden en ZapA recruteert ZapB (26).
Aan de kant van het chromosoom bindt en condenseert MatP de ter regio en is dit eiwit
aan deling gelinkt via ZapB (10). In dit hoofdstuk worden de interacties tussen de ter
linkende eiwitten onderzocht. Eerst werd door middel van chemische crosslinking
experimenten de interactie regio van ZapA met FtsZ onderzocht. Een crosslink werd
gevonden nabij een groeve op het globulaire hoofd domain van twee ZapA moleculen.
Specifieke mutaties van aminozuur residuen rond deze groeve resulteerden in enkele
plekken die waarschijnlijk belangrijk zijn in het binden van FtsZ omdat deze een ZapA
deletie stam niet konden complementeren. Met deze informatie kon de ZapA-FtsZ
interactie gemodelleerd worden als een ZapA dimeer dat met het hoofd domein twee
FtsZ moleculen bindt.
Een ZapA residu, I83, is beschreven als belangrijk voor het tetrameriseren van ZapA en
de gemuteerde variant ZapAI83E vormt enkel dimeren in vitro (27) en werd verder
onderzocht in levende cellen. ZapAI83E kon niet de ZapA deletiestam complementeren
en lokaliseert diffuus door de cel terwijl FtsZ onaangetast op het celmidden blijft. FRET
analyse onthulde dat het ZapAI83E dimeer nog steeds interacteert met FtsZ, enkel niet
op het celmidden. In ZapAI83E cellen lokaliseert ZapB unipolair, suggererende dat ZapA
tetramerisatie of lokalisatie op het celmidden vereist is voor ter linking. Chromosoom
lokalisatie is omgekeerd gecorreleerd met die van ZapB in deze cellen. Dit effect werd
niet waargenomen in cellen waar ter linking verloren is door een MatP deletie en ZapB
nog naar het midden van de cel komt via ZapA. Wanneer zowel ZapA als MatP
ontbreken, dan lokaliseert ZapB ook bipolair. Het chromosoom bevindt zich nog steeds
weg van ZapB en beslaat het volume van een delende wild-type cel. Fluorescentie
microscopie over tijd en ander werk suggereren dat de concentratie ZapB binnen cellen
constant is over de celcyclus en dat enkel de lokalisatie patronen wisselen. De eerder
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beschreven tegen-oscillatie van vroege celdelings eiwitten faciliteren dit proces
mogelijk (29).
Hieruit is de hypothese voortgekomen dat invloed van ZapB op het chromosoom de
celdeling helpt. Ondanks dat er geen directe effecten van ZapB op chromosoom
lokalisatie vastgesteld konden worden wordt het volgende model voorgesteld. Deling
start met FtsZ op het celmidden en trekt ZapB aan, dat uitsteekt in de cel. Wanneer de
ter regio gerepliceerd is wordt het gedecoreerd met MatP en ZapB terwijl het naar de
delingsplek gebracht wordt door een tot nog toe onbeschreven kracht. In plaats van
afgestoten te worden door ZapB, arriveert de ter regio op het celmidden door de ZapBZapB interactie via de ZapA en MatP kanten. Hier segregeert het chromosoom en laat
MatP los dat waarschijnlijk aan het membraan gaat zitten. Het is niet uitgesloten dat
MatP ook een extra rol speelt op het delingsvlak. Het chromosoom wordt daarna
geweerd uit het midden van de cel voor een nieuwe ronde van replicatie. De oude
delingsmachinerie ontmantelt en wordt naar de nieuwe delingsplek gebracht via tegenoscillatie.
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